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CASA DEL MENANDRO 
I 4, 10 
 CASA DEL MENANDRO 
I 10, 4 
 
DESCRIPTION1 
The Casa del Menandro, one of the largest private properties of Pompeii, is situated in 
the part of town to the northeast of the theatre and the Foro Triangolare, on the periphery 
of the town centre. Excavations of the house took place in 1928, 1930 and 1932, in charge of 
Maiuri. The name of the house is derived from a wall painting in one of the exedrae against 
the back wall of the peristyle-garden, depicting the ancient Greek poet Menander. Roger 
Ling and his team studied the building history of the insula and published a detailed 
description of the building history of the Casa del Menandro2. This publication has been 
used as the basis for the text below, and offers a complete and detailed description of the 
exterior and interior wall structures and wall and floor decorations3.  
 
 
Casa del Menandro: ground plan (La Rocca, E., M. de Vos & A. de Vos 1994) 
                                                 
 
1 For a detailed description of the structures and remaining decorations see: PPM II, 240-397. 
2 Ling 1997. 
3 Ibidem, appendix A, 264-281. 
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Decoration4 
The impressive scale of the atrium house and peristyle-garden was matched by its 
decorations. The front portal of the house  was framed by pilasters surmounted by 
Corinthian capitals in Nocera tuff. A comparable decoration can be found in the entrance to 
the tablinum from the atrium, which was flanked by three-quarter engaged Corinthian 
columns, entirely of Nocera tuff5. This type of decoration is rare in Pompeii with only one 
known parallel in the Casa del Principe di Montenegro (VII, 16, 13-14). 
 The walls of the atrium and tablinum were redecorated in the last years of the house in 
richly coloured Fourth Style paintings. The other rooms opening off the atrium were 
modestly decorated in this last period6. The impluvium was clad in marble, while the 
pavement of the atrium consisted of lava cement with scattered bits of potsherds7. 
Within the peristyle-garden, the existing wall and ceiling decorations date to two main 
phases, the late Second Style (third quarter of the first century BC) and the early Fourth 
(third quarter of the first century AD). Most of the floor decorations belong to the Second 
Style, apart from the pavements of the great hall 18 and its neighbouring rooms (16, 17 and 
19), which can be ascribed to the alterations of the Fourth Style phase8. 
 
Ground plan 
The ground plan of the Casa del Menandro, taking up about 2/3 of the total area of the 
insula, consists of several physically and functionally distinct zones: the main residential zone, 
that is the atrium house and peristyle-garden, and two service areas, the kitchen quarter to 
the west and staff quarters to the east and south-east. The oldest part of the house can clearly 
be recognised in the atrium and the rooms surrounding it. In time, the property of the Casa 
del Menandro was expanded by adding more space to the oldest nucleus at the expense of 
other pre-existing properties in the insula9. The original atrium house did have some form of 
garden or other extension of the property to the rear, which is implied by the southward 
continuation of the western boundary wall, constructed in the same way as the atrium house. 
Also, the original plan included two passages on either side of the tablinum, which would 
only make sense if they provided access from the atrium to a rear quarter10. During a certain 
period in history, the Casa del Menandro was connected to the Casa del Fabbro, its 
neighbour on the west side, then forming part of one large property, by means of a doorway 
in the west wall of room 6 of the atrium house and at least two doorways in the peristyle-
garden. In the following general description of the ground plan and construction and the 
                                                 
 
4 For a detailed description of the wall and floor decorations see: Ling 1997, vol. 2. 
5 Ibidem, 48. 
6 Ibidem, 51. 
7 Laidlaw 1985, 77. 
8 Ling, 1997, 67. 
9 Ibidem, 47. 
10 Ibidem, 54. 
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subsequent analysis of the design, the focus will be on the residential core of the Casa del 
Menandro, excluding the service areas and the private bath-suite. 
Several alterations were made to the original layout of the house during its history of use. 
In the front range, the Casa del Menandro and the Casa del Fabbro both ceded some space, 
around the middle of the first century AD, to create a new independent shop unit: I 10, 5-6. 
As a result, room 5 became a very narrow space used as a storeroom. Both the doorway to 
this room and the one to room 6 were later creations. In the back range of the house, the 
cupboard 10 almost certainly originally began life as a passage matching space 9 on the other 
side of the tablinum. Room 11 was originally orientated towards the atrium and presumably 
was entered from room 7 or passage 10. Room 12 was also originally faced towards the 
atrium and may well have been symmetrical to room 11. In that case, a small room between 
rooms 4 and 12 may have been absorbed in the expansion of room 1211. The ground space 
of the atrium itself was not altered during time. Even the new east wall of the unit I 10, 5-6 
respects the original line of the west wall of the atrium. 
The impressive dimensions of the complex are matched by its height. Only on the right 
side of the atrium, the spaces were lowered to accommodate an upper storey12. There was 
originally no upstairs apartment above the west range of the Menandro atrium. The staircase 
that led to the apartment was clearly a secondary addition to the street-front complex, 
because it abuts against a painted decoration belonging to the first phase of that complex13.  
Regarding the plan of the peristyle-garden, the most striking feature is the change in 
alignment in the east wall of the peristyle. The alignment of the northern part of the wall 
reflects the obliquity of house (16) and of the structures exposed in an excavation under 
room 18, so is presumably a relic of earlier dispositions in this part of the insula. The 
southern part of the wall conforms to the general rectangularity of the remaining wings of 
the peristyle and must therefore belong to a later phase of regularisation14. Within the area of 
the peristyle-garden, the colonnade forms a perfect rectangle with stuccoed Doric columns 
linked by a low masonry pluteus (parapet). The amount of columns and their spacing along 
the different sides of the colonnade are far from regular: the north side counts five columns, 
the south side seven, the east side seven and the west side eight. The ambulatories to the 
right (W) and left (E) of the colonnade contract from north to south due to the diminishing 
width of the garden area15. Along the east side, a series of rooms, opening off the peristyle, is 
situated, which project to irregular depths. The largest room is room 18, most likely to have 
been used as a banquet hall, and connected to the suit of smaller rooms flanking it. In the 
southwest corner, the peristyle-garden is flanked by a private bath-suite. On the south side of 
the peristyle, after a passage (P1) leading to the service quarter, there is a small room (21), 
                                                 
 
11 Ibidem, 53. 
12 Ibidem, p. 48. 
13 Ibidem, 55. 
14 Ibidem, 72. 
15 Ibidem, 59. 
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which began life as a cubiculum, but which ended as a store of some form. The rest of the 
available space is divided into four recesses, alternately apsidal and rectangular, which 
become progressively deeper from east to west, as a result of the alignment of the property 
boundary behind them. The arrangement is such that a rectangular exedra occupies the focal 
point of the axial view from the front of the house and is framed by a pair of apses, while 
another rectangular exedra forms the focus of the view from oecus 11 down the west side of 
the peristyle16. 
 
Construction 
Ling’s team has discerned five different, chronological construction phases in the 
building history of the Casa del Menandro: 
 
PHASE 1: PERIOD OF SARNO LIMESTONE CONSTRUCTION (LATE 3RD TO MID 2ND C. BC) 
During this period, the atrium-complex of the Casa del Menandro was constructed. A 
full reconstruction of the original plan is impossible due to later alterations and rebuilding, 
but a few elements are considered more or less secure: two small rooms flanking the fauces, 
a large room in the north-east corner and two passages on either side of the tablinum leading 
to a garden at the rear, the extent of which is uncertain. At this time there were separate 
properties to the east and southeast of the Casa del Menandro17. Construction was in opera a 
telaio and opus incertum limestone with doorjambs built up in opus quadratum limestone and 
lava thresholds. The evidence for the dating of this first phase is provided by numerous 
sherds of black-glaze pottery, which have been identified within the mortar of the eastern 
boundary wall. They help fix construction around the turn of the third and second centuries 
B.C18. 
 
PHASE 2: FIRST STYLE (MID 2ND TO EARLY 1ST C. BC) 
At this time, the owner of the Casa del Menandro decided to incorporate the latest 
fashion in decoration in his house, in the form of pilaster capitals at the front portal and 
three-quarter engaged columns at the entrance to the tablinum, all carved in Nocera tuff. 
Analysis of the pilaster capitals by M. Cocco has put a date on them around the second half 
of the second century or the first decades of the first century BC. A significant change in the 
property dimensions, which may be connected with these alterations in decoration, but may 
also belong to the first half of the first century BC, is the creation of a doorway in the west 
wall of room 6, connecting the Casa del Menandro to its neighbour, the Casa del Fabbro19. 
                                                 
 
16 Ibidem, 61. 
17 Ibidem, 91. 
18 Ibidem, 52. 
19 Ibidem, 54-55. 
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There is good reason to believe that within the garden area, the north portico was added 
at an early stage. All five of the columns that are now still in place and visible in this portico 
are in tuff. The use of tuff indicates a second century date. Originally we must restore, in 
place of the second and third columns from the west, corresponding to the jambs of the 
broad southern opening of the tablinum, four more closely spaced columns. The former 
position of the columns is confirmed by semi-circular cuttings, 10 cm. in diameter, in the 
edge of the peristyle gutter at the appropriate point. If this line of reasoning is correct, the 
column count of the original north portico was seven20. Later, the colonnade was extended 
southwards with the addition of brick columns on the east and west sides, creating a three-
sided portico of 7 (north) x 6 (east) x 4 (west) columns. Two rooms (14 and 15) and possibly 
a third were constructed behind the east wing. Now or early in the next phase the peristyle 
was linked with the neighbouring property to the west by at least two doorways21. A southern 
limit to the extension of this peristyle would have been imposed by the early house revealed 
by the excavations in room 18. Whether there was space for a south colonnade is doubtful; 
more probably the south of the peristyle would have been formed by a simple wall. 
 
PHASE 3: SECOND STYLE (EARLY TO LATE 1ST C. BC) 
At some stage in the third quarter of the first century BC the tablinum and room 11 were 
opened to the south and the passage between them turned into a large cupboard. The dating 
is established by the style of the mosaic pavement now laid in room 1122. During the Second 
Style phase, the peristyle was enlarged to its present extent, with the creation of a four-sided 
portico of 7 x 8 columns. Along the south side were created a two-bed cubiculum (room 21) 
and a sequence of apsidal and rectangular exedrae, and off the southern part of the west 
portico a private bath-suite. The early house to the southeast was partly buried to allow the 
construction of at least two rooms opening off the southern part of the east portico23. 
The radical re-planning of the peristyle-garden and the shift in focus of room 11 and the 
tablinum from the atrium to the peristyle were obviously part of one phase of reconstruction, 
in which the peristyle took over the main function as centre of the house, formerly fulfilled 
by the atrium. The date for this phase of re-planning, derived from Beyen’s analysis of the 
architecture and wall paintings (c. 40-30 BC) finds general support in the pottery evidence 
from the baths, pointing to the first century B.C24. Construction during this period was in 
opus incertum limestone and tuff with quoins of opus vittatum or brickwork. 
                                                 
 
20 Ibidem, 76-77. 
21 Ibidem, 91. 
22 Ibidem, 55. 
23 Ibidem, 91. 
24 Ibidem, 79. 
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PHASE 4: THIRD STYLE (LATE 1ST C. BC TO MID 1ST C. AD) 
Shortly before the middle of the first century AD, the Casa del Menandro and the Casa 
del Fabbro were separated with the blocking of the doorways in the atrium house and 
peristyle-garden25. 
 
PHASE 5: FOURTH STYLE (THIRD QUARTER OF THE 1ST C. AD) 
Around the middle of the first century AD, the northwest corner of the atrium house 
was ceded to a new independent unit I 10, 5-6, and the rooms to the west of the atrium 
rebuilt, with room 7 becoming a bedroom and with a narrow storeroom inserted to the north 
of room 6. Masonry stairs were installed in room 2, leading to an upper-storey apartment at 
the front of the house, possibly created in order to make up for the lost space in the 
northwest corner26. 
In the area southeast of the peristyle-garden, the early house was finally destroyed to 
make way for the construction of the great oecus 18 and of rooms 16, 17 and 19; and the 
peristyle was rebuilt with broad openings in front of the tablinum and room 18, and with a 
parapet filling the remaining intercolumnations. Construction during this phase was in opus 
incertum of mixed materials (limestone, lava, cruma and tuff)27. 
The final phase of alterations can probably be considered to be the result of the 
earthquake in AD 62. In the atrium house, the ceilings and doorways of rooms 5-7 were 
lowered to accommodate an upstairs apartment entered from I 10, 5. The north wall of room 
3 (in the façade of the Casa del Menandro), which had evidently collapsed, was rebuilt in opus 
incertum of mostly lava28. Within the peristyle-garden, the earthquake inflicted serious damage 
to the baths, the repair works on which were still incomplete in AD 79.
                                                 
 
25 Ibidem, 58, 91. 
26 Ibidem, 58. 
27 Ibidem, 91 
28 Ibidem, 58 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE 
 
In AD 79, the plot of land occupied by the Casa del Menandro, consisting of an atrium 
complex, a peristyle-garden, service area’s and a private bath-suite, took up more than half of 
the total area of the insula I 10, making it by far the largest property in the block. As was 
already explained in the description of the building history, the plan as we see it now had 
developed and grown through a series of different building phases. The following analysis 
will concentrate on the atrium house in its original layout and construction. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
The total dimensions of the original plot allocated to the construction of the atrium 
house are uncertain. The research by Ling and his team revealed that the house possessed a 
garden-area at the back, the depth of which is uncertain. In the metrological analysis, we are 
thus forced to regard only the space taken up by the atrium house itself. The dimensions of 
the plot used for the construction of the house are 60'x70' (measures include the outside 
walls). Within this space, the layout of the atrium house was not so much the result of a clear 
and systematic design, as it was a practical, ad hoc division of the available space into a 
number of different areas. 
Within the 70' depth of the house, a general division was made of 50' - 20', the first area 
comprising the added depths of the front range and the atrium, the second comprising the 
back range (Fig. 1). Although these measures could be the symptoms of a geometric design  
(50' : 70' : 20'= x :  x√2 :  x√2-x), the analysis will reveal that this sequence has no meaning in 
the overall layout of the house. They will therefore not be considered as anything more than 
the result of a routine choice of measures that were commonly used in the architectural 
trade. 
The width of the atrium was set at 26' and ideally positioned in the centre of the width of 
the plot, resulting in equal side ranges with a depth of 17'. The division of space within the 
width was ideally 17' - 26' - 17'. The measure of 26' was used again in the position of the rear 
edge of the impluvium basin within the depth of the atrium. Half this measure was reserved 
for the front range including the fauces, measuring 13'. The atrium depth was set at 37'  
(Fig. 1). 
On a more detailed level (Fig. 2)of the house plan, the tablinum was positioned centrally 
behind the axis of fauces and atrium, and given a width of 16'. In the left side range, the 
second space probably functioned as an ala, with its front completely open to the atrium with 
an 11½' width. The open space of the atrium was divided into three parts by the position of 
the impluvium basin: 
  Depth:  11' 15' 11' 
 Width:  7' 12' 7' 
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Dispositio 
The total depth of the atrium house, from the entrance to the back of the tablinum,  
measures 69½' instead of the ideal 70'. This was reflected in the depth of the atrium, 
which measures 36½' in the built structure. Within the width of the plot, the right atrium 
wall was constructed 1' further to the right, resulting in an atrium width of 27' and a right 
side range of 16'. The division of space within the width was then 17' - 27' - 16'. These 
changes have no apparent reason. 
 
The lack of  a formal design 
Finally, a word in general on the atrium house of the Casa del Menandro. Within the 
group of 18 houses studied in this research, the Casa del Menandro is unique, in that it lacks 
any evidence of systematic geometric or arithmetic relations or figures in the plan of its 
atrium house. Also, the layout of the house is not based on the more conventional 
symmetrical and regular organisation of rooms around the central court. On the left side of 
the atrium, we find one central open space, with a rather long and closed room to the front 
and back of it. On the right side, the first space is a small cupboard (the result of a structural 
change simultaneous to the construction of I 10, 5-6), followed by two cubicula. This issue 
will be further discussed in the general conclusions below. 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
 
 
The peristyle-garden in its final phase is the result of a number of different construction 
phases. As described by Ling, the north portico was probably already present before the 
construction of the rest of the peristyle, and originally consisted of seven columns. This 
structure was later extended to a three-sided peristyle by the addition of an east (six columns) 
and west (4 columns) wing, before reaching the final appearance of a four-sided peristyle29. 
Because this peristyle-garden was constructed in at least three phases, it seems needless to 
make an effort in analyzing the original design, or trying to recognise one concept that fits 
the entire structure. Rather, the measurements of the garden-area and the position of the 
peristyle within it seem to be dictated by a logical and practical division of space. The open 
space within the garden was purposely manipulated by placing a series of exedrae against the 
back wall, which appears to have had a dual purpose. Besides creating a focal point for the 
views from the different spaces around the peristyle-garden and for the visual axis running 
through the entire property, the exedrae also regulated the orientation of the back wall to 
create a more regular rectangular space. 
The following analysis of the used measurements in the peristyle-garden should not be 
regarded as a metrological analysis in order to reconstruct the original design, but as an 
ordered description of the layout of space within the garden-area (Fig. 3). 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The total garden-area in the final stage measures 70'x87'. Within this space, the position 
of  the front (N) portico was already set at 14½' from the back wall of  the atrium house. 
In the last construction phase of  the peristyle-garden, with the addition of  the back (S) 
portico to the peristyle, the choice for the position of  the back portico was deliberate 
and well considered. By placing it at 58' from the front portico, the depth of  the back 
ambulatory was set at 14½' and the total depth of  the garden was thus divided based on 
rational proportions and symmetrically: 
Front ambulatory: 14½' 
Depth peristyle:  58' (4x14½')  
Back ambulatory: 14½' 
Within the total depth of  87' (6x14½'), the ambulatories and the peristyle are 
proportionally related as 1 : 4 : 1. 
2. Within the total ideal 70' width of  the garden-area, the width of  the peristyle was also 
already set at 45' by the presence of  the front (N) portico, even though the number of  
columns placed here was later altered. The front portico was positioned in the centre of  
                                                 
 
29 Supra n. 20 and 21. 
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the width of  the garden, and with the addition of  the left and right sides of  the peristyle, 
two more ambulatories were created, each measuring 12½' in depth. The division of  
space in the width of  the garden was then: 12½' – 45' - 12½'. 
 
Dispositio 
1. The plot of land that became available for the peristyle-garden in its present situation, 
after the owner of the atrium house had added extra space to his property within the 
insula, was not as regular as would have been desirable. Whereas the depth of the garden 
was regularised by creating a series of exedrae against the back wall, the width of the 
garden area varied from 70' at the front (behind the tablinum) to 66' at the back (along 
the south portico of the peristyle). Due to this considerable difference in width, the space 
that was available for the porticoes on either side of the peristyle narrowed towards the 
back of the garden. Both the left (E) and right (W) porticoes are 12½' wide at the front 
(N), whereas they are only 11' and 10' wide respectively at the back (S). 
2. On the building site, the back wall of the garden was moved forward into the physical 
space by placing a series of rectangular and apsidal exedrae against that wall. This had no 
effect on the visual perception of anyone viewing the peristyle-garden along its visual 
axis, as the line of sight culminated at the back wall of the garden, in between exedrae 22 
and 24. For the eye, the division of space thus remained 14½' – 58' – 14½', whereas the 
real space of the portico behind the peristyle was reduced to 9½' by the presence of the 
exedra, resulting in the following division of space: 
14½' – 58' – 9½'. 
3. The number of columns on the north and east sides of the peristyle and their positioning 
was to a large degree dictated by the presence of large open spaces (tablinum and room 
12 on the north side and rooms 18 and 15 on the east). 
Ling already commented on the fact that the north colonnade originally consisted of 
seven equally spaced columns30. Later, when the need to create uninterrupted sight lines 
arose, two columns were taken out, resulting in five columns, which were much more 
widely spaced out, especially in front of the tablinum and room 12. For similar reasons, 
the east side of the peristyle only counts seven columns instead of the eight of the west 
side. Here, the enormous reception hall (18) required a particularly large opening in the 
row of columns. The smaller room (15) on the same side of the garden was apparently 
also used as a banquet or reception space, as here, too, the intercolumniation was wider 
than between the rest of the columns. Along the west and south sides of the peristyle, 
the columns were more regularly spaced out, with the exception of a minor widening of 
the opening in front of exedra 23, which formed the end point of the central line of sight 
through the house and garden. The positioning of the columns along the four sides of 
the peristyle is as follows: 
                                                 
 
30 Supra n. 20. 
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North:  8' - 16' (tablinum) - 12' - 10' (room 12) 
South:  7½' - 7½' - 8½' (exedra 23) - 7½' - 7½' - 7½'   
East:  7½' - 10½' (room 15) - 7' - 7' - 18' (room 18) - 8' 
West:  8' - 8' - 8' - 8½' - 8½' - 8½' - 8½' 
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Measures atrium house Casa del Menandro (I 10, 4). Foot measure: 27.57 cm. (Detailed measures 
taken by the author in addition to general measures in Ling, R. 1997) 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in cm Distance in Oscan feet Intended 
measures in 
the executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
            
FAÇADE           
NW corner - NE corner 1979,50 27,57   71,80   72,00 72,00 
NW corner - fauces 1078,50 27,57   39,12   39,00 40,00 
width fauces 159,00 27,57   5,77   6,00 6,00 
fauces - NE corner 742,00 27,57   26,91   27,00 26,00 
            
FAUCES           
average depth e/w 358,00 362,50 27,57   12,99 13,14 13,00 13,00 
width n/s 159,00 153,00 27,57   5,77 5,55 6,00 6,00 
            
ATRIUM           
Depth e/w 993,00 1013,00 27,57   36,02 36,74 36,50 37,00 
average depth 1003,00 27,57   36,38       
width n/s 737,00 738,00 27,57   26,73 26,77 27,00 26,00 
total internal width atrium house 1550,00 27,57   56,22       
total internal depth atrium house 1912,00 27,57   69,35       
Front (N) wall           
NW corner - opening  133,00 27,57   4,82       
opening 105,00 27,57   3,81       
right (W) post fauces 57,00 27,57   2,07       
NW corner - fauces 295,00 27,57   10,70   10,50 10,00 
width fauces 153,00 27,57   5,55   6,00 6,00 
fauces - NE corner 289,00 27,57   10,48   10,50 10,00 
left (E) post fauces 44,00 27,57   1,60       
opening 93,50 27,57   3,39       
opening - NE corner 151,50 27,57   5,50       
Back (S) wall           
opening SW corner 112,00 27,57   4,06       
right (W) post tablinum 59,00 27,57   2,14       
SW corner - tablinum 171,00 27,57   6,20   6,50 5,00 
width tablinum 388,50 27,57   14,09   14,00 16,00 
tablinum - SE corner 178,50 27,57   6,47   6,50 5,00 
left (E) post tablinum 59,00 27,57   2,14       
opening andron 119,50 27,57   4,33       
Left (E) wall           
NW corner-first opening 127,00           
opening first space 109,00 27,57   3,95       
left (S) post first space= 111,00 27,57   4,03       
right (N) post second space           
opening second space 142,00 27,57   5,15       
left (S) post second space= 148,00 27,57   5,37       
right (N) post third space           
opening third space 102,50 27,57   3,72       
length wall until SW corner 237,50 27,57   8,61       
Right (W) wall           
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NE corner-first opening 106,50         
opening first space 97,00 27,57   3,52     
right (S) post first space= 85,00 27,57   3,08     
left (N) post second space         
opening second space 316,00 27,57   11,46     
length wall until SE corner 361,50 27,57   13,11     
Side range left (E)         
depth 432,00 27,57   15,67   15,50 (+1,50) 17,00 
Side range right (W)         
depth 395,00 27,57   14,33   14,50 (+1,50) 17,00 
Impluvium         
Depth 422,50 27,57   15,32   15,00 15,00 
width 327,00 27,57   11,86   12,00 12,00 
front (N) wall - impluvium 299,00 27,57   10,85   11,00 11,00 
impluvium - back (S) wall 291,50 27,57   10,57   10,50 11,00 
left (E) wall - impluvium 192,50 27,57   6,98   7,50 7,00 
impluvium - right (W) wall 208,50 27,57   7,56   7,50 7,00 
Tablinum         
average depth 539,00 27,57   19,55   20,00 20,00 
width  388,50   27,57   14,09   14,00 16,00 
 
 
Measures peristyle-garden Casa del Menandro (I 10, 4). Foot measure: 27.60 cm. (Detailed measures 
taken by the author in addition to general measures in Ling, R. 1997) 
 
PERISTYLE-
GARDEN 
Distance in cm Foot measure in 
cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures in 
the executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio) 
           
depth e/w 2264,00 2267,50 27,60  82,03 82,16 (5,00)+82,00 87,00 
width n/s 1916,00 1827,50 27,60  69,42 66,21 70,00/66,00 70,00 
Peristyle 27,60        
depth e/w 1610,00 1605,50 27,60  58,33 58,17 58,00 58,00 
width n/s 1245,00 1243,00 27,60  45,11 45,04 45,00 45,00 
Front (N) portico 27,60        
depth e/w 393,50 406,00 27,60  14,26 14,71 14,50 14,50 
Back (S) portico 27,60        
depth e/w 260,50 256,00 27,60  9,44 9,28 9,50 14,50 
Left (E) portico 27,60        
depth n/s 333,50 279,00 27,60  12,08 10,11 12,50/10,00 12,50 
Right (W) portico 27,60        
depth n/s 337,50 305,50 27,60  12,23 11,07 12,50/11,00 12,50 
 
 
 
 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
The construction history 
The Casa del Menandro is a house with a long and complex history. The detailed analysis 
of the building history by Ling and his team revealed that the large residential complex in 
Region I insula 10 is the end-result of a long succession of building, additions, changes and 
redecoration31. The original structure consisted of the atrium house with a garden-area of 
unknown depth at the back. In this garden, it seems that the north portico was added first, 
while soon afterwards, the east and west porticoes were created, extending the peristyle 
southwards. The completion of the peristyle to its final form with four sides occurred later 
still, when the focus of the rooms between the house and the garden (tablinum and room 11) 
turned from the atrium towards the peristyle. The metrological analysis of the atrium house 
and peristyle-garden concurs with this picture.  
  
A grand house without formal design 
Both the atrium house and the peristyle-garden of the Casa del Menandro are clearly 
absent of any underlying system of measurements that would ensure the mathematical 
coherence between their different elements. In the case of the peristyle-garden, this 
conclusion does not come as a surprise, seeing as this part of the property was constructed in 
several different phases and was therefore never part of a preconceived plan. For the atrium 
house, certainly appearing as one of the more distinctive examples in Pompeii and in the 
current sample, the lack of a formal design is surprising. Firstly, because all the other houses 
in the sample did reveal a clear mathematical system underlying the measurements and 
coherence between the different elements of each atrium house. Secondly, because the Casa 
del Menandro has, at least to us modern researchers, an appearance of stateliness, wealth and 
power. 
Perhaps we have been put on the wrong foot by the ostentatious display that is 
characteristic if this property, as seen for example in the abundant decorations to the latest 
fashions, the tall engaged columns flanking the tablinum, and the impressive entrance to the 
house. Also, the fact that the entire residence was restored to a high standard in comparison 
to many of the other atrium houses in the city, adds to the feeling of awe we get upon 
entering today. 
Nonetheless, the metrological analysis tells a somewhat different story about this house 
and its owner. Contrary to what seems to have been the conventional way of constructing a 
house of this type and these dimensions, namely by employing a professional to draw up the 
design, this man apparently preferred to take matters into his own hands. There is no doubt 
that he was a wealthy man, but perhaps not one belonging to the old elite. Maybe he was a 
                                                 
 
31 Ling 1997, 264-281. 
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‘self-made’ man, who had acquired his wealth over a short period of time and decided to 
invest it in this property. For the construction, he probably hired a contractor and a team of 
builders, while overseeing the project himself. Over time, as his wealth increased, he added 
bits and pieces at the back of the house, until he had a spacious four-sided peristyle 
surrounded by all the elements one would expect in an elite residence, including several large 
reception spaces and a private bath suite. 
 
Sight lines or lines of  deception? 
The thing that makes the Casa del Menandro such a remarkable property, besides its 
sheer size and high quality of decoration, is the fact that it portrays a convincing picture of 
symmetry and coherence despite a total lack of a formal design or systematic plan. For the 
viewer, its proportions, volumes, the flow of spaces and strong visual axis just feel ‘right’. In 
other words, it possesses what Vitruvius holds as maybe the most important quality for any 
built structure: eurythmia. This is remarkable for a property that in reality lacks coherence 
between its different parts, and could easily have turned out as an untidy assembly of rooms.  
For a large part, this feeling of symmetry was accomplished by the use of a long axial 
view and other  lines of sight. This aspect of the Casa del Menandro has since long attracted 
the attention of modern scholars. In his article on pictorial space and real space in Roman 
architecture, Heinrich Drerup used the house as an example of his concept of a ‘view 
through’ (Durchblik), whereby a series of framing devices, such as doorways, windows and 
columns were placed on the visual axis32. In a later study, Lise Bek pays attention to the Casa 
del Menandro in her research of axiality in domestic architecture33. She considers the optical 
axiality of the atrium house as a way to create or emphasise a series of symmetrically 
constructed planes lying one behind the other, rather than a direct linear progression towards 
a viewpoint34. In the case of the Casa del Menandro, the axial view from the entrance 
through the atrium, tablinum and peristyle, culminating in the flat niche (23) flanked by two 
semi-circular niches, creates precisely such a succession of optical planes as well as an image 
of symmetry. As Bek points out, the view is enhanced even more by the careful positioning 
of the columns on the north and south porticoes, which are spaced out widely enough to 
allow an almost uninterrupted view, but still closely enough to remain in the visual field, 
thereby framing the view. Furthermore, the intercolumniation of the rear-most pair is smaller 
than that of the fore-most, thereby lengthening the perspective. Apart from the visual axis 
running through house and garden, views from the rooms surrounding the peristyle-garden 
area equally defined. From oecus (11), a strong line of sight runs through the right (W) 
ambulatory, ending in the far right exedra (25). This flat niche housed the altar to the lares, 
while the walls were decorated to imitate a rural sanctuary. This view clearly reflects the 
                                                 
 
32 Drerup 1959, ; see also Clarke 1991, 14-15. 
33 Bek 1980, 185-187. 
34 Ibidem, 183. 
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importance of the ancestral cult to the owner35. Another strong line of sight within the 
peristyle, crossing the central axis at a right angle, is that from triclinium (18). This view was 
framed by the exceptionally wide space between the columns in the left (E) portico. 
Together with the floral and faunal decorative schemes that were used on the walls of the 
garden, this area of the house was transformed to create an atmosphere of reclusion and 
tranquillity within the city. 
 
The Casa del Menandro: status symbol or object of  ridicule? 
 The fact that the owner of this grand property within Pompeii’s city centre was a 
man of considerable means and power is apparent from the sheer size of the whole complex, 
which over time took over the larger part of insula I 10, buying out other, surrounding 
property owners. Also, the floor and wall decorations, always updated to the latest fashions, 
and the architectural decorations were of a high standard. These elements, together with the 
use of sight lines from different parts of the house and garden, manage to conceal the lack of 
a formal design and coherence in this structure. At least, so it seems to us, modern viewers, 
who have, until now, only appreciated and judged the house by its appearance, rather than by 
its structured layout in context with the common architectural traditions. Maybe we have 
been mislead by the excellent preservation and restoration, which make the house stand out 
against many of the other atrium houses in the city, because that is all that we have focussed 
on. 
 To my opinion, the knowledge that the Casa del Menandro was built without 
professional aid creates a different or at least more complete picture of the (social) history of 
this house. For it may well be that, within his contemporary society and within his own peer 
group, the owner of Menandro was not looked upon quite so favourably. It has become clear 
from this research that the atrium house as a house type was bound by strict rules, canons 
and traditions. The houses of the elite were conceived and constructed by following set 
scheme’s, proportions and dimensions. Even though there was always plenty of space for 
individual choice and room for negotiations, the employment of a professional architect or 
tradesman for the construction of an elite house was a general rule. The fact that the owner 
of the Casa del Menandro ignored that rule cannot have remained unnoticed. His deviant 
behaviour within the context of a group of people who no doubt appreciated doing things 
‘the proper way’, together with his lavish display of wealth in the latest fashions, may even 
have turned against him and given him a ‘Trimalchio-like’ image. 
 
 
                                                 
 
35 Clarke 1991, 14-15. 
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CASA DEL TORELLO 
V I, 7 
 
DESCRIPTION36 
 
The Casa del Torello, situated along the Via di Nola opposite the Central Baths, was 
excavated between 1836 and 1838, and again in 1875 and was given this name by its 
excavators when they found a statue of a bronze bull on a base situated in the atrium, behind 
the impluvium. 
 
Decoration 
The pilaster on the right side of  the grand entrance, built in large blocks of  Nocera tuff, 
was adorned with a figured capital, also in tuff, showing the bust of  a Bacchante on the side of  
the entrance and the child Hercules between serpents on the street side37. This capital is now 
kept at the Antiquarium of  Pompeii. The following rooms in the Casa del Torello are 
described by Laidlaw as showing the remains of  wall paintings in the First Style38. 
In the first and second rooms on the right (E) side of  the lararium (SE corner) and the 
atrium, there are remains on the entrance (E) wall of  a yellow horizontal drafted panel partly 
covered by the later cross-wall but visible on both sides of  it; in the SW corner of  the second 
room, there are traces of  white horizontal fascia, both with finished vertical bevelled edges 
next to the doorway. Within the second room, the first doorway on the right (E) side of  the 
atrium, there are traces on the right (S) wall of  green and yellow drafts of  two rectangles in 
the top course of  the upper zone, above which there were a small moulding, purple frieze, 
and cornice. The purple frieze and the holes for attaching the cornice are preserved on the S 
and E walls; on the N wall there are also traces of  a wall crown below a lunette. The third  
room, the second doorway on the right (E) side of  the atrium, shows parts a of  lower 
epistyle, frieze and dentil cornice on the S, E and W walls below two well preserved courses 
of  the upper zone, separated by a white horizontal fillet and crowned with a second epistyle, 
frieze and dentil cornice; on the S wall, there is a upper fascia, and in NE corner, a wall 
crown and the beginning of  a lunette. 
Many of  the spaces around the atrium still preserve the floor decoration of  the First 
Style. In particular, all the spaces opening onto the right side of  the atrium contain the oldest 
floor decoration, in cocciopesto with inserted coloured stones in the first cubiculum and in 
the ala, as well as in cocciopesto with a meander motive in the second cubiculum. The three 
                                                 
 
36 For a detailed description of the structures and remaining decorations see: PPM III, 481-532. 
37 La Rocca, De Vos & De Vos 1994, 325; Pesando & Guidobaldi 2006, 151-152. 
38 Laidlaw 1985, 102-04.  
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symmetrical spaces on the other side of  the atrium, as well as the tablinum, also show 
remains of  the floor decoration dating to the same early period39. 
 
Ground-plan 
Regarding the ground-plan of  Insula V 1, we can see that the Casa del Torello was once 
connected to the house on its left (V 1, 3) by a small entrance with a lava threshold situated 
in the third room on the left (W) side of  the atrium. The connection between these two 
houses was only temporary and had already been closed up in AD 79. Nothing seems to 
indicate that we should consider these two houses to have been built as a double atrium 
house of  one concept. The description in Pitture e Mosaici40 mentions the phenomenon of  
smaller houses being taken up by larger houses in the first century AD and cites the Casa del 
Torello with its neighbour V 1, 3 as an example.  
The general layout of  the Casa del 
Torello can be described as follows: at 
the front of  the house, we find three 
tabernae, two on the left (W) side and 
one on the right (E) side, with a fauces 
in between (openings 5 to 8). The 
taberna in the left corner (SW) could 
not be reached from within the house, 
but is part of  the same construction. 
The fauces lead into a Tuscan atrium 
with three rooms and an ala on either 
side. The peristyle-garden, which is 
situated on a higher level than the 
atrium, can be reached through the 
tablinum by taking two steps or 
through the andron, which has an 
upward inclination, by taking one step. The space underneath the peristyle-garden was used 
for cisterns and cellars. Before the ‘scavi nuovi’ only the tablinum, the corridor and the two 
rooms to the right and part of  the triclinium to the left were visible41. On the left (W) side of  
the tablinum we find a large room, a triclinium, which was firstly connected to the atrium, 
but later closed of  from it. The floor level of  the triclinium is now equal to that of  the 
peristyle and it can only be reached from that side. This means that this space was originally 
orientated towards the atrium but at one point changed its focus and function towards the 
                                                 
 
39 Pesando 1997, 59. 
40 Pompei. Pitture e Mosaici 1991, Vol. III,  481-532. 
41 Mau BdI 1876, 145-49. 
Casa del Torello: ground plan  
(Dickmann 1999, 6i))
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peristyle42. The main focal point of  the peristyle-garden is the nymphaeum - a relatively late 
addition to the garden - that has been built against the back (N) wall. It was placed centrally 
between a three sided peristyle with three columns and an engaged half  column on the sides 
(E and W) and three columns at the front (S). A large basin with a border of  slabs of  tuff  
and a white marble inner lining is situated in front of  the nymphaeum. A spacious reception 
area or a dining hall opens up on the left (W) side of  the peristyle. 
 
Construction 
The façade of  the Casa del Torello is built up in opus quadratum of  Nocera tuff, with six 
pilasters placed on top of  a socle, which can be dated to the second century BC. 
 The tuff  pilasters originally extended over the whole of  the south side of  the insula. 
However, the southwest corner of  the insula until the left (W) post of  opening (3) was later 
repaired in pilasters of  opus latericium (brick), placed on top of  the original socle in Nocera 
tuff. The east wall of  Casa del Torello (also the east side of  the insula), from the southeast 
corner until the back (N) wall of  the peristyle-garden, shows a great level of  continuity. The 
lower zone of  this wall has been covered in a red stucco socle. The wall itself  is built up of  
opus incertum lava at the bottom and opus incertum limestone and cruma above that.  The 
pavement along this stretch of  wall consists of  blocks of  lava of  the same height. From the 
middle of  the back (N) wall of  the peristyle-garden onwards, the pavement continues in 
somewhat higher blocks of  tuff. This point of  transition can be an indication of  the 
boundary between two properties, in this case that of  the Casa del Torello and of  the Casa di 
Caecilius Iucundus. Opening (9) in the east wall of  the insula is the entrance to the posticum 
of  the peristyle of  Casa del Torello and appears to belong to the original building phase. Its 
posts are built up in opus quadratum blocks of  limestone, of  which the N post is the header of  
the back (N) wall of  the peristyle-garden. Therefore, it is likely that the back (N) wall of  Casa 
del Torello was already part of  this plot in the original layout of  the insula. The division of  
the properties of  Casa del Torello and Casa di Caecilius Iucundus along the middle of  that 
wall, as indicated by the pavement, can be of  a later date. 
From this analysis of  the masonry we can conclude that the total area that is now 
occupied by the atrium and the peristyle-garden of  the Casa del Torello, along the back (N), 
right (E) and front (S) side, was already in the hands of  one owner at the time when the 
atrium house was built in the second century BC. On the left (W) side, some changes appear 
to have been made to the original boundary of  this property. In the situation as it is now, the 
large oecus and the other rooms (interpreted by Mau43 as a tepidarium and a caldarium) to the 
left (W) of  the peristyle seem to overlap the plot of  land that may formerly have been the 
property of  Torello’s neighbour. This assumption is supported by the fact that we can still 
                                                 
 
42 Dickmann 1997 (121-136) dates the event of the raising of the floor level and the blocking off of the 
doorway from the atrium to the late first century BC, the period of the Second Style, based on the raised 
pavement within the triclinium. Also dated to this period by Pesando 1997, 61. 
43 Mau, BdI 1876, pp. 145-49 
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find the oldest parts of  the original boundary wall in the east wall of  the cellar to the left (W) 
of  the peristyle. The fact that the original masonry can be found at such a low level should 
be no surprise, as the peristyle has been raised to a level of  over a meter above the level of  
the fauces. It is very likely that the left (W) wall of  V 1, 7 continued from the atrium house 
until the back (N) wall of  the plot in a straight line, in the original division of  Insula V 1. 
This means that the rooms to the left (W) of  the peristyle were added to the property of  the 
Casa del Torello at a later stage. 
The fauces are divided into two separate areas by the door posts (and the front door that 
used to be in that position): an area outside the door, but already within the walls of  the 
entrance (vestibulum) and the actual entrance that led into the atrium. The atrium itself  still 
holds its original masonry, with all of  its posts built up in opus quadratum blocks of  limestone 
without the use of  mortar, and the walls between them constructed mostly in opus incertum 
lava. The monumental posts are all slightly converging. The impluvium that we find now is 
constructed in marble, which is a later addition to the house, most likely substituting an 
earlier impluvium in tuff. The marble threshold between the tablinum and peristyle-garden 
can also be recognised as a late addition, as well as the opus signinum floors in the atrium, 
cubicula, alae and tablinum. Most of  the masonry in the tablinum is also original, although 
some repairs are visible in the upper zones of  its walls and at the back. 
The construction of  the peristyle-garden is a mixture of  different building materials and 
techniques, showing many antique repairs and alterations as well as modern repairs. There 
are no obvious similarities with the masonry of  the atrium house and no monumental 
limestone door posts or regular walls of  opus incertum lava and limestone are present in the 
peristyle-garden, which could date it to the same phase as the atrium house . At least two 
different building phases can be recognised within the peristyle-garden: 
The following elements can be regarded as part of  the first phase of  the peristyle-garden: 
a. The three sided stylobate of  Nocera tuff, placed against the back (N) wall. 
b. Fluted columns of  Nocera tuff  with a Doric capital which can now be seen on top of  
the engaged half  column and the column in front of  that on the right (E) side of  the 
stylobate, as well as on the engaged half  column on the left (W) side. The south side of  
the peristyle now consists of  only three columns, two on the left (W) side and one in the 
right (E) corner. The placement of  a fourth column would make this side symmetrical, 
but this column was not present when the peristyle was excavated44. 
c. The Nocera tuff  basin which is placed within the peristyle to catch the water that was 
stored in the cisterns underneath the peristyle garden can also be counted to this period 
because of  its material and construction. 
                                                 
 
44 Mau BdI 1876, 145-49. 
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The following elements can be regarded as part of  the second phase of  the  
peristyle-garden: 
a. Against the back (N) wall of  the garden, a nymphaeum was placed exactly within the 
already existing stylobate. This nymphaeum can be dated to the Roman period, 
constructed in opus latericium . It consists of  three niches, the middle one larger than the 
outer two. The spaces underneath these niches were decorated with mosaics and shells, 
still partly visible today. A large rectangular water basin (piscina) was placed in front of  the 
niches. The whole structure was covered with stucco, partly imitating marble. 
b. The covering of  the columns of  the peristyle in a thick layer of  stucco which 
corresponds with the decoration of  the nymphaeum, was also an element of  the second 
phase. A small wall in opus vittatum mixtum tuff  was added to the column in the NE 
corner and to the column in the middle of  the S side of  the peristyle. It is probable that 
at the time of  the building of  the nymphaeum, the fourth column that would have made 
the S side of  the peristyle symmetrical was removed to offer a better view from the 
tablinum onto the nymphaeum. 
c. Within the Nocera tuff  basin of  the peristyle, a new inner lining was placed of  white 
marble. 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE 
 
 
The plot of land purchased by the original owner of this house was irregular in form (Fig. 
1), with the depth varying from 128' on the west side to 140' on the east side (external 
measures), caused by the shape of insula V 1 of a parallelogram. The average depth of the 
plot is 134'. The width of the constructed atrium house and the garden-area at the back was a 
constant 62' (external measure). The total average area of the plot was 62'x134'=8308 p.q. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The definition of space in the central part of the house and the areas to the front and 
sides was realised on the basis of one geometric figure (Fig. 2). This figure was a 32'x32 
square, which formed the atrium width. The atrium depth and the depths of the front 
and side ranges were defined by extending the depth and width of the square by the 
measure of the diagonal: 32'x√2=46' (approximation 16: 23). This resulted in a basic 
design scheme, expressed in arithmetic approximations, with the following areas: a 
central atrium measuring 32'x46' (1 : √2), and a front range and two sides ranges 
measuring 46'-32'=14'. Also, the atrium depth was divided into 32' for the closed wall, 
followed by a 14' opening for the ala. The total area of the atrium with front and side 
ranges thus formed a 60'x60' square. The measures form a series of geometric 
proportions, expressed in arithmetic approximations: 
14' : 32' : 46' : 60' = x√2-x : x : x√2 : 2x√2-x. 
2. The division of space in the atrium back wall was into three equal parts of 20'-20'-20'. 
The space of the tablinum was square, with a 20' depth. The ideal division of the atrium 
front wall, with the fauces in the centre, would be: 12' - 8' - 12' (3 : 2 : 3) (Fig. 3). 
3. The position of the impluvium created a tripartite division in the width and depth of the 
atrium (Fig. 3). In the depth, the measures were derived from the geometric concept of 
the total design: 16' - 14' - 16' = ½x : x√2-x : ½x. The impluvium width was 12' and 
positioned centrally in the atrium: 10' - 12' - 10'. 
 
Dispositio 
In the construction of the atrium house of the Casa del Torello, the architect’s design 
was executed with precision. The adjustments to the ideal measures in the division of space 
were primarily caused by the somewhat irregular shape of the building plot (Fig. 4). 
1. The considerable difference in the depth of the plot on the east and west sides was 
compensated by creating a front range that varied in depth. However, in the central axis 
of the building, the architect ensured that this flaw could not be noticed. To create a 
regular internal depth, the front door to the house was placed back from the façade and 
positioned in line with the internal walls of the house. The entrance was thus divided into 
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an open vestibule onto the street, which varied in depth from 4½' on the left to 5½' on 
the right side, followed by the fauces with an identical depth of 12' on either side.  
2. The 60' measure for the total depth of the front range and atrium together was respected 
in the construction on site. With the fauces adjusted to a 12' depth by the position of the 
front door, the atrium depth was increased from the ideal 46' in the basic design to 48' in 
the built structure. Consequently, the internal divisions of the atrium depth were 
adjusted. In the atrium side wall, the division was changed from 32' - 14' to 34' – 14. 
Also, the tripartite division by the impluvium was changed into a regular and symmetrical 
sequence of space: 16' - 16' - 16'. The impluvium basin now measured 12'x16' (3 : 4). 
3. The internal width of the building plot measured 59' instead of the ideal 60'. The side 
ranges were each decreased by ½' to fit the actual situation: 13½' - 32' – 13½'. In the 
atrium back wall, the dynamics were adjusted to: 20½' - 18' – 20½'. 
4. The tablinum depth was increased to a total of 21' (19½' internally), creating a 
rectangular tablinum of 18'x21', rather than the square form of the basic design.  
 
    
ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
 
When the ground level of the garden-area at the back of the atrium house was raised to a 
new level, higher than that of the atrium house itself, and extra space was added on the left 
side of the garden, it signalled the start of a new phase of construction in the building history 
of this property. The architect commissioned to design the peristyle-garden recognised the 
original scheme of the atrium house and reused it in the second living area. 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The total area for the construction of the peristyle-garden and a reception area to the left 
was set at 46'x92' (1 : 2). Within the total 92' width, the area behind the atrium house 
(60') was used to construct the peristyle with ambulatories and a series of spaces on the 
right side (Fig. 5). 
2. The internal division of space was again based on the 32'x32' module square (Fig. 6). In 
the area behind the atrium house, this module was extended to the front and sides by the 
measure of the diagonal (46'). This created a front portico of 14', a series of spaces on the 
right side, also 14' deep, and an area of 32'x46' (1 : √2) for the construction of a three-
sided peristyle. On the left side of the garden, the 32'x32 module was used to create the 
dimensions of a large reception/dining space overlooking the peristyle. The area to the 
front of that space was created by extending the diagonal forward again: 
46'-32'=14'. 
3. In the area of 46' in the garden width that was reserved for the construction of the 
peristyle, the 32' wide portico was positioned in the centre, resulting in a division of 
space of (Fig. 7): 7' (left ambulatory) - 32' - 7' (right ambulatory). 
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4. The design of the peristyle-garden was based on the same geometric concept, expressed 
in arithmetic approximations, that had been used in the design of the atrium house. The 
measures of the different areas in the garden can be expressed in the same series of 
proportions: 7' : 14' : 32' : 46' : 60' : 92'= ½x√2-x : x√2-x : x : x√2 : 2x√2-x : 2 x√2. 
 
Dispositio (Fig. 8) 
1. In accordance with the side range on the right (E) side of the atrium, the series of spaces 
on the right (E) side of the peristyle-garden, which were planned in one line with the side 
range of the atrium, were decreased to a 13½' depth. 
2. The width of the colonnade was reduced by 2' to a total of 30'. The most likely reason 
for this deviation from the ideal design is the practical consideration of leaving enough 
space for the creation of two ambulatories without them becoming too narrow. As it is, 
the colonnade was placed in the centre of the width of the peristyle-garden, resulting in 
an 8' wide ambulatory on either side of the colonnade: 8' - 30' - 8'. 
3. In the reception area on the left side of the garden, the internal width of the large 
reception/dining hall was reduced to 21', with a passage running in front of it, leading to 
other spaces behind. 
The total picture of the designs of the atrium house and peristyle-garden of the Casa del 
Torello reveal a high level of coherence, despite the fact that the peristyle-garden a late 
addition to the already existing atrium house. The basic design scheme of the house was 
reused in the plan for the peristyle-garden, creating an intimate relationship between the two 
living areas.  
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Measures atrium house Casa del Torello (V 1, 7). Foot measure: 27.58 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in 
cm 
Distance in Oscan 
feet 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio) 
           
FAÇADE          
NE corner - SE corner 2041,00  27,58  74,00   74,00 74,00 
NE corner - fauces 758,00 27,58  27,48   27,50 28,00 
width fauces 238,00 27,58  8,63   8,50 8,00 
fauces - SE corner 1045,00  27,58  37,89   38,00 38,00 
           
FAUCES          
Depth e/w 507,00 463,00 27,58  18,38 16,79 (5)+12,00 14,00 
Width n/s 238,00 246,00 27,58  8,63 8,92 9,00 8,00 
           
ATRIUM          
depth e/w ca. 1330 1347,00 27,58  48,28 48,84 48,00 46,00 
width n/s 881,00 881,00 27,58  31,94 31,94 32,00 32,00 
back wall 1635,00 27,58  59,28   59,50 60,00 
Front (S) wall          
SE corner-fauces 315,00 27,58  11,42   11,50 12,00 
opening SE corner 73,00 27,58  2,65       
right (E) post front room 45,00 27,58  1,63       
opening front room 127,00 27,58  4,60       
left (W) post front room= 70,00 27,58  2,54       
right (E) post fauces          
width fauces 246,00 27,58  8,92   9,00 8,00 
fauces-SW corner 320,00 27,58  11,60   11,50 12,00 
left (W) post fauces 65,00 27,58  2,36       
opening W taberna 131,00 27,58  4,75       
opening W taberna - SW corner 124,00 27,58  4,50       
Back (N) wall          
NE corner-tablinum 579,00 27,58  20,99   20,50 20,00 
NE corner - andron 360,00 27,58  13,05       
opening andron 130,00 27,58  4,71       
right (E) post tablinum 89,00 27,58  3,23       
opening tablinum 488,00 27,58  17,69   18,00 20,00 
tablinum-NW corner 568,00 27,58  20,59   20,50 20,00 
left (W) post tablinum 79,00 27,58  2,86       
opening W oecus 133,00 27,58  4,82       
opening W oecus - NW corner 356,00 27,58  12,91       
Left (W) wall          
opening SW corner 92,00 27,58  3,34       
left (S) post first cubiculum 138,00 27,58  5,00       
opening first cubiculum 134,00 27,58  4,86       
right (N) post first cubiculum = 240,00 27,58  8,70       
left (S) post second cubiculum          
opening second cubiculum 133,00 27,58  4,82       
right (N) post second 
cubiculum 221,00 27,58  8,01       
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wall until opening ala 958,00 27,58  34,74   34,00 32,00 
opening ala 387,00 27,58  14,03   14,00 14,00 
Right (E) wall        
right (S) post first cubiculum 215,00 27,58  7,80     
opening first cubiculum 134,00 27,58  4,86     
left (N) post first cubiculum = 241,00 27,58  8,74     
right (S) post second cubiculum        
opening second cubiculum 132,00 27,58  4,79     
left (N) post second cubiculum 214,00 27,58  7,76     
wall until opening ala 936,00 27,58  33,94   34,00 32,00 
opening ala 386,00 27,58  14,00   14,00 14,00 
Cubicula left (W)        
depth n 383,00 27,58  13,89   13,50 14,00 
Cubicula right (E)        
depth n/s 374,00 377,00 27,58  13,56 13,67 13,50 14,00 
Ala left (W)        
depth s 383,00 27,58  13,89   13,50 14,00 
width w 387,00 27,58  14,03   14,00 14,00 
Ala right (E)        
depth s 374,00 27,58  13,56   13,50 14,00 
width e 386,00 27,58  14,00   14,00 14,00 
Impluvium        
depth e 430,00 27,58  15,59   16,00 14,00 
width n 331,00 27,58  12,00   12,00 12,00 
front (S) wall - impluvium e/w 452,00 27,58  16,39   16,00 16,00 
impluvium - back (N) wall e/w 443,00 27,58  16,06   16,00 16,00 
left (W) wall - impluvium n/s 270,00 349,00 27,58  9,79 12,65 10,00 10,00 
impluvium - right (E) wall n/s 275,00 350,00 27,58  9,97 12,69 10,00 10,00 
Tablinum        
depth e/w 590,00 596,00 27,58  21,39 21,61 21,00 20,00 
width n/s 417,00 488,00 27,58  15,12 17,69 18,00 20,00 
 
Measures peristyle-garden Casa del Torello (V 1, 7). Foot measure: 27.48 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN Distance in cm Foot 
measure 
in cm 
Distance in Oscan 
feet 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio) 
           
depth e/w 1264,00 1254,00 27,48  46,00 45,63 46,00 46,00 
width n/s ca. 1270 1255,00 27,48  ca. 46,22 45,67 46,00 46,00 
Front (S) wall          
right (E) post andron 11,00 27,48  0,40       
opening andron 131,00 27,48  4,77       
left (W) post andron= 105,00 27,48  3,82       
right (E) post tablinum          
opening tablinum 417,00 27,48  15,17       
left (W) post tablinum= 129,00 27,48  4,69       
right (E) post oecus          
opening oecus 430,00 27,48  15,65       
left (W) post oecus 43,50 27,48  1,58       
Back (N) wall          
NE corner - NW corner ca. 1270 27,48  ca. 46,22   46,00 46,00 
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Left (W) wall          
SW corner - opening oecus 678,00 27,48  24,67       
opening oecus 309,00 27,48  11,24       
opening oecus - NW corner 267,00 27,48  9,72       
Right (E) wall          
SE corner - NE corner 1264,00 27,48  46,00   46,00 46,00 
Peristyle          
depth e/w 863,00 873,50 27,48  31,40 31,79 32,00 32,00 
width s 825,00 27,48  30,02 30,00 32,00 
Front (S) portico          
depth e/w 384,00 385,00 27,48  13,97 14,01 14,00 14,00 
Left (W) portico          
depth n/s 216,00 210,00 27,48  7,86 7,64 8,00 7,00 
Right (E) portico          
depth n/s 220,00 210,00 27,48  8,01 7,64 8,00 7,00 
Intercolumnia front (S)          
SE column - second column 566,00 27,48  20,60       
second column - SW column 277,00 27,48  10,08       
Intercolumnia left (W)          
SW column - second column 296,00 27,48  10,77       
second column - third column 261,00 27,48  9,50       
third column - engaged column 290,00 27,48  10,55       
Intercolumnia right (E)          
SE column - second column 296,00 27,48  10,77       
second column - third column 284,00 27,48  10,33       
third column - engaged column 296,00 27,48  10,77       
Series of spaces on right (E) side 370,00 27,48  13,46   13,50 14,00 
Oecus          
depth n/s 863,00 889,00 27,48  31,40 32,35 32,00 32,00 
width e/w 596,00 596,00 27,48  21,69 21,69 21,00 32,00 
 
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
From the analyses of the masonry and design of the atrium house and garden of the Casa 
del Torello, the following conclusions could be drawn. 
The construction history of the Casa del Torello can be reconstructed in several phases. 
In the first building phase at this site, the owner of the atrium house purchases a rather deep 
plot along the east side of Insula V1, which offered plenty of space for the construction of 
an atrium house with a garden-area at the back. In this first phase of the atrium house, the 
area that was left-over at the back may well have been used as an open garden, which could 
be reached independently from the entrance (9) from the side street on the east side of the 
insula. 
 The second phase in the construction history of this property signalled a major 
change, with the construction of a three-sided peristyle in the existing garden-area. The 
garden, which was previously on the same level as the atrium house, was raised significantly 
to about a metre higher than the level of the house. At the same time, house V 1, 3 to the left 
(W) of the Casa del Torello was purchased and included in the existing property, and was 
subsequently partly demolished to build a large oecus onto the peristyle-garden, as well as a 
small private bath-suite45 and a cellar. This construction phase is an obvious sign of 
prosperous times for the owner of the Casa del Torello, who apparently saw it necessary to 
extend and enhance his private property to befit his social standing in Pompeian society. The 
focus within the property shifted from the old core of the atrium to the new peristyle-garden. 
The triclinium on the left (W) side of the tablinum was closed off on atrium side and 
completely opened up at the back towards the peristyle-garden. At the same time, its floor 
level was raised to the higher level of the peristyle46. 
 In the last phase of structural changes, which was in fact nothing more than a further 
enrichment of the existing structures, the nymphaeum was introduced as a centrepiece in the 
peristyle-garden. It was positioned against the back wall, between the left and right sides of 
the colonnade. Its construction techniques and materials date this element to the Roman era. 
The thick layer of stucco on the peristyle columns, as well as the marble revetments in the 
atrium house (impluvium basin, thresholds) and in the peristyle-garden (inner lining of the 
water basin) probably also date to this last phase in the construction history of the Casa del 
Torello. 
 It thus appears that the subsequent owners of this property, be they from one family 
or from different ones, prospered in time. The original structure of the atrium remained 
largely unaltered, whereas the property was increasingly enlarged and enriched by the 
addition of a peristyle-garden, a private bath-suite and finally an impressive display of water 
                                                 
 
45 De Haan 1996, 59-65. 
46 See also: Dickmann 1997, pp. 121-136 
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works in the Roman nymphaeum. Over time, the wall and floor decorations were also 
changed and renewed according to the latest fashions. 
 The designs of the atrium house and the peristyle-garden were based on the same 
geometric concept expressed in arithmetic approximations. By adopting the original design 
of the atrium house and reapplying it in the garden-area, the architect commissioned with the 
construction of the peristyle-garden ensured continuity and coherence throughout the entire 
property. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
CASA DI L. CAECILIUS IUCUNDUS 
V 1, 26 
 
  
CASA DI L. CAECILIUS IUCUNDUS 
V 1, 26 
 
DESCRIPTION47 
The Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus is situated along the Via Vesuvio and borders on the 
back (N) wall of the Casa del Torello (V 1, 7). The excavations of this house were carried out 
in 1875 and its results published in 1876 by Mau (BdI). The house was named after its last 
owner, a banker called Lucius Caecilius Iucundus. Part of his archives have been found 
within the house, in the form of 154 banking tablets dating between 27 and AD 6248. 
 
 
 
 
Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus: ground plan (Dickmann 1999, 6g) 
 
                                                 
 
47 Dexter 1975; PPM III, 574-620. 
48 These tablets are described in detail by Andreau 1974. 
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Decoration 
An element that has been of  great interest to archaeologists as a source of  information 
on the effects of  the earthquake of  AD 62 on some of  Pompeii’s public buildings, is the 
marble house altar, which is now lost after it was stolen, that was positioned in the southwest 
corner of  the atrium. Its borders were decorated in relief, showing the repairs that were 
being done to several public buildings, such as the Castellum Aquae.  
 
 
Relief with depiction of the North side of the forum (after Overbeck) 
 
Against the two posts of  the tablinum, facing towards the entrance of  the atrium, two 
identical marble stelae were placed, which used to carry a bust, with the following inscription 
on them:        GENI O  L  NOSTRI  
F E L I X  L 49 
These stelae can be dated to the Augustan period. Other marble decorations around the 
atrium include some remains of  skirting along the bottom of  the walls. Within the fauces 
and at the back of  the tablinum, we find a marble threshold. Only one room has some 
remains of  First Style wall decoration, namely the second room on the left (N) side of  the 
atrium50. On the E, S and W walls of  this room, traces of  drafts (green, purple, yellow) of  
rectangles in the upper zone, covered by a Fourth Style redecoration, have been recognised; 
above this there are an epistyle, frieze and dentil cornice. On the E wall there are also 
remains of  the upper wall and fascia of  the wall crown. The wall paintings of  the tablinum 
are an excellent example of  late Third Style wall decoration. 
The floors of  the fauces, tablinum and both alae are decorated with a white mosaic. The 
fauces floor has been further decorated with a depiction of  a sleeping dog in black tesserae. 
The mosaic of  the atrium is black with inlaid pieces of  marble at regular distances, bordered 
by two stripes of  white tesserae. A large border of  black and white mosaic in a geometric 
design surrounds the impluvium. The reception or dining hall on the left (N) side of  the 
peristyle has also been decorated with a white mosaic floor with black motives with an opus 
sectile panel in the middle. A marble threshold was placed between this space and the 
peristyle-garden. 
 
                                                 
 
49 CIL X 860. 
50 Laidlaw 1985, 105 
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Ground plan 
In the situation of  AD 79, the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus is connected by two 
openings to the much smaller atrium house V 1, 23 on its left (N). The first opening is in the 
northwest corner of  the left ala. This opening appears secondary, with its left (W) post 
formed by the end of  an opus incertum wall and its right (E) post made up of  regular blocks of  
limestone, but not of  the large opus quadratum size. The second opening is situated in the 
northwest corner of the peristyle-garden and is also secondary. Within the opening, the 
remains of a stucco wall decoration can be seen at ground level. This means that a wall, 
decorated with stucco plaster used to be in place at the spot were the opening is now. When 
that wall was removed to create the opening, some of the stucco remained on ground level. 
Based on these observations I will not consider these two houses to have been built as one 
concept, and will therefore not regard V 1, 23 in the analysis of the design. 
The general layout of the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus can be described as follows: 
along the façade, two tabernae were built, one in each corner, with wide fauces in the middle. 
The fauces are separated into two parts by a marble step, raising that the second part of the 
entrance to a slightly higher level than the street, as is the rest of the atrium house. The 
atrium is flanked on either side by two cubicula and an ala, and at the back (E) by the 
tablinum. To the left (N) of the tablinum, an andron leads up into the peristyle-garden. The 
room to the left (N) of the andron can only be reached from the peristyle-garden, but may 
have originally been accessible from the atrium (only a low wall is now placed between the 
atrium and this room). The room to the right (S) of the tablinum was definitely originally 
connected to the atrium, but was later closed off from that side. It can now only be reached 
from the peristyle51. 
The peristyle-garden is situated on a higher level than the atrium house, and can be 
reached through the andron or through the tablinum by taking one step up. A transversal 
three-sided peristyle was built against the right (S) wall. In a later phase, additions were made 
at the back of the peristyle-garden which will be described below. To the left (N) of the 
peristyle-garden, an oecus looks onto the peristyle. This room is flanked by a small 
cubiculum on either side (E and W), to which it was originally connected, forming a suite of 
three reception rooms, by openings that were later closed off.  
Regarding the relation between the first building phase of the atrium house and the 
peristyle-garden, we need to consider whether the total plot of land, occupied by these two 
elements as we see them today, was already part of one property from the beginning. An 
analysis of the masonry at the back of the house (E side of the insula) shows a unity of 
building material and technique (opus incertum limestone) from the S wall of  the peristyle-
garden (which is also the N wall of  the Casa del Torello) until a transition in the building 
material at the back of  V 1, 23 (opus incertum lava), the neighbour on the left (N). A large 
                                                 
 
51 Dexter 1975, 40. 
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limestone post, which is connected to the walls to the right and the left, marks this transition. 
This indicates that these houses (Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus and V 1, 23) were built at the 
same time, but by different building firms, using different materials. An important element 
within the back (E) wall of  the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus is an old opening which was at 
some point closed off. The width of  this opening is only 5', which means it must have always 
been a back door, as it was to small to be the main entrance to a house. These observations 
indicate two things: the original division between the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus and its 
neighbour V 1, 23 ran in a straight line from the front to the back, meaning that the rooms 
to the left of  the peristyle-garden were not originally part of  the property of  the Casa di L. 
Caecilius Iucundus, but of  V 1, 23. Also, as the opening in the back wall of  the peristyle-
garden was not big enough to be the entrance to a separate house behind the Casa di L. 
Caecilius Iucundus, the area behind the house must have been part of  the same property 
from the beginning. 
 
Construction 
The façade of  the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus runs from the right (S) wall of  taberna 
(27) until the left (N) wall of  taberna (25), at which point there is shift in the direction of  the 
façade (the façade of  the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus lies further back from the street than 
that of  V 1, 23). The posts of  the door openings and on the corners of  the property are all 
constructed in opus quadratum blocks of  limestone. The walls in between consist largely of  
opus incertum limestone. The two posts of  the fauces are today still adorned with block 
capitals in tuff  with a tuff  architrave and cornice placed on top (reconstructed). This façade 
can be considered to be part of  the first building phase of  the house52. The atrium preserves 
many original elements of  the oldest building phase. The two posts flanking the tablinum are 
as monumental as the posts we see on the façade, while the remaining door posts were 
constructed in blocks of  limestone that were joined with mortar. The walls of  the atrium are 
largely built up in opus incertum limestone, with some repairs in limestone and cruma. The 
impluvium was described by Mau as constructed out of  tiles, originally covered with a layer 
of  stucco53. As was already described above, the opening in the left (N) wall of  the atrium, in 
the northwest corner of  the left (N) ala, leading to V 1, 23, is secondary and therefore not 
relevant to the first building phase of  Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus. 
A large part of  the walls in the peristyle-garden are still covered in a layer of  stucco 
today. Where visible, most of  the walls of  the peristyle are built up in opus incertum limestone 
and cruma, but in a less regular fashion than in the atrium house. Only the posts of  the 
tablinum still show remains of  the oldest limestone phase, although they have been replaced 
                                                 
 
52 PPM dates this house to the end of the third or beginning of the second century BC; Pesando & Guidobaldi 
(2006: 152-153) suggest a date in the second century BC. 
53 Mau 1876, 140-151. 
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on the inside of  the tablinum by opus latericium. At least two different building phases can be 
recognised in the peristyle-garden: 
The following elements belong to the first building phase of  the peristyle-garden: 
1. A three-sided peristyle, placed against the right (S) wall of  the peristyle-garden, with four 
columns on each side, of  which the fourth side is suggested on the right (S) wall in 
stucco. The oldest building material used for the columns is tuff, which is still visible in 
the second column from the right (S) on the far (E) side of  the peristyle. All that is 
visible of  the other columns is opus latericium at the top, a later repair. 
2. At some places, the oldest stylobate can still be seen underneath the columns, which was 
also constructed in tuff. 
The following elements belong to the second building phase of  the peristyle-garden: 
1. An opening in the back (E) wall of  the peristyle-garden, which originally lead to the 
street behind the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus, was closed off. 
2. The far (E) side of  the stylobate was built over on the left and right side by two closed 
oeci with an exedra in the middle. The columns of  the far (E) side of  the peristyle were 
included in walls of  these new spaces. The oeci are symmetrical in shape and both have a 
large window at the front with a marble window sill, looking out onto the peristyle-
garden. 
3. The exedra that had been created between the two oeci was in this stage extended further 
into the peristyle by the addition of  two slim columns, built in opus vittatum mixtum tuff, in 
front of  the old columns in the middle of  the far (E) side of  the peristyle. Around these 
four columns (two old and two new), a marble ledge was laid out, creating a terrace 
which extended into the peristyle proper. 
4. The columns of  the peristyle were at this stage covered with a new layer of  stucco, 
whereby the bottom part was left smooth and coloured yellow, and the upper part of  the 
shaft was fluted and coloured red. 
5. Onto the older stylobate of  tuff, a low wall (pluteus) was built in small blocks of  
limestone. 
6. Following the purchase of  house V 1, 23 to the left, space was created for a suite of  
reception spaces on the left side of  the peristyle, formed by a large reception/dining hall 
flanked by two cubicula. 
 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE 
 
The plot of land that was used for the construction of the atrium house and garden of 
Caecilius Iucundus ideally measured 55' x 140'. The depth of the plot was roughly divided 
into 80' for the design and construction of an atrium house and 60' for a garden-area at the 
back.  
The architect based his design of the atrium house of Caecilius Iucundus on total 
dimensions of 54'x81', a rectangle with the sides related as 2 : 3. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The internal division of space started with the dimensions of the atrium and the spaces 
to the left and right of it, based on a module square of 30'x30'. One of the sides of this 
module was used for the width of the atrium, while the depth was created by extending 
the module to the back by the measure of its diagonal (Fig. 1): 
30'x2=42' (approximation 5 : 7). The sides of the atrium then measured 30'x42' related 
as 1 : 2. The same module square was applied for the creation of the side ranges left and 
right. By extending the width of the atrium to either side by the measure of the 42' 
diagonal, the side ranges were each given a depth of  
42'-30'=12' (Fig. 1). 
2. The same geometric figure was then used again in the layout of the back range. The 
depth of this area was created by taking half the depth of the atrium and extending that 
measure to the back: ½x42'=21' (Fig. 2). 
3. For the creation of the front range of the atrium house, the 30'x30' module square was 
applied again, only this time it was extended by the measures of its diagonals to form a 
second module square of 42'x42'. The depth of the front range was defined by extending 
the depth of this square forward by the measure of the diagonal: 
42'x2=60' (approximation 7 : 10). The depth of the front range is then:  
60'-42'=18' (Fig. 3). 
4. The position of the impluvium basin created a tripartite division in the atrium width and 
depth. The sides of the impluvium were 7'x10', related as 1 : 2. Division of space in the 
width: 11' - 7' - 11'; division of space in the depth: 16' - 10' -16'. 
5. The total design of the atrium house of Caecilius Iucundus is based on two geometric 
figures, which are related to each other and form part of one series of geometric 
proportions, resulting in a highly coherent design (Fig. 4). The different measures of the 
main areas within the atrium house can be expressed in one series of geometric 
proportions: 12' : 18' : 21' : 30' : 42' : 60' = x2–x : 2x-x2 : ½x2 : x : x2 : 2x . 
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Dispositio 
The plot of land that was used for the construction of this house on the building site was 
almost exactly the ideal area of 54' x 81'. The width of the house inside the walls differed 
slightly from the ideal width of the design and measures 54½'. The total area of the built-up 
house measures: 54½' x 81'.  
1. Along the depth of the house, no alterations were made to the original scheme of design, 
which was executed accurately by the builders. 
2. The division of space along the width of the plot shows quite a different picture, with 
some considerable changes to the original design of a 30' wide atrium, flanked by side 
ranges 12' deep. In the actual situation as we measure it today, we find the following 
deviations: the atrium was widened considerably to a total width of 33', while the side 
range on the left was also increased from 12' to 13'. The effect these actions had on the 
side range on the right side of the atrium was a decrease to 8½', an exceptionally narrow 
space for the rooms on this side. 
The reason for these changes in the layout, with an increased width of the atrium and a 
narrow range of rooms on the right side, is not apparent. The fact that the internal 
division of space of the atrium is symmetrical, with the fauces and tablinum openings as 
well as the impluvium basin in a central position within the width of the atrium, reveals 
that the situation of AD 79 does reflect the original construction of the house and is not 
the result of any later alterations. 
    
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
 
The piece of land that was available for the building of a peristyle-garden behind the 
atrium house of the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus originally measured 54½' x 60', within the 
walls. As was discussed in the description of the masonry, the total piece of land that is now 
built over by the atrium house and peristyle-garden of the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus, 
except the rooms to the left (N) of the peristyle, was already in the possession of one owner 
when the atrium house was first built. On this building ground behind the atrium house, the 
following design was made by an architect for the original peristyle-garden (excluding the 
secondary rooms at the back of the peristyle). 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
In the basic scheme the ideal measurements for the total design were set at 55' x 60'  
(Fig. 5), allowing the architect to create the following division of  space: 
1. The measurements of  the three-sided peristyle (with the fourth side suggested on the 
right (S) wall in stucco) were set at 30'x40' (Fig. 6). The peristyle was placed transversally, 
measuring 30' in depth and 40' in width, with four columns spaced out on each side. 
2. The peristyle was positioned centrally within the depth of  the peristyle-garden of  60', 
resulting in an equal depth for the front and back porticoes of  15'. The total division of  
space within the depth of  the peristyle-garden was (Fig. 7):  
15' (portico) – 30' (peristyle) – 15' (portico) = 1 : 2 : 1. 
3. The division of  space in the width of  the garden was already set when the dimensions 
for the peristyle were decided upon. As the peristyle was placed against the right wall, the 
left portico automatically also measured 15'. The division of  space along the width of  the 
peristyle-garden was (Fig. 7): 15' (portico) – 40' (peristyle). 
4. As there were no large dining or reception halls looking out onto the peristyle-garden in 
this first phase of  design and building, it can be assumed that the placement of  the 
columns along the sides of  the peristyle, in the basic scheme of  design, was symmetrical, 
as the need to create extra space for a better view from a large room onto the peristyle 
did not have to be taken into account. Along the depth of  the peristyle (30'), the three 
intercolumnia would be 10'; along the width of  the peristyle (40'), the three intercolumnia 
would be 13 1/3'. 
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Dispositio 
Several small changes were made to the original design: 
1. The true width of  the available piece of  land to build the peristyle-garden on, was not 
the ideal measure of  55', but 54½'. This difference was solved by reducing the width of  
the peristyle by ½' to a total width of  39½'. This change was obviously made only to 
overcome the practical problem of  the loss of  space, rather than to improve the general 
aspect of  the peristyle-garden. As a result of  the change in width of  the peristyle, the 
intercolumnia at the front (E) and back (W) of  the peristyle were also changed. From left 
to right, the intercolumnia were now as follows: at the front of  the peristyle: 13½' – 13' – 
13'; at the back of  the peristyle:  
13½' – 12½' – 13½'.     
2. In the depth of  garden two adjustments are visible in the dynamics of  the division of  
space: the depth of  the peristyle was increased from 30' to 32'. As the portico in front of  
(W) the peristyle remained its intended depth of  15', the portico behind the peristyle 
consequently lost 2' of  its space to the peristyle, thus being reduced in depth to 13'. By 
adding this extra depth to the peristyle, the dynamics in the depth of  the peristyle-garden 
became less rigid than in the basic scheme of  design. The intercolumnia were modified 
in the following way: from back (E) to front (W) the intercolumnia are: 11' – 11' – 10'. 
The reason for the increase in the depth of  the colonnade and the subsequent decrease 
of  the back portico is not apparent. 
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Measures atrium house Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus (V 1, 26). Foot measure: 27.72 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in cm Distance in Oscan feet Intended 
measures 
in the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio)
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
                
FAÇADE               
SW corner - NW corner 1528,00   27,72   55,12   55,00 55,00 
SW corner - fauces 633,00   27,72   22,84   23,00 23,50 
width fauces 222,00   27,72   8,01   8,00 8,00 
fauces - NW corner 673,00   27,72   24,28   24,00 23,50 
opening 25 341,00   27,72   12,30       
opening 27 333,00   27,72   12,01       
              
FAUCES             
depth n/s 485,00 483 ,00 27,72   17,50 17,42 18,00 18,00 
width e/w 220,00 222 ,00 27,72   7,94 8,01 8,00 8,00 
              
ATRIUM             
depth n/s 1163,00 1153 ,00 27,72   41,96 41,59 42,00 42,00 
width e/w 918,00 902 ,00 27,72   33,12 32,54 33,00 30,00 
back wall 1504,00   27,72   54,26   54,00 55,00 
Front (W) wall             
SW corner - opening S taberna 165,00   27,72   5,95       
opening S taberna 122,00   27,72   4,40       
right (S) post fauces 67,00   27,72   2,42       
SW corner-fauces 354,00   27,72   12,77   12,50 11,00 
width fauces 220,00   27,72   7,94   8,00 8,00 
fauces-NW corner 328,00   27,72   11,83   12,50 11,00 
left (N) post fauces 74,00   27,72   2,67       
opening N taberna 121,00   27,72   4,37       
opening N taberna - NW corner 133,00   27,72   4,80       
Back (E) wall               
SE corner - opening S oecus 215,00   27,72   7,76       
opening S oecus 122,00   27,72   4,40       
right (S) post tablinum 81,00   27,72   2,92       
SE corner-tablinum 418,00   27,72   15,08   15,00 17,50 
opening tablinum 554,00   27,72   19,99   20,00 20,00 
tablinum-NE corner 532,00   27,72   19,19   19,00 17,50 
left (N) post tablinum 68,00   27,72   2,45       
opening andron 135,00   27,72   4,87       
left (N) post andron 51,00   27,72   1,84       
opening N oecus 239,00   27,72   8,62       
opening N oecus - NE corner 39,00   27,72   1,41       
Left (N) wall               
left (W) post first cubiculum 166,00   27,72   5,99       
opening first cubiculum 125,00   27,72   4,51       
right (E) post first cubiculum = 248,00   27,72   8,95       
left(W) post second cubiculum               
opening second cubiculum 123,00   27,72   4,44       
right (E) post second cubiculum 168,00   27,72   6,06       
length wall until opening ala 830,00   27,72   29,94   30,00 30,00 
opening ala 333,00   27,72   12,01   12,00 12,00 
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Right (S) wall               
right (W) post first cubiculum 158,00   27,72   5,70       
opening first cubiculum 124,00   27,72   4,47     
left (E) post first cubiculum = 251,00   27,72   9,05     
right (W) post second cubiculum             
opening second cubiculum 119,00   27,72   4,29     
left (E) post second cubiculum 165,00   27,72   5,95     
length wall until opening ala 817,00   27,72   29,47   30,00 30,00 
opening ala 336,00   27,72   12,12   12,00 12,00 
Cubicula left (N)             
depth e/w 355,00 353 ,00 27,72   12,81 12,73 13,00 12,00 
Cubicula right (S)             
depth e/w 237,00 236 ,00 27,72   8,55 8,51 8,50 12,00 
Ala left (N)             
depth w   355 ,00 27,72   12,81 13,00 12,00 
width n/s 330,00 333 ,00 27,72   11,90 12,01 12,00 12,00 
Ala right (S)             
depth w   237 ,00 27,72   8,55 8,50 12,00 
width n/s 336,00 333 ,00 27,72   12,12 12,01 12,00 12,00 
Impluvium             
depth n/s 277,00 273 ,00 27,72   9,99 9,85 10,00 10,00 
width e/w 207,00 208 ,00 27,72   7,47 7,50 7,00 7,00 
front (W) wall - impluvium n/s 440,00 434 ,00 27,72   15,87 15,66 16,00 16,00 
impluvium - back (E) wall 446,00   27,72   16,09   16,00 16,00 
left (N) wall - impluvium e/w 357,00 354 ,00 27,72   12,88 12,77 12,50 11,50 
impluvium - right (S) wall e/w 354,00 349 ,00 27,72   12,77 12,59 12,50 11,50 
Tablinum             
depth n/s 583,50 578 ,50 27,72   21,05 20,87 21,00 21,00 
width e/w 415,00 554 ,00 27,72   14,97 19,99 20,00 20,00 
                  
 
 
Measures peristyle-garden Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus (V 1, 26). Foot measure: 27.71 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN Distance in cm Foot measure 
in cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio) 
           
average depth (middle) 1661,00 27,71  59,94   60,00 60,00 
width e/w 1499,00 1502,00 27,71  54,10 54,20 54,50 55,00 
Front (W) wall          
SW corner - opening S oecus 25,00 27,71  0,90       
opening S oecus 315,00 27,71  11,37       
right (S) post tablinum 143,00 27,71  5,16       
opening tablinum 415,00 27,71  14,98   15,00 15,00 
left (N) post tablinum 109,00 27,71  3,93       
opening andron 124,00 27,71  4,47       
left (N) post andron 53,00 27,71  1,91       
opening N oecus 278,00 27,71  10,03       
opening N oecus - NW corner 48,00 27,71  1,73       
Back (E) wall          
SE corner - NE corner 1499,00 27,71  54,10   54,00 55,00 
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Left (N) wall          
NW corner - NE corner 1638,00 27,71  59,11   60,00 60,00 
Right (S) wall          
SW corner - NW corner 1692,50 27,71  61,08   60,00 60,00 
Peristyle          
depth n/s 881,00 901,00 27,71  31,79 32,52 32,00 30,00 
width e/w 1084,00 1087,00 27,71  39,12 39,23 39,00 40,00 
Front (W) portico          
depth n/s 409,00 411,00 27,71  14,76 14,83 15,00 15,00 
Back (E) portico          
depth n 352,00 27,71  12,70   13,00 15,00 
Left (N) portico          
depth e/w 413,00 415,00 27,71  14,90 14,98 15,00 15,00 
Intercolumnia front (W)          
right (S) wall - first column 355,00 27,71  12,81       
first column - second column 361,00 27,71  13,03       
second column - NW column 371,00 27,71  13,39       
Intercolumnia back (E)          
right (S) wall - first column 366,00 27,71  13,21       
first column - second column 345,00 27,71  12,45       
second column - NE column 373,00 27,71  13,46       
Intercolumnia left (N)          
NW column - second column 301,00 27,71  10,86       
second column - third column 298,00 27,71  10,75       
third column - NE column 282,00   27,71  10,18       
 
 
 
 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
From the analyses of  the masonry and design of  the atrium house and the peristyle-
garden of  the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. The total depth of  the plot as it is occupied today by the atrium house and peristyle-
garden of  the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus was always part of  one. On the left (N) side 
of  the plot, the original boundary followed the separation wall between the Casa di L. 
Caecilius Iucundus and V 1, 23 in a straight line until the back (E) wall of  the plot and 
insula. The total measurements of  the original piece of  land, bought by the first owner, 
were: 55' x 140' (7700 p.q.). 
2. The atrium house was constructed with monumental posts of  opus quadratum blocks of  
limestone and walls of  opus incertum limestone. The oldest phase of  the peristyle was built 
in opus incertum limestone and cruma and a stylobate and columns in Nocera tuff. Based 
on the analysis of  the construction materials and techniques, we cannot reach any 
definite conclusions regarding the chronological relation between the construction of  
atrium and peristyle. 
3. At a much later date, in the Augustan period54, the following aspects were added to the 
atrium house and the peristyle-garden: in the atrium house, an opening was created from 
the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus to V 1, 23, creating a double atrium house. Clearly, at 
that time, this smaller house to the left had come into the hands of  the owner of  the 
Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus. Both within the atrium and the peristyle-garden, the walls 
were redecorated in a splendid Third Style, while the floors in and around the atrium and 
in the oecus of  the peristyle-garden were decorated with mosaics. Within the peristyle-
garden, a second connection was made to V 1, 23. The original opening in the garden 
back wall was closed off. From that time on, the back opening in V 1, 23 could be used 
(opening 10). The purpose of  closing off  that door was to construct two oeci and an 
exedra the back of  the peristyle. At the same time, the large reception or dining hall and 
two cubicula were built to the left (N) of  the peristyle, on the former property of  
Caecilius Iucundus’ neighbour. 
4. A comparison of  the basic schemes of  design of  the atrium house and the peristyle-
garden does not reveal any significant coherence between the two. The design of  the 
atrium house was based completely on the arithmetic approximation of  two geometric 
figures. The design of  the peristyle-garden, however, was based completely on rational 
proportions to create the desired dynamics within the width and depth. 
                                                 
 
54 Dated to that period in PPM (supra 47). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CASA DEL CHIRURGO 
VI 1, 10 
 
 
 CASA DEL CHIRURGO 
VI 1, 10 
 
DESCRIPTION55 
 
The Casa del Chirurgo is situated in the northwest corner of Pompeii, close to one of the 
city gates, the Porta di Ercolano. The façade was built on the east side of the Via Consolare, 
while the back of the property stretches to the Vicolo di Narciso. The shape of insula I 10 is 
irregular due to the fact that it was positioned in between these two roads, which have 
different orientations and meet and join each other at the south end of the insula. This 
resulted in the insula being wedge-shaped, wide at the north end and narrow at the south 
end. Fitting regular plots for building houses into this insula probably posed some difficulties 
for the builders at this site. The Casa del Chirurgo, positioned just south of the centre of the 
insula, was constructed on an irregularly shaped plot (wider at the back than at the front), 
which joined together the different orientations of the northern and southern half of the 
insula. 
The major excavations of this house took place in 1870-71 by Mau and his team, and 
later again in May and June of 1926 by Maiuri, who performed small excavations in the levels 
beneath AD 79 at several points in the house and garden. The house was given its name after 
the find of a doctor’s instrumentarium, now still on display at the Archaeological Museum of 
Naples56. 
 
 
 
Casa del Chirurgo: ground plan (Mau, A. 1908, 290) 
                                                 
 
55 For a detailed description of the structures and the remaining decorations see: PPM IV, 52-86. 
56 Eschebach 1993, 152. 
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Decoration 
The preserved decoration is all in the Fourth Style, apart from a few remaining traces of 
First Style wall decoration that have been recognised by Laidlaw in the shop to the left (N) of 
the fauces and on the exterior wall of room 19 in the garden-area next to the stairway57. As 
both room 19 and the stairway were identified by Mau as later additions to the built 
structure, replacing part of the garden and portico, the presence of First Style paintings here 
can mean two things. Either this reconstruction phase took place relatively early on in the 
history of the Casa del Chirurgo, or the First Style was still used at a much later time, perhaps 
to tie in these new structures with the decorative scheme of the old house. Mau also 
mentions some traces of First Style plaster that could no longer be seen by Laidlaw, on the 
left (N) pilaster by the tablinum, in the shop to the right (S) of the fauces and in the space to 
the left (N) of the tablinum. 
 
Ground plan 
As was already mentioned above, the total plot, on which the Casa del Chirurgo was 
constructed, was rather irregular due to its position in insula I 10. However, the architect was 
skilful enough to ensure that the atrium house itself was given a totally regular and 
symmetrical layout, taking away any of the irregularities from the perception of anyone 
entering the house through its main entrance. 
Regarding the property boundaries, the left (N) wall of the atrium house causes some 
confusion. Looking at the plot from the Via del Consolare, the façade of the Casa del 
Chirurgo ends on the left (N) side at the point of a risega, after which the façade of house  
VI 1, 7 to the left (N) of the Casa del Chirurgo comes out somewhat further into the street. 
Judging by this constructional feature, one would assume that the wall shared by these two 
houses, which was partially rebuilt in opus vittatum mixtum and latericium, belonged to the 
property of VI, 1, 7. However, in the pavement in front of this division wall, two blocks of 
tuff, which can be interpreted as part of a property boundary, are situated in one line with 
the left (N) side of this wall, and therefore indicate that the wall actually belonged to the Casa 
del Chirurgo. The right (S) boundary of the property of the Casa del Chirurgo is formed by 
the wall to the right (S) of entrance 12, thus including the strip of land to the right of the 
atrium house (see also below under construction). 
The Casa del Chirurgo was entered through a rather wide entrance, reached by taking 
one step up from the pavement. The fauces were flanked on either side by one space, the left 
of which was used in AD 79 as a shop. As in many atrium houses, the fauces floor had a 
slight upward slope towards the atrium. This floor, as well as that of the atrium, was 
decorated in opus signinum. The atrium itself, the hart of the house, was flanked on either side 
                                                 
 
57 Laidlaw 1985, 116-17. 
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by two cubicula and an ala, placed in a perfectly symmetrical layout. The impluvium with its 
Nocera tuff border was positioned in the centre of the atrium. The tablinum was positioned 
at the back of the atrium in one line with the fauces, and was flanked on either side by a 
dining room. The space to the right (S) of the tablinum is the only anomaly in the regular 
layout of the atrium house, being much wider than its counterpart on the left (N), extending 
beyond the line of the right (S) wall of the atrium house into the service-area next to the 
house. 
The tablinum is entirely open at the back and offers access to the garden-area. The 
garden was adorned with a single portico behind the atrium house and was overlooked by a 
oecus to the right (S). Another small room was built in the north corner of the portico. A 
stairway against the front (W) wall of the oecus led to an upper storey above the rooms to 
the right (S) of the garden. This area to the right (S) of the house and garden can be 
considered to have functioned as a service-area, with a kitchen in the southeast corner and 
possibly slave-quarters. In AD 79, the two rooms at the front, numbers 3 and 4 in Mau’s 
map, formed an independent unit with an upper storey. However, an old doorway, which 
was closed at one point, in the right (S) wall of the space to the right of the fauces, shows 
that these spaces were originally connected to the atrium house. 
 
Construction 
The Casa del Chirurgo was constructed in opus quadratum (façade) and opus africanum 
(internal walls) of Sarno limestone. The technique and material used in the construction of 
the atrium house stand in obvious contrast to the garden and service-areas, which were built 
in opus incertum mixtum (limestone, lava, cruma and tuff) and in opus latericium, which can be 
dated to a later period58. 
Most of the walls in the atrium house have been preserved in their original state, apart 
from some repairs and restorations. Maiuri’s excavations in 1926 brought to light some 
interesting phases and changes in the building history of this house. Excavations in the 
entrance, the room to the left (N) of it and within the atrium itself showed that the floor 
level had in time been raised. In the entrance, this happened in several phases. One of these 
actions of raising the floor level can be connected to a major change in the atrium, the 
insertion of the Nocera tuff impluvium. Maiuri’s research made it clear that this impluvium 
had no predecessors in the atrium of the Casa del Chirurgo, but was first introduced 
somewhere in the second century BC. Due to the necessity of constructing a drain from the 
impluvium to the street, the existing threshold in the entrance was demolished and replaced 
by a new, higher one, the one still present now59. 
                                                 
 
58 For a more detailed description of the wall structures of the atrium house, see Peterse 1993, 273 ff; for a 
discussion of the dating of the Casa del Chirurgo and the most recent views on this matter, see Jones & 
Robinson 2007 and the discussion presented in Part I, Chapters I and IV. 
59 Maiuri 1973, 9-10. 
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Other structural changes to the Casa del Chirurgo took place in the space to the left (N) 
of the fauces. From his excavation, Maiuri concluded that, originally, this space was 
completely closed off from the street and only accessible through the atrium. In a second 
phase, the outside wall was opened up over a distance of a little over 4 metres wide. At that 
time the function of this space changed into that of a shop. Finally, the entrance to the street 
was narrowed to 2.90 metres wide by placing brick pilasters, which also served to reinforce 
this wall for the construction of an upper storey over this part of the house. 
Another point in the house where Maiuri excavated was in the space to the right (S) of 
the tablinum, at the point where, due to a remarkable change in the wall structure of the 
front (W) and back (E) walls, the original right (S) wall of the atrium house can be expected 
to have continued in a straight line to the back. The left (N) part of these walls is constructed 
in the building material of the rest of the atrium house, opus quadratum limestone. At 442/450 
cm from the NE/NW corner of the room, the wall structure changes in a clear line to opus 
incertum mixtum. The point of change between these two completely different types of 
building technique and material is situated in one line with the right (S) wall of the atrium 
house.  Although Maiuri found no evidence at all of old foundations of any such wall, we 
cannot exclude the idea that the original ground plan was in fact completely symmetrical. 
The fact that the extended width of this space is the only anomaly in the otherwise 
completely regular layout, and that the change in wall construction runs in a clear-cut line at 
the exact point where the south wall of the house would have been if one extends the 
existing wall, are two rather convincing elements that point to a reconstruction of the south 
wall until the back of the house60. 
Concerning the history of the site where the Casa del Chirurgo was built, Maiuri 
remarked some interesting features. Many of the limestone blocks that were used in the 
foundations of the walls of the Casa del Chirurgo were covered in two layers of stucco 
decoration. Evidently, these blocks were spolia, reused from earlier structures that had been 
broken down before the Casa del Chirurgo was built. Maiuri suggests that these blocks may 
have belonged to pre-Samnite structures that were broken down and re-used in the first 
Samnite age61. 
Regarding the history of the terrain, on which the Casa del Chirurgo was built, Maiuri 
concludes that it had already been used and built on before the construction of this house62. 
Excavations in the space to the right (S) of the fauces brought to light a deep pit that had at 
some point been closed. Finds of pottery in the pit can be dated to the third century BC. 
This does not necessarily provide a terminus post quem for the construction of the Casa del 
Chirurgo, as the pit may have stayed in use for some time after the house was built63. 
                                                 
 
60 Ibidem, 10-11. 
61 Ibidem, 4/7/12 
62 This conclusion is confirmed by the recent excavations in insula VI 1 by the Anglo American team led by 
prof. R. Jones. 
63 Maiuri 1973, 7-8. 
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Another indication noticed by Maiuri that points to the use of this land before the Casa del 
Chirurgo, is the fact that not all of the foundations of the walls of the atrium house rest on 
virgin soil. At some points, a man-made level of soil had been added, leading Maiuri to the 
conclusion that this site had already been partially levelled and built on before the Casa del 
Chirurgo64. 
The garden-area behind the atrium house can, in its present state, definitely be dated to a 
later building phase than that of the house itself. The original function of this small piece of 
land and the question whether it was part of the original property of the Casa del Chirurgo or 
not, is not immediately clear. In his analysis of the house, Peterse reconstructs the original 
end of the atrium house at the back of the tablinum. The fact that the left (N) garden wall 
was built against the old northeast corner of the space to the left (N) of the tablinum leads 
Peterse to assume that this was the original back wall of the property and that it ended with a 
closed tablinum, without a walled in hortus behind it65. However, the fact that the left and 
back walls of the present garden are of a later date than the atrium house does not tell us 
anything about the ownership of the piece of land behind the house. Regarding the small 
depth and odd shape of this area, it is not unlikely to assume that it was always part of this 
property and did not form an independent unit in the insula. I will, for now, hold on to this 
thought and show, in the analysis of the design, that we may indeed consider this piece of 
land as part of the total property. One could imagine the area behind the atrium house as 
originally having been open, or closed in by a wooden partition. Whatever its original 
function, at some point this area was turned into a garden, connected to the atrium house 
through the tablinum, which was then open at the back. At first, a very simple layout was 
given to this area, with a garden against the back wall and a portico stretching out in front of 
it along the entire width of the atrium house. It was not until later that this original plan was 
altered, when part of the garden-area and portico were given up to create a small oecus in the 
southeast corner, overlooking the garden, and a cubiculum in the north corner of the 
portico66. At the same time, a staircase was built against the front (W) wall of the oecus, 
leading to an upper storey above the area to the right (S) of the garden67. 
Like the garden, the area to the right (S) of the atrium house can, in its present state, be 
dated to a later building phase than the house itself. However, several structural elements 
lead to the conclusion that this piece of land to the right of the house formed part of the 
total property from the beginning. One of these elements is an old door in the right (S) wall 
of the space to the right of the fauces, leading into the front room of the side range68. This 
means that, although this space was an independent unit in AD 79, it did originally belong to 
the atrium house. Overbeck and Mau mention the fact that part of the right (S) wall of the 
                                                 
 
64 Ibidem 11. 
65 Peterse 1993, 274. 
66 Mau 1908, 291. 
67 Overbeck& Mau 1884, 280. 
68 Mau 1908, 291. 
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area to the right (S) of the house belongs to the same building phase as the original 
construction of the atrium house, another factor indicating that to the area to the right of the 
house belonged to the original property69. Whether or not this area was always used to 
accommodate service rooms can no longer be established. 
Regarding the facts presented above concerning the building history of the atrium house 
and its side-ranges, and concerning the position of the house in an irregularly shaped insula, I 
will conclude for now that the original plot, on which the Casa del Chirurgo was built, 
covered the total width of the insula, thus including the present garden-area, as well as the 
area to the right (S) of the house. 
 
 
                                                 
 
69 Overbeck & Mau 1884, 280; a check by the author  in June 2003 confirmed this interpretation: from within 
room 22, some remains are visible of the original limestone opus Africanum, comparable to that in the left 
perimeter wall. 
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The total width of the plot of land, measured along the façade on the west side of the 
insula, which was available for the construction of this atrium house and spaces to the right 
(S) of it, measured 71½' (until the risega on the north side), or 73' including the left (N) wall 
of the house (boundary blocks in the pavement indicate that this wall was part of the 
property of the Casa del Chirurgo). The total depth of the built up area of the atrium house 
now measures 69', ideally probably 70'. The total depth from the entrance on the west side of 
the insula until the back wall of the garden on the east side of the insula measures 100' on 
average (the course of the east side of the insula follows a different direction to that of the 
west side, resulting in an uneven depth of the plot). Although we cannot be sure whether or 
not this piece of land behind the house was part of the original property, it does seem likely. 
The garden area will be considered in the total design as described below. The total ideal area 
of design used by the architect measured 70' x 100' = 7000' p.q. The sides of this rectangle 
relate to each other as 7 : 10 = 1 : 2 (approximation 10/7). 
I will note here that the presence of the impluvium most likely did not form part of the 
original design of the atrium house. Maiuri’s excavations revealed that the impluvium was 
not present in earlier phases of the house. It is therefore highly likely that the house, in its 
first phase, was built around a central open courtyard instead of a compluviate atrium. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The organisation of space along the depth of the total plot, ideally measuring 100', was 
realised by the architect along a series of closely related geometric figures. In order to 
clarify the underlying structure of the geometric proportions of the design, I will start 
with the smallest module, working up to the total design. This is not to say that this was 
the method used by the architect, it is merely a method to clarify for us what was 
probably self-evident to him (Fig. 1). 
 The smallest module square used in the design measures 25' x 25'. The diagonal of 
this square (25' x 2 = 35') was used to create the depth of the atrium. The value of 25' is 
still present within the atrium, in the length of the front (closed) part of the sidewalls of 
the atrium, leaving a space of 10' for the (open) entrances to the alae. 
The length of the atrium was then used in the second module square of 35' x 35', the 
diagonal of which (35' x 2 = 50') was to become the depth of the atrium house from the 
front until the back wall of the atrium. This leaves the fauces with a depth of 50' – 35' = 
15'. 
 The third module square is based on this measurement of 50'. The diagonal of the 50' 
x 50' square (50' x 2 = 70') was used as the measurement of the total depth of the 
atrium house, settling the depth of the tablinum at 70' – 50' = 20'. 
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The last and largest module square can be reconstructed as 70' x 70', the diagonal of 
which (70' x 2 = 100') constitutes the total ideal depth of the plot of land, from the west 
until the east side of the insula. 
 This division of space is made up of an extraordinary series of geometric 
proportions, which can be described as follows (figs. 3 and 3a): 
 
                                        25' : 35' : 50' : 70' : 100'  
                                         1  :  2 :  2   : 22 : 4 
 
or as:                               25' : 35' : 50' : 70' : 100'  
                                         1  :  2 
                                                 1  :  2 
                                                         1  :  2 
                                                                 1  :  2 
 
2. The division of space along the width of the plot, ideally measuring a total of 70', was 
also conceived along the same framework of geometric proportions as described above 
and in fig. 1. The module squares that were used in the division of space along the width 
are those measuring 50' x 50' and 70' x 70' (Fig. 2). The first of these modules, which had 
provided the depth of 50' of the fauces + atrium was also used to provide the width of 
the atrium house. This automatically left a space of 20' wide to the right of the atrium 
house, within the total width of 70', one side of the second module square, which had 
also provided the total depth of the atrium house of 70'. The width of the atrium house 
was then divided into five equal parts, each measuring 10'. Two of these  10' strips were 
assigned to the side ranges on either side of the atrium, while three of these were 
assigned to the width of the atrium itself (wall left of fauces: 10' – opening fauces 10' – 
wall right of fauces: 10'). The division of space along the width of the plot was:  
10' (cubicula/ala) -  30' (atrium) – 10' (cubicula/ala) – 20' (side range). 
Even though the division of space along the width appears to be based on 
straightforward arithmetic proportions (1 : 3 : 1 : 2), the measurements actually fit into 
the larger geometric system of this design. In the series of geometric proportions that 
was presented above, these measurements can be included as follows: 
    10    :       20     :     25     :      30     :     35     :      50     :     70     :     100 
a2-a   : 2(a2-a)  :      a      : 4a-2a2  :    a2    :      2a     :    2a2  :      4a 
3. The impluvium was placed centrally in the atrium, but probably not at the same time as 
the first building phase of the atrium house. The tripartite division of the atrium, caused 
by the insertion of the impluvium, was a follows: 
width: 9½' – 11' – 9½' 
depth: 11' – 13' – 11' 
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Dispositio 
1. Along the depth of the atrium house, several changes were made to the original design. 
The depth of the fauces was reduced by 1' from the ideal 15' to 14'. Furthermore, the 
dynamics of the atrium and tablinum were changed slightly, as the back wall of the 
atrium was placed ½' further back then was originally intended. This resulted in the 
depth of the atrium being increased from 35' to 35½', and the depth of the tablinum 
being decreased from 20' to 19½'. The reason behind this minimal change in the 
dynamics is not immediately apparent, and might just have been caused by inaccurate 
positioning of the walls. As a result of these small changes, the total depth of the house 
now measures 69' instead of the ideal 70'. 
2. The true width of the total plot measured 73' along the façade, instead of the ideal 70' of 
the basic design. The width of the atrium house was extended internally by a total of 3', 
by adding 1½' to the side ranges next to the atrium. On the building site, this extra space 
was taken by the atrium walls, thus leaving the internal space of the cubicula and alae the 
intended 10'. After the atrium house had been constructed, the space left over for the 
side range to the right of the house measured only 17' instead of the ideal 20', caused by 
the fact that the outside walls of the atrium house took another 3' (1½' + 1½')  off the 
total space. 
 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE GARDEN 
 
The built up garden area at the back of the atrium of the Casa del Chirurgo as we see it 
now was obviously not part of the original construction phase of this house, although it is 
likely that the piece of land behind the house did belong to the property. Peterse’s 
reconstruction of an atrium house with a closed tablinum at the back seems unlikely, as the 
first part (W) of the left wall of the garden, even though it is younger, follows the orientation 
of the Casa del Chirurgo, and does not fit in with the orientation of the other plots that 
surround it. Therefore, it seems probable that this wall follows an earlier line that may have 
simply been indicated in an earlier phase by a wooden partition or a hedge. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
The ideal depth of the area behind the atrium house measured 30'. In the basic design, 
this area was used to create a garden at the back with a portico in front of it. The garden area 
was given the same depth as the piece of land to the right of the atrium house, by describing 
a circle with a 20' diameter on the intersection of right side and the back wall of the total plot 
(fig. 2). The depth of the portico in front of this garden was then settled at 30' – 20' = 10'. 
 
Dispositio 
1. Within the total depth of 100' of the plot of land, the ideal depth of the atrium house was 
reduced by 1' to 69'. The remaining 1' was added to the portico behind the tablinum 
range, which then measured 11' in depth. 
2. Due to the fact that the orientation of the east side of the insula is very different to that 
of the atrium house , which is orientated to the west side of the insula, the piece of land, 
on which the garden-area was built is very irregular. As a result, the ideal measurements 
of the basic design had to be adjusted to fit in the actual situation. As the portico was 
placed in a straight line with the back of the atrium house, it was the garden-area that 
suffered most from the irregularity of the building site. The depth of the garden varied 
from about 25½' on the right (N) to about 11' on the left (N) side. 
3. At a later date, part of the garden-area and the portico were given up to create new 
spaces, namely an oecus in the right (S) corner of the garden and a cubiculum in the left 
(N) corner of the portico. Also, a stairway was constructed in the portico, leading to an 
upper storey above the service rooms to the right (S) of the garden. 
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Measures atrium house Casa del Chirurgo (VI 1, 10). Foot measure: 27.53 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in cm Distance in Oscan feet Intended 
measures 
in the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio)
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
                
FAÇADE               
total width property incl. strip (S) 2006,00   27,53   72,86   73,00 70,00 
SW corner - NW corner atrium house 1540,00   27,53   55,94   56,00 55,00 
SW corner - fauces 639,00   27,53   23,21   23,50 23,00 
width fauces 248,00   27,53   9,01   9,00 9,00 
fauces - NW corner 653,00   27,53   23,72   23,50 23,00 
opening 9 297,00   27,53   10,79       
                
FAUCES               
depth n/s 385,00 371,00 27,53   13,98 13,48 14,00 15,00 
width e 248,00   27,53   9,01   9,00 9,00 
                
ATRIUM               
depth n/s 978,00 974,00 27,53   35,52 35,38 35,50 35,00 
width w   825,00 27,53   29,97 30,00 30,00 
back wall 1447,00   27,53   52,56   53,00 50,00 
depth atrium house 1899,00   27,53   68,98   69,00 70,00 
total depth until back wall garden 2758,00   27,53   100,18   100,00 100,00 
Front (W) wall               
SW corner - opening S room 81,00   27,53   2,94       
opening S room 125,00   27,53   4,54       
left (S) post fauces 81,00   27,53   2,94       
SW corner-fauces 287,00   27,53   10,42   10,50 10,50 
width fauces 248,00   27,53   9,01   9,00 9,00 
fauces-NW corner 290,00   27,53   10,53   10,50 10,50 
right (N) post fauces 107,00   27,53   3,89       
opening N taberna 99,00   27,53   3,60       
opening N taberna - NW corner 84,00   27,53   3,05       
Back (E) wall               
SE corner - opening S oecus 278,00   27,53   10,10       
opening S oecus 137,00   27,53   4,98       
right (S) post tablinum 76,00   27,53   2,76       
SE corner-tablinum 491,00   27,53   17,84   18,00 16,50 
opening tablinum 464,00   27,53   16,85   17,00 17,00 
tablinum-NE corner 492,00   27,53   17,87   18,00 16,50 
left (N) post tablinum 84,00   27,53   3,05       
opening N oecus 125,00   27,53   4,54       
opening N oecus - NE corner 283,00   27,53   10,28       
Left (N) wall               
left (W) post first cubiculum 145,00   27,53   5,27       
opening first cubiculum 124,00   27,53   4,50       
right (E) post first cubiculum = 156,00   27,53   5,67       
left(W) post second cubiculum               
opening second cubiculum 121,00   27,53   4,40       
right (E) post second cubiculum 149,00   27,53   5,41       
length wall until opening ala 695,00   27,53   25,25   25,50 25,00 
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opening ala 283,00   27,53   10,28   10,00 10,00 
Right (S) wall               
right (W) post first cubiculum 145,00   27,53   5,27       
opening first cubiculum 124,00   27,53   4,50     
left (E) post first cubiculum = 201,00   27,53   7,30     
right (W) post second cubiculum             
opening second cubiculum 115,00   27,53   4,18     
left (E) post second cubiculum 116,00   27,53   4,21     
length wall until opening ala 701,00   27,53   25,46   25,50 25,00 
opening ala 273,00   27,53   9,92   10,00 10,00 
Cubicula left (N)             
depth e 311,00   27,53   11,30   11,50 10,00 
Cubicula right (S)             
depth 311,00   27,53   11,30   11,50 10,00 
Ala left (N)             
depth  310,00   27,53   11,26   11,50 10,00 
width n/s 283,00   27,53   10,28   10,00 10,00 
Ala right (S)             
depth  314,00   27,53   11,41   11,50 10,00 
width  273,00   27,53   9,92   10,00 10,00 
Impluvium             
depth n/s 361,50 361,00 27,53   13,13 13,11 13,00 13,00 
width e/w 294,50 299,50 27,53   10,70 10,88 11,00 11,00 
front (W) wall - impluvium n/s 309,00 309,00 27,53   11,22 11,22 11,25 11,00 
impluvium - back (E) wall 307,00   27,53   11,15   11,25 11,00 
left (N) wall - impluvium e/w 264,00   27,53   9,59   9,50 9,50 
impluvium - right (S) wall e/w 267,00   27,53   9,70   9,50 9,50 
Tablinum             
depth n/s 539,00 537,00 27,53   19,58 19,51 19,50 20,00 
width w 464,00   27,53   16,85   17,00 17,00 
 
 
 
Measures garden-area Casa del Chirurgo (VI 1, 10). Foot measure: 27.53 cm. 
 
GARDEN-AREA Distance in cm Foot measure in 
cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
           
depth garden n/s 701,00 396,00 27,53  25,46 14,38     
average depth (centre) 548,50 27,53  19,92   20,00 20,00 
width garden e/w 1115,00 1045,00 27,53  40,50 37,96 40,00 40,00 
Portico          
depth 307,00   27,53  11,15   11,00 10,00 
 
 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
From the analyses of the masonry and design of the atrium house and garden of the Casa 
del Chirurgo, the following conclusions could be drawn: 
1. The particular shape of this insula VI, 1, dictated by its position in between the Via 
Consolare and the Vicolo Marciso, was the cause of the irregular shape of the plot, on 
which the Casa del Chirurgo was constructed. The ideal measurements of this piece of 
land are 70' x 100' = 7000' p.q. In order to ensure that this house could fulfil its 
representative function that was standard for a patrician domus, the architect created a 
perfectly regular and symmetrical layout for the atrium house, while leaving a strip of 
land at the back and along the right side. As a consequence of the shape of the plot, these 
areas outside the house were irregular in shape. We may then conclude that this was in 
fact a deliberate decision by the architect, and that the areas at the back and to the side of 
the house were considered to be of secondary importance. This decision is in fact not 
hard to understand, as any of the official visitors would have entered this property 
through the fauces, and would thus be unaware of the irregularities going on outside the 
domus. 
2. Regarding the building history, most of the atrium house was left in its original state 
during its centuries of existence and use. Apart from some necessary repairs and 
restorations, the breaking through of some new doorways or the closing of old ones, its 
original, highly symmetrical layout was mostly respected. The decoration, however, was 
adjusted to the latest fashion, as all of the wall paintings that were present in AD 79 
belong to the Fourth Style. While the atrium house was left in its old state, the garden-
area and service-area at the back and to the right did undergo at least one phase of 
change. The situation in AD 79, with a garden at the back and a service-area to the right, 
was the result of a reconstruction phase dating to a much later period than the 
construction of the atrium house. Even though the original function and layout of these 
parts of the house cannot be reconstructed with any certainty at the present time, these 
areas did always form part of the total property. 
3. The total design that was created for this irregular piece of land, with a highly regular 
atrium house and an irregular area to the back and side, is of an impressively simple and 
ingenious nature, capturing all parts of the division of space, from the layout of the 
atrium to the complete plot, in only a few geometric figures, expressed in two arithmetic 
approximations: 10/7 and 7/5. The coherence of the design is remarkable, even though 
the irregularity of the plot prevented the precise construction of the basic scheme of 
design in all parts. This total coherence is perhaps best expressed in the following 
relations that exist between the different parts of the house (Fig. 3): 
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Depth entrance - back wall atrium : depth tablinum+garden    50' : 50' = 1 : 1 
Width plot : depth plot             70' : 100' = 1 : 2 
Depth atrium house : total depth plot         70' : 100' = 1 : 2 
Depth entrance - back wall atrium : total depth atrium house   50' : 70' = 1 : 2 
Width atrium house : depth atrium house         50' : 70' = 1 : 2 
Width atrium house : total width plot         50' : 70' = 1 : 2 
Depth atrium : Depth entrance - back wall atrium      35' : 50' = 1 : 2 
Closed part atrium : total depth atrium         25' : 35' = 1 : 2 
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DESCRIPTION70 
 
The large and impressive patrician domus that is known to us as the Casa di Pansa is 
located to the northwest of the forum, opposite the old baths along the Via delle Terme. The 
atrium house, the longitudinal peristyle-garden, the large second garden-area at the rear and 
the spaces surrounding this nucleus were part of one property and took up an entire insula, 
named the Insula Arriana Polliana. This complex was first discovered in 1811, but not 
excavated until 1813-1814, and later again in 1827, 1852 and 1943. An important discovery, 
which vanished soon after it was revealed, was an advertisement, placed on a pillar facing the 
busy crossing of the Via delle Terme and the Via Consolare. It can be translated as follows: 
“In the Insula Arriana Polliana of Cn. Alleius Nigidius Maius tabernae with their 
pergulae and cenacula equestria and domus will be let out from July 1st onward. For letting 
consult Primus, slave of Cn. Alleius Nigidius Maius (After CIL IV 138).” 71 
This rare case, in which written proof was found of the fact that the smaller units 
surrounding the atrium-peristyle house were rented out, allows the identification of the 
different types of rented unit mentioned in the advertisement within the surviving 
architecture72. The commercial character of the Insula Arriana Polliana was not only 
characteristic of the last phase of use. The atrium was already used for commercial purposes 
in the second century B.C, while the shops along the front may have been involved in the 
selling of flowers and garlands, a product from the garden-area at the back73. 
 
Decoration 
Along the façade, the monumental entrance to the Casa di Pansa still preserves its 
original height in the Corinthian capitals on top of the pillars on the left and right side of the 
fauces, all constructed in Nocera tuff, the same material as the original façade. The wall 
decorations of this complex have, unfortunately, vanished almost completely. The only 
preserved record of First Style painting was made by Mau (WP 72), who observed some 
remains of decoration on the back (E) wall of the room in the northeast corner of complex 
B, which he related to a probable earlier First Style decoration of the entire house74. Within 
the atrium house, several rooms still preserve their mosaic floor covering: a checked pattern 
in white on a red/black/grey underground in the third cubiculum on the east; a white 
                                                 
 
70 For a detailed description of the structures and the remaining decorations see: PPM IV, 357-361. 
71 Pirson 1997, 167. 
72 Ibidem, 169-170. 
73 Eschebach 1993, 173. 
74 Laidlaw 1985, 147. 
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swastika-motive on a red/grey background in the alae; a white mosaic with a black inner 
border in the tablinum. 
Apart from antique decorations, the Casa di Pansa has been restored in modern times. 
The marble impluvium in the atrium, as well as the marble steps leading from the tablinum 
to the peristyle-garden, were reconstructed in 1994. Whether or not the position of the 
impluvium is still original will be answered below in the analysis of the design. 
Within the peristyle-garden, the fluted Ionic columns in Nocera tuff were decorated in 
several phases75. First, they were covered in a layer of plaster, which respected the fluting of 
the columns. At a later date, the columns were covered in a second, thick layer of stucco with 
facets on each rib of the fluting, reaching from floor level to about 1.50 m. up. This second 
layer may have been applied for practical reasons, protecting the bottom part of the columns 
from daily wear and tear. 
 
Ground plan 
A short description of the ground-
plan of the atrium-peristyle house and 
the surrounding spaces is given by 
Peterse76: 
“The ground-plan of the 
house of Pansa occupies a 
complete insula. The main 
entrance on the Via delle 
Terme leads through the 
vestibulum and the fauces -
flanked on either side by 
tabernae-to the Tuscan atrium. 
The atrium gives access to six 
cubicula and the triclinium 
fenestratum, whereas the alae and 
the tablinum open on to this 
room. The spacious peristyle 
with its sixteen tuff Ionic 
columns can be reached via the 
andron. Built onto the peristyle 
are the exedrae, three cubicula, 
a large triclinium with an 
adjacent servants’ room, and 
                                                 
 
75 These columns were dated by Napoli (1950) to between 140-120 B.C, based on a stylistic analysis. 
76 Peterse 1985, 35. 
Casa di Pansa: ground plan (Pirson 1997, 167, fig. 1)
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the oecus which aligns with the building’s central axis. To the west of the oecus lie 
the kitchen, the carriage-house and a corridor, which leads to the porticus and a 
large vegetable garden on the north of the house. Besides the rooms mentioned 
above, which were intended for the use of the owner and his family, there were 
also apartments and shops in the house of Pansa, which were let our on lease. 
From the Vicolo di Modesto two storey apartments (24 and 26) and a bakery (28-
33) can be entered, while three medium sized living units (A, B and C) can be 
approached from the Via della Fullonica.” 
The axial symmetry in the ground-plan of the Casa di Pansa is striking. The sight line 
from the entrance runs straight through the middle of the atrium, tablinum, peristyle-garden 
and the great oecus at the back, ending with a view through the last colonnade into the 
second garden-area at the back. It is obvious that careful planning went into the design and 
building of this grand atrium-peristyle house. The fact that the orientation of the atrium-
peristyle house is slightly out of line with the left and right sides of the insula is remarkable. 
As a result, the central axis of design does not coincide completely with the central axis of 
the insula. This point will be discussed further below in the analysis of design. 
 
Construction 
The most elaborate description of the construction techniques and materials used in the 
Insula Arriana Polliana is that by Peterse77. He accepts the building date that is unanimously 
accepted in literature for the first building phase of the house, which Maiuri dates between 
140-120 B.C78. Whether or not the peristyle also belongs to the original layout of the house 
has since long been a point of debate. Maiuri follows Overbeck & Mau, who date the 
peristyle to the original building phase of the house, placing the Casa di Pansa among the 
first buildings in Samnite Pompeii in which, under Hellenistic influence, the peristyle was 
integrated in the architectural draft79. 
This point of view is opposed by De Albentiis, who poses that the atrium of the Casa di 
Pansa and the tabernae at the front go back to the earliest period of the complex, before the 
addition of the peristyle in 140-120 BC80. The oldest building phase also includes the domus 
VI 6, 9 and the rented out tabernae (14-16). In his view, the erection of the peristyle was 
accomplished only after some parts of the surrounding units were demolished, while the 
remaining structures could be rented out as independent units. One of the units that was 
sacrificed according to him, was the old domus VI 6, 9, which lost its rear in the course of 
the construction of the peristyle-garden. Assumingly, the owner of the Casa di Pansa, after 
acquiring this small property, used as much as he needed of it to construct his peristyle. After 
                                                 
 
77 Ibidem, 36-42. 
78 Maiuri 1944-45, 142-143. 
79 Overbeck &  Mau 1884, 329. 
80 De Albentiis 1990, 43-84. 
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that, the old door in the rear wall of VI 6, 9 was closed, and the remaining unit rented out81. 
He detects a similar development on the other side of the insula, where the rented unit VI 6, 
15 was disconnected from its back room, which is now open to the peristyle. 
In the following section, I will give a brief overview of the analysis of the masonry by 
Peterse82. The total complex in AD 79, including the atrium-peristyle house with the rented 
units alongside and the great garden at the back, is the final result of various structural 
alterations. However, the main lines of the design of the principal rooms remained largely 
unaltered. The oldest structure of the Casa di Pansa can still be recognised in the eastern half 
of the façade and in the vestibulum, both constructed in opus quadratum of Nocera tuff. This 
same material was used for the columns and their foundation slabs in the peristyle. 
Furthermore, the oldest remains of masonry consist of opus incertum combined with quadratum 
limestone blocks for doorposts and the reinforcement of corners. In general, a limestone 
framework was constructed, filled in with opus incertum of grey lava in the bottom layers and 
dark red cruma for the top part. Some posts and corners were constructed by simply stacking 
limestone quadratum sized blocks on top of each other without the use of mortar as a binding 
agent. Within the atrium, the type of wall structure described above is characteristic of the 
oldest opus incertum masonry. The materials used for this incertum were lava, cruma and 
limestone, which were applied in various ways. On the basis of this variation, Peterse has 
distinguished three types in the oldest opus incertum masonry, named by him opus incertum 
mixtum I, II and III83. The first two of these refer to structures as they were found inside the 
house, whereas the third type is found in the original parts of the facades of the buildings on 
the east and west sides of the insula. 
Opus incertum mixtum I: the base of the wall consists of a concentration of grey lava 
combined with dark red cruma and limestone, with mostly dark red cruma in the top part. 
In the atrium house, this type of masonry is found in: the alae (4a-b), the tablinum (5), 
the triclinium fenestratum (7), the east wall of the fauces (1), the south wall and part of the 
north wall of exedra 11a, as well as the north and east walls of exedra 11b. The walls of the 
fauces B1 of living unit B were also constructed in this type of masonry. In the peristyle-
garden only fragments of the original masonry have survived. According to Peterse, the 
limestone quoins belong to the original layout of the house. The opus incertum walls only 
preserve fragments of the original base, consisting mainly of grey lava. Most of the top part 
of the walls was greatly restored, dated by Peterse after AD 62, due to the slipshod nature of 
the restorations and the use of loamy mortar, tile fragments and lumps of opus signinum. 
Opus incertum mixtum II: this type of masonry consists of mostly grey lava at the bottom 
with mainly large, irregular caementa of limestone in the top part, combined with grey lava 
                                                 
 
81 Contrary to De Albentiis’ view, Evans (1980, p. 111) interprets this small domus VI 6, 9 as an appendage to 
to the Casa di Pansa, to which it had an interconnecting door, rather than considering it an atrium in its own 
right. 
82 Peterse 1985, 36-42. 
83 Peterse 1985, 36-41. 
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and dark red cruma. In the atrium, this type of masonry was used in the larger part of the 
walls of the cubicula annexed to the atrium (36, 3a-e) and room 8. In living unit B the walls 
of the central room B2, of the cubicula B3 and B4, as well as the west wall of room B5 and 
the east and south walls of B6 were erected in opus incertum mixtum II. Within the peristyle-
garden, almost all of the opus incertum masonry in the zone to the north of the peristyle is of 
Roman date, which is indicated by the irregular composition of the walls, consisting mainly 
of limestone caementa, combined with yellow tuff and fragments of opus signinum. The posts 
and corners are constructed in opus vittatum simplex or opus vittatum mixtum. The only anomaly 
is formed by the east wall of the oecus, which is similar to the walls constructed in opus 
incertum mixtum II, but cannot be classified to this category. 
Overall, we can say that the oldest internal walls of the atrium-peristyle complex were 
constructed in opus incertum mixtum I and II, of which the first category is found mainly in the 
principal rooms and the second in rooms of minor importance. 
Opus incertum mixtum III: the bottom layers of this type of masonry are built up in 
caementa of grey lava, with almost exclusively incertum limestone in the top part. This oldest 
type of masonry is found in the outer wall of living unit B and between the entrances to 
apartments 24 and 26. Only the lava basis has survived between the entrances to rooms 28 
and 31. Despite the difference in technique, there is a clear resemblance between the façade 
and the original parts of the east and west outer walls: in both cases the base of the wall 
protrudes slightly, by about 5 cm. 
The wall structures mentioned above can be considered to date to the first building phase 
of the Insula Arriana Polliana. However, several elements that are datable to a later 
construction phase must also be considered part of the original layout and be included in the 
following analysis of design. The position of the north wall of the peristyle-garden, in its 
present form part of a later construction phase, still corresponds to the course of the original 
north wall. Several arguments point to this conclusion: the original quoining in limestone 
ashlar is still present in the northeast corner of triclinium 13; the depth of the colonnade on 
the north side of the peristyle corresponds exactly to that on the south side; finally, the wall 
thickness corresponds to 1½' Oscan (41 cm), whereas in other areas where the same building 
technique was applied the wall thickness amounts to 44 cm, exactly 1½' Roman. The second 
structure that will be considered as part of the original layout, despite its present walls being 
of a later building date, is the great central oecus at the back of the peristyle-garden. This is 
mainly indicated by the integration of this room in the overall design, as will be discussed 
below. 
 
 
 
ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE 
 
 
The design of the Casa di Pansa is unique in Pompeii, in that it comprises an entire 
insula, within which there was space for the architect to design an impressive atrium house, a 
peristyle-garden and a second garden behind that, now used for growing vegetables by the 
custodi of Pompeii. Extra space was reserved around the front of the house and along the 
sides of the house and peristyle-garden for independent shops and work spaces. The total 
ideal measurements of this insula are 120' x 330'. The entire depth was roughly divided into 
three equal strips of 110', the first of which ended along the line of the front row of columns 
of the peristyle-garden. The second stretch of 110' runs until the columns of the portico 
behind the great oecus of the peristyle-garden, and the third stretch ended in the back wall of 
the second garden area. 
In the following section, I will discuss the design of the atrium house and the spaces 
surrounding it, covering the entire width of the insula. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The general division of space in the 120' width of the insula was based on four equal 
blocks of 30'x30' (compare the same general division into 30' blocks of the Casa del 
Labirinto). The two central blocks were reserved for the width of the atrium house, and a 
30' strip on either side for independent spaces. The division of space in the insula width 
was then: 30' : 60' : 30' = 1 : 2 : 1 (Fig. 1). 
2. The division of the width of the atrium house into the width of the atrium and two side 
ranges was based on the 30'x30' module square (Fig. 2). The module squares in the far 
right and left corners of the insula were extended into the central space by the measure 
of their diagonal to create the depths of the side ranges: 30'x2=43' (approximation 10: 
14 1/3). This action resulted in side ranges of 43'-30'=13', and left a central space for the 
atrium width of: 60' (total width house) – 2x13' (depths side ranges) = 34'. The total 
division in the width of the insula was then: 
30' - 13' - 34' - 13' - 30' = x : x√2-x : 2x-2(x√2-x) : x√2-x : x. 
3. The depth of the atrium was also based on the 30'x30' square (Fig. 2), which was 
extended to the back by its diagonal to a 30'x43' rectangle, and then extended by the 
diagonal of that rectangle to 52' (=30√3, approximation 10: 17 1/3). The dimension of 
the atrium were then 34'x52'. 
4. The same action was repeated to create the depth of the front range of the atrium house 
(Fig. 3). Again, the original 30'x30' square was extended to a depth of 52' (30√3). The 
depth of the front range then measured 52'-30'=22' (x√3-x). 
5. In the division of space in the depth of the house, the measure of the total width 
(60'=2x) was used to create a 60'x60' square, marking the total depth of the front range 
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and the closed part of the atrium side walls (Fig. 3). The closed part of the atrium side 
walls then measured 60'-22'=38'. Within the atrium depth of 52', this left a space of 52'-
38'=14' for the width of the alae. 
6. The depth of the back range was directly related to the measure of the atrium width (34') 
(Fig. 3). A 34'x34' square was described behind the central 60'x60' square that defined the 
total width of the house and the added depths of the front range and closed atrium walls. 
The total open part in the depth of the house (alae and tablinum) together measured 34', 
resulting in a tablinum depth of 34'-14'=20'. The total depth of the atrium house then 
measured: 22'+38'+14'+20'=94'. 
7. The more detailed division of space in the atrium was based on four arithmetic tripartite 
divisions (Fig. 4). 
In the atrium width: 
Back wall:    21' - 18' - 21' 
Position impluvium: 11½' - 11' – 11½' 
Front wall:    12' - 10' - 12' 
In the atrium depth: 
position impluvium: 19' - 15' - 18'  
8. The subdivision of the atrium back wall was based on geometric proportions, as noticed 
by Peterse84: ”The distance between the side wall of the tablinum and the rear wall of the 
ala amounts to 21' and was divided into 13' for the depth of the ala and 8' for the 
remaining wall section in the atrium. The figures 8', 13' and 21' form part of the 
numerical progression, which approaches the proportion of the sectio aurea in round foot 
measurements. The theory that this numerical progression forms the basis for the 
division of the wall between the rear wall of the ala and the side wall of the tablinum is 
supported by the way in which the wall section, measuring 8', was subsequently 
subdivided: the doorway in this section is 5' wide and the ashlars between the doorway 
and the side wall of the tablinum measure 3'. These measurements also form part of the 
above mentioned progression.” 
In conclusion, we can say that the design of the atrium house of the Casa di Pansa, as 
well as the general division of the width of the insula was based on a geometric figure, 
expressed in arithmetic approximations. The measures of the basic design scheme can be 
expressed in the following series of geometric proportions:  
30 : 43 : 52 : 60 = x : x√2 : x√3 : 2x (approximations: 10 : 14 1/3 : 17 1/3 : 20) 
These measurements were present in the actual building in the following elements: 
30': width of the side-ranges; width of the central space of living unit B; external 
width of the great oecus. 
                                                 
 
84 Peterse 1993, 47. 
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43': width living unit A; original width of living unit B (along the façade rooms 
B5, B3, B1 and B4). 
52': depth of the atrium; depth of the zone north of the peristyle-garden. 
60': width of the atrium house. 
Measurements derived from these series of proportions were present in these elements: 
13' (x√2-x): width cubicula and alae. 
34' (2x-2(x√2-x)): width of the atrium. 
22' (x√3-x): depth of the front range including the fauces. 
A remarkable feature that should be mentioned here is the great resemblance of this 
design to that of another patrician domus of the Samnite age, the Casa di Sallustio85. The 
same module of 30'x30' was used as a basis for the division of space along the width of the 
atrium house. The total width of the Casa di Sallustio also measured 60' and was divided in 
exactly the same way: 13' – 34' – 13'. Another element that recurs in both these designs, is 
the fact that the width of the atrium (34') added to the total width of the house (60') equals 
the total depth of the atrium house (94'). Also, in the Casa di Sallustio as well as in the Casa 
di Pansa, the depth of the closed part of the atrium, measuring 38' (until the opening of the 
alae) equals the free space behind the impluvium (18') added to the depth of the tablinum 
(20'). 
The dispositio of the atrium house will be discussed further below, together with the 
dispositio of the peristyle-garden, as the two are closely interconnected. 
 
                                                 
 
85 The design of this atrium house was analysed by Geertman 1984a. 
 
 
ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
 
The longitudinal peristyle-garden that was constructed behind and along the same axis as 
the atrium house consisted of a four-sided colonnade of 4x6 columns, and was surrounded 
by spaces on all four sides, offering views onto the peristyle.  
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The depth of the peristyle-garden was given the same measurement as the depth of the 
atrium and tablinum (52'+20') of 72'. Behind the area of the peristyle-garden, a range of 
52' deep was reserved for a large oecus with neighbouring rooms with a portico behind, 
extending along the entire width of the insula. This measurement of 52' was also present 
in the design of the atrium house, in the depth of the atrium 
(Fig. 5). 
2. The division of the total width of the insula of 120' was based on the same module that 
was used to this purpose in the design of the atrium house, the 30'x30' square. As in the 
design of the atrium house and its side-ranges, the spaces to the right and left of the 
peristyle-garden were given a width of 30'. However, whereas this measurement of 30' 
included the side walls of the spaces left and right of the atrium house, in this case the 
walls (1½') were not included in this measurement. This meant that the division of space 
as it is at the front of the insula (30' – 60' – 30') was altered. The width of the peristyle-
garden was reduced to 60'–(4x1½')=54', whereas the side-ranges were increased to 
30'+(2x1½')=33'. The width and depth of the peristyle-garden were then related as 54'  : 
72' = 3 : 4 (Fig. 5).      
3. In the basic scheme of design, this measurement of 54' was used exclusively for the 
construction of a four-sided peristyle in the middle with ambulatories on all sides. The 
total width of the garden-area was expanded further outward on each side by 13', into the 
space of the side-ranges, in order to create small rooms looking out onto the garden. The 
depth of these rooms was the same as that of the cubicula and alae alongside the atrium 
(Fig. 6). 
4. The width of the peristyle-garden was divided into four equal parts, each measuring 13½' 
(4x13½'=54'). Two of these strips were added together to form the width of the 
colonnade, while the other two strips were used for the open spaces of the ambulatories 
on either side. The division of space was then: 
13½' : 27' : 13½' = 1 : 2 : 1 (Fig. 7). The width of the colonnade of 27' was further 
subdivided into three intervals of 9' by the placement of four columns. 
5. The porticoes to the front and at the back of the peristyle were given the same depth of 
13½' as the ones on either side. The depth of the peristyle was thereby set at 
72'–(2x13½')=72'–27'=45'. The division of space along the depth of the peristyle-garden 
was then: 13½' : 45' : 13½'; the width and depth of the peristyle were related as  27' : 45' 
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= 3 : 5 (Fig. 7). The length of 45' was further divided into five intervals of 9' by the 
placement of six columns. 
6. The strip of land behind the peristyle-garden that gave room for spaces connected with 
the garden, was given a depth of 52', the same measurement as the depth of the atrium. 
The total width of 120' was first divided into two parts: 50' on the right side and 70' on 
the left side, relating to each other as 50' : 70' = 1 : 2 (approximation  
5 : 7). The border between these two areas was formed by the right wall of the large 
oecus that was planned centrally behind the peristyle. The oecus itself was given a width 
of 30', leaving another 40' on the left side for service rooms. The central rectangle in this 
range then measured 30'x52' (x : x3, approximation 17 1/3), the same figure that was 
present in the design of the atrium house. In practice, the internal width of the oecus was 
reduced to 27' after the construction of its sidewalls. It then matched the width of the 
peristyle, with which it was aligned. The depth of this range behind the peristyle-garden 
was subdivided into 40' for the depth of the oecus and its neighbouring spaces and 
another 12' for a wide portico, which opened onto the second garden-area at the back of 
the insula (Fig. 8). 
 We can conclude that at least part of the designs of the atrium house and peristyle-
garden were based on the same elements. The division of the width of the insula to create 
spaces for the peristyle-garden and side-ranges was based on the same model as that used for 
the atrium house. In both cases, the side-ranges were 30' wide, the difference being that 
around the atrium house this was the external measurement, whereas it was used as the 
internal measurement around the peristyle-garden. Another similarity in the designs of atrium 
and peristyle is the depth of the spaces surrounding the central area: the exedrae and cubicula 
around the peristyle and the cubicula and alae around the atrium all measure 13' in depth. 
Unlike the design of the atrium house, based on geometric proportions, the internal design 
of the peristyle-garden was based on rational proportions. However, the division of space in 
the zone behind the peristyle-garden, including the great oecus and colonnade onto the 
second garden, was again based on arithmetic approximations of geometric proportions, 
partly recurrent from the design of the atrium house. 
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Dispositio: atrium house and peristyle-garden 
1. At the front of the whole complex of the atrium house, peristyle-garden and the large 
oecus at the back, the design is placed exactly in the centre of the insula, the middle of 
the fauces being positioned 60' from the left and 60' from the right side of the insula. As 
we have already seen in many other cases of large atrium houses and gardens, a focal 
point of the design is the visual axis, running all the way from the entrance until the 
portico at the back of the peristyle-garden and oecus. This means that the total design 
was placed centrally in one line with the point just described, in the middle of the fauces. 
In an ideal situation, this would mean that the middle of the peristyle and the middle of 
the oecus were also positioned at a distance of 60' from either side of the insula. The 
actual shape of the insula, however, was not a perfect rectangle. The fact that the 
architect gave priority to the straight line of the visual axis is clear in the built-up 
situation in the insula, whereby the peristyle is situated 3' further from the right side of 
the insula (division: 57'–63'), while the oecus is placed 5' further from the right side 
(division: 55'–65'). 
2. A small change was made to the basic scheme of design of the peristyle-garden, in the 
measures of the intercolumnia of the peristyle. In order to avoid angle contraction at the 
outer intervals along the depth of the peristyle, the architect opted for five equal intervals 
of 8½', which stand midway between 8' and 9'. Thus, the depth of the peristyle was 
reduced from 45' in the basic scheme to 44½' in practice. Adding up the porticoes at the 
front and back to the peristyle, the length of the peristyle-garden equals 
13½'+44½'+13½'=71½'86.     
3. In the built structure, the central rectangle of 120'x144', including the atrium, tablinum 
and peristyle-garden, was respected. As the original division of 144' into two equal parts 
of 72' was changed, it follows from the reduction of the depth of the peristyle-garden to 
71½', that the depth of the atrium/tablinum ranges was increased to 72½'. Indeed, the 
depth of the tablinum and its neighbouring rooms was increased from the ideal 20' to 
20½'.    
 
 
                                                 
 
86 Peterse 1993, 48. 
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   Casa di Pansa: plan with measures in metres (Peterse, C. 1985, fig. 3) 
 
 
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
The most important question that must be addressed here, and has been discussed many 
times before, concerns the relation between the building date(s) of the atrium house and 
peristyle-garden of the Casa di Pansa. In other words: did the two parts of this complex form 
part of one integrated design, built in one phase during the second century BC, or was the 
peristyle-garden added to the already existing atrium house at a later stage? 
Based on the study of the masonry and the analysis of the design presented above, I will 
conclude that the atrium house and peristyle-garden of the Casa di Pansa were part of one 
design and building project87. The following arguments lead to this conclusion: 
1. Peterse’s study of the masonry has made it clear that, although large parts of the walls in 
the peristyle-garden were rebuilt at a late stage in the history of the Casa di Pansa, the 
oldest wall structures of atrium house and peristyle-garden were constructed in the same 
techniques and materials. Although the limestone blocks used for quoining in the 
peristyle-garden were not as massive as those used in the construction of the atrium 
house, this does not necessarily imply a difference in building date. One could imagine 
that the walls of the atrium were built in a heavier construction to carry the weight of a 
upper storey. 
2. The second argument concerns the changes made to the original wall structures in the 
history of the Insula Arriana Polliana. As was already described above, relatively recent 
research by De Albentiis88 lead him to believe that the peristyle-garden was a later 
addition to the existing atrium house, a view supported by Pirson89. One of De Albentiis’ 
main arguments concerns the domus VI 6, 9 (living unit B), which dates back to the first 
building phase of the atrium house of the Casa di Pansa. According to him, it originally 
stretched further to the back into the space that is now the peristyle-garden. Part of this 
old domus would have been demolished, as much as was needed to create more space 
for the addition of the peristyle-garden to the atrium house of the Casa di Pansa. 
Afterwards, the opening in the old rear wall of the domus VI 6, 9 was closed, so that the 
remaining space could be let as an independent unit. 
 Although De Albentiis’ conclusion sounds reasonable, further study has led me to 
disagree with his point of view. His reasoning seems to me to include a contradiction in 
the supposition that “as much as was needed” was taken from the old domus VI 6, 9, but 
coincidentally the new border was the old rear wall, dating to the first building phase of 
the entire complex. As many studies of the history of insulae have revealed, the people of 
Pompeii were by no means shy to break down a wall or two in order to create the new 
space they required, and build a new wall in the right position. Furthermore, the analysis 
                                                 
 
87 Cfr. Pesando & Guidobaldi 2006, 174-176. 
88 Supra n. 10. 
89 Pirson 1997, 175. 
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of design of the total insula also indicates that the situation of AD 79 reflects the original 
layout. What we see in the built structure is the architect’s adjustment of the basic 
scheme of design to the real situation. The ideal division of space along the width of 
insula at the point of the peristyle-garden  would have been 33' : 54' : 33'. However, as 
was mentioned earlier, the orientation of the atrium-peristyle complex is independent 
from that of the sides of the insula. This seems to have been a deliberate choice by the 
architect, who preferred to create a straight visual axis from the front to the back of the 
atrium-peristyle house. In practice, this meant that the side range to the right of the 
peristyle-garden was increased in depth from 33' to 36' (the position of the rear wall of 
VI 6, 9) while the side range to the left  was decreased from 33' to 30'. The fact that the 
position of the right wall of the great oecus, and with that the centre of the oecus in the 
axial line of design, was determined by the division of space based on a geometric 
proportion (50':70'=1:√2) that was applied in the building practice, also proves that the 
positioning of the sightline was intentional, forming an integral part of the execution of 
the total design instead of being an adjustment to the axial line of the atrium house, 
which would be the case if the peristyle-garden was added at a later date. 
 Based on these observations, I consider the atrium house and peristyle-garden part of 
a single design and construction phase. The only change has been the closing of the door 
in the rear wall in VI 6, 9, which was thereafter rented as an independent unit. I will 
propose that the original function of this old structure was possibly that of a secondary 
atrium, not in the traditional position next to the main atrium, but alongside the peristyle-
garden. This suggestion was in fact already made by Overbeck & Mau90, who also 
suppose that the present situation cannot be interpreted as a reconstruction of an older 
house, but as part of one construction phase together with the Casa di Pansa. A similar 
situation is present in the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus (VII 2, 20), which also had a small 
secondary atrium house connected to its peristyle-garden at the back of the property. 
 Overall, we are confronted with an integrated design, which covered the space of one 
entire insula. The fact that all of the insula was available to the architect who was 
commissioned to design this grand house and gardens, meant that there were no real 
restrictions in the space that could be used. As a result, the design could be put into practice 
in a most faithful manner, with only a few minor changes, which are easily explained by 
practical factors. In that way, the design of the Casa di Pansa is unique, as in most other 
cases, we are confronted with plots of land that hardly ever fit the ideal design of a house. 
On the other hand, the basic lines of the design of the atrium house were by no means 
unique, but show great resemblances to the design of another patrician domus, the Casa di 
Sallustio. This example is yet another clue to the practice of private architecture and the use 
of standardised models91. 
                                                 
 
90 Overbeck &  Mau 1884, 329. 
91 The topic of standardised design is discussed in Part I, Chapter V. 
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DESCRIPTION92 
 
The Casa del Labirinto is situated on the Vicolo di Mercurio, in the northwest corner of 
Pompeii. It consists of a double-atrium house, with both atria situated next to each other on 
the southern end of the insula, taking up its entire width. At the back of these atria a large 
longitudinal peristyle-garden was constructed, with extra space for a private bath-suite and 
service rooms on the left (W) side. Of the two atria, the one on the right (E) was the larger, 
adorned with a large tuff impluvium with four Corinthian columns at its corners, thereby 
classifying it as a tetrastyle atrium. The smaller atrium on the left (W) has been recognised as 
a Tuscan atrium. 
The first excavations of this area took place from the 28th April until the 3rd August 1834, 
when the Vicolo di Mercurio and the area of the tetrastyle atrium were cleared. After a short 
break, the digging continued from the winter of 1834 until the summer of 1835. By the end 
of 1835, the entire house and garden were uncovered. From the very beginning, restoration 
projects were undertaken to restore damaged parts of the house. The name Casa del 
Labirinto was given to this house after the labyrinth mosaic that was found in cubiculum 42. 
However, when the excavations first started and this mosaic had not yet been discovered, the 
house was referred to in the excavation reports as “Casa del Vicolo alle spalle del giardino di 
quella del Fauno”. After the clearance of the private bath suite in the beginning of 1835 the 
house was named “Casa delle terme private”. It was only after the discovery of the labyrinth 
mosaic with an emblem showing Theseus as the Minotaurus slayer on the 9th August 1835 
that the house became known in literature as the Casa del Labirinto. The building history of 
the house and peristyle were studied and published by Strocka, and form the basis of the 
current description93. 
 
Decoration94 
Both within the tetrastyle atrium and the Tuscan atrium, remains of First Style decoration 
have been found. Rooms 4, 8 and 14 surrounding the Tuscan atrium preserved traces of First 
Style wall painting. Remains were recorded in the vestibule to the tetrastyle atrium, which are 
now no longer visible. Within the tetrastyle atrium itself, the Corinthian pilaster to the left 
(W) of the fauces also belongs to the First Style, as well as the earliest wall paintings in this 
space. Other remains were recorded in rooms 24, 25, 33 (tablinum), 34 (andron) and 41.  
 
                                                 
 
92 For a detailed description of the structures and the remaining decorations see: PPM V, parte prima, 1-70. 
93 Strocka 1991. 
94 Laidlaw 1985, 167-170. 
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Ground plan 
In its present form, the Casa del Labirinto, with two atria, a large peristyle-garden and a 
private bath-suite presents itself as one of the larger houses of Pompeii. Research by Strocka 
has made it possible to recognise several building phases that led to the final shape of this 
patrician domus. These 
different phases will be 
described below. 
Regarding the façade of 
this property from the 
Vicolo di Mercurio, we 
note something rather 
remarkable in the 
architecture of this wealthy 
house. Apart from the two 
entrances that lead directly 
to the two atria, the façade 
is completely closed to the 
street. In other words, 
along this side of the 
property, there was no 
economic activity in the 
form of shops. In fact, 
when we look further at 
the insulae to the left and 
right of the Casa del 
Labirinto, as well as the 
other insulae that are 
situated along the Vicolo 
di Mercurio, commercial 
activity seems to be almost 
completely lacking. Also, 
the Casa del Labirinto is 
the only house of such a 
grand scale that has its 
front entrances along this 
apparently rather 
unimportant street. 
The ground plan of the 
Casa del Labirinto can be described as follows: the larger of the two atria, on the right, is 
entered through a wide entrance, with a cubiculum to the left and right. The lower right 
Ground plan of the Casa del Labirinto (After Strocka 1991) 
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corner of the atrium house consists of a kitchen, followed by a cubiculum and an ala. The 
left side of the atrium has partly been reconstructed when a corridor was constructed in 
between the second cubiculum and the ala, to form a new connection between the two atria. 
The front left corner (room 2) cannot be reached from the tetrastyle atrium, although it does 
take up part of its ground plan. This space at the front, which overlaps the ground plan of 
both atria will be further discussed below. The tablinum is positioned centrally behind the 
atrium, flanked on the left side by an exedra and on the right by an andron and an exedra. In 
the final phase of the house, these spaces were focussed onto the large longitudinal peristyle-
garden behind. Closed on the left and right sides, the garden was flanked at the back by a 
range of reception and dining rooms, with a grand Corinthian oecus in the far right corner. 
The smaller Tuscan atrium to the left could be reached through its own entrance from 
the street or from within the larger atrium via two openings. Two wide spaces were situated 
to the left and right of the main entrance from the street. The Tuscan atrium only had a side 
range on the left side, as the spaces to the right belonged to the tetrastyle atrium. In the rear 
left corner, a staircase was constructed leading to an upper storey over the south and west 
part of the atrium. At the back, a corridor led to service rooms and a private bath-suite. This 
area could also be entered through openings in the west wall of the peristyle-garden. In the 
last phase of the history of this property, a bakery was constructed in the northwest corner. 
The peristyle-garden was situated at the back of the tetrastyle atrium with a central four-
sided peristyle consisting of eight columns on the shorter and nine columns on the longer 
sides. The reception spaces focussed onto the garden were situated at the front – the back 
range of rooms of the atrium house – and at the back, where a series of larger and smaller 
spaces were situated next to each other with a Corinthian oecus as the most impressive space 
in the garden-complex. The right and left side walls of the garden were closed and each 
decorated with a series of columns imitated in stucco. The left wall did have some openings, 
offering passage to the service-area and the bath-suites behind the Tuscan atrium. 
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Construction 
Strocka has discerned, through research of the construction materials and techniques that 
were used in the Casa del Labirinto, six chronological periods of activity: 
 
PERIOD 1: LATE LIMESTONE PERIOD (1ST HALF 2ND CENTURY BC)95 
Recognition of the earliest building phase of the insula would only be possible through 
systematic excavation of the area. Observation of the standing structures has made it clear 
that the regular opus incertum limestone that we know of other structures dating to the third 
century BC in Pompeii is totally absent in this insula. The oldest wall structure that was 
recognised is the north wall of the atrium of the small house VI 11, 8. 
 
PERIOD 2: TUFF PERIOD (3RD QUARTER 2ND CENTURY BC)96 
Phase a 
The earliest visible building structures of  the Casa del Labirinto date to this period and 
are present within the tetrastyle atrium and surrounding rooms. The walls are constructed in 
an opus incertum with a lava base followed by an upper part of  limestone and cruma. These 
wall structures form a constructional unity with the heavy limestone doorposts within the 
house. This construction phase pre-dates the first decoration of  the house in the First Style 
and the addition of  the tuff  impluvium and columns and travertine thresholds.  
 
Phase b 
Within the western part of the Casa del Labirinto, the Tuscan atrium with surrounding 
spaces, we also find incertum walls with a lava base in the south and west outside walls until 
the NW corner of room 20. However, in this area the base is much lower and filled with a 
different kind of mortar than the one used in the walls of the tetrastyle atrium. We are 
dealing here with a building phase that followed immediately onto the construction of the 
eastern part of the house. The internal walls of the Tuscan atrium were all constructed in an 
incertum of mixed materials including cruma, lava, tegula and limestone. The only exception is 
the east wall of the fauces, which was constructed with a lava base, in the same manner as the 
south and west outside walls. This early fauces wall and the fact that room 2 at the front of 
the house, which overlaps the ground plan of both the tetrastyle and the Tuscan atrium, was 
constructed in this manner from the beginning are two indications to the fact that this house 
was originally constructed as a double-atrium house and not the result of a coming together 
of two separate atrium houses97. The fact that the internal walls of the Tuscan atrium were 
constructed in a different manner without the lava base, is explained by Strocka as the use of 
                                                 
 
95 Strocka 1991, 66. 
96 Ibidem, 66-67. 
97 Dickmann (1999: 73-77) contradicts Strocka’s interpretation of the Casa del Labirinto as an original double-
atrium house and proposes that the two houses were originally seperate properties. 
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slightly more simple building techniques for less significant spaces within the complex. 
Furthermore, the upper storey and the heavy roof of the Tetrastyle atrium would demand the 
use of a sturdier construction there. 
The layout of the two atria and surrounding spaces after construction phases 2a and 2b 
remained practically unaltered during the rest of the history of the Casa del Labirinto. The 
original north border of the double atrium house was always situated in the same line, at the 
back of spaces 35 and 33 (tablinum). However, before the construction of the peristyle-
garden, the house was flanked by a hortus at the back, the depth of which is no longer 
immediately apparent. Based on his observations, Strocka reconstructs the original depth of 
this hortus to the point where the incertum wall with a lava base ends in the west façade of the 
insula, around the middle of room 20. However, based on my own analysis of the structures 
on site, as well as the results of the metrological analysis, I reconstruct the original north 
boundary of the garden-area at a different position. In the east façade of the insula, also the 
right wall of the peristyle-garden, we can discern a break in the built-up structure in the form 
of an old opus quadratum limestone post. This post is structurally connected to the wall 
structure on the south side of it – the side wall of the tetrastyle atrium- while the peristyle-
wall that continues further towards the north has been constructed against this solid 
limestone post. To my opinion, this post signifies the original ending of the garden-area 
behind the Casa del Labirinto before the expansion by the construction of the peristyle. Not 
only does the analysis of the wall structures point to this conclusion, it is also supported by 
the measures. The significance of this point in the total layout of this property will be 
discussed in detail in the following analysis of design. 
 
PERIOD 3: LATE TUFF PERIOD (END 2ND/BEGINNING 1ST CENTURIES BC)98 
Phase a 
The beginning of this period is marked by a reconstruction of the house, giving it a new 
and more luxurious look. The larger atrium on the right was adorned with a tuff impluvium 
and four Corinthian columns, while the atrium on the left was fitted with a smaller tuff 
impluvium. To this observation I must add that, in my opinion, the large Corinthian columns 
were a replacement of an earlier situation. The metrological analysis will demonstrate that the 
position of these columns formed an integral part of the original design of the atrium, 
indicating that they were part of the initial construction of the house. 
In this period, the west wall of ala 31 was placed further towards the west, taking up 
some of the space of the Tuscan atrium. Originally, the layout of the right atrium and 
surrounding rooms was totally symmetrical, with both alae of the same depth. All spaces 
around the tetrastyle atrium  were fitted with travertine thresholds, replacing earlier ones in 
lava, while the walls were decorated with First Style paintings. This phase of complete 
decoration is datable to around 100 BC, and is linked by Strocka to the addition to the house 
                                                 
 
98 Ibidem, 67-68. 
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of a peristyle-garden. This explains why, in this period, the orientation of the spaces behind 
the tetrastyle atrium shifted to the back, focussing on the newly constructed peristyle. 
The Tuscan atrium was altered in a less conspicuous way. The greatest change in this part of 
the house was the addition of a first floor above the south and west sides and the subsequent 
placement of a stairway in space 8, which originally stretched further to the back. Today, no 
traces of First Style decoration can be found in the Tuscan atrium, with the exception of the 
vestibule floor. 
 
Phase b (100-89 BC) 
As said, the change of the focus of the back range of rooms behind the tetrastyle atrium 
was connected to the construction of a peristyle-garden, replacing the old hortus. In the first 
phase of its existence, the area west of the peristyle-garden consisted of a row of closed 
spaces, later replaced by a private bath-suite. The original side entrance (10a) to the hortus 
was closed off, after which the garden-area could only be reached from within the house. 
The dating of the construction of the peristyle-garden to the tuff period is based on the tuff 
stylobate, the travertine thresholds and the First Style stucco pilasters on the west wall of the 
garden. The columns of the peristyle were constructed in two different techniques, a 
remarkable fact that is explained by Strocka as part of a phase of partial rebuilding after 
Sulla’s attack in 89 BC, when columns that had been destroyed were reconstructed using a 
different technique. 
 
PERIOD 4: LATE REPUBLIC (70-60 BC)99 
As Strocka proposes, a change in the ownership of this wealthy house is likely after the 
foundation of the Roman colony in Pompeii, a period in which the house was subject to 
several major constructional changes. A new corridor was constructed connecting the 
tetrastyle and the Tuscan atrium, replacing an older connection that is no longer visible. At 
the back, a private bath was built behind the Tuscan atrium, while a splendid Corinthian 
oecus was created behind the peristyle-garden. Walls and floors were decorated in the current 
fashion of the Second Style, more so in the smaller atrium than in the larger one, which 
preserved much of its First Style decoration. 
 
PERIOD 5: TIBERIAN (AROUND AD 20-30 ) 
The last phase of reconstruction and decoration was finished at the latest in the fifties of 
the first century BC. After this phase a long period without change followed, apart from the 
expansion and redecoration of the baths. These changes were dated on stylistic ground to 
around AD 20-30. 
 
                                                 
 
99 Ibidem, 68-69. 
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PERIOD 6: NERONIAN (AFTER AD 62) 
It was not until after the earthquake of AD 62 that the front of the house needed 
extensive repair-works. The peristyle-garden seems to have remained intact. The southeast 
corner of the house was reconstructed in opus vittatum mixtum. The upper storey along the 
south and west sides was probably severely damaged, after which the first floor on the south 
side was not re-built. Many of the internal walls were repaired or reconstructed and 
decorated in the Fourth Style. The private baths were abandoned and a bakery was 
constructed in the NW corner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE 
 
The measurements used below in the analysis of the design of the Casa del Labirinto 
were taken by C. Peterse, who published and analysed them.100 I will first present my own 
analysis of the design of the atrium house and peristyle-garden of the Casa del Labirinto and 
then compare the results to those of the analysis made by Peterse. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum: the tetrastyle and Tuscan atrium 
The plot of land, on which the Casa del Labirinto was constructed, is positioned along 
the front (S) façade of insula VI 11 and takes up the entire width of the insula. This 
permitted the construction of two atria next to each other: a large tetrastyle atrium on the 
right and a smaller Tuscan atrium on the left. As was explained above, research by Strocka of 
the building history of this house has led to the conclusion that these two atria were part of 
one building action. They will, therefore, be considered as a unity not only in construction, 
but also in design, and will both be included in the following metrological analysis. 
The total ideal width of the insula of 120' was divided into two parts for the construction 
of the adjacent atria101. The division was not based on two equal parts of 60', as we know 
from other examples (Casa del Fauno, Casa di Philippus & M. Terentius Eudoxus, Casa del 
Gallo). Instead, a width of 70' was reserved for the construction of the tetrastyle atrium on 
the right side and 50' for the construction of a smaller, Tuscan atrium on the left (Fig. 1). 
The total width of 120' was divided according to the geometric formula 1 : √2, in the 
approximation of 5 : 7 = 50' - 70'.  
 
1. The next step in the design was the calculation of the sequence of spaces in the depth of 
the tetrastyle and Tuscan atrium: front range, atrium, alae and back range (Fig. 2). As a 
starting point, the architect used a rectangle of 120' wide and 60' deep, divided into 
module squares of 30′x30′ (compare the design of the Casa di Pansa). Using the diagonal 
of this square, 42′ (30'x2=42'; approximation 5 : 7) he created the following depths: 
Front range of both houses: extension of the diagonal: 42'-30'=12'. 
Total depth of both atria: extension of the diagonal: 42'. In the tetrastyle atrium, this 
depth was further divided into a closed atrium wall of 30' and ala width of 12'. 
Depth of the tablinum in both houses: extension of the diagonal of the front square into 
the space of the back square: 18'. 
Total depth of both houses: 72'. 
The series of measurements in the depth of the tetrastyle and Tuscan atrium houses are 
all arithmetic approximations derived from the geometric module of 30'x30' and can be 
                                                 
 
100 Peterse 1991, 71-88. 
101 Peterse (1991, 77) reconstructs the ideal width of this insula as 120', a standard width that is also present for 
example in the Casa del Fauno and the Casa di M.L. Fronto. 
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expressed in the following series of proportions: 
12' : 18' : 30' : 42' : 72' = x√2-x : 2x-x√2 : x : x√2 : x+x√2 
2. Fig. 3 portrays the positioning and dimensioning of the two atria in the total design 
scheme. The larger house has a central atrium with a side range left and right, the smaller 
house an atrium with one side range on the left. The procedure can be described as 
follows: 
For the larger house, the architect opted for a spacious atrium, square in size and suitable 
for insertion of a Tetrastyle impluvium and corresponding roof structure. The depth of 
the atrium was calculated as 42', ergo the width also became 42'. Within the total assigned 
width of 70' for this house, the remaining space was divided equally for the construction 
of two side ranges: 70'-42'=28' and 28':2=14'. The division of space in the width of the 
larger house was then: 14' - 42' - 14'. The relation between the widths of the side ranges, 
the atrium width and total width of the house is 14′ : 42′ : 70′ = 1 : 3 : 5. This special 
series of proportions can be described as an arithmetic mean proportional. It was well 
known in ancient mathematics and commonly used in architecture: the principal of this 
particular relationship is that the central value is the same amount larger than the smallest 
entity as it is smaller than the largest entity102.  
The smaller house was designed with a Tuscan atrium of the more common rectangular 
shape. Here too, the starting point was the 30'x30' module, which led to a 30' (x) width 
of the atrium and a 42' (x√2) depth. As stated, the total width of the Tuscan atrium house 
was 50', leaving a wide strip of 50'-30'=20' for the side range left of the atrium.  
3. The more detailed division of space in both atria and the side ranges was also derived 
directly from the basic design (Figs. 3 & 3a): 
In the Tetrastyle atrium, the tablinum depth was equal to the width: 18'. The width of the 
alae was set at 12' and the depth of the closed atrium wall at 30'. The width of the 
entrance to the atrium was set at 10', leaving a space on either side of 30' along the façade 
and 16' within the atrium front wall. The axial positions of the four columns that 
adorned the impluvium and carried the roof created a division into three equal parts of 
14' - 14' - 14', both in the width and in the depth of the atrium. The dimensions of the 
impluvium basin and the open space on all four sides were set at 18' and 12', both 
measures derived from the original 30'x30' module in the basic design103. 
In the Tuscan atrium, the position and dimensions of the impluvium were the result of a 
regular tripartite division in the width and depth of the atrium: 42'=3x14' and 30'=3x10'. 
Furthermore, the atrium front wall – with the fauces opening and the wall parts on either 
                                                 
 
102 The different mean proportionals that were common in antique mathematics are described in Part I, Chapter 
III. 
103 These are the measurements taken from the atrium walls to the outsides of the columns on each corner. 
Contrary to Peterse, who measures the width and depth of the impluvium by its outside edges. Within the 
width, this results in the same division of space of 12' - 18' - 12'. Peterse’s reconstruction of the tripartite 
division of space along the depth of 11' - 20' - 11' is deviant to this constantly returning set of figures, and 
should to my opinion not be used. 
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side – and the atrium back wall – with a tablinum and a corridor to the left – were both 
divided based on the measures of 18' and 12', derived from the basic design and also 
used in the articulation of tablinum, alae and impluvium in the larger atrium. The side 
range left of the Tuscan atrium was divided into two equal parts of 21', which were both 
subdivided into two separate spaces, with 7' and 14' widths respectively. 
 
Dispositio: the tetrastyle and Tuscan atrium (Fig. 4) 
An important observation made by Peterse, crucial in the understanding of the design of 
these two atria, is the fact that the intended width for this insula measured a standard 120'104. 
Insula VI 11, however, only measures a total of 117', which meant that the architect needed 
to make considerable adjustments to the original designs of the atria, taking 3' off the 
planned division of measurements. Excluding the relatively fixed measurements of the wall-
thickness (1½') and of the depth of the alae (internally measuring between 12'-13'), the 
decrease in width by 3' could only be realised in the tetrastyle and Tuscan atrium, as well as in 
the side range to the left of the Tuscan atrium105. The difference was divided equally in both 
houses: the tetrastyle atrium was reduced from 70'-1½' to 68½' and the Tuscan atrium was 
reduced from 50'-1½' to 48½'. 
1. Within the tetrastyle atrium, which measured an ideal 42'x42' in the ordinatio, the width 
of the atrium was decreased by the total of 1½' to 40½', while the widths of the cubicula 
and alae on either side remained the intended 14' (12½'+1½'). The ideal division of the 
basic design (14' - 42' - 14') was now adjusted to 14' – 40½' - 14'. The division of space in 
the atrium back wall was adjusted accordingly: the walls on either side of the tablinum 
opening were decreased, the tablinum itself remained the intended width. This resulted in 
the following division: 25¼' - 18' - 25¼' (originally 26' - 18' - 26'). The width of the 
impluvium basin and the axial distance between the columns also remained unaltered, as 
the adjustments were made to the passages on either side. Measured on the axes of the 
columns, the division was now:  
13¼' - 14' - 13¼' (originally 14' - 14' - 14'). Measured on the outside edges of the 
impluvium basin, the division was now: 11¼' - 18' - 11¼' (originally 12' - 18' - 12'). In the 
atrium front wall, the adjustment was made to the width of the entrance, as the walls on 
either side were actually slightly increased in length: 16¼' - 8' - 16¼' (originally 16' - 10' - 
16').  
The architect made adjustments to the basic design scheme in the depth of the tetrastyle 
atrium house too, only in this case they were not caused by external circumstances, but 
the result of personal, or aesthetic, considerations. The depth of the atrium was 
decreased by ½' to 41½', by altering the depth of the alae from the intended 12' to 11½'. 
The tetrastyle impluvium was increased in length to make its shape less square, resulting 
                                                 
 
104 Peterse 1991, 77. 
105 Ibidem. 
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in the following division of space in the depth of the atrium: 10½' - 20' - 11' (originally 
12' - 18' - 12'). The architect also introduced small but significant changes to the depths 
of the front range and back range of the house. The front range was decreased from the 
intended 12' to 11½', while the back range was increased from 18'  to 21' (19½'+1½').  
internal depth of the tablinum was increased from 18' to 19'. The total depth of the 
tablinum, including the back wall, measured 20½'. By introducing these alterations, the 
architect emphasised the visual effect of the depths of the impluvium and tablinum. 
Together with the choice not to decrease the widths of these same elements, as explained 
above, these adjustments are clearly the result of a deliberate action to support the 
monumental character of the structure. 
2. The architect also made some adjustments to the original design of the Tuscan atrium, 
partly caused by external factors, partly by choice. The orientation of the façade, which 
was not perpendicular to the sides of the insula, meant that the front range was deeper 
than planned. Also, due to practical reasons that are not clear to us, the spaces on either 
side of the fauces were increased in depth, ergo the atrium front wall was placed further 
back. Finally, also due to reasons that are unknown to us, the architect decided to 
increase the width and depth of the tablinum. The total division of space in the depth of 
the house was originally 12' - 42' - 18' = 72' and now became 15½' – 39½' – 
18½'+1½'=75'. 
The modular width of the house was, as described earlier, decreased from 50' to 48½'. 
The original division into a left side range and atrium was 20' - 30' and now became 19½' 
- 29'. 
The tripartite division of space in the atrium by the position of the impluvium was in the 
original design totally regular into 3x10' (width) and 3x14' (depth). These divisions were 
now changed to: 9¼' – 10½' - 9¼' and 13½' – 12½' – 13½'. With these adjustments, the 
architect created a rectangular impluvium basin that was relatively wide and short, placing 
the emphasis on the ample measure of the width, a feature that is characteristic of all 
spaces in this house.  
    
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
 
Used foot measure 
The spacious longitudinal peristyle-garden that was constructed behind the double atrium 
house consisted of a four-sided colonnade of 8 x 9 columns, one of the largest peristyles in 
Pompeii. The peristyle-garden was flanked by reception rooms and dining spaces at the front 
and back, while the side walls were closed apart from some openings in the west wall leading 
to the service areas and bath-suite on the left. 
The foot measure used in the construction of the peristyle-garden was 27.45 cm., 
different from the foot measure of 27.62 cm. that Peterse calculated not just for the atria, but 
also for the peristyle-garden. The calculation of the foot measure is based on the following 
measures: 
Average width of the peristyle-garden: 4718 (2357+2361)/2=2359 cm  (86') 
Average depth of the peristyle-garden: 5407.5 (2703+2704.5)/2=2703.75 cm (98.5') 
Average width of the stylobate: 3050 (1526+1524)/2=1525 cm (55.5') 
Average depth of the stylobate: 3732.5 (1860.5+1872)/2=1866.25 cm (68') 
x=√((2359)²+(2703.75)²+(1525)²+(1866.25)²)/√((86)²+(98.5)²+(55.5)²+(68)²)=27.45 cm. 
Using this new calculated foot measure, the depth of the peristyle-garden, measured from 
the back wall of the atrium until the back of the peristyle-garden, inclusive of the back wall, 
is: 2745.5 cm = 100'. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. Within the available garden-area, the architect created a large and impressive peristyle, 
with eight columns on the shorter and nine columns on the longer sides. The design was 
based on a module square of 56'x56' that was divided into four equal quadrants of 
28'x28' (Fig. 5a). The width of the peristyle was set at 56'. 
2. The calculation of the depths of the ambulatories on either side and to the front and 
back of the peristyle was based on a further division of the 28'x28' squares to 14'x14' 
squares (Fig. 5b). These were then projected to the outsides of the central module, 
creating porticoes or ambulatories with a depth of 14'. The total division of space in the 
width of the garden was then 14' - 56' - 14'.  
3. The length of the peristyle was created by extending the second 28'x28' squares to the 
back by the measure of their diagonal: 28'x√2=40' (approximation 7 : 10) (Fig. 6), 
resulting in a total length of: 28'+40' = 68'. In the depth of the garden, the division of 
space was then 14' - 68' - 14'. The four-sided peristyle measured 56'x68', a relatively wide 
and short dynamic rectangle. The axial points of the columns of the stylobate were 
positioned on this rectangle. 
4. In the overall design, the porticoes, the sides of the peristyle and of the peristyle-garden 
are all the product of a basic geometric figure and can be expressed in the following 
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series of proportions (28'=x): 
 14' : 56' : 68' : 84' : 96' = ½x : 2x : x+x√2 : 3x : 2x+x√2. 
 
Dispositio 
1. The dimensions of the stylobate and the depths of the ambulatories were subjected to 
two adjustments (Fig. 7). The free space of the ambulatories, in the basic design set at 
14'-½ column diameter = 13', was increased to 15¼'-½ column diameter = 14¼'. At the 
same time, the axial width of the stylobate was decreased from the original 56' to 55½'. 
The depth of the stylobate, set at 68' in the original design, remained unaltered. The total 
dimensions then became: 
Axial rectangle of the stylobate: 55½'x68'. 
Dimensions of the peristyle-garden: 86'x98½'. 
2. The axial distance between the nine columns on the longer sides is 8½'=102'', executed 
with precision at the building site, with a tolerance of 1''. The columns on the shorter 
back side of the colonnade were positioned with similar precision, the interaxial distances 
measuring 95½'' at the corners and 95'' in between, also with a tolerance of 1''. At the 
front of the portico, however, the architect seems to have arranged the columns in such a 
way as to create a certain optical effect. Here, he adjusted the original distances of the 
model (7x8' or 7x96'') to the new width of 55½': 96'' - 95'' - 95'' - 94'' - 95'' - 95'' - 96''. 
 
Coherence of  the total design of  the double-atrium house and peristyle-garden 
The results of the analyses presented above allow us to compare the separate designs of 
both atria and the peristyle-garden and to draw conclusions on a possible coherence between 
those designs. The following considerations can be noted: 
1. The principal dimensions of both atria were calculated based on a coherent design of 
geometric proportions (Fig. 2). The detailed articulation of space in both atria was also 
derived from this basic design model (Fig. 3). The conclusion of these observations is 
twofold: both atria were designed and constructed simultaneously in one action and the 
basic design is of a geometric nature. 
Contrary to the designs of the two atria, the measures of the design of the peristyle-
garden are not directly linked to the dimensions of the plot, only indirectly. Furthermore, 
the foot measure used in the construction of the peristyle-garden was different to that 
applied in the two atria. In defining the principle measures of the peristyle-garden, the 
architect made use of the same method that was used for the design of the atria, but 
opted for a different construction formula. Together, these facts lead to the conclusion 
that, although the design of the peristyle-garden has the same general character as that of 
the two atria, the detailed design and realisation of the garden are separate from the 
construction of the double-atrium house. 
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2. This conclusion, based on the results of the metrological analysis, that the peristyle-
garden and double-atrium house are not the result of a single building action corresponds 
to Strocka’s findings in his research of the building history, and can be considered an 
additional confirmation of those findings. The question that remains to be answered is: 
what was the situation before the construction of the peristyle-garden and how far back 
did the original construction of the double-atrium house reach? To start with the last 
question, I refer to the position in the east façade of the insula of a limestone post – 
mentioned earlier – that forms part of the construction of the side wall (E) of the double 
atrium house. The continuation of this wall to the back of the property was built against 
this, already present, post. If we consider this post a remnant of an earlier situation, 
where it was an original corner post of an internal wall perpendicular to the east façade, 
than the original corner of that wall was positioned at 120' from the façade of the 
double-atrium house. The remaining distance of the peristyle side wall to the back of the 
property (including the back wall) measures another 50'. 
3. These observations, combined with the results of the metrological analyses, allow the 
following hypothesis. The commissioner of the original structure was in the possession 
of a spacious plot of land of 120'x170' (identical to the original properties of the Casa del 
Fauno and the Casa di Philippus and M. Terentius Eudoxus). On this plot, he planned 
the construction – together with an architect – of a double-atrium house with a service-
area, a constructed (show) garden and a second, independent garden at the back, possibly 
used for horticulture or as an orchard. This situation would be comparable to that of the 
Casa di Pansa, where the peristyle-garden is also followed by a second garden-area for 
practical use. For the total design, the architect worked with the schedule depicted in Fig. 
8. Starting with a basic module square of 50'x50', he constructed the global dimensions of 
the different parts: the smaller atrium with service-area on the right (1, 2, 3) and the 
larger atrium with constructed garden and secondary garden-area on the right (4, 5, 6). 
Following this general division, he created the design of the double-atrium house as 
presented above (Figs. 2 and 3). 
4. If the situation in the original construction was indeed such as here suggested, than this 
residential complex had a truly monumental character in all aspects from the beginning. 
The double-atrium house took up the entire width of the insula, with the larger atrium on 
the right adorned, from the first phase, with a tetrastyle impluvium, which was later 
replaced with an even more imposing example. The garden-area that was connected to 
the tetrastyle atrium originally only measured half the depth. We may imagine a smaller 
version of the later peristyle originally constructed here, but certainly we may assume that 
this area was well laid out to form a coherent picture with the impressive atrium. 
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Comparison with the analysis by Peterse106 
In carrying out the metrological analysis of the measurements of the Casa del Labirinto, I 
reached the same conclusions as Peterse did on a number of points. I have, however, only 
specifically cited his arguments or conclusions on those points where studying his analysis 
brought me to new points of understanding that I had originally not included in my analysis 
or whenever we differ in our conclusions. 
In his analysis of the design of the tetrastyle atrium, Peterse recognises significant  
rational proportions in several parts of the atrium house107: 
- the width of the house (70') was divided into an atrium (42') and two side-ranges (2x14'); 
these elements are related as 28' : 42' = 2/5 : 3/5 
- The length of the atrium was further divided into 12' (ala) and 30' (closed wall), two 
elements related as 2/7 : 5/7. The 30' wall was further divided into 12' and 18' =  
2/7 : 3/7. Peterse mentions that the width of the ala follows the rules as described by 
Vitruvius (within a 40'-50' atrium, 2/7 of the total length should be reserved for the ala). The 
same division of space returns in the width of the atrium (42') by the position of the 
impluvium: 12' - 18' - 12' = 2/7 : 3/7 : 2/7 
In his analysis of the Tuscan atrium, Peterse only regards the 50' x 60' rectangle of the 
atrium with its side-range and the tablinum at the back. The front-range (fauces and adjacent 
rooms) is not included in his analysis because of its irregular depth. The following rational 
proportions were recognised: 
- the total 50' width of the house was divided into a side-range (20') and an atrium (30'), 
related as 2/5 : 3/5 
- This proportional relation was repeated in the detailed division of the front wall of the 
atrium into 12' and 18' (9'+9') = 2/5 : 3/5 
- the depth of the analysed rectangle (60') was divided into a back-range (20') and the 
atrium (40'), related as 1/3 : 2/3 
In conclusion, Peterse argues that the architect of this double-atrium house worked from 
the outside to the inside or, in other words, first established the principal measurements of 
the design before making a more detailed division of space. In this process, the architect 
worked with rational proportions both in those principal and detailed measurements. 
Furthermore, Peterse emphasises the close relation between the two designs of the atria, 
based on the same rational proportions in the division of the width of the two houses of 2/5 
and 3/5. Apart from recognising the different rational proportions between several elements 
of the two designs, Peterse does not identify the underlying system that includes and 
connects all the principle and detailed elements of a design. He explains each design as a 
product of fixed measurements in the private building tradition of atrium houses in Pompeii 
                                                 
 
106 By publishing the detailed measurements that he took within the double-atrium house and the peristyle-
garden, Peterse allowed other researchers such as myself to use these measurements to their own purposes. 
107 The following description of the analysis of the tetrastyle and Tuscan atrium is a highly reduced summary of 
the original text by Peterse. For the complete text see Peterse 1991, 76-80. 
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(i.e. the depth of the side-ranges or the depth of the back-range, respectively measuring 
between 12'-14' and 20'-21'). As these measurements were already fixed, all that remained for 
the architect was to shape the atrium itself, although that too was limited by the size and 
shape of the plot of land. 
Comparing the method of analysis and its subsequent results used by Peterse to my own 
as it is presented above, the greatest point of difference is the following: Peterse recognises a 
design as a product of fixed measurements, semi-fixed measurements (the atrium) and a 
detailed division of space, all of which can but do not necessarily have to be related in 
rational proportions. I, on the other hand, suppose that the design is based on a conceptual 
model, be it based on geometric or rational proportions or figures, that includes all of the 
principle measurements of the design and also explains the detailed measurements. The fact 
that certain elements within the Pompeian house were subject to standardised measurements, 
conditioned by practical as well as economical reasons, most definitely holds true. Also, the 
size and shape of a plot of land form a restriction on the possible dynamics of a house. 
However, why is it not imaginable that the architects who had to work with these fixed or 
partly fixed measures did not just put them together in the most practical way, but actually 
integrated them into a total scheme of design? To deny this system within the design seems 
to me to deny the abilities of the ancient architect at work. 
Concerning the design of the peristyle-garden, the difference between the two analyses is 
generally the same as that described above. Here again, Peterse defines the design as being 
built up of several elements that are related in rational proportions and, in the first place, as 
being conditioned by fixed measurements, in this case the depth of the porticoes (standard 
between 13½' and 14½'). In summary, the model of proportions by Peterse describes a large 
rectangle (84' x 98' = 6 : 7), within which a smaller rectangle (56' x 70' = 4 : 5) was 
positioned. The total measurements of the garden-area were narrowed by taking 1/7 off 
either side of the total length and the same value off either side of the total width. The length 
of the peristyle measured 5/7 of the total length while the width of the peristyle measured 
2/3 of the total width. Peterse concludes by stating that this model of proportions was used 
to create the general division of space and was later adjusted in order to avoid contraction of 
the intercolumnia.  
This last statement, which actually describes the design process as taking place in several 
steps (which can be named ordinatio and dispositio) is one I completely agree with. However, 
the fact that Peterse’s reconstruction of a model of rational proportions does not create a 
coherent picture, within which all elements can be related to each other in one system leads 
me to prefer reading this design as based on a geometric module as presented above. 
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Casa del Labirinto: plan of the double-atrium house with measures in metres (Peterse, C. 1991, fig. 49)
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Casa del Labirinto: plan of the peristyle-garden with measures in metres (Peterse, C. 1991, fig. 55) 
 
 
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
From the analyses of the masonry and design of the atrium house and garden of the Casa 
del Labirinto and the study of the research by Strocka and Peterse, the following conclusions 
could be drawn: 
1. The first construction of the tetrastyle atrium, followed immediately by the building of 
the Tuscan atrium, is dated by Strocka to the third quarter of the second century B.C108. 
The two atria are considered as part of one building project, rather than being the result 
of a later coming together of two priory independent houses. The general layout of the 
two atria remained almost completely unaltered during their entire period of existence, 
although the passage from the tetrastyle to the Tuscan atrium was reconstructed 
sometime during the late Republic (70-60 BC)109. 
The first decoration phase of the houses is dated by Strocka to around 100 BC. He 
proposes the placing of the large impluvium and four Corinthian columns in the 
tetrastyle atrium and of the smaller impluvium in the Tuscan atrium at this time, some 
decades after the first construction of the house. The same decoration phase also 
included the fitting of travertine thresholds and painting of the walls in the First Style 
and is linked by Strocka to the construction of the peristyle-garden that replaced an 
earlier garden-area at the back of the house110. 
 Concerning the date of the tuff impluvium in the Tuscan and especially within the 
tetrastyle atrium, I would like to add some remarks. The analysis of the design as 
presented in this study points to total integration of the tetrastyle impluvium in the basic 
scheme of design. The position and the measurements of the impluvium in the built 
structure are a direct reflection of the basic design. If Strocka is right, and the house 
predates the impluvium by some decades, we have to consider that the current example 
with the four Corinthian columns was a replacement of an earlier tetrastyle impluvium, as 
part of a general phase of redecorations. 
2. In his conclusions of the analysis of the design of the house, Peterse finds evidence to 
support the reconstruction of the house as an original double-atrium house, as was 
proposed by Strocka. The most obvious indication of a single construction project is the 
fact that the alterations that needed to be made to the original design, which was based 
on an ideal insula width of 120', were carried through in equal measurements in both 
designs. Within the 117' width of the insula, 1½' was taken off the planned design of the 
tetrastyle atrium and the same measure off the Tuscan atrium. Peterse further remarks 
several similarities in the use of proportions and measurements between the two designs 
                                                 
 
108 Strocka 1991, 66-67. 
109 Ibidem, 68-69. 
110 Ibidem, 67-68. I would like to draw attention to the fact that the columns in the peristyle were constructed in 
two different techniques, as remarked by Strocka, which may indicate that the current peristyle was preceded by 
an earlier, smaller peristyle. Parts of this earlier example may have been reused as spolia when the garden-area 
was expanded, while the tetrastyle atrium was simultaneously redecorated and fitted with a new tetrastyle 
impluvium. 
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of the atria, which also indicate that the two designs were part of a single project111. 
 The results of the metrological analysis presented in this study not only confirm 
Strocka’s conclusions on the simultaneous construction of the two atria, but also 
revealed that the original plot of land, measuring 120'x170', was used for the construction 
of a double-atrium house with a service-area behind the Tuscan and a constructed 
garden-area behind the tetrastyle atrium. Furthermore, part of the total plot was used to 
create an independent garden in the rear right corner of the property, which could have 
been used for practical/economical purposes. The general division of space in the total 
plot was the first step in the architect’s trajectory of design (see Fig. 8). This well-planned 
organization of space remained basically unaltered until AD 79, apart from the extension 
of the peristyle-garden into the area that was originally separated from the double-atrium 
complex. 
3. Regarding the building history of the double-atrium house and the peristyle-garden, 
Strocka concluded that the peristyle was realised around or shortly after 100 BC, 
replacing an earlier garden-area behind the two atria. Even though the peristyle-garden 
was constructed at a later date than the house itself, Peterse recognised several similarities 
between the designs of the house and the peristyle. In the first place he notes that the 
two designs were based on the same method, where the architect created a model of 
proportions that expressed the relations between the principle measurements and formed 
the base of the design112. Besides characterising the two designs as being based on the 
same method, Peterse recognises similarities in the proportions and measurements that 
were applied, leading him to conclude that the design of the peristyle-garden shows a 
coherence with the design of the atrium house on several points113. The results of the 
current analysis have led to the conclusion that, although the design method used in the 
peristyle-garden has the same general character as that used in the two atria, the detailed 
design and realisation of the garden are separate from the construction of the double-
atrium house 
 In this sizeable residential complex, the emphasis was on the tetrastyle atrium, a fact 
that is not only visible by the scale and decoration of this part of the house, but also by 
the carefully planned and executed design of its architect. The replacement of an earlier 
impluvium by the current example and the addition of the peristyle-garden were further 
embellishments to enhance the monumental character of this private property. The end 
result was a complex that combined the practical, functional and representational aspects 
that an elite residence required and that ensured its continued use and existence through 
time. 
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The first discoveries 
The excavations of the two adjacent houses took place in two phases, separated by over 
thirty years. The first clearance of the atrium house of Philippus started in February 1837 and 
continued with some interruptions until August 1839. The Casa di Terentius Eudoxus was 
first uncovered in the period from May to October 1837. It was not until March 1874 that 
the excavation works in both houses and the peristyles were resumed.  
 
 
Casa di Philippus and M. Terentius Eudoxus: ground plan (Dickmann 1999, 2k) 
 
The houses were named by their excavators during that period, in both cases after a 
graffito found on one of the walls of the properties. Philippus was appointed owner of house 
VI 13, 2 by a graffito on the external wall of the shop in the southwest corner of the façade, 
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reading: Philippus, gaudens (facit)115. In the excavation reports, the house is sometimes also 
referred to as the Casa del gruppo dei vasi di vetro, after the wall decoration of the tablinum 
depicting a series of vases, which were interpreted as glass but probably depict silver 
tableware. I will refer to this house as the Casa di Philippus, simply because it is known as 
such in literature and it avoids the constant use of the system of numeration (i.e. VI 13, 2)116. 
House VI 13, 6 was recognised by the excavators as the residence of a certain Marcus 
Terentius Eudoxus, a member of a widespread and distinct family within Pompeii. His name 
is mentioned in the famous metrical eulogy, a graffito located on a wall in the cubiculum to 
the left of the peristyle: 
Semper Terentius M. Eudoxsus unus 
supstenet amicos et tenet 
et tutat, supstenet omne modu 
This can be translated as: “M. Terentius Eudoxus is always the only one who feeds his 
friends, keeps them, protects them and supports them in every way”117. 
 
The situation of  AD 79: layout and functions of  spaces; decorations and finds 
 
CASA DI PHILIPPUS (VI 13, 2) 
In the situation of AD 79, the ground plan of the atrium house of Philippus showed an 
almost perfectly regular layout of spaces. The impluviate atrium is flanked on both sides by 
two cubicula and an ala, although the left ala was at some point subdivided into a cubiculum 
and an apotheca118. The fauces were flanked on either side by a shop, both of which were 
open to the street and also connected to the atrium by means of a doorway, thus belonging 
to the same property. The floor level of these shops was around 0.60 m lower than that of 
the atrium. A separate entrance (4) in the southeast corner of the façade provided access to a 
staircase with underneath it a toilet, probably leading to an independent apartment on the 
upper storey. The open tablinum was positioned centrally behind the atrium and flanked on 
the left side by a triclinium and on the right by an oecus and an andron, leading to the 
posterior part of the house. This part of the property was used for the construction of a 
peristyle-garden with a four-sided colonnade, consisting of a total of eight columns, four on 
each longer side and two on each shorter. The columns were connected by a low wall 
                                                 
 
115 Della Corte 1954, 97. 
116 This is by no means to suggest that Philippus was owner of this house, especially not in its first phase of 
construction and occupation. The same goes for house VI 13, 6, which will be discussed in the following 
section and will be referred to as the House of M. Terentius Eudoxus, solely as a name given to it by the 
excavators. 
117 Cf. Presuhn 1882, Abt. VI, 4: “Immer ist M. Terentius Eudoxus der einzige, die seinen Freunden zu essen gibt, sie bei 
sich behält, sie beschützt und in jeder Weise unterstützt“; the name of the house is also explained by Della Corte 1954, 
97-8 nr. 185, who cites the same eulogy and also mentions that the first name of the owner was written in 
graffito on a column in the peristyle: MAРKOС. 
118 Presuhn 1882, Abt. VI, 4. 
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(pluteus), with space for flower pots in the top. At the back of the peristyle is a spacious 
exedra, with to the left of it a narrow corridor that led to the kitchen and the toilet119.  
On the left side, the garden was flanked by a series of rooms with an upper storey, which 
was reached by an independent staircase from the street. The right side of the garden was 
also covered by an upper storey, reachable from within the peristyle itself. The garden area 
could be reached either from within the house or separately from the Vico del Labirinto 
along the west side of the insula, through entrance (21). 
The decorations of the house in AD 79, which are now almost entirely lost, were all 
finely executed in the Third Style. The earliest decorations of the house in the First Style 
have been completely destroyed. However, when A. Mau studied the house, he listed remains 
of First Style paintings in the second room left of the atrium and the room left of VI 13, 
21120. The Third Style decorations of the final phase of the house were mostly seen in the 
atrium, in the form of emblems with animals and in the tablinum, where the Third Style 
decorations included small paintings of silver tableware and one painting of a gold statuette 
of Athena. The paintings are only known from drawings in ink, executed in simple lines by 
G. Abbate in 1873 (ADS 407-408), and from an illustration by Zahn (II, 86). Within the 
peristyle-garden, the exedra was also decorated in the Third Style with mythological 
paintings, the best preserved amongst which is that from the west wall depicting Medea and 
the Peleades. All that remains of the painting on the east wall is a small part of a landscape, 
while the wall at the back displayed another landscape in a circular form. The cocciopesto 
pavement of this exedra, which revealed the position of the beds, is partially conserved in the 
northeast corner. The preservation of the Third Style, still present in almost all of the rooms 
of the house at the time of excavation, led Mau to the conclusion that this insula was not 
damaged badly by the earthquake of AD 62 and that its decorations did not, for that reason, 
need to be restored121. 
During the excavations of the house, a large number of medical instruments were 
found throughout the atrium house and the peristyle-garden, on the ground floor as well as 
on the level of the upper storey122. The finds of this house also included a number of art 
artefacts, hinges, locks and a 1.40 m high candelabrum123.  
Based on the many finds of medical instruments, spread around the entire atrium-
peristyle complex, on the ground floor as well as the upper storeys, H. Eschebach interprets 
the Casa di Philippus as a doctor’s house and clinic124. He further argues that the ground plan 
of the house supports this idea, with its different entrances to the house, the many separate 
                                                 
 
119 Ibidem. 
120 Laidlaw 1985, 207. 
121 PPM V, parte seconda, 143. 
122 The summery of finds is based on Eschebach 1984, 44-45. Known finds include: 15 tasti (probes), 1 astuccio 
(cooker for doctor’s instruments), 2 pairs of tweezers, 2 hooked probes, 3 strigiles (skin scrapers), 1 ointment jar, 
2 ink bottles, 1 compass. 
123 Fiorelli 1862. Pompeianorum antiquitatum historia, 353; Addenda, 136; Ibidem, 349; Addenda, 133; Ibidem, 368; 
Addenda, 150. 
124 Eschebach 1984, 42. 
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rooms on both floors of the peristyle and the fact that the house and garden-area could be 
used separately from one another. This interpretation was not made by E. Presuhn, who 
describes the spaces around the peristyle as living- and bedrooms125. 
 
CASA DI M. TERENTIUS EUDOXUS (VI 13, 6) 
Twin brother of its neighbour to the left, this house takes up the inferior right quarter of 
Insula VI 13. A remarkable aspect about these two atrium houses is the fact that their 
original layout and the dimensions of spaces were identical. The likeness between the two 
properties ends, however, at the back of the atrium house upon entering the peristyle-garden. 
In AD 79, the ground plan of the house was very regular in its disposition of spaces and still 
showed a remarkable likeness to the layout of the Casa di Philippus next door, as described 
above. The left ala of the Casa di Terentius Eudoxus was altered at some time, when it was 
partially taken up by a wooden staircase with a supportive base in stone126. Similar to the 
layout of the Casa di Philippus, the fauces were flanked on either side by a shop, open to the 
street. Originally, the atrium of the Casa di Terentius Eudoxus was connected to these shops 
by means of a doorway. At some point, however, these shops became independent of the 
house, when the original doors to the atrium were filled in and the walls re-plastered. The 
rooms in the area behind the atrium are arranged in exactly the same manner as in the Casa 
di Philippus, only in a mirrored disposition; a winter triclinium to the right of the open 
tablinum, and an oecus and andron, leading to the posterior part of the house, on the left 
side of the tablinum. 
The garden-area behind the atrium house was used for the construction of a pseudo-
peristyle-garden with a three-sided colonnade, placed against the back wall of the property. 
Each side of the colonnade consists of a row of five columns, which were connected by a 
low wall, except for the two columns in front of the tablinum. These were placed somewhat 
further apart than the other columns along the front of the colonnade and the space between 
them was left open, in order to ensure a clear view from the atrium house into the peristyle-
garden. The right side of the area was built-over with a series of four spaces with a utilitarian 
character: in the far corner the kitchen with a toilet, two servant’s rooms and a staircase in 
the near corner, also open to the street and leading to an upper storey. This last area was also 
accessible via another staircase present with the peristyle-garden itself127. A side-entrance (9) 
from the Vico dei Vettii creates a secondary and independent route into the garden-area. The 
left side of the colonnade was flanked by a wide portico, providing access to a cubiculum in 
the southwest corner, in which the graffito that mentions M. Terentius Eudoxus was found. 
This wide portico also leads to a summer triclinium in the northwest corner of the garden, 
which extends rather far to the back, cutting into the garden-area of the Casa di Philippus, 
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interlocking the layouts of these two garden-areas. The oecus to the left of the tablinum, 
which forms part of the original layout of the atrium house of the Casa di M. Terentius 
Eudoxus, was opened up towards the peristyle-garden when it was added to the house, 
changing its focus from the front to the back. 
The wall paintings of the house, which were left in situ for the larger part, were soon lost 
irretraceably after the first excavations, leaving them unprotected and open to the elements. 
From the notes of the excavators and the remains that are still visible today, they all seem to 
date to the Fourth Style, with some exceptions of the Third Style in the cubiculum and 
summer triclinium on the left side of the garden. The decoration of the tablinum was 
particularly rich, with three paintings on each of the walls. On the west wall a painting of 
Hercules and Omphale was flanked by paintings with couples of Venus and Adonis and 
another of a Satyr and a Nymph; on the east wall are preserved the central painting of 
Dionysus and a resting Ariadne, as well as a painting of Apollo the Lyre player with a female 
player of the double flute. The pavements on the contrary, all executed in signinum except 
for the one in the oecus left of the tablinum, which consists of a battuto of polychrome 
pieces of limestone and fragments of tiles, are datable to the First Style128. The original wall 
paintings of the house were also executed in the First Style. When he first studied the house, 
Mau still recognised some remains of First Style paintings in the first cubiculum left and right 
of the atrium and in the triclinium to the right of the tablinum129. Within the atrium, part of a 
stucco cornice, situated underneath the windows of the cubicula, is all that remains of the 
original First Style decoration. The degradation of the wall paintings and structures caused by 
the fact that they were not adequately protected, was further increased by the Second World 
War bombs that hit the house in 1943, inflicting most damage onto the zone of the 
tablinum130. 
The Casa di M. Terentius Eudoxus is also known in literature as a place of industrial 
activity, a so-called officina textoria, a workshop for spinning and weaving for the production 
of wool. Here, in the peristyle, males and females supposedly worked under the supervision 
of M. Terentius Eudoxus. The names of seven of these men and eleven women have come 
down to us by means of a graffito written in the portico131. 
 
The building history of  the two properties: from construction to destruction 
The unity that characterizes the original layout of spaces of these two atrium houses, is 
also reflected in the building materials and techniques that were used for their construction. 
The entire south façade of the insula, the front of the Casa di Philippus as well as that of the 
Casa di Terentius Eudoxus, is part of one building action, portraying an homogenous picture 
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of building materials and techniques. The left and right corners of the south façade were 
constructed in heavy limestone opus quadratum, which project to the back into the left and 
right perimeter walls of the insula. The remaining wall parts that make up the south façade of 
VI 13 all consist of heavy limestone ashlar quoining filled up with a rather large and 
rectangular opus incertum limestone. The central wall part of the façade, in between openings 
(3) and (5), consists largely of a younger repair in opus vittatum mixtum with a small opening (4) 
leading to a staircase to an independent apartment above. Not only the façade, but also the 
original building structures that form the internal build-up of both atrium houses of 
Philippus and Terentius Eudoxus are identical, consisting mostly of opus incertum of rather 
large and regular chunks of limestone for the walls. Within both atria, the walls in between 
the openings to the cubicula and alae were constructed in limestone ashlar quoining with a 
filling of the above mentioned opus incertum limestone. Within the Casa di Philippus, the walls 
have been preserved rather poorly, to say the least, and show a considerable amount of 
repairs using opus incertum lava and cruma . In contrast, the Casa di Terentius Eudoxus still 
preserves much of its original structures, with many of its walls still in opus incertum limestone 
and heavy, solid limestone ashlar doorposts. 
During the entire history of use, the original layout of spaces in both atrium houses 
remained practically unaltered. The only space that was sacrificed to other uses was the same 
one in both houses, the left ala. In the Casa di Philippus a  wall was built dividing it into a 
cubiculum and a closet. In the Casa di Terentius Eudoxus, it was used for the construction of 
a staircase, leading to spaces above the atrium house.  
Moving into the posterior part of the properties, the picture becomes much less 
homogenous. In the case of the Casa di Philippus, the construction of the peristyle-garden 
with a four-sided colonnade as it is present in the house structure of AD 79, can definitely be 
assigned to a later date than the original building period of the atrium house, based on the 
analysis of the wall structures. The walls were constructed in an opus incertum of limestone and 
lava mixed with re-used pieces of tile (tegula) and flooring (opus signinum). The large dining hall 
at the back of the peristyle and the walls on the right (E) side can also be dated to the same 
younger phase by the use of the same type of opus incertum and of opus latericium.  
The peristyle itself consists of four early facetted corner columns in tuff, to which were 
added in the latest period four more columns in opus latericium, covered in red and white 
plaster132. Contrary to this interpretation, one could also consider all the columns used in the 
peristyle to be contemporary, whereby the corner columns were raised in a more expensive 
material than the central ones. The tuff columns could also be spolia, reused here in the 
construction of the garden. In the situation of AD 79, all columns are connected by a pluteus 
in opus incertum limestone, lava and cruma. 
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The dating of this posterior part of the residence to a younger period than the 
construction of the atrium house can only remain relative, for lack of datable evidence 
prevents an absolute date for both the atrium house and the peristyle-garden. 
The entire built-over property of the Casa di Terentius Eudoxus can also be dated to two 
separate phases, with the original construction of the atrium house and the later addition of 
the peristyle-garden. In this case, the construction of the peristyle-garden has been 
recognised by some as a first century BC modification133. Its three-sided colonnade consists 
of a total of thirteen columns, constructed in opus latericium and opus vittatum mixtum, all 
adorned with a Doric capital in tuff. The columns were decorated with a layer of plaster 
imitating the presence of a fluted column underneath. The materials and techniques applied 
along the left side are the same as those used in the atrium house. The spaces along the right 
side of the garden, however, can be dated to a younger building phase, by the use of opus 
latericium and opus vittatum mixtum for the construction of doorposts. The walls of these rooms 
were constructed up against the right outside wall of the garden and insula and do not form a 
constructional unity with that wall. 
 
The building project: a unity of  planning and construction 
From the analysis of the wall structures of the Casa di Philippus and the Casa di 
Terentius Eudoxus, we can conclude that these two atrium houses were constructed in one 
building project. Can we be a little more specific about this building project? The most 
important structural element that could lead to more detailed information is the central 
perimeter wall that forms the boundary between the two houses. If we first regard the 
relation of the Casa di Philippus to this central perimeter wall, we must focus on the points 
where the walls on the right side of the atrium of the Casa di Philippus, perpendicular to the 
perimeter wall, connect to that wall. It is clearly visible in the built-up situation that all walls 
on the right side of the atrium, dividing the right side range into two cubicula and an ala, abut 
onto the perimeter wall. None of the side range walls are structurally connected to the 
perimeter wall. In the Casa di M. Terentius Eudoxus, on the other hand, the walls in the left 
side range of the atrium that are perpendicular to the central perimeter wall, all form a 
structural unity with that wall at the points where they connect. In other words, the Casa di 
M. Terentius Eudoxus is structurally connected to the central perimeter wall whereas the 
Casa di Philippus is not. This provides us with valuable information on the activities on the 
building site when these two houses were constructed. It appears that the order of building 
was, in this case, from right to left. First, the Casa di M. Terentius Eudoxus in the right lower 
corner of insula VI 13 was constructed, after which the Casa di Philippus was built against 
the already existing left perimeter wall of the Casa di Terentius Eudoxus, which then became 
the central perimeter wall between the two houses. The structural analysis of the façade of 
the two atrium houses, revealing the fact that the techniques and materials applied are 
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identical, confirms that we are indeed dealing with one building project. In that case, it seems 
only fair to assume that the time that lapsed between the construction of these two houses is 
negligible, and that the construction of the Casa di Philippus followed immediately onto that 
of the Casa di Terentius Eudoxus. 
Another issue that should be addressed here, which regards the relation between the two 
houses, is the idea of them having functioned as a double-atrium house, as is sometimes 
suggested134. There is, however, no evidence in the built structures to support this theory. In 
the situation of AD 79, the two houses were indeed connected to each other through a low 
and narrow passageway between the right ala of the Casa di Philippus and the left ala of 
Terentius Eudoxus. It is immediately clear that this uncomfortably small passage was a late 
introduction in the central perimeter wall and must have served some practical purpose 
rather than being an official door opening as would be expected in a double-atrium house. At 
the point of the passage, the central perimeter wall was roughly cut open and narrow 
limestone blocks were used to create the door posts of the new opening. At floor level on 
the side of the Casa di Philippus we can clearly see that we are dealing with a late 
modification in the built structures. Three successive layers of plaster decoration, which are 
also present on the ala walls, can be seen on ground level, continuing in front of the entire 
opening in the wall. Clearly,  when this opening was created, nobody took the trouble to 
create a neat finish to the job and instead left the layers of plaster visible along the ground 
where they previously would have continued upwards as a wall decoration. Adding to that, 
the fact that no new consecutive layer of plaster was applied to the perimeter wall or any of 
the other ala walls after the creation of the opening, indicates the late date in Pompeii’s 
history for the creation of this passageway. We may imagine that the earthquake of AD 62 
caused considerable damage to these houses, and that repair works were still in process in 
AD 79. This small passage may have simply served the workmen quick and easy access to 
both premises. 
Another characteristic of these houses that speaks against the double-atrium house idea 
is the fact that the ground levels of the two houses differs considerably. The atrium house of 
the Casa di Philippus was constructed on a higher level than that of Terentius Eudoxus, in 
accordance with the local geographical situation, as the Via della Fortuna has an upward 
inclination towards the west. 
Although the unity of the building project of the ‘twin’ houses is striking, the picture 
changes rather dramatically once we step from the seclusion of the houses into the open 
gardens at the back. Or does it? For now, stating anything different would be stretching the 
evidence given us by the analysis of the layout and the wall structures of the two peristyles, 
neither showing the coherency of the atrium houses. However, entering into the next level of 
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this research, the metrological analysis, we may still learn that what we see is not all there is 
to know. 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN: 
THE ATRIUM HOUSES OF PHILIPPUS (VI 13, 2) AND  
M. TERENTIUS EUDOXUS (VI 13, 6) 
 
 
These two identical atrium houses were constructed in the southern end of insula VI 13, 
of which the entire width was available for the design of these houses (Fig. 1). The ideal 
width of the insula measures 120'. The total depth of the atrium houses was set at 85', 
resulting in a large rectangular area of 85' x 120' for the construction of two houses135. The 
sides of this rectangle are related as 1 : √2 (approximation 24 : 17). The total width of 120' 
was divided into two equal parts, leaving two identical areas of 60'x85' for the construction 
of two atrium houses. The sides of this rectangle are also related as 1 : √2 (approximation  
17 : 12). This series of measurements of 60' : 85' : 120' is in fact the arithmetic approximation 
of the geometric proportions 1 : 2 : 2, which is reflected in the Pythagorean sequence136; 60' 
is the side of the module square, 85' the diagonal of that square and 120' double the side of 
the square. The following description of the design of the atrium house can be applied to 
both the Casa di Philippus and the Casa di M. Terentius Eudoxus. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The internal division of space within the 60'x85' rectangle was based on the dimensions 
of the atrium, the core of the design (Fig. 2). A 32'x32' square, described upon the width 
of the atrium, was used by the architect as the module for the central area of the design. 
First, the length of the atrium was created by the measure of the diagonal of the 32'x32' 
module square, setting the dimensions of the atrium at 32'x46', two sides related as 1 : 2 
(approximation 16 : 23)137. The difference between these measures was used for the 
width of the alae: 46'-32'=14'. The same geometric figure was used for the dimensions of 
the side-ranges of the atrium (Fig. 3). The 32' width of the atrium was extended to both 
sides by the measure of the 46' diagonal, creating side-ranges of a depth of 46'-32'=14'. 
                                                 
 
135 The meaning of these measures of the plot that was used for the construction of these two houses and their 
relation to the measures of the larger plot that was purchased from the municipal administration will be 
discussed in detail below. 
136 PPM V, parte seconda, 158. 
137 The architect of  these houses worked with an approximation of  the geometric proportion of  1 : 2 of  16 : 
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advantage of  the practical circumstances that he was confronted with. In this case, a plot of  60' in width that 
was well fitted for a design of  32' + 14' + 14'. Working with fingers creates a different series of  approximations 
for the Pythagorean sequence of  1 : 2 : 2 than working with thumbs: 
Working with thumbs: 12 (1) : 17 (2) : 24 (2) 
Working with fingers: 16 (1) : 23 (2) : 32 (2) 
The fact that both systems were used in ancient practice is clear by the finds of Roman measuring tools 
displaying both systems next to each other (for an example see: Ciarallo/De Carolis 1999, nr. 380). 
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So, in fact, only one geometric figure (32'x32' ) was used for the creation of the different 
dimensions for the spaces in the central area of the house: the width and length of the 
atrium, the depth of the cubicula and alae as well as the width of the alae. These 
measurements can also be expressed as a series of proportional relations: 
32' = a; 46' = a2; 14' = a2-a. 
2. The module square of 32'x32' was also used in the build-up along the depth of the house: 
double the side of this square was used for the measure of the depth of the house from 
the entrance until the back wall of the atrium: 32'x2=64' (Fig. 4). The Pythagorean 
sequence, reflecting the geometric proportions of 1 : 2 : 2, that was present in the 
dimensions of the total plot for the construction of these houses, was now also present 
in the more detailed design in the internal dimensions of 
32' : 46' : 64' (a : a2 : 2a). The depth of the front-range (the set of spaces including the 
fauces) was now fixed to the measure of the total depth minus the depth of the atrium: 
64'-46'=18' (2a – a2). 
3. The only remaining element in the basic internal division is the back-range of the atrium 
house (Fig. 5). The leftover space between the total depth of the plot and the depth of 
the front-range and atrium together measures 85'-64'=21', the measure of the back-range 
of the house. 
4. The next step in the design, after the basic division of space into several main areas (i.e. 
the atrium, the side-ranges, the front and back-range) had been completed, was to create 
the dimensions on a more detailed level, specifically within the atrium  
(Fig. 6). The basic module square of 32'x32' remained present in this space, not only in 
its width, but also in the dimensioning of the length. The first, closed part of the atrium 
side wall that forms the front of the two cubicula, also measured 32', followed by a 14' 
opening to the ala on the left and right. The front wall of the atrium was divided into 
three areas, the width of the fauces and the walls left and right of the fauces, resulting in 
the following division: 12' - 8' - 12'. Along the back wall of the atrium, the opening to the 
tablinum has the same measure as the depth of the front-range: 18'. The remaining 42' of 
the total width of 60' was divided equally along the back wall to the left and right of the 
tablinum, resulting in the following dimensions:  
21' - 18' - 21'. The central space of the atrium was subject to a tripartite division along its 
length and width by the position of the impluvium. Along the length this division 
measures: 16' - 14' - 16'. Along the width the atrium was divided as follows: 10' - 12' - 10'. 
The sides of the impluvium were related as 12'x14'. 
 
The design of the atrium house, applied in twofold in the Casa di Philippus and the Casa 
di M. Terentius Eudoxus, was based on an arithmetic approximation of a geometric figure. 
The relations between the different proportions within the design can all be expressed in one 
coherent series of geometric proportions, which were expressed as arithmetic 
approximations on the building site: 
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 32    :    46    :     64 
 a     :   a√2   :     2a 
14  :     18     
a√2-a    :   2a- a√2 
 
The general outlines of the abstract design were thus based on a geometric figure and 
several measurements that were derived from that figure, together forming a coherent basic 
scheme. On the level of the more detailed and practical division of space, such as the 
position and width of openings in the front and back wall of the atrium, or the dimensions 
and position of the impluvium, the architect switched to rational proportions. These were 
not immediately connected to the larger scheme of design, but were apparently chosen for 
their functional nature and coherency on the more detailed level of division of space within 
the house. In fact, the rational tripartite divisions that were created by the architect, in the 
length as well as the width of the design, give form to a series a dynamic visual lines 
throughout the atrium. Upon entering the atrium through the fauces, the series of 
proportional relations within the width of the atrium consist of a build-up of increasing 
measures along the centre of the visual axis: 
 
atrium back wall: 21' – 18' – 21'   18'   (tablinum) 
central space:  10' – 12' – 10'   12'   (impluvium) 
atrium front wall: 12' -  8' – 12'    8'   (fauces) 
 
 
At the same time, the rational proportions that shape the space of the atrium along its 
depth, namely the division along the side walls and the central tripartite division by the 
impluvium, display some of the measures that lie at the base of the design: 32' (16'+16')  
and 14'. 
 
14' (ala)   16'    14' (ala) 
 
     14' (impluvium)  
 
32' (side wall)  16'    32'  (side wall) 
 
Dispositio 
As was described above, the two identical houses that were designed for construction 
within the southern end of insula VI 13 were based on a total insula width of 120'. However, 
in reality the width of this insula only added up to a total of 117½' (measured along the back 
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walls of the successive atria; along the façade, the total width adds up to 118½'). Similar to 
what Peterse recognised in the design of the double-atrium house of the Casa di Labirinto, 
the architect needed to adjust his original design to fit with the real situation at the 
construction site, which was 2½' smaller138. 
1. First, 1½' could be taken off the intended width without much trouble. The original 
design included an outer wall on the left side as well as on the right side for both houses. 
However, at the construction site, the wall between the two houses is a shared wall, 
leaving a total of only three walls of 1½' each instead of four. This meant that, in actual 
fact, the width of the designs of the atrium houses needed be reduced in total by only 1'. 
The standard depth of 12½' of the side-ranges, which include the cubicula and alae, was 
not altered. This left only the width of the atrium to make the necessary adjustment to. 
The houses were identical in their design and remained identical in their construction: the 
architect took an equal measure of ½' off the width of both atria, now each measuring 
31½'. The total succession of dynamics of space along the width of the insula was now: 
 
Casa di Philippus: (1½') 12½' 31½' 12½' (¾') = 58¾' 
Casa di Eudoxus: (¾') 12½' 31½' 12½' (1½') = 58¾' 
                ------- 
                117½' 
2. The total planned depth of the atrium houses of 85' was altered slightly to a total depth 
of 84½', as a result of the fact that the architect preferred to hold onto the original 
dimensions of the atrium. As explained above, the less than ideal width of the insula 
caused a reduction in the width of the atrium from 32' to 31½'. By reducing the length of 
the atrium by the same measure, the architect could ensure that his intended scheme of 
design was still carried out more or less according to the original plan. He therefore 
reduced the intended length of the atrium by ½', creating a new depth of 45½'. This 
change to the depth of the atrium also had its effects on the internal division of that 
space. Worth mentioning here are the dynamics of the side walls. The 14' opening to the 
alae remained unaltered as the architect chose to decrease the length of the first, closed 
part of the atrium wall giving access to the cubicula behind, from 32' to 31½'. The 
architect’s preference for this option was most likely instigated by the fact that this way, 
the basic characteristics of his design remained unaltered. The original 32'x32' square, 
described upon the width of the atrium and the closed side wall, was still present in the 
new dynamics as a 31½'x31½' square. 
In the following section, the designs of the peristyle-gardens of the Casa di Philippus and 
the Casa di M. Terentius Eudoxus will be discussed. Contrary to the identical design and 
                                                 
 
138 Peterse 1991, 77. 
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execution of the two atrium houses, the peristyle-gardens were added at a later time as 
separate building projects.  
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN:  
PERISTYLE-GARDEN OF THE CASA DI PHILIPPUS 
 
 
The area that was available for the creation of a peristyle-garden behind the existing 
atrium house of the Casa di Philippus measured 60'x85', identical to the area of the house. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The general division of space along the width of the garden-area was a copy of the 
dynamics along the width of the atrium house: two side-ranges of 14' each, flanking a 
central area of 32' in width (Fig. 7). 
2. The total depth of the plot (85') was divided into two general areas: the peristyle-garden 
and a large oecus, placed centrally at the back. Ideally, this division was based on a 2 : 1 
rational proportion, creating two areas of 56' (garden) : 28' (oecus). Together, these 
measures only add up to a total of 84' and the remaining 1' was used to increase the 
depth of the peristyle-garden to 57'. In the built-up situation, the 57' : 28' ratio is thus is 
slight anomaly of the principle of rational proportion (2 : 1) that the design was based on 
(Fig. 8). 
3. The following element within the design concerns the four-sided peristyle (Fig. 8). The 
width of the peristyle was proportioned to measure half the width of the garden: 
½x32'=16'. It was positioned centrally within the width of the garden, aligned with the 
visual axis of the atrium house, creating porticoes to the left and right of 8' each. The 
division of space is: 8' - 16' - 8', based on the rational proportions of 1 : 2 : 1.  
4. Within the depth of the peristyle-garden, the architect created the following dimensions 
(Fig. 8): a front portico 11' deep, followed by the depth of the peristyle of 34' and a back 
portico 12' deep, resulting in the following general division of space: 11' - 34' - 12'. The 
four columns were positioned along the depth of the peristyle with intercolumnia of 11' - 
11' -12' from front to back. 
5. The division of space along the depth of the garden appears rather haphazard and cannot 
be fitted into the proportional schemes that have been discerned so far. This seems 
surprising in a property that was as carefully planned as the Casa di Philippus. However, 
the meaning of the chosen dynamics becomes clear when we place the individual 
measurements in the consecutive scheme of proportions that run along the visual axis of 
the entire property. The consecutive layout of the atrium and peristyle is proportioned in 
such a way that several ‘main areas’ were created: the first area, from the threshold to the 
atrium until the front wall of the alae (the ‘closed part’ of the atrium side walls), measures 
32'; the following open area of the alae measures 14'; the third area comprises the space 
of the atrium and the portico behind it, marked at the back by the front row of the 
colonnade and measures 32' again (21'+11'); The last main area measures a total of 46' 
(34'+12') and runs from this point until the back wall of the peristyle, which also marks 
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the entrance to the central oecus behind. These areas 32'-14'-32'-46', which represent the 
principal proportions of the architect’s design, create a strong proportional division of 
space along the visual axis of the property. Depending on which focal points along this 
visual axis the viewer’s eye was drawn to, we can reconstruct two series of viewpoints 
(Figs. 9a and 9b). Another remarkable aspect of this visual axis is that it can be reversed: 
the same dynamics are perceived from the entrance to the house and looking towards the 
back as from the back of the house, when positioned in the grand oecus behind the 
peristyle, and looking towards the front. Only the built situation would have created a 
different feel to these view directions, looking from the dark of the atrium towards the 
light of the peristyle when entering the house, and from the light of the peristyle into the 
dark of the atrium when the back of the house had already been penetrated. 
 
What first appeared to be a random set of measurements that could not be tied in with 
the general scheme of design, has actually turned out to be a highly symmetrical and carefully 
planned set of visual dynamics, created to impress and bring to a stand still the visitors that 
would enter this city residence. 
The fact that the layout of the peristyle-garden was so closely tied in with the design of 
the atrium house may surprise us, considering that these two areas of the property were not 
constructed as one project. However, just as an architect with professional know-how was 
able to foresee the outcome of his project even before it was constructed139, he would also be 
able to recognise and use the design underlying an existing structure, even though it 
remained invisible to all others entering that structure. The general design was based, in part, 
on a copy of the atrium house and, in part, on a division of space that approximated a 
perfect 2 : 1 rational proportion. The true meaning of this design, however, is found in its 
detailed measures, which fit perfectly into the scheme of the atrium house and together 
created one coherent picture. 
 
Dispositio 
1. The area of the peristyle-garden as it was defined within the insula is not a completely 
regular rectangle, but shows some slight anomalies, caused by the dividing line with plot 
VI 13, 19 and the boundaries with plots VI 13, 6 and VI 13, 10. As a result, the basic 
design had to be adjusted to fit the real situation. Whereas the width of the central area 
of the garden measures the intended 32' at the front, it narrows to a total of 31' at the 
back. This means that the division of space at the front remained as it was planned  
(8' - 16' - 8'), but needed to be altered slightly at the back of the garden, where we now 
observe the following division of 8' – 15½' – 7½'. Along the left side of the peristyle-
garden, a series of four rooms of 14' deep and a side-entrance (21) open up onto the left 
                                                 
 
139 As related by Vitruvius, 6, 8, 9-10. 
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portico. By taking ½' both off the width of the peristyle and off the right portico, the 
overall dimensions remained virtually the same as they were at the front of the garden.  
2. The total depth of the peristyle-garden was also a little irregular, measuring 56' along the 
left and 57' along the right. While the division of space along the right could be carried 
out as planned (11' - 34' - 12'), the loss of 1' on the right side was subtracted from the 
back portico, resulting in the following dynamics: 
11' - 34' – 11'. 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN: PERISTYLE-GARDEN  
OF THE CASA DI M. TERENTIUS EUDOXUS  
 
 
The area that was available for the construction of a peristyle-garden behind the atrium 
house measured 60' in width, an extension of the width of the atrium house, and 50' in depth 
until the side wall of a small atrium house VI 13.10 behind the garden .  
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The first general division of space along the total width of the plot was to divide the total 
space of 60' into two areas: a strip of 14' wide along the right (E) side of the garden and a 
46' wide area comprising the central space and the left side (Fig. 10). This general division 
of space along the width is a direct copy and continuation of the situation that was 
already present in the atrium house, where the right side range (cubicula and ala) also 
measured 14', and the combined area of the atrium and the left side range add up to 46' 
(32'+14'). The main area of the peristyle-garden of 46' was used to create the width of the 
three-sided peristyle and two porticoes, one on the left and one on the right side. The 14' 
strip on the right gave room to a series of four spaces and a side-entrance. 
2. Within the total area of the garden reserved for the peristyle, measuring 46' in width and 
50' in depth, a 27'x36' colonnade was positioned, its sides related as 3 : 4 (Fig. 11). As a 
result of the relative shortness of the available space, the architect opted for a three-sided 
pseudo-peristyle placed against the back wall of the garden, with five columns on each 
side of the colonnade. It seems here that the architect chose for the construction of an 
almost unsuitably wide colonnade within the garden-area, possibly with the intention of 
compensating for the lack of sufficient depth in the plot. The presence of a range of 
spaces along the right side of the garden meant that the 27' wide colonnade could not 
possibly be placed centrally behind the tablinum and the visual axis of the atrium house. 
However, by manipulating the available space, the architect managed both to create the 
illusion of symmetry and realise a practical division of space along the width of the 
peristyle-garden. The illusion of symmetry was created by widening the axial distance 
between the columns that are situated behind the tablinum, increasing it by 2' in 
comparison to the axial distances between the remaining three columns (8¼' for the 
increased axial distance and 6¼' for the remaining distances). To further enhance the 
appearance of symmetry, the architect created a portico to the right of the colonnade 
with a width identical to the axial distances between the remaining columns (6¼'). 
Whereas the real situation in the field is very irregular, with three columns (or two axial 
distances) to the left of the tablinum opening and only two columns (or one axial 
distance) to the right of the tablinum, the added width of the right portico creates the 
illusion of another identical axial distance on the right side. On the left side of the 
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colonnade, a much wider portico was created (12¾'), which was placed in one line with 
the width of the opening of the oecus left of the tablinum. That way, the view was 
extended from the oecus into the garden and the portico offered an intermediate space 
between the two rooms that were focussed onto the peristyle and were used for dining 
and reception: the oecus to the left of the tablinum and the large summer dining-hall in 
the northwest corner of the garden. 
The actual division of space in the ordinatio can be reconstructed as follows: 
 
  
 
 
3. Within the 50' depth of the garden, the three-sided peristyle with a 36' depth was 
positioned against the back wall. The remaining space at the front, measuring  
50'-36'=14', was used for the depth of the portico, connecting the atrium house to the 
peristyle-garden (Fig. 12). The most regular positioning of the five columns against the 
back wall would have resulted in four axial distances of 7¼', and one of 7'. 
 
Dispositio 
1. Some small changes were made to the basic scheme of design as described above, all 
related to the situation at the building site. Firstly, the total width of the plot behind the 
atrium house of M. Terentius Eudoxus measured a total of 59', which meant that 1' was 
lost from the original design, based on a 60' width. Furthermore, the internal space of the 
peristyle-garden was reduced on the building site by the presence of the left wall of the 
property (the partition wall with the garden of the Casa di Philippus, wall thickness 1½'). 
The side range of spaces on the right side of the garden remained unaltered in the 
executed design, measuring 14' in depth. The left-over space that was the width of the 
peristyle-garden thus measured the ideal 46' minus 1' and minus 1½', leaving a real width 
of only 43.5'. Understandably, the architect would be reluctant to introduce any 
alterations in the carefully planned scheme of the positions of the columns along the 
front of the colonnade and the right portico, which together created the impression of 
symmetry. The only alternative was then to reduce the width of the left portico by 2½', 
which in the executed design then measured 12¾'–2½'=10¼'.    
2. The depth of the garden-area at the building site was rather irregular due to the 
orientation of the back wall of the garden, which reflects an older situation within the 
insula. The total depth of the garden varies from 48' on the left  to 50½' on the right 
side. The architect chose to give the portico in front of the peristyle a constant depth of 
14' by adjusting the lengths of the left and right sides of the peristyle, which now measure 
34' and 36½' respectively. 
As a result of the irregular measures of the left and right sides of the colonnade, the axial 
distances between the columns and the last column and the back wall were adjusted 
12¾'      6¼'  6¼'  8¼'  6¼' 6¼' 
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accordingly:  
On the left: 7 1/3'  7 1/3'   7 1/6'    7 1/6'      5' =  34' 
On the right: 7 1/3'  7 1/3'   7 1/3'    7 1/3'      7' =  36½' 
On the series of intercolumnia on the left side of the peristyle, we can further comment 
that they progressively get narrower towards the back of the garden. Here we can see how 
the architect changed a vice into a virtue, using the lack of space to carry out the initial design 
by creating a desirable visual effect: when seated in the oecus left of the tablinum and 
overlooking the garden, the eye is drawn to this series of columns. By progressively 
diminishing the distance between the columns, the illusion of a greater depth of the garden is 
created140. The line of sight from the oecus left of the tablinum is not the only view out of a 
space into the peristyle-garden. The large dining room in the far left corner of the garden 
also offers a view into the peristyle, and this second visual axis crosses the line of sight from 
the oecus. 
 
 
 
                                                 
 
140 This architectural phenomenon is also present in the House of the Menander, where it was recognised by 
Bek, who noticed that the space between the columns at the far end of the peristyle is less than that between 
those at the near end, thereby exaggerating the peristyle’s depth (Bek 1980, 168-170; also in Clarke 1991, 14). 
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Measures atrium house Casa di Philippus (VI 13, 2). Foot measure: 27.53 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE 
Distance in cm Distance in Oscan 
feet 
Intended 
measures 
Intended 
measures 
      in the executed in the conceptual 
      design (dispositio) design (ordinatio) 
                 
FAÇADE        
NW corner - NE corner 1618,00   58,77   58,75 60,00  
NW corner - fauces 719,00   26,12   26,00 26,00  
width fauces 221,00   8,03   8,00 8,00  
fauces - NE corner 678,00   24,63   24,75 26,00  
         
FAUCES        
Depth e/w 477,00 506,00 17,33 18,38 18,00 18,00  
width n/s 226,00 221,00 8,21 8,03 8,00 8,00  
         
ATRIUM        
Depth e/w 1258,00 1256,00 45,70 45,62 45,50 46,00  
width n/s 867,00 867,00 31,49 31,49 31,50 32,00  
back wall 1567,00   56,92   56,50 57,00  
Front (S) wall        
NW corner - opening fauces 321,00   11,66   11,75 12,00  
width fauces 221,00   8,03   8,00 8,00  
opening fauces - NE corner 320,00   11,62   11,75 12,00  
Back (N) wall        
SW corner - opening W 
triclinium 339,00   12,31        
opening W triclinium 136,00   4,94   19,00 19,50  
left (W) post tablinum 65,00   2,36      
width tablinum 489,00   17,76   18,00 18,00  
right (E) post tablinum 66,00   2,40      
opening andron 121,00   4,40   19,50 19,50  
opening andron - SE corner 351,00   12,75      
Right (E) wall        
right (S) post first cubiculum 170,00   6,18      
opening first cubiculum immeasurable      
left (N) post first cubiculum= immeasurable      
right (S) post second cubiculum        
opening second cubiculum immeasurable      
left (N) post second cubiculum 220,00   7,99      
Total length wall until opening 
ala 868,00   31,53   31,50  32,00  
opening ala 389,00   14,13   14,00 14,00  
Left (W) wall        
left (S) post first cubiculum 167,00   6,07      
opening first cubiculum 125,00   4,54      
right (N) post first cubiculum= 230,00   8,35      
left (S) post second cubiculum        
opening second cubiculum 123,00   4,47      
right (N) post second 
cubiculum= 223,00   8,10        
Total length wall until opening 
ala 868,00   31,53   31,50  32,00  
opening ala 388,00   14,09   14,00 14,00  
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Cubicula right (E)        
depth n/s 347,00 351,00 12,60 12,75 12,50 12,50  
Cubicula left (W)        
depth n/s 355,00 352,00 12,90 12,79 12,50 12,50  
Ala right (E)        
depth n/s 351,00 351,00 12,75 12,75 12,50 12,50  
width w 390,00 14,17 14,00 14,00  
Ala left (W)        
depth s 351,00 346,00 12,75 12,57 12,50 12,50  
width e 388,00   14,09   14,00 14,00  
Impluvium        
Depth e/w 385,00 388,00 13,98 14,09 14,00 14,00  
width n/s 337,00 342,00 12,24 12,42 12,50 12,00  
 impluvium - front (S) wall 429,00   15,58   15,75 16,00  
impluvium - back (N) wall 434,00   15,76   15,75 16,00  
impluvium - right (E) wall  255,00   9,26   9,25 10,00  
impluvium - left (W) wall 272,00   9,88   9,75 10,00  
Tablinum        
Depth  571,00   20,74   21,00 21,00  
width s   489,00   17,76 18,00   18,00  
 
 
Measures peristyle-garden Casa di Philippus (VI 13, 2). Foot measure: 27.58 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
Distance in cm Distance in Oscan 
feet 
Intended 
measures 
Intended 
measures 
        in the executed in the conceptual 
          design (dispositio) design (ordinatio) 
          
depth garden e/w 1573,00 1545,00 57,03 56,02 57,00/56,00 57,00 
width garden n 854,50   30,98   31,00 32,00 
Total depth garden + oecus 2334,00   84,63   85,00 85,00 
Front (S) wall         
SW corner - opening 
tablinum 639,00   23,17     
opening tablinum 299,00   10,84     
right (E) post tablinum 138,00   5,00     
opening andron 107,00   3,88     
opening andron - SE corner 37,00   1,34     
Back (N) wall immeasurable       
Left (W) wall immeasurable       
Right (E) wall immeasurable       
Colonnade         
depth e/w 946,00 929,00 34,30 33,68 34,00 34,00 
width n/s 432,00 444,00 15,66 16,10 16,00 16,00 
Front (S) portico         
depth e/w 313,00 310,00 11,35 11,24 11,00 11,00 
Right (E) portico         
depth n/s 206,00 214,00 7,47 7,76 7,75/8,00 8,00 
Left (W) portico         
depth n 216,50   7,85   7,75/8,00 8,00 
Axial distance front (S)         
SW column - SE column 444,00   16,10   16,00 16,00 
Axial distance back (N)         
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NW column - NE column 432,00   15,66   15,50 16,00 
Axial distances left (W)         
SW column - second column 300,00   10,88   11,00 11,00 
second column - third 
column 299,00   10,84   11,00 11,00 
third column - NW column 330,00   11,97   12,00 12,00 
Axial distances right (E)         
SE column - second column 307,00   11,13   11,00 11,00 
second column - third 
column 301,00   10,91   11,00 11,00 
third column - NE column 338,00   12,26   12,00 12,00 
Depth central oecus 775,00   28,10   28,00 28,00 
 
 
Measures atrium house Casa di Terentius Eudoxus (VI 13, 6). Foot measure: 27.53 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE 
Distance in cm Distance in Oscan 
feet 
Intended 
measures 
in the executed 
design (dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
      in the conceptual 
      design (ordinatio) 
FAÇADE             
NW corner - NE corner 1621,00   58,88   58,75 60,00 
NW corner - fauces 689,00   25,03   25,00 26,00 
width fauces 223,00   8,10   8,00 8,00 
fauces - NE corner 709,00   25,75   25,75 26,00 
        
FAUCES       
Depth e/w 477,00 504,00 17,33 18,31 18,00 18,00 
width n/s 217,00 223,00 7,88 8,10 8,00 8,00 
        
ATRIUM       
Depth e/w 1254,00 1256,00 45,55 45,62 45,50 46,00 
width n/s 863,00 862,00 31,35 31,31 31,50 32,00 
back wall 1561,00   56,70   56,50 57,00 
Front (S) wall       
NW corner - opening fauces 325,00   11,81   11,75 12,00 
width fauces 217,00   7,88   8,00 8,00 
opening fauces - NE corner 320,00   11,62   11,75 12,00 
Back (N) wall       
SW corner - opening andron 337,00   12,24     
opening andron 136,00   4,94   19,50 19,50 
left (W) post tablinum 71,00   2,58     
width tablinum 503,00   18,27   18,00 18,00 
right (E) post tablinum 50,00   1,82     
opening E oecus 147,00   5,34   19,00 19,50 
opening E oecus - SE corner 317,00   11,51     
Right (E) wall       
right (S) post first cubiculum 161,00   5,85     
opening first cubiculum 133,00   4,83     
left (N) post first cubiculum= 217,00   7,88     
right (S) post second cubiculum       
opening second cubiculum 134,00   4,87     
left (N) post second cubiculum= 220,00   7,99     
Total length wall until opening 865,00   31,42   31,50 32,00 
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ala 
opening ala 389,00   14,13   14,00 14,00 
Left (W) wall       
left (S) post first cubiculum 163,00   5,92     
opening first cubiculum 129,00   4,69     
right (N) post first cubiculum= 216,00   7,85     
left (S) post second cubiculum       
opening second cubiculum 135,00   4,90     
right (N) post second 
cubiculum= 221,00   8,03     
Total length wall until opening 
ala 864,00   31,38   31,50 32,00 
opening ala 392,00   14,24   14,00 14,00 
Cubicula right (E)       
depth n/s 345,00 347,00 12,53 12,60 12,50 12,50 
Cubicula left (W)       
depth n/s 346,00 346,00 12,57 12,57 12,50 12,50 
Ala right (E)       
depth s 345,00 12,53 12,50 12,50 
width w 389,00 14,13 14,00 14,00 
Ala left (W)       
depth s 346,00 12,57 12,50 12,50 
width e 392,00   14,24   14,00 14,00 
Impluvium       
Depth e/w 403,00 406,00 14,64 14,75 14,50 14,00 
width n/s 351,00 347,00 12,75 12,60 12,50 12,00 
impluvium - front (S) wall e/w 421,00 420,00 15,29 15,26 15,50 16,00 
impluvium - back (N) wall e/w 424,00 424,00 15,40 15,42 15,50 16,00 
impluvium - right (E) wall n/s 255,00 257,00 9,26 9,34 9,50 10,00 
impluvium - left (W) wall n/s 257,00 261,00 9,34 9,48 9,50 10,00 
Tablinum       
Depth e 575,00   20,89   21,00 21,00 
width s   503,00   18,27 18,00 18,00 
 
 
Measures peristyle-garden Casa di Terentius Eudoxus (VI 13, 6). Foot measure: 27.53 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
Distance in cm Distance in Oscan 
feet 
Intended 
measures 
in the executed 
design (dispositio) 
Intended 
measures  
  
  
    
in the 
conceptual  
          design (ordinatio)  
           
depth e/w 1398,00 1325,00 50,47 47,83 50.50/48 50,00  
width s   1206,00 43,54 43,50 45,00  
Front (S) wall          
NW corner - opening W 
oecus 45,00   1,62      
opening W oecus 280,00   10,11      
right (W) post andron 71,00   2,56      
opening andron 92,00   3,32      
right (W) post tablinum 95,00   3,43      
opening tablinum 351,00   12,67      
left (E) post tablinum 116,00   4,19      
width E triclinium ca. 500   ca. 18,05      
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Back (N) wall immeasurable        
Left (W) wall immeasurable        
Right (E) wall          
NE corner - opening back 
room 157,00   5,67      
opening back room 90,00   3,25      
post back room/centre room 29,00   1,05      
opening centre room 114,00   4,12      
wall between centre/front 
room 355,00   12,82      
opening front room 103,00   3,72      
post front room/posticum 45,00   1,62      
opening posticum 152,00   5,49      
wall between 
posticum/triclinium 270,00   9,75      
Colonnade          
depth e/w 1011,00 942,00 36,50 34,01 36,5/34 36,00  
width s   750,00 27,08 27,00 27,00  
Front (S) portico          
depth e/w 387,00 383,00 13,97 13,83 14,00 14,00  
Right (E) portico          
depth s   173,00 6,25 6,25 6,00  
Left (W) portico          
depth s   283,00 10,22 10,25 10,50  
Axial distances front (S)          
NW column - second column 174,00   6,28   6,25    
second column - third column 175,00   6,32   6,25    
third column - fourth column 227,00   8,19   8,25 27,00  
fourth column - NE column 174,00   6,28   6,25    
Axial distances left (W)          
SW column - second column 203,00   7,33   7,33    
second column - third column 201,00   7,26   7,33    
third column - fourth column 198,00   7,15   7,16 34,00  
fourth column - fifth column 199,00   7,18   7,16    
fifth column - back wall 141,00   5,09   5,00    
Axial distances right (E)          
SE column - second column 204,00   7,36   7,33    
second column - third column 204,00   7,36   7,33    
third column - fourth column 203,00   7,33   7,33 36,50  
fourth column - fifth column 204,00   7,36   7,33    
fifth column - back wall 196,00   7,08   7,00    
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
These two atrium houses form can a unique case of private architecture within the 
antique town of Pompeii. Although we know of quite a few examples of houses in different 
parts of the town where a similar area was built-over in a similar design, the two atrium 
houses were part of one project and constructed in a single building action. Later on, when 
the houses were extended towards the back by the addition of a peristyle-garden. 
 Even though these two peristyle-gardens are different in layout and design, they also still 
show some degree of similarity. They are, to a certain extent, each other’s mirror images, in 
that they both have space reserved for a series of rooms along the outside wall of their 
garden-area. The number of rooms (four) and the position of side entrance in between the 
first and second room are identical. This similarity, as well as the fact that the large dining 
hall in the northwest corner of the garden of M. Terentius Eudoxus overlaps the area of the 
garden of Philippus, implies that there was still some kind of close connection between the 
owners of these two properties by the time the peristyle-gardens were being built. 
Concerning the peristyle-gardens of the Casa di Philippus and the Casa di M. Terentius 
Eudoxus, both had a non-residential function in AD 79. The garden of the Casa di Philippus 
was interpreted as a doctor’s clinic, both by the many finds of doctor’s instruments 
throughout the garden and atrium house as well as by the particular layout and accessibility 
of these areas. The peristyle of the Casa di M. Terentius Eudoxus functioned as an industrial 
workplace for the production of wool, with a work force of at least seven men and eleven 
women. 
The original layouts of both gardens, including space for official reception, as well as the 
presence of a deliberate design in that layout, are clear indications that the original function 
of these gardens was that of a representational addition to the living space. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
VI 13, 13 
 
 
 
 
 VI 13, 13 
 
DESCRIPTION141 
 
This house, which was excavated in 1874, consists of an atrium and a transversal 
peristyle-garden with a Doric peristyle, which was originally three-sided and later reduced to 
two-sided when a kitchen was constructed in the northwest corner of the garden. It is 
situated in insula VI 13 on the Vico dei Vetti, NE of the city centre. The front (E) of the 
house was damaged by bombs in 1943 that hit insula VI 14 directly across the street. The 
damaged parts were later reconstructed. 
 
Decoration 
Few traces of First Style decorations are preserved, but Mau mentions the following: in 
the fauces, there were traces on the S door posts of a yellow socle and a red (=purple) string 
course below a flat white upper wall. He also mentions traces in the second cubiculum to the 
left (S) side of the atrium, but nothing is preserved of these decorations. The closet of the 
NE corner of the peristyle-garden shows traces of incised rectangles on the back (E) wall142. 
Although most of  the floors of  the house have been destroyed or covered by a thick 
layer of  lapili, in some spaces, such as that to the left (S) of  the tablinum, some remains can 
be found of  a white and black mosaic as floor decoration. Within the front part of  the 
fauces, an opus signinum floor with parallel rows of  white tesserae is still present.  
 
                                                 
 
141 For a detailed description of the srtuctures and the remaining decorations see: PPM V, parte seconda, 179-193. 
142 Laidlaw, A. 1985, 208-209. 
VI 13, 13: ground plan  
(drawing author) 
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Ground plan  
The façade is constructed in opus quadratum limestone, and can be considered to be part 
of  the oldest building phase of  the house. It runs until the right (N) post of  opening (15), 
which is also built up in the same blocks of  limestone. This is the original division between 
the properties of  VI 13, 13 and VI 13, 16. On the left (S) side, the border with VI 13, 19 is 
marked in the pavement in the middle of  the wall between these two houses. It is therefore 
probable that these two neighbours shared the possession of  this wall. Reviewing the ground 
plan and layout of  VI 13, 13, one immediately notices that the wall on the right (N) side of  
the house does not form a straight line from the front until the back. From the point where 
the second cubiculum starts until about the point where the ala ends, there is a recess in the 
wall. Apparently, the owner of  VI 13, 16 already had possession of  this piece of  land when 
VI 13, 13 was built. If  not, it would have been much easier for the owner of  VI 13, 13 to buy 
a completely rectangular piece of  land. As will be discussed later, this recess in the available 
ground for VI 13, 13 had a few consequences on the design of  the house. The total ideal 
measurements of  this piece of  land would have been 70'x120', but in reality they are about 
68'x117½'. 
At the front of  the house are three spaces and the fauces: two tabernae (openings 15 and 
14) to the right (N) of  the fauces and one space to the left (S), which was not accessible from 
the street. The fauces lead into the atrium, which was flanked on either side by two cubicula 
and an ala. The impluvium was placed in the centre of  the atrium. In the same axis, the 
tablinum was positioned behind the atrium, with two large spaces to the left (S) and right 
(N), both orientated towards the peristyle-garden. 
Onto the rather narrow strip of  land that was left over behind the atrium house of   
VI 13, 13, a transversal peristyle-garden was constructed by placing a three-sided peristyle 
against the back (W) wall, consisting of  four columns on the shorter sides and five columns 
on the longer side. The fourth side of  the peristyle was suggested by five corresponding 
engaged columns on the back (W) wall. The peristyle-garden could be reached from within 
the atrium house through the tablinum or through the two spaces on either side of  the 
tablinum or from a back door (opening 18) in the back (W) wall of  the garden. At a later 
time than the original construction of  the peristyle, a kitchen area was added to the NW 
corner of  the peristyle-garden, destroying the right (N) side of  the peristyle. 
 
Construction 
The posts of  the fauces of  VI 13, 13 and of  opening (14) to the right (N) of  it were 
constructed in opus quadratum limestone, and were connected to the façade wall, constructed 
at this point in opus incertum limestone. This part of  the façade belongs to the oldest building 
period of  the house. The wall to the left (S) of  the fauces, however, was rebuilt at a later 
date, perhaps not until modern times as a repair of  the bomb damage. The entrance to the 
atrium house is reached by taking one step up, leading into the front part of  the entrance, or 
vestibule. On the left (S) side of  this vestibule, a small side-entrance to the atrium had been 
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constructed, marked by a limestone threshold. The inner part of  the entrance, the actual 
fauces, was reached by taking a second step up, which shows signs of  a door mechanism, 
indicating that the front door of  the house was positioned here. 
The oldest recognisable elements in the atrium are some door posts of  opus quadratum 
blocks of  limestone: the SW post of  the fauces and the NE post of  the tablinum. The other 
door posts and the walls of  the atrium were renovated in Roman times in opus vittatum mixtum 
tuff  and limestone, and opus incertum limestone and cruma. The analysis of  the measurements 
of  these elements will reveal if  they were rebuilt in their original position. The ala on the 
right (N) side of  the atrium was altered, when new posts were added in opus vittatum mixtum 
to narrow its opening. We may assume that it was originally identical to that of  the ala on the 
left (S) side of  the atrium. The impluvium basin is made of  Nocera tuff, and belongs to the 
large type that has traditionally been dated to the second century BC. The boundary walls of  
the atrium house (N and S) were originally constructed in opus incertum limestone, of  which 
parts are still visible today next to later repairs. 
The peristyle-garden is situated behind the atrium, on a slightly higher level. The left (S) 
wall of  the peristyle-garden, constructed in opus incertum limestone, continues without 
interruption from the left (S) wall of  the atrium house. Although the back (W) wall of  the 
peristyle-garden is still largely covered in plaster, part of  the SW corner, where the left (S) 
and back (W) walls of  the garden come together, is visible. From this, the observation could 
be made that the left (S) and back (W) walls of  the peristyle-garden form part of  the same 
building phase, which was also that of  the atrium house. This would mean that the total 
piece of  land that is now built over by the atrium house and peristyle-garden of  VI 13, 13 
was bought and built over in one phase. Although the left (S) part of  the back (W) wall of  
the garden is still original, the right (N) half  of  this wall was completely renewed at the time 
of  the first phase of  renovations within the atrium house, constructed in opus incertum 
limestone and cruma. The right (N) wall of  the peristyle-garden, constructed in opus incertum 
limestone and cruma will be considered to be in its original position, following the line of  
the right (N) wall of  the atrium house before the recess, in the same orientation as the N side 
of  the insula. The posts of  the tablinum and the spaces to the left (S) and right (N) of  it 
were constructed in opus vittatum mixtum tuff. The stylobate and the Doric columns are made 
of  Nocera tuff, the same material as the impluvium in the atrium. These elements could date 
back to an early phase of  the house, but can also belong to a much younger phase, as Nocera 
tuff  was used for stylobates and columns during a long period of  time. The peristyle was 
originally three-sided, with the fourth side suggested on the back (W) wall by engaged 
columns. In its present state, however, the right (N) side of  the peristyle no longer exists, as 
it has been replaced by the left (S) wall of  a kitchen, that was built in the NW corner of  the 
peristyle-garden. The original position of  the north side of  the peristyle can still be 
reconstructed by two elements: 
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1. The northeast corner of  the stylobate has been left in its place, in the entrance to the 
kitchen. On this corner, the original position of  the column can still be seen by incisions, 
which mark its placing. 
2. The drain that runs along the stylobate still follows its old course, now along the kitchen 
wall that replaces the right (N) side of  the peristyle. 
When regarding the building techniques and materials in both the atrium and peristyle-
garden, it is possible to see the following phases: 
1. A limestone phase of  the atrium house, in which the peristyle may have already been 
built against the back (W) wall of  the garden. Parts of  this phase that are still visible are 
present in the façade and the door posts in the atrium. 
2. A phase in which the atrium was renovated. The technique and material that were used 
for this renovation are opus vittatum mixtum limestone. The back wall of  the tablinum and 
the room to the right (N) of  it were renovated in opus vittatum mixtum tuff. 
3. a. The opening to the ala on the right (N) side of  the atrium was reduced in size by 
adding posts built up in opus vittatum mixtum tuff. This was a separate addition and does 
not belong to phase two. 
b. The spaces in the NW corner of  the peristyle were built, whereby the right (N) side of  
the peristyle was destroyed. 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE 
 
 
The reconstruction of the original design of VI 13.13 formed a challenge, due to the fact 
that the construction site was highly irregular, as discussed. The significant overlap from the 
house on the right (VI 13, 16) over the plot that was available for the construction of  
VI 13, 13 meant that considerable adjustments had to be made to the original schematic 
design. 
The ideal measures of the total plot of land, running all the way across the insula from 
the east to the west side, are 70'x117'. A first, general division was made into an area of  
70'x81' for the design of the atrium house and an area of 60'x36' for the design of the 
peristyle- garden at the back. The width of the garden-area was considerably less than the 
plot width at the front of the property. This too was the result of existing, older structures in 
this part of insula VI 13. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The design of the atrium house was based on the measures of the central area of the 
design, the atrium. In this design, the architect opted for a square atrium of 42'x42' 
(proportional relations 1 : 1). Within the ideal width of the plot of 70', the division of 
space was based on rational proportions. The measure of 70' can also be expressed in 
terms of five units of 14', the module for the division of space along the width of the 
house. Within the total width, the atrium filled 3/5 part, measuring 3x14'=42'. The 
remaining 2/5 part was divided equally over the left and right side range, both then 
measuring 1/5 of the total width: 1 x 14' = 14'. The schematic division of space within 
the width of the plot was then: 14' - 42' - 14' (Fig. 1), which can also be expressed as  
1 : 3 : 1. 
2. For the division of space along the depth of the house, the architect again based his 
design on the 42'x42' module of the atrium. The depth of the front range was defined by 
extending the depth of the atrium by the measure of its diagonal:  
42'x2=60' (approximation 10/7), resulting in the following depth of the front range: 
60'-42'=18' (Fig. 2). 
3. The depth of the back range was created by extending the area of the atrium by the 
measure of half the depth: ½x42'=21' (Fig. 3). 
4. On a more detailed level of design, the atrium depth was divided into two areas, namely 
that of the closed atrium side wall followed by the opening of the ala at the back. This 
division of space is based on the same rational proportions as were used in the width of 
the house, based on a module of 14'. The total depth of the atrium of 42' can also be 
expressed as 3x14', and was subdivided into 2/3 parts for the closed atrium side wall, then 
measuring 2x14'=28', and 1/3 part for the opening to the ala, then measuring 1x14'=14'. 
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Within the total design of the atrium house of VI 13, 13, the rational as well as the 
geometric proportioning of space both played a role (Fig. 4): 
Width:  14' : 42' : 14' = 1 : 3 : 1 
Depth:  18' : 42' : 21' = x√2-x : x : ½x 
 
Dispositio 
Prior to the construction of the house on the building site, the architect had to take into 
account a number of aspects, which forced him to make considerable changes to the original 
scheme of design. As was already mentioned, the house to the right of this plot (VI 13, 16) 
invaded part of the land, on which the atrium house of VI 13, 13 was to be built. The 
conditions of the available piece of land were such that, at the front, there was enough space 
for the architect to create three rooms and the fauces. Towards the back of the house, 
however, the disadvantage of the overlap by VI 13.16 had to be integrated into the design. 
This effectively meant that the architect had no choice but to position two spaces on the 
right side of the façade (the front range of the house), one space on the left side, and the 
fauces in between. This way, by placing the fauces left of the centre of the façade and 
consequently moving the atrium in the same direction, the architect could still line up the 
axis of fauces-atrium-tablinum as much as possible. 
1. As a solution to these problems, the total design of the atrium and its side ranges was 
shifted to the left over a distance of 6'. In practice, this meant that the first cubiculum on 
the right side of the atrium was widened from 14' to 20', thereby moving the right atrium 
wall 6' to the left. As a direct consequence of this action, the available space for the 
construction of the atrium and the side range on the left was narrowed considerably from 
a total of 56' to 50'. 
2. The next step for the architect was to decide how much space to take off the width of 
the atrium (originally 42') and the width of the left side range (originally 14') respectively. 
In the original scheme of design, the relation between these two areas within the total 
width of 56' (4 x 14') can be expressed as follows: 14' : 42' = ¼ : ¾. In the dispositio, the 
deduction of 6' from these two spaces was executed relative to their measures. The width 
of the side range was decreased by 1/3 part of 6' (=2'), while the width of the atrium was 
decreased by 2/3 parts of 6' (=4'). The altered measures of the left side range and the 
atrium were then: 
 
Left side range: 14' - 2' = 12' 
Atrium:   42' - 4' = 38' 
At the front of the atrium, the division of space was now as follows: 
12' (left side range)  + 38' (atrium) + 20' (right side range: 1st cubiculum) = 70' 
3. The reason for this dramatic change in measures becomes clear when we move towards 
the back of the atrium house. Here, the house of the neighbour on the right, VI 13, 16, 
overlaps the plot used for the construction of VI 13, 13, causing a 5' reduction in the 
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total width from 70' to 65'. This total loss of space of 5' was covered by the exceptionally 
wide right side range, which then measured 20' - 5' = 15'. 
The division of space along the width of the atrium then measured: 
12' (left side range)  + 38' (atrium) + 15' (right side range: 2nd cubiculum+ala) = 65'. 
4. The position of the impluvium was central in the atrium width: 15' - 8' - 15'. The 
tripartite division of the atrium depth was: 15' - 10' - 17'. 
 What this analysis has shown is that a standardised schematic design was skilfully 
adjusted to a rather irregular situation on the building site. By moving the whole design of 
the atrium-area to the left, the loss of space on the right side of the house could be covered 
without completely losing the general aspect of regularity and symmetry. A direct 
consequence of these changes was, however, that the ideal square shape of the atrium could 
not be preserved (Fig. 5). 
    
ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
The total dimensions of  the available ground behind the atrium house, on which the 
peristyle-garden was to be built, are 36'x62½'. The basic scheme of  design for the peristyle 
can be reconstructed as follows:  
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. In the first phase of  design, the architect of  the peristyle-garden chose to use a total 
space of  36'x60'=3x5 (Fig. 6). 
2. Within this space, a three-sided peristyle was placed, with its fourth side suggested by 
engaged columns on the back (W) wall of  the garden. The dimensions of  this peristyle 
were set at 24'x40'=3 : 5 (Fig. 7). 
3. The division of  space along the width of  the peristyle-garden (60') was accomplished by 
dividing the available space into 6 equal parts of  10', the middle four of  which were to be 
the width of  the peristyle and the outer two the depth of  the porticoes. This resulted in 
the following division of  space: 10' – 40' – 10' (Fig. 8). 
4. The depth of  the front portico equalled the space that remained in the total depth of  the 
garden after the peristyle was positioned against the back wall: 
36' – 24' = 12' (Fig. 9). This division is based purely on rational proportions, with  
12' : 24' : 36' = 1 : 2 : 3. 
5. The peristyle was designed with 4 columns on the shorter sides and 5 columns on the 
longer side. The ideal distribution of  these columns in the basic scheme of  design was 
probably: three intercolumnia of  8' each on the 24' sides, and four intercolumnia of  10' 
each on the 40' side. 
6. The total design of  the peristyle-garden was based on rational proportions (Fig. 10). 
Several proportions returned frequently within the whole of  the design, ensuring a great 
coherence between the different elements: the relation between the depth and width of  
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the peristyle and also between the total depth and width of  the garden are the same: 24' : 
40' and 36' : 60' = 3 : 5. Similarly, the relation between the depth of the peristyle and the 
total depth of the garden, and also between the width of the peristyle and the total width 
of the garden are the same: 24' : 36' and 40' : 60' = 2 : 3. 
 
Dispositio 
Several minor changes were made to the basic scheme of  design of  the peristyle- garden:  
1. The available ground at the building site, where this basic scheme was to be applied, did 
not measure 36'x60', but 36'x62½'. Within this space, the architect could have chosen to 
place the peristyle in the middle of  the length, just as he probably did in the ordinatio 
phase of  his design. In that case, the division of  space would have been as follows:  
11¼' – 40' – 11¼'. However, by looking at the ground plan of  the house as it is visible 
today, it is clear that the architect chose not to place the peristyle in the middle of  the 
available space. Instead, it was moved about 3' to the right (N), which resulted in a 
portico of  8½' to the right (N) of  the peristyle, and a portico of  14' to the left (S) of  the 
peristyle. The reason for this decision seems to be related to the space to the left (S) of  
the tablinum. Although this room can be reached from the atrium by an opening of  4½', 
it is clearly more connected to the peristyle-garden by an opening of  10'. By enlarging the 
depth of  the portico in front of  this room to 14', the portico became an extension of  the 
room. These two features in the SE corner of  the peristyle-garden can probably be 
identified as an oecus with a veranda. 
2. The columns on the left (S) side of  the peristyle were positioned in such a way that their 
intercolumnia increased from front to back: 7½' - 8' – 8½'. These dynamics were the 
result of  a deliberate choice by the architect to compensate for the effect of  perspective 
decrease for those seated in the oecus and looking out onto the garden. The 
intercolumnia on the right (N) side of  the peristyle can not be reconstructed, as this side 
was destroyed, when a wall was built on that spot to create a kitchen in the NW corner 
of  the peristyle. The intercolumnia on the front (E) side (40') of  the peristyle measure, 
from left to right: 12' – 9½' – 9½' – 9'. By enlarging the width of  the intercolumnium in 
the SW corner to 12', a greater view was offered from the oecus into the peristyle-garden. 
On the back (W) wall of  the garden, the fourth side of  the peristyle was suggested by 
engaged columns. Only two of  these, in the SW corner, can be seen today, which makes 
a reconstruction of  the division of  intercolumnia impossible on this side. 
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Measures atrium house VI 13, 13. Foot measure: 27.60 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in cm Distance in Oscan feet Intended 
measures in the 
executed design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
            
FAÇADE           
SE corner - NE corner 1907,00   27,60 69,09   69,00 70,00 
SE corner - fauces 724,00   27,60 26,23   26,00 26,00 
width fauces 205,00   27,60 7,43   8,00 8,00 
fauces - NE corner 978,00   27,60 35,43   35,00 36,00 
opening 14 281,00   27,60 10,18       
opening 15 285,00   27,60 10,33       
            
FAUCES           
Depth until threshold 162,00   27,60 5,87       
Depth 472,00   27,60 17,10   17,00 18,00 
Width e/w 205,00 219,00 27,60 7,43 7,93 8,00 8,00 
            
ATRIUM           
depth n/s 1162,00 1161,00 27,60 42,10 42,07 42,00 42,00 
width e/w 1038,00 1036,00 27,60 37,61 37,54 38,00 42,00 
back wall 1692,00   27,60 61,30   61,50 70,00 
Front (E) wall           
NE corner - fauces 407,00   27,60 14,75   15,00 17,00 
width fauces 219,00   27,60 7,93   8,00 8,00 
fauces - SE corner 412,00   27,60 14,93   15,00 17,00 
Back (W) wall           
NW corner - tablinum 639,00   27,60 23,15   23,00 26,00 
width tablinum 481,00   27,60 17,43   17,50 18,00 
tablinum - SW corner 572,00   27,60 20,72   21,00 26,00 
Left (S) wall           
left (E) post first cubiculum 169,00   27,60 6,12       
opening first cubiculum 118,00   27,60 4,28       
right (W) post first cubiculum = 189,00   27,60 6,85       
left (E) post second cubiculum           
opening second cubiculum 119,00   27,60 4,31       
right (W) post second cubiculum 182,00   27,60 6,59       
length wall until opening ala 777,00   27,60 28,15   28,00 28,00 
width ala 384,00   27,60 13,91   14,00 14,00 
Right (N) wall           
right (E) post first cubiculum 175,00   27,60 6,34       
opening first cubiculum 117,00   27,60 4,24       
left (W) post first cubiculum = 183,00   27,60 6,63       
right (E) post second cubiculum           
opening second cubiculum 118,00   27,60 4,28       
left (W) post second cubiculum 257,00   27,60 9,31       
length wall until opening ala 850,00   27,60 30,80   later alteration 28,00 
width ala 238,00   27,60 8,62   14,00 
left (W) post ala 74,00   27,60 2,68       
Cubicula left (S)           
depth e/w 275,00 290,00 27,60 9,96 10,51 10,00 14,00 
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Cubicula right (N)         
depth e/w 548,00 366,00 27,60 19,86 13,26 20,00 14,00 
Ala left (S)         
depth  290,00   27,60 10,51   10,50 14,00 
width  384,00   27,60 13,91   14,00 14,00 
Ala right (N)         
depth 366,00   27,60 13,26   13,00 14,00 
width 238,00   27,60 8,62   later alteration 14,00 
Impluvium         
depth 275,00   27,60 9,96   10,00 10,00 
width 220,00   27,60 7,97   8,00 8,00 
front (E) wall - impluvium 415,00   27,60 15,04   15,00 16,00 
impluvium - back (W) wall 471,50   27,60 17,08   17,00 16,00 
left (S) wall - impluvium 406,00   27,60 14,71   15,00 17,00 
impluvium - right (N) wall 418,00   27,60 15,14   15,00 17,00 
Tablinum         
depth n/s 589,00 579,00 27,60 21,34 20,98 21,00 21,00 
width e/w 481,00 479,00 27,60   17,43 17,36 17,50 18,00 
 
Measures peristyle-garden VI 13, 13. Foot measure: 27.64 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN Distance in cm Foot measure 
in cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio) 
           
depth n/s 990,00 996,00 27,64  35,82 36,03 36,00 36,00 
width e/w 1725,00 1730,00 27,64  62,41 62,59 62,50 60,00 
Front (E) wall            
width corridor 120,00 27,64  4,34       
right (N) post N oecus 156,00 27,64  5,64       
opening N oecus 263,00 27,64  9,52       
right (N) post tablinum 150,00 27,64  5,43       
opening tablinum 479,00 27,64  17,33       
left (S) post tablinum 177,00 27,64  6,40       
opening S oecus 271,00 27,64  9,80       
left (S) post S oecus 134,00 27,64  4,85       
Back (W) wall            
NW corner - opening 18 259,00 27,64  9,37       
width opening 18 137,00 27,64  4,96       
opening 18 - SW corner 1334,00 27,64  48,26       
Left (S) wall            
SE corner - SW corner 996,00 27,64  36,03   36,00 36,00 
Right (N) wall            
NE corner - NW corner 990,00 27,64  35,82   36,00 36,00 
Peristyle            
depth s   667,00 27,64  24,13 24,00 24,00 
width e 1101,00 27,64  39,83   40,00 40,00 
Front (E) portico            
depth n/s 322,00 338,50 27,64  11,65 12,25 12,00 12,00 
Left (S) portico            
depth e/w 381,00 380,00 27,64  13,78 13,75 14,00 10,00 
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Right (N) portico            
depth e 243,00 27,64  8,79   8,50 10,00 
Intercolumnia front (E)            
SE column - second column 327,00 27,64  11,83       
second column - third column 259,00 27,64  9,37       
third column - fourth column 267,00 27,64  9,66       
fourth column - NE column 248,00 27,64  8,97       
Intercolumnia back (W)            
SW column-second column 341,00 27,64  12,34       
Intercolumnia left (S)            
SW column - third column 459,00 27,64  16,61       
third column-SE column 208,00   27,64  7,53       
 
 
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
From the analyses of  the masonry and the design of  the atrium house and peristyle-
garden of  VI 13, 13, the following general conclusions could be drawn: 
1. The analysis of  the masonry has shown that the left (S) boundary wall of  the atrium 
house and peristyle-garden were built in one phase. As these walls also form an integral 
part with the other walls of  the atrium and the back (W) wall of  the peristyle-garden, it 
can be concluded that the total piece of  land, reaching from the E until the W side of  
insula VI 13 was bought and built over in one phase. This conclusion is supported by the 
general layout of  insula VI 13, which shows that not enough space was left over behind 
the atrium house of  VI 13, 13 to construct another house, even if  there was originally 
only a narrow enclosed garden behind the atrium. 
2. Large parts of  the atrium house and peristyle-garden were rebuilt in Roman times, using 
opus incertum limestone and cruma for the walls and opus vittatum mixtum for the posts. The 
analysis of  the design confirmed that these younger elements were rebuilt in their 
original position, respecting the initial design and layout of  the house. 
3. The entire plot was part of  a single property from the beginning, including the garden-
area at the back, which may originally have serviced as an enclosed hortus of  some sort. 
The designs of  the atrium house and peristyle-garden reveal no similarities and the 
overall layout and position of  elements in the visual axis of  the property lack the 
coherence that we often encounter. In this case, no serious attempt was made to create a 
feeling of  spatial integration between the two living areas on the level of  the 
mathematical design.  
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DESCRIPTION143 
 
This atrium house with a transversal peristyle-garden at the back is situated along the 
Vico del Panettiere, a small side street of  the Via Stabiana. The excavations of  this house 
took place in 1863 and again in 1865. At the time of  the eruption, the floor of  the house was 
being redecorated, which accounts for the large quantity of  square varicoloured pieces of  
marble found by the excavators, piled in the peristyle. This house was named after its last 
owner, a certain Numerius Popidius Priscus, whose name was written in a seal, recovered in 
1863 and in two graffiti, written in the entrance. It was also nicknamed the Casa dei Marmi, 
after the pile of  pieces of  marble that was found in the peristyle-garden144. 
 
Decoration 
Remains of  a First Style decoration were only found in one room of  the atrium house, 
the cubiculum to the right (W) of  the andron. On the E, S and W walls of  this room, a 
yellow socle and purple string course were painted below a flat white upper wall. A black 
mosaic pavement decorated with white tesserae and random pieces of  crustae adorned the 
atrium floor145. 
 
Ground plan 
The Casa di N. Popidius Priscus in the situation of  AD 79 consists of  an atrium house 
with a transversal peristyle-garden behind it, and covers the total width of  the insula VII 2. 
The façade has a closed character, with only the fauces opening to the street and the two 
spaces flanking the fauces accessible only from within the house. The total width of  the plot 
varied and was larger at the façade than further towards the back, caused by a recession in 
the left (E) property wall. This is reflected on the façade by the slightly off-centre position of  
the fauces, which were in line with the central axis of  the atrium.  
  
                                                 
 
143 For a detailed description of the structures and the remaining decorations see: PPM VI, 615-658. 
144 Pesando & Guidobaldi 2006, 215. 
145 Laidlaw 1985, 246. 
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The fauces were divided into two parts by a travertine threshold, creating a vestibule 
entered from the street, followed by the fauces leading into the atrium. The relatively large 
width and upward slope of  the fauces towards the atrium made it a monumental entrance. 
The atrium is flanked on either side by three cubicula and an ala and by the tablinum at the 
back (S) with an andron to the right (W). An interesting feature of  the ground plan of  the 
Casa di N. Popidius Priscus is the large space 
behind the tablinum, which connects the 
atrium house to the peristyle-garden. This 
‘second tablinum’ may be interpreted as a 
triclinium onto the peristyle-garden in the 
layout as we see it today. As a result of  this 
‘extended’ tablinum, the andron leading into 
the peristyle-garden has become a very deep 
and narrow corridor, with a small cubiculum 
and a larger space, opening up onto the 
peristyle, to the right (W). 
A four-sided peristyle was positioned 
transversally in the garden-area, with six 
columns on each shorter side and eight 
columns on each longer side. Situated against 
the left (E) wall of  the peristyle-garden, a 
flight of  steps leads down into an 
underground lararium with two arched niches, 
decorated with paintings depicting the Lari146. 
In the NW corner of  the peristyle-garden, as 
well as behind the peristyle, we find two large 
dining or reception halls looking out onto the 
peristyle-garden. The other rooms behind the 
garden cannot be reached from within the house and are situated on a lower level than the 
Casa di N. Popidius Priscus. They were accessed from the road running behind the Casa di 
N. Popidius Priscus, the Via degli Augustali. To the right (W) of  the peristyle-garden, a small 
atrium house (VII, 2, 38) is situated, which was once connected to the peristyle of  the Casa 
di N. Popidius Priscus, but had been closed off  from it by the time of  the eruption, with the 
exception of  a window. This small house is likely to have temporarily fulfilled a certain 
function in connection with the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus and will therefore also be 
considered in the analysis of  the design. 
 
                                                 
 
146 La Rocca, De Vos & De Vos, 304; Pesando & Guidobaldi 2006, 215. 
Casa di N. Popidius Priscus: ground plan 
(drawing author)
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Construction 
Part of  the façade still contains the original building materials and, whereas other parts 
were rebuilt in Roman times. The original elements are present in the walls on either side of  
the fauces, which are constructed in opus incertum lava at the bottom, as a strong socle, with 
opus incertum limestone on top of  that. The younger repairs are those of  the corner posts at 
either end of  the façade and on the left (E) of  the fauces, constructed in opus vittatum mixtum 
tuff. 
The original walls within the fauces and the atrium were all constructed in opus incertum 
lava or limestone or a combination of  those two, with door posts of  limestone orthostates. 
The remains of  these walls and door posts can be dated to the first building phase of  the 
atrium house of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus. The impluvium basin in the centre of  the 
atrium was made in Nocera tuff. Later repairs within the atrium house were made in opus 
vittatum mixtum tuff, in opus latericium (the door posts of  the tablinum) or in opus incertum 
mixtum (limestone, lava and cruma). The opening to the ala on the left (E) side of  the atrium 
was partly blocked by the addition of  a small wall, but was originally symmetrical to the ala 
on the right (W) side of  the tablinum. At the back of  the atrium house, the right (W)side 
wall, the right (W) wall of  the andron and the left (E) wall of  the tablinum were completely 
rebuilt in opus incertum mixtum. Behind the tablinum is a large, open space (‘second tablinum’) 
that connects the atrium house to the peristyle-garden. The left (E) tablinum wall was rebuilt 
at the time when this space was constructed, as both their left (E) walls were built in one 
phase. The relation between the two spaces is harder to understand on the right (W) side, as 
the plaster is still mostly in place. Whether or not the ‘second tablinum’ was part of  the 
original atrium house or was added to it at a later date will become clear from the analysis of  
the designs of  the atrium house and the peristyle-garden. 
The construction methods and materials that were used to build the peristyle-garden can 
be dated to the same period as the repairs that were made in the atrium house. The posts in 
the peristyle-garden were built up in opus vittatum mixtum limestone and some tuff, whereas 
the wall structures were constructed in opus incertum mixtum. The columns that formed the 
central peristyle were all built up in opus latericium. These construction materials and 
techniques indicate a date for the peristyle-garden in the Roman period. 
The small atrium house VII 2, 38 situated to the southwest of  the peristyle-garden was 
temporarily connected to the peristyle-garden of  Popidius Priscus by means of  a doorway 
and a window. In the situation of  AD 79, the doorway had been closed off, but the window 
of  VII 2, 38 still looked out into the peristyle-garden of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus. 
Regarding the general layout of  insula VII 2, it is clear that the position of  the large peristyle-
garden of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus does not fit in the original planning. At some point 
in history, the owner of  the atrium house of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus seized the 
opportunity to buy a large piece of  land behind the already existing atrium house. At that 
time, the total rear façade along the Via degli Augustali (now openings 37 until 41) of  the 
Casa di N. Popidius Priscus was rebuilt in one phase, largely consisting of  opus vittatum mixtum 
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limestone and a small part of  opus incertum limestone and lava. Apparently, the piece of  land 
that was acquired by the owner of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus was cleared of  its earlier 
constructions (possibly small atrium houses such as VII, 2, 35 and 38, 45, 48 and 51 still are 
today) before the total area was rebuilt with a spacious peristyle-garden, a small atrium house 
to the SW of  it and several other spaces to the back. 
House VII 2, 38 consists of  fauces, flanked by tabernae on either side, leading into the 
atrium. This space was originally adorned with an impluvium in the middle, which is no 
longer in present. The original position can be reconstructed by a clear dip in the ground 
level with the rectangular shape of  an impluvium. The atrium was surrounded by spaces 
along the left (W) and back (N) sides and was joined to the peristyle-garden of  the Casa di N. 
Popidius Priscus on the right (E) side. A spacious room behind the atrium might be 
interpreted as a tablinum, or at least as a reception area. The irregular shape of  the ground 
plan was caused by the difference in orientation of  the left (W) wall of  VII 2, 38, which can 
be dated to an earlier period than the rest of  the house and the right (E) wall, which formed 
part of  the construction of  the peristyle-garden.  
From this analysis of  the masonry, we can discern the following phases in the building 
history of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus: 
1. The oldest parts of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus are present in the façade and the 
atrium house, with solid limestone posts connected with opus incertum lava and limestone 
walls. 
2. The peristyle-garden was added to the already existing atrium house at a later date. By 
studying the general layout of  the insula VII, 2, it has become clear that the orientation 
of  the peristyle-garden of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus does not coincide with the 
other, surrounding plots. The peristyle-garden seems to overlap what probably originally 
were small atrium houses in a row. Some of  these houses may have been demolished to 
create the necessary space. 
3. At the same time when the peristyle-garden was built, the small atrium house  
VII, 2, 38 in the SW corner was rebuilt using the same techniques and materials, apart 
from the left (W) wall of  the house, which was left in its original state and position. This 
atrium house was connected to the peristyle of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus by a 
doorway, which had already been closed off  again in AD 79. However, for a short period 
of  time, the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus consisted of  two atria and a peristyle-garden and 
could therefore be considered a double atrium house. Not in the traditional sense with 
the two atria situated next to each other at the front of  the house, but with one large 
atrium at the front of  the peristyle-garden and a smaller one at the back. 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE 
 
The analysis of the building history of the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus revealed that the 
transversal peristyle-garden was a late addition to the already existing atrium house. As a 
result of the extensive rebuilding activities, the original depth of the atrium house cannot be 
reconstructed from an analysis of the wall structures alone. A careful look at the map of 
insula VII 20 is helpful. The line that marks the transition between the ‘second tablinum’ and 
the peristyle-garden continues more or less uninterrupted to the left (W) side of the insula, 
forming the right (S) wall of house VII 20, 25. The fact that this line continues for a 
considerable distance within the insula plan may indicate that it formed part of the original 
plot division of the insula. If that is the case, it was also the original boundary marking the 
back wall of the atrium house VII 2, 20. Assuming this, the original depth of the plot would 
have measured: 3039 cm = 110'. This measure is quite common in the division of space into 
separate plots on the insula level throughout Pompeii. 
Accepting that the original depth of the plot for the construction of the atrium house 
measured 110', we can reconstruct the area of the entire plot as 60' x 110'. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. Within the total depth of the plot of 110', the depth of the atrium house was based on 
the width of the plot. A 60' x 60' module square was extended to the back by the 
measure of the diagonal: 60'x2=85' (approximation 17/12) (Fig. 1). The remaining 
space at the back of the atrium house, measuring 110'-85'=25', may have originally have 
been used as a garden-area. 
2. Within this space, the width of  the atrium was set at 36'. Upon that width, a square (36' x 
36') was described and its diagonal used to create the length of  the atrium:  
36' x 2 = 51'. Thus, the total dimensions of  the atrium were 36' x 51' = 1 x 2 
(approximation 17/12) (Fig. 2). 
3. The atrium was positioned in the centre of  the width of  the plot, with equally sized side 
ranges to the left and right. The division of  space was straightforward:  
12' - 36' - 12' and based on rational proportions: 1 : 3 : 1 (Fig. 3). 
4. The same method was used to position the atrium in the depth of  the house, with the 
atrium in the centre and two equally sized front and back ranges. This resulted in the 
following division of  space: 17' - 51' - 17', based on the same rational proportions: 1 : 3 : 
1 (Fig. 4). 
5. The impluvium was placed centrally within the atrium, resulting in a tripartite division of  
the width of  the atrium of: 12' – 12' – 12', and of  the depth: 17' – 17' – 17'. The sides of  
the impluvium basin were related as 12' : 17' = 1 : 2. 
6. The dimensions of  the general outlines and of  the central space of  the atrium in the 
basic scheme of  design (Fig. 5) were based on the arithmetic approximation of  a 
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geometric figure (1 : 2 is approximated by 12 : 17). The tripartite division of  space in 
the width and depth of  the plot, however, was based completely on rational proportions 
(1 : 3 : 1). The proportional relation between the width of  the atrium and the total width 
of  the house is equal to that between the depth of  the atrium and the total depth of  the 
house, namely 3 : 5 (36' : 60' and 51' : 85'). 
 
Dispositio 
Some changes were made to this original schematic design, dictated either by the 
situation of the building site, or by deliberate choice. 
1. The width of the plot in Insula VII 20 that was used for the construction of the atrium 
house measured a total of 64' along the façade. However, the left (E) wall recedes 
somewhat from the point where the atrium starts, resulting in a decrease in width. The 
actual width within the side walls of the house, that was available for the construction of 
the atrium and two side ranges, measures 58½', which is 1½' narrower than the ideal 
width of the schematic design (60'). As a consequence, the ideal width of the atrium (36') 
was reduced by 1½' to an actual width of 34½', while the depth of the side ranges on 
either side remained the original 12'. The division of space along the width of the house 
was now: 12' - 34½' - 12'. 
2. Within the dynamics along the depth of the house, the architect introduced some 
deliberate changes to the perfectly symmetrical scheme of the original design. These 
changes can only be understood and interpreted correctly if we consider them as part of 
one of the most important aspects of the house in terms of its image towards those 
entering it through the fauces: the visual axis. By restructuring the ideal dynamics of 17' 
(front range) - 51' (atrium) - 17' (back range), as well as the more detailed tripartite 
division of space along the depth of the atrium by the position of the impluvium basin, 
the architect introduced a clear rhythm across the fauces, atrium and tablinum. The 
changes made by the architect are the following: the depth of the front range was 
increased by 1½' from the ideal 17' to 18½'. Furthermore, the depth of the back range 
was also increased, from 17' to 17½'. The total increase in depth of the atrium house 
then measured 2', from the ideal 85' to 87'. Secondly, the impluvium basin was positioned 
off-centre within the depth of the atrium, resulting in the following tripartite division: 
17½' (open space in front) - 15' (impluvium basin) – 18½ (open space at the back). 
 If we now place all the dynamics along the depth of the house in a sequence, in the 
same way that they are experienced visually by anyone entering the house through the 
fauces and looking towards the back of the tablinum, the following picture emerges: 
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  Tablinum:  17½' 
        36' 
  Open space: 18½'   51' 
 
  Impluvium: 15'      51' 
 
  Open space: 17½'    51' 
        36' 
  Fauces:   18½' 
 
 
 
 It is immediately apparent that the dimensions created by choosing these particular 
measures for the different elements along the line of sight, reflect the ideal measures that lay 
at the base of the atrium in the original design: 36'x51', two measures related as  
1 : 2. By letting go of the mathematically perfect scheme of the original design, the architect 
created a visually more dynamic picture, skilfully exploiting the proportional relations of the 
original design147. 
    
ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
 
The peristyle-garden of the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus was placed transversally behind 
the atrium house on a rectangular piece of land. A four-sided peristyle was placed in the 
middle of the garden, with six columns on each shorter side and eight columns on each 
longer side. The left (E) wall of the peristyle-garden continues in a straight line from the 
atrium house for only a limited distance, after which it changes direction, narrowing the 
space of the peristyle-garden towards the back (S). The ideal rectangular space, within which 
the peristyle was to be placed, was created by building a small free-standing wall and several 
arches in front of the left (E) wall of the peristyle-garden, in order to ensure a straight line. In 
the right bottom corner (SW) and at the back (S) of the peristyle-garden, two large dining or 
reception halls were placed overlooking the peristyle. The large room behind the tablinum 
was connected in function to the peristyle-garden, as will become clear in the analysis of the 
design. The space to the left (E) of this room and the space to the right (W) of the andron 
also overlook the peristyle-garden. The total measurements of the plot are: 61' in depth; 87½' 
in width at the front (N) of  the garden and 79½' at the back (S) of  the garden. By placing 
                                                 
 
147 Cfr. Vitruvius’ description of the architect’s skill to adjust the mathematical scheme to fit he actual situation 
through detractiones aut adiectiones (De architectura VI, 2). 
Visual axis 
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the free-standing wall and arches against the left (E) wall of  the peristyle-garden, the regular 
space which fitted the design measured 61'x81'. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The ideal measurements of  the total original design were set by the architect at  
60'x80' = 3 : 4 (Fig. 6). 
2. A four-sided peristyle was placed in the centre of  this available space, measuring  
40'x60' = 2 : 3. The shorter sides of  this peristyle counted six columns, the longer sides 
eight columns. 
3. By placing the peristyle centrally within the peristyle-garden, the porticoes on each side 
were all of  an equal depth, namely 10'. Thus, the division of  space within the peristyle-
garden in the original design was as follows:  
depth: 10' – 40' – 10' and width: 10' – 60' – 10' (Fig. 7). The ideal intercolumnia on the 
shorter sides of  the peristyle would be a symmetrical distribution of  space, as no 
reception or dining halls – requiring an increased intercolumnium for better views-  were 
placed along the shorter sides of  the peristyle-garden. The ideal placement of  the six 
columns on the shorter sides of  the peristyle would then be five intercolumnia of  8' 
each. The reconstruction of  the intercolumnia on the longer sides of  the peristyle is 
much more difficult, as one column could not be found along the front (N) of  the 
peristyle and seven out of  the eight columns could not be recovered along the back (S) 
of  the peristyle, due to excessive plant growth. It is therefore impossible to reconstruct 
the positioning of  the columns at the back (S) of  the peristyle with the available 
information. The only comment that can be made with some certainty is that the 
intercolumnium in front of  the large reception or dining hall at the back (S) of  the 
garden was probably larger than the other intercolumnia in order to create a better view. 
As most of  the columns at the front (N) of  the peristyle could be recovered after a 
considerable struggle with some poison ivy, the ideal placement of  the columns here can 
be reconstructed as follows: from left (E) to right (W):  
7½' – 10' – 7' – 7½' – 10' – 9' – 9'. The larger intercolumnia were all situated in front of  
or in the line of  sight of  a reception or dining hall placed onto the peristyle-garden. 
4. Both the triclinium and the reception or dining hall at the back (S) of  the peristyle-
garden were given a depth of  24' (Fig. 8). 
 
Dispositio 
Several changes were made to the basic scheme of  design, some of  which can be 
explained by the small difference between the ideal measurements of  the design and those of  
the real building ground, while others were made by the architect in order to manipulate the 
visitor’s image of  the peristyle-garden: 
1. The width of  the peristyle-garden that was created between the right (W) wall and the 
free-standing wall and arches against the left (E) wall was not the ideal 80' of  the basic 
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scheme of  design, but 81'. The extra 1' of  space was added to the width of  the peristyle, 
which now became 61' instead of  60'. The porticoes on the right (W) and left (E) side of  
the peristyle remained 10' deep each. 
2. The total depth of  the peristyle-garden measured 61, also 1' more than the depth of  the 
ideal design. The architect rearranged the dynamics of  the space completely: the portico 
in front of  (N) the peristyle was increased by 4' to a total depth of  14', thus becoming 
more of  a hall, extending the space of  the ‘second tablinum’ into the peristyle-garden. 
The depth of  the peristyle itself  was reduced from 40' to 38', while the portico behind 
(S) the peristyle was reduced from 10' to a depth of  9'. The reason for this rather drastic 
change in dimensions may not immediately become clear, but was made by the architect 
with a definite idea in mind. By changing the position of  the different elements along the 
depth of  the peristyle-garden, the architect introduced a symmetrical rhythm to the 
space, which would lead a visitor's view to certain points within that space. When 
standing on the threshold between the tablinum of  the atrium house and the triclinium 
onto the peristyle-garden, the first obstacle in the line of  sight was formed by the front 
(N) of  the peristyle. The distance travelled by the eye until it reached this point was 38' 
(24' + 14'). Looking onwards from this point towards the back of  the peristyle-garden, 
the second break in the line of  sight was the back (S) of  the peristyle. Again the distance 
between these two points was 38'. It can now be concluded that the architect 
manipulated the dynamics of  the depth of  the peristyle-garden in order to improve its 
decor. 
From this analysis it has become clear that the design of  the peristyle-garden of  the Casa 
di N. Popidius Priscus was not based on any geometric figures or models. Rather, a very 
straightforward design was made, based on two single proportions that return in the whole 
of  the design. These proportions are 3 : 4, found in the relation between the total width and 
depth of  the design (60' : 80'), in the relation between the length of  the peristyle and the 
total length of  the peristyle-garden (60' : 80') and in the relation between the amount of  
columns along the shorter and longer sides of  the peristyle  
(6 : 8); and the proportion of  2 : 3, found in the relation between the sides of  the peristyle 
(40' : 60') and in the relation between the width of  the peristyle and the total width of  the 
peristyle-garden (40' : 60'). 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF VII 2, 38 
 
This small atrium house situated west of  the peristyle-garden of  the Casa di N. Popidius 
Priscus was once an integral part of  its large neighbour and will therefore be considered in 
this analysis. As was discussed in the analysis of  the building history, the peristyle-garden of  
Popidius Priscus and the small atrium house VII, 2, 38 can be dated to the same building 
phase. The only older parts that can be recognised within the small atrium house are within 
its left (W) wall, which probably belonged to an earlier atrium house that was demolished 
when the peristyle-garden of  Popidius Priscus was built. The piece of  land that was left over 
for the architect to build the new small atrium house on was irregular due to the different 
orientation of  the peristyle-garden and the already existing left (W) wall of  the small atrium 
house. The total depth of  the left over plot of  land was 66', while the total width varied from 
50 ½' along the street to 31' within the house. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The ideal measurements of  the total design within the atrium house were set at  
30'x65' (Fig. 9). 
2. The width of  the house was divided into two parts, one for the atrium and the other for 
a side range to the left (W). This division was based on a 1 : 2 rational proportion, 
resulting in a 10' side range and a 20' atrium (Fig. 10). 
3. The total depth of  the house was divided into three strips, reserved for the fauces, the 
atrium and the tablinum at the back. The depth of  the fauces was chosen to be the same 
value as the width of  the atrium, 20'. The depth of  the atrium was given the same 
measurement as the total width of  the design, 30'. The last room at the back of  the 
atrium house, the tablinum, was half  the depth of  the atrium, 15'. The proportional 
division of  space along the depth of  the house is: 2 : 3 : 1½ (Fig. 11). 
4. The space of  the atrium 20' x 30' was divided into three parts along its width and depth 
by the central placement of  an impluvium. This division along the width was as follows: 
7½' (space to the left) – 5' (width impluvium) – 7½' (space to the right), while the 
division along the depth was: 12' (space in front) – 6' (depth impluvium) – 12' (space at 
the back). 
 
Dispositio 
Several changes were made to the architect’s basic scheme of  design, largely due to the 
fact that the building ground was very irregular compared to the rigid and regular basic 
scheme of  design. 
1. The depth of  the fauces was reduced by 1' to 19', which resulted in the depth of  the 
atrium being increased by 1' to 31'. The reason for this alteration could be the fact that 
the total width of  the house was 31' rather than the ideal 30' of  the architect’s design. In 
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order to maintain the square of  30' x 30' that was present in the middle of  the atrium 
house in the ordinatio, the depth of  the atrium in the actual building was adjusted to the 
width of  the atrium house. The new square that had now been created was 31' x 31'. 
2. The depth of  the tablinum was also increased by 1' to a total depth of  16'. The reason of  
this change was purely practical. The total depth of  the plot of  land was 66' instead of  
the 65' of  the original design. As the total depth of  the fauces and atrium together (50') 
had not been changed, the depth of  the tablinum was automatically increased to 16'. 
3. As was described above under point 1, the total width of  the atrium house was 31' 
instead of  the ideal 30'. This 1' difference was divided equally along the atrium and the 
cubicula to the left (W) of  the atrium. The width of  the cubicula was increased from 10' 
to 10½', while the average width of  the atrium was increased from 20' to 20½'. The 
width of  the atrium was not a constant factor, as the overlapping wall of  the peristyle-
garden of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus cut into the atrium of   
VII, 2, 38 at an angle. The width at the front (S) of  the atrium was 22', while the width at 
the back (N) was only 19'. 
4. The impluvium was still placed in the centre of  the atrium of  20½' x 31'. The difference 
in space was resolved by adding ½' to the width of  the impluvium and  
1' to the depth of  the impluvium, resulting in the following division of  space along the 
width: 7½' – 5½' – 7½' and along the depth: 12' – 7' – 12'. 
From this analysis it can be concluded that the design of  VII 2, 38, which was built next 
to the peristyle-garden of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus on the plot of  land that had 
probably been bought and cleared by the owner of  that house, was the result of  a division of  
space based on rational proportions. 
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Measures atrium house Casa di N. Popidius Priscus (VII 2, 20). Foot measure: 27,59 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in cm Distance in Oscan feet Intended 
measures in 
the executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
            
FAÇADE           
NW corner - NE corner 1761,00 27,59   63,83   64,00 64,00 
NW corner - fauces 730,00 27,59   26,46   26,50 26,50 
width fauces 246,00 27,59   8,92   9,00 9,00 
fauces - NE corner 785,00 27,59   28,45   28,50 28,50 
            
FAUCES           
average depth (middle) 505,00 27,59   18,30   18,50 17,00 
width n/s 246,00 249,00 27,59   8,92 9,03 9,00 9,00 
            
ATRIUM           
Depth e/w 1395,00 1386,00 27,59   50,56 50,24 51,00 51,00 
average depth 1384,00 27,59   50,16       
width n/s 957,00 956,00 27,59   34,69 34,65 34,50 36,00 
Back wall 1610,00 27,59   58,35       
Front (N) wall           
NW corner - opening  167,00 27,59   6,05       
opening 125,00 27,59   4,53       
right (W) post fauces 59,00 27,59   2,14       
NW corner - fauces 351,00 27,59   12,72   12,75 13,50 
width fauces 249,00 27,59   9,03   9,00 9,00 
fauces - NE corner 357,00 27,59   12,94   12,75 13,50 
left (E) post fauces 59,00 27,59   2,14       
opening 127,00 27,59   4,60       
opening - NE corner 171,00 27,59   6,20       
Back (S) wall           
SW corner - opening andron 385,00 27,59   13,95       
opening andron 129,00 27,59   4,68       
right (W) post tablinum 48,00 27,59   1,74       
SW corner - tablinum 562,00 27,59   20,37   20,50 21,50 
width tablinum 484,00 27,59   17,54   17,50 17,00 
tablinum - SE corner 564,00 27,59   20,44   20,50 21,50 
left (E) post tablinum 49,00 27,59   1,78       
opening 130,00 27,59   4,71       
opening - SE corner 385,00 27,59   13,95       
Left (E) wall           
left (N) post first cubiculum 187,00 27,59   6,78       
opening first cubiculum 125,00 27,59   4,53       
right (S) post first cubiculum= 148,00 27,59   5,36       
left (N) post second cubiculum           
opening second cubiculum 126,00 27,59   4,57       
right (S) post second cubiculum= 144,00 27,59   5,22       
left (N) post third cubiculum           
opening third cubiculum 129,00 27,59   4,68       
right (S) post third cubiculum 150,00 27,59   5,44       
length wall until opening ala 1009,00 27,59   36,57   37,00 36,00 
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opening ala 191,00 27,59   6,92   late alteration 14,00 
right (S) post ala 195,00 27,59   7,07       
Right (W) wall           
opening 63,00 27,59   2,28     
right (N) post first cubiculum 115,00 27,59   4,17     
opening first cubiculum 126,00 27,59   4,57     
left (S) post first cubiculum= 149,00 27,59   5,40     
right (N) post second cubiculum         
opening second cubiculum 124,00 27,59   4,49     
left (S) post second cubiculum= 150,00 27,59   5,44     
right (N) post third cubiculum         
opening third cubiculum 123,00 27,59   4,46     
left (S) post third cubiculum ? 27,59       
length wall until opening ala 1000,00 27,59   36,25   37,00 36,00 
opening ala 386,00 27,59   13,99   14,00 14,00 
Cubicula left (E)         
depth n/s 332,00 330,00 27,59   12,03 11,96 12,00 12,00 
Cubicula right (W)         
depth n/s 323,00 327,00 27,59   11,71 11,85 12,00 12,00 
Ala left (E)         
depth n/s 330,00 320,00 27,59   11,96 11,60 12,00 12,00 
width e/w 381,00 386,00 27,59   13,81 13,99 14,00 15,00 
Ala right (W)         
depth n/s 327,00 334,00 27,59   11,85 12,11 12,00 12,00 
width w 387,00 27,59   14,03 14,00 15,00 
Impluvium         
Depth e/w 405,00 400,00 27,59   14,68 14,50 15,00 17,00 
width n/s 330,00 322,00 27,59   11,96 11,67 12,00 12,00 
front (N) wall - impluvium e/w 465,00 475,00 27,59   16,85 17,22 17,50 17,00 
impluvium - back (S) wall e/w 518,00 516,00 27,59   18,77 18,70 18,50 17,00 
left (E) wall - impluvium n/s 310,00 312,00 27,59   11,24 11,31 11,25 12,00 
impluvium - right (W) wall n/s 312,00 307,00 27,59   11,31 11,13 11,25 12,00 
Tablinum         
Depth e/w 448,00 443,00 27,59   16,24 16,06   
average depth 489,00 27,59   17,72   17,50 17,00 
width n/s 484,00 486,00 27,59   17,54 17,62 17,50 17,00 
 
 
Measure peristyle-garden Casa di N. Popidius Priscus (VII 2, 20). Foot measure: 27.58 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN Distance in cm Foot 
measure 
in cm 
Distance in Oscan 
feet 
Intended 
measures in 
the executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio) 
           
depth e/w 1686,00 1691,00 27,58  61,13 61,31 61,00 60,00 
width n/s 2410,00 2186,00 27,58  87,38 79,26 87,50/79,50 80,00 
TRICLINIUM        
depth e/w 662,00 670,00 27,58  24,00 24,29 24,00 24,00 
width n/s 526,00 526,00 27,58  19,07 19,07 19,00 20,00 
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Front (N) wall        
NW corner - opening W oecus 803,00 27,58  29,12       
opening W oecus 235,00 27,58  8,52       
right (W) post andron 112,00 27,58  4,06       
opening andron 128,00 27,58  4,64       
left (E) post andron= 203,00 27,58  7,36       
right (W) post triclinium        
opening triclinium 241,00 27,58  8,74       
left (E) post triclinium= 248,00 27,58  8,99       
right (E) post E oecus        
opening E oecus 282,00 27,58  10,22       
opening E oecus - NE corner 158,00 27,58  5,73       
Back (S) wall        
SW corner - opening oecus 961,00 27,58  34,84       
opening oecus 297,00 27,58  10,77       
opening oecus - SE corner 928,00 27,58  33,65       
Left (E) wall        
NE corner - SE corner 1686,00 27,58  61,13   61,00 60,00 
Right (W) wall        
NW corner - opening oecus 88,00 27,58  3,19       
opening oecus 236,00 27,58  8,56       
opening oecus - SW corner 1367,00 27,58  49,56       
Peristyle        
depth e/w ca. 1040 1038,00 27,58  ca. 37,71 37,64 38,00 40,00 
width n/s 1684,00 ca. 1685 27,58  61,06 ca. 61,10 61,00 60,00 
Front (N) portico        
depth e/w 383,00 384,00 27,58  13,89 13,92 14,00 10,00 
Back (S) portico 27,58        
depth e/w ca. 263 ca. 269 27,58  ca. 9,54 ca. 9,75 10,00 10,00 
Left (E) portico        
depth n/s 296,00 266,00 27,58  10,73 9,64 10,00 10,00 
Right (W) portico 27,58        
depth n/s 259,00 268,50 27,58  9,39 9,74 9,00 10,00 
Intercolumnia front (N)        
NW column-second column 244,00 27,58  8,85       
second column-third column 264,00 27,58  9,57       
third column-fourth column 290,00 27,58  10,51       
fourth column-fifth column 207,00 27,58  7,51       
fifth column-sixth column 200,00 27,58  7,25       
sixth column-eighth (NE) column 479,00 27,58  17,37       
Intercolumnia left (E)        
NE column-second column 216,00 27,58  7,83       
second column-third column 206,00 27,58  7,47       
third column-fourth column 207,00 27,58  7,51       
fourth column-fifth column 207,00 27,58  7,51       
Intercolumnia right (W)        
NW column-second column 212,00 27,58  7,69       
second column-third column 205,00 27,58  7,43       
third column-fourth column 207,00 27,58  7,51       
fourth column-sixth (SW) column 414,00   27,58  15,01       
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Measures atrium house VII 2, 38. Foot measure: 27.51 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in cm Distance in Oscan feet Intended 
measures 
in the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
            
FAÇADE           
SE corner - SW corner 1394,00 27,51   50,67   50,50 50,00 
SE corner - fauces 721,00 27,51   26,21   26,00 26,00 
opening fauces 167,00 27,51   6,07   6,00 6,00 
fauces - SW corner 506,00 27,51   18,39   18,50 18,00 
opening 37 319,00 27,51   11,60       
opening 39 453,00 27,51   16,47       
          
FAUCES         
depth e/w 524,50 517,50 27,51   19,07 18,81 19,00 20,00 
width n/s         
          
ATRIUM         
depth e/w 862,00 847,00 27,51   31,33 30,79 31,00 30,00 
width n/s 519,00 602,50 27,51   18,87 21,90 20,50 20,00 
Back wall         
Front (S) wall         
SE corner - fauces 238,50 27,51   8,67       
opening fauces 166,50 27,51   6,05       
left (W) post fauces 41,50 27,51   1,51       
opening W taberna 87,00 27,51   3,16       
opening W taberna - SW corner 70,00 27,51   2,54       
Back (N) wall         
NE corner - opening tablinum 111,00 27,51   4,03       
opening tablinum 141,50 27,51   5,14       
left (W) post tablinum 171,00 27,51   6,22       
opening to back room 95,50 27,51   3,47       
Left (W) wall         
left (S) post first cubiculum 142,00 27,51   5,16       
opening first cubiculum 96,00 27,51   3,49       
right (E) post first cubiculum= ca. 342 27,51   12,43       
left (W) post second cubiculum         
opening second cubiculum ca. 87 27,51   3,16       
right (E) post second cubiculum= 93,50 27,51   3,40       
left (W) post third cubiculum         
opening third cubiculum 86,50 27,51   3,14       
right (E) post third cubiculum 217,50 27,51   7,91       
Right (E) wall         
SE corner - NE corner 862,00 27,51   31,33       
Cubicula left (W)         
depth n/s 294,00 292,00 27,51   10,69 10,61 10,50 10,00 
Back room left (W)         
depth w 220,00 27,51   8,00     
width n 387,00 27,51   14,07       
Impluvium       
depth  ca. 203 27,51   7,38   7,00 6,00 
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width  ca. 152 27,51   5,53   5,50 5,00 
front (S) wall - impluvium ca. 327 27,51   11,88   12,00 12,00 
impluvium - back (N) wall ca. 327 27,51   11,88   12,00 12,00 
left (W) wall - impluvium ca. 200 27,51   7,27   7,50 7,00 
impluvium - right (E) wall ca. 200 27,51   7,27     
Tablinum       
depth e/w 396,50 395,00 27,51   14,41 14,36 14,50 15,00 
width n/s 343,50 377,00 27,51   12,49 13,70     
 
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
From the analyses of  the masonry and design of  the atrium house and peristyle-garden 
of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus and VII 2, 38, the following conclusions could be drawn: 
1. Originally, the atrium house may have had a small enclosed garden at the back. The 
analysis of  the building history and the metrological analysis both confirm that the large 
transversal peristyle-garden was added to the atrium house at a later date. The large space 
behind the tablinum of  the atrium house was also added in this period, connecting the 
atrium house to the new peristyle-garden. When the peristyle-garden was constructed, 
several repairs were made to the atrium house, using the same building techniques and 
materials. 
2. At the same time when the peristyle-garden was constructed, the total plot of  land at the 
back, from opening 37 until 41 along the Via degli Augustali, was purchased by the 
owner of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus and was rebuilt after having been cleared of  
earlier constructions. It is likely that this part of  the insula was originally built over with 
small atrium houses. One of  these houses, VII 2, 38, was rebuilt next to the peristyle-
garden of  the Casa di N. Popidius Priscus and connected to it, using the same building 
materials and techniques. 
3. The design of  the atrium house was partly based on the arithmetic approximation of  a 
geometric figure (total design and atrium), while the internal divisions of  the width and 
depth of  the atrium house were based on purely rational proportions. The design of  the 
peristyle-garden was based solely on rational proportions 
4. The design of  the small atrium house VII 2, 38 is based on several rational proportions, 
the same method that was applied in the peristyle-garden of  the Casa di N. Popidius 
Priscus. The module that was applied in both these designs was the same (10'). 
Combined with their similar building materials and techniques, it can be concluded that 
these two elements were part of  one building phase. For a short period of  time, the Casa 
di N. Popidius Priscus was a ‘double atrium house’, with the main atrium situated at the 
front of  the peristyle-garden and the second, smaller atrium at the back, directly 
connected to the peristyle-garden.  
5. Despite the fact that the peristyle-garden was a late addition to the atrium house, the 
architect made a great effort to structure the different architectural elements within the 
depth of  the house and garden in such a way as to create an image of  perfect 
proportions and relations between the different parts. 
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DESCRIPTION148 
 
The Casa dei Capitelli Figurati, positioned opposite the Casa del Fauno on the Via della 
Fortuna, was excavated between 1831 and 1833. The house consists of a Tuscan atrium with 
a longitudinal peristyle-garden at the back, formed by a three-sided Ionic peristyle and by a 
blind wall (W) with corresponding engaged columns, suggesting the fourth side of the 
peristyle. A service area was built in the SE 
corner of the peristyle-garden and there was a 
second storey above the left (E) side of the 
atrium. The house was given its present name 
by the excavators after two figurative capitals 
that were situated upon the pilasters on either 
side of the entrance to the house (opening 
57). The capitals are now no longer in their 
original position, but are being kept in 
Pompeii’s Antiquario (inv. 297-4 and 298-4). 
 
Decoration 
The figurative capitals of  the entrance to 
the atrium house were decorated on the street 
sides and the entrance sides and were 
originally covered in white stucco. On both 
capitals, the street side was decorated with the 
bust of  a Bacchant on the right and the bust 
of  a Menad on the left, embracing each other. 
Both entrance sides were decorated with the 
busts of  a married couple149. According to 
Zanker, the owner of  the Casa dei Capitelli 
Figurati announced, through this 
juxtaposition, his association with the 
Dionysiac, hedonistic lifestyle celebrated by 
Oriental monarchs and characteristic of  
contemporary Greek cities. The portal thus 
                                                 
 
148 For a detailed description of the structures and the remaining decorations see: PPM VII, 63-92. 
149 Staub Gierow 1994, 48. 
Casa dei Capitelli Figurati: ground plan 
(Dickmann 1999, 2e)
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proclaims his adoption of  a specific form of  Greek culture150. The dating of  these capitals 
has since long been discussed and opinions differ widely, from the end of  the fourth 
century151 to around 115 B.C152.  
Laidlaw mentions that the only preserved First Style decoration, restored in this case, is 
located on the right (W) wall of  the peristyle-garden. She further states that as the First Style 
plaster on the west wall also overlaps the brick (columns on S side), the decoration cannot be 
dated before the rebuilding of  the back (S) side of  the peristyle (probably after the 
earthquake). Almost nothing is preserved of  the colours, except possible traces of  yellow on 
two of  the rectangles in the upper zone, and of  red on the architrave above the pilasters. The 
execution is extremely careless. Except in the first and last bays, the horizontal grooves 
representing drafts of  rectangles continuing behind the engaged columns have been omitted, 
and other grooves representing joints between blocks often overlap. The thickness of  the 
panels in the upper zone is irregular, and the panel edges are broadly bevelled and not 
finished at precise right angles at the corners153. Staub Gierow notes that the decorations 
belonging to the earliest decorating phase of  the house are no longer visible, apart from the 
columns of  the front (N) and left (E) sides of  the peristyle, the engaged columns of  the 
right (W) wall and the capitals of  the peristyle. From these elements, it can be concluded that 
the house was given its first decorations at the time of  its construction in the second half  of  
the second century BC154. 
The remains of  floor decoration155 are not of  any great significance, apart from the 
mosaic in the third cubiculum to the right (W) of  the atrium with its floral motives, the 
mosaic with a rosette in the middle and poison ivy twines in the tablinum, as well as the opus 
sectile floor with a mosaic border in the right (W) ala. The other floor decorations were 
commonly used and widespread in time and place: the fauces and the second cubiculum to 
the left (E) of  the atrium were decorated by an opus signinum floor with white and black 
tesserae. The third cubiculum to the left (E) of  the atrium and the space to the left (E) of  the 
tablinum were decorated by an opus signinum floor with inserted stones of  varying colours. 
The floor of  the atrium consisted of  opus signinum with diamond shaped marble pieces, and 
the space to the right (W) of  the andron was decorated by a white mosaic with a black 
border. 
 
                                                 
 
150 Zanker 1998, 37. 
151 La Rocca, De Vos & De Vos suggest that these capitals were typical of  the Hellenism of  southern Italy and 
can be compared with a series of  similar examples dating to the Hellenistic Age (end of  the fourth century BC) 
in Magna Grecia (1994, 278). 
152 Staub Gierow 1994, 74. 
153 Laidlaw 1985, 250-53. 
154 Staub Gierow 1994, 74-75; cfr. Pesando & Guidobaldi 2006, 218-219. 
155 Staub Gierow 1994,  79. 
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Ground plan 
The general layout of the atrium house can be described as follows: the fauces, leading 
from the Via della Fortuna into the atrium, were positioned in the centre of the façade. One 
large space was created to the left (E) of the fauces and two smaller spaces to the right (W). 
None of the rooms flanking the fauces were accessible from the street, indicating that the 
Casa dei Capitelli Figurati did not have a commercial function. From the fauces, the visitor 
stepped into a Tuscan atrium with a Nocera tuff impluvium in the centre. To either side of 
the atrium, three cubicula and an ala were situated, creating a symmetrical layout of the 
house. The tablinum was positioned centrally behind the atrium and was flanked on the right 
(W) by an andron leading into the peristyle-garden and on the left (E) by a large space, also 
orientated towards the peristyle-garden. 
The large garden area behind the atrium house was used to construct a longitudinal 
peristyle-garden. Within the available space, a three-sided Ionic peristyle was placed against 
the right (W) wall of  the garden. On that wall, the fourth side of  the peristyle was suggested 
by corresponding engaged columns. The peristyle counted six columns on each side. Two 
large dining or reception rooms looked onto the peristyle-garden, one situated in the NE 
corner, next to the tablinum and one in the NW corner, next to the andron. The width of  
the peristyle-garden was enlarged in the SE corner to create space for three service rooms. 
As these spaces did not form part of  the overall scheme of  design, they will not be regarded 
in the analysis of  the design of  the peristyle-garden below. 
 
Construction 
The façade of  the Casa dei Capitelli Figurati was constructed in opus incertum lava.  The 
wall left (E) of  the fauces contains a large supportive arch constructed in blocks of  
limestone. The two posts of  the fauces were built up in opus quadratum blocks of  limestone 
and belong to the same building phase as the façade walls and the walls of  the fauces itself. 
The NE corner of  the property is marked in the wall by a limestone pillar and coincides with 
a transition in the pavement on this side of  the Via della Fortuna, consisting of  blocks of  
tuff  in front of  the Casa dei Capitelli Figurati and of  blocks of  lava after the point of  
transition. The NW corner of  the façade was built against the neighbouring house VII 4, 59, 
constructed in blocks of  tuff, which was already present156. The first part of  the entrance to 
the Casa dei Capitelli Figurati is reached by taking one step up, which follows the line of  the 
of  the façade and the N side of  the insula. A second step was placed within the fauces at a 
slight angle with the façade of  the house. By positioning the second step in this way, the 
visitor of  the Casa dei Capitelli Figurati was lead straight into the atrium house rather than at 
an awkward angle. This point was also marked in the fauces side walls by two pilasters 
constructed in limestone orthostates, in between which the front door was situated. By 
                                                 
 
156 Staub Gierow 1994, 73-74. 
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dividing the entrance to the house in this way, an open vestibule was created onto the street, 
aligned with the façade, and behind that the actual fauces leading into the atrium, aligned 
with the atrium house. 
Within the atrium, the door posts still exist at present in their original state, constructed 
in opus quadratum blocks of  limestone, stacked without mortar. The original walls of  the 
atrium were built up in opus incertum lava and limestone. The wall parts between the openings 
to the cubicula consist of  opus quadratum limestone posts with an opus incertum lava and 
limestone filling. Apart from some later repairs, the atrium house shows a very coherent and 
authentic picture. The impluvium in its centre was constructed out of  large slabs of  Nocera 
tuff. Within the peristyle-garden, the posts of  the tablinum, the andron and the right (W) 
post of  the oecus to the right (W) of  the andron were constructed in the same manner as the 
posts of  the atrium, in opus quadratum blocks of  limestone. The left (E) wall of  the atrium 
house continues without any interruption to form the left (E) wall of  the peristyle-garden, 
constructed in opus incertum lava and limestone. Part of  this wall is no longer visible today as a 
consequence of  a modern support wall that was built against it. Towards the back, several 
elements dating back to the earliest building phase of  this wall can be recognised, in the form 
of  opus quadratum limestone framework with opus incertum lava and limestone in between. The 
back (S) wall of  the peristyle-garden shows many antique and modern repairs. A small part 
of  the original wall can still be recognised in the bottom of  the SE corner, where it is built 
up in opus incertum lava and some limestone. A definite assignment of  this wall to the original 
building phase of  opus incertum lava cannot be made, although the position of  this wall 
appears to be original. The right (W) wall of  the peristyle-garden is mostly covered by a First 
Style decoration and six engaged columns. However, within the SW corner, the lower part of  
this wall can be seen and consists of  opus incertum lava with a later repair in opus incertum 
limestone. The stylobate and the columns on the front (N) and left (E) sides of  the peristyle 
were made of  Nocera tuff, the same material that was used for the impluvium in the atrium. 
The engaged columns on the right (W) wall consist of  opus incertum of  a mixture of  different 
materials. The columns on the back (S) side of  the peristyle were reconstructed in opus 
latericium. All of  the columns were adorned with Corinthian capitals with diagonally placed 
volutes and were covered in a layer of  white stucco following the fluting. 
 
 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE  
 
The plot of land that was purchased for the construction of the atrium house and 
longitudinal peristyle-garden measured a total of 60'x175'. The total depth was then divided 
into two equal areas for the design of the atrium house and peristyle-garden. The total area 
of the original design was therefore adjusted by the architect to 60'x174', in order to avoid 
working with fractions in the total measurements of the design. As a result, the architect 
created two identical areas of 60'x87', for the construction of the atrium house and peristyle-
garden. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. Within the area of 60'x87', the starting point of the design and layout of the atrium house 
was the central space of the atrium. Its dimensions were derived from a module square, 
based upon the chosen width of the atrium of 36'. The depth of the atrium was then 
created by extending the depth of the 36'x36' module square towards the back by the 
measure of its diagonal: 36'x√2=51' (Fig. 1). The two sides of the atrium are related as 36' 
: 51' = 1 : √2 (approximation 17/12). 
2. The same geometric figure was used to create the front range. Again, the length of the 
36'x36' module square was extended, this time to the front, by the measure of its 
diagonal (51'), resulting in a front range of: 51'-36'=15' (Fig. 2). 
3. The total depth of the atrium and the back range was set at two times the length of the 
module square: 2x36'=72'. The depth of back range then measured: 72'-51'=21' (Fig. 3). 
4. The division of space along the width of the plot (60') into three areas, namely the atrium 
in the middle flanked by two side ranges, was based on a rational proportional relation of 
1 : 3 : 1, which translated in 12' side ranges and a 36' atrium: 12' : 36' : 12' (Fig. 4). 
5. The internal division of the atrium into three areas both lengthwise and width wise by the 
position of the impluvium, was based on a completely symmetrical layout. The depth of 
the atrium (51') was divided into three equal measures of 17' (open space in front of the 
impluvium, the impluvium depth and the open space behind the impluvium), whereas 
the width of the atrium (36') was also divided into three equal measures of 12' (the open 
space left of the impluvium, the impluvium width and the open space right of the 
impluvium). 
6. The design of the atrium house was based on one geometric figure, creating the 
following arithmetic approximations of a series of geometric proportions: 
15' : 21': 36' : 51' : 72' = x2-x : 2x - x2 : x : x2 : 2x. 
The division of space along the width, however, was based on rational proportions of 12' 
: 36' : 12' = 1 : 3 : 1. 
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Dispositio 
1. A significant change to the original layout of the design was the reduction of the width of 
the atrium from the intended 36' to 33' at the building site. The remaining 3' were added 
to the depth of the side range to the right (W) of the atrium, while the depth of the left 
side range remained as planned. The new and actual division of space along the width of 
the house was then 12' (left side range) - 33' (atrium) - 15' (right side range). The reason 
for this change seems to be based on practical considerations concerning the situation of 
the building plot. More precisely, the orientation of the plot is not perpendicular to the 
orientation of the façade along the Via della Fortuna, posing a problem for the central 
placement of the fauces in relation to the façade as well as the atrium in relation the total 
width of the plot. Due to the irregularity of the site, it was impossible to place both 
elements in the centre of the available space. In other words, the architect needed to 
choose between either placing the atrium in the middle and consequently moving the 
fauces to a position off centre in the façade, or leaving the fauces centrally within the 
façade and consequently shifting the atrium. It is clear that the architect (possibly in 
concurrence with his client) opted for the last solution, thereby creating the image of 
symmetry for all passers-by in the street. 
2. Rather than just altering the original width of the atrium and leaving it at that, the 
architect showed great skill by making slight adjustments to the tripartite division of 
space along the depth of the atrium (by the position of the impluvium), thereby ensuring 
that the new atrium width was visually still connected to the proportional dimensions of 
the house. The original division of the 51' depth of the atrium into three equal measures 
of 17' was changed into the following sequence (from front to back): 18' - 16' - 17', 
whereby 16' is the depth of the impluvium and 18' and 17' the open space at the front 
and back. Standing on the threshold of the house and looking along its visual axis 
through the fauces and atrium, the particular dimensions described above created the 
following focal points along the visual axis (Fig. 5): 
The depth of the fauces (15') plus the open space in front of the impluvium (18'), ending 
in the first obstacle in the line of sight, the impluvium itself. The distance ‘travelled’ by 
the eye is: 15'+18'=33'. 
The next obstacle in the line of sight, the back wall of the atrium, was situated at a 
distance of 16' (depth of the impluvium) plus 17' (the open space at the back), together 
also measuring 33'. 
Thus, the new width of the atrium was complemented by the dynamics of space along 
the depth of the house. 
3. As a direct consequence of the altered width of the atrium, the tripartite division of space 
by the position of the impluvium within the width also needed to be adjusted. The 
intended width of the impluvium remained intact, and its placement was still centrally 
within the 33' width, creating the following division of space: 10½' - 12' – 10½'. 
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4. Lastly, the original depth of the tablinum (21') was increased to a total of 21½'. As was 
mentioned at the outset of this analysis, the actual depth of the plot measures 175' and 
not the 174' used by the architect. Divided into two equal areas for the atrium house and 
peristyle-garden, the actual depth of the atrium house on the building site measured 87½' 
instead of 87', whereby the extra ½' was added to the depth of the tablinum. 
    
 
ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
 
The spacious longitudinal peristyle-garden that was constructed behind the atrium house 
consisted of a three-sided colonnade placed against the west wall of the garden, on which the 
fourth side of the peristyle was imitated by the position of engaged columns, corresponding 
to the east side of the colonnade. The shorter sides of the colonnade (the front and back) 
consist of five columns and one engaged column; of the longer sides, the east side consists of 
six columns and the west side of six engaged columns. The total area of 60'x87' was used for 
the construction of this three-sided colonnade and three porticoes surrounding it. The lack 
of any reception or dining spaces within this space is extraordinary, in fact, the only spaces 
looking out onto this garden are those belonging to the atrium house, left and right of the 
tablinum. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. Within the total depth of the garden, both the portico at the front and at the back of the 
colonnade were given a 15' depth, the same measure as the depth of the front range of 
the atrium house, which can also be expressed as x√2-x. The remaining measure along 
the depth, 87'–2(15')=57', was applied to the length of the colonnade (Fig. 6). Although 
this seems rather an arbitrary division of space, the  
15' - 57' - 15' sequence does form part of the general scheme of design that was 
recognized within the atrium house: the back row of the colonnade is positioned at 72' 
(2x) from the entrance to the garden, a repetition of the depth of the atrium house and 
tablinum (51'+21'). 
The six columns that were positioned along the east side of the colonnade, as well as the 
corresponding engaged columns on the west wall, were placed with the following axial 
intervals (from north to south): 11' - 11' - 11' - 12' - 12' (Fig. 7b). Increasing the axial 
distance towards the back of the colonnade was a commonly used trick by architects in 
order to create the visual illusion of greater depth. 
2. Similar to the straightforward division of space along the width of the atrium house, 
based on the rational proportions 1 : 3 : 1, the division of the 60' width of the garden into 
the colonnade and east portico was based on a 15' module (Fig. 7a), resulting in a 
division of 15' (east portico) - 45' (colonnade width). This division of space can also be 
expressed in the following rational proportions: 15' - 45' = 1: 3. The six columns that 
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were positioned along the width of the colonnade, at the front and back, were placed at 
regular axial intervals: 9' - 9' - 9' - 9' – 9' (Fig. 7b). 
 
Dispositio 
Only several minor changes were made to the original layout of the peristyle-garden, 
mostly related to the particularities of the building plot. 
1. As was already mentioned, the total depth of the building plot, including the atrium 
house and peristyle-garden, measured 175'. The general division into two equal areas then 
resulted into two plots with a 78½' depth. Although the average depth of the garden-area 
is exactly that, the fact the orientation of the back wall of the garden is not completely 
parallel to that of the back wall of the atrium house resulted in the actual garden-area 
being of an irregular depth. Along the east side of the garden, it adds up to a total of 
88½', whereas along the west side it measures no more than 86½'. In the built-up 
situation, creating an image of symmetry was considered a priority, seeing as the only way 
in which the garden could be entered was through the atrium house. Therefore, the 
colonnade was placed in the same orientation as the back wall of the atrium house, 
resulting in a front portico of a regular depth. Its measure was slightly adjusted to better 
fit the actual situation: it was increased from the intended 15' to a total of 16'. The 
original depth of 57' of the colonnade itself remained unaltered, as did the positioning of 
the six columns. Due to the anomalous orientation of the garden back wall , the portico 
running behind the colonnade was of an irregular depth, measuring 15½' on the east and 
13½' on the west side of the garden. 
2. The same reason that applies to the adjustments within the depth of the peristyle-garden, 
is valid for the division of space along the width of the garden. Although at the front (N), 
the garden does indeed measure exactly 60', it becomes more narrow towards the back, 
ending in a 58' depth at the back (S). At the front of the colonnade, the total width of the 
garden measures 59½' and at the back of the colonnade 58½'. In order to minimize the 
reduction in depth of the east portico, the width of the colonnade was reduced by ½' to a 
measure of 44½' at the front and back. The depth of the portico then varied from 15' at 
the front to 14' at the back. 
With the reduction in width of the colonnade, the axial distances between the five 
columns and the one engaged column also needed to be adjusted. Along the front row of 
columns, the symmetrical layout of five distances of 9' was changed rather drastically into 
a series of (from east to west): 11½' – 8½' – 8½' - 8' - 8' . The reason for the exaggerated 
width of the distance between the engaged column and the second column was to create 
a better view into the garden from the oecus in the NW corner in the atrium house. The 
placement of the columns at the back of the colonnade did not need to be in accordance 
with any spaces and was therefore more regular. Only the middle axial distance was 
reduced from 9' to 8½', while the other four distances remained the 9' that was originally 
intended.  
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Coherence between the design of  the atrium house and peristyle-garden 
 The total design of the atrium house and peristyle-garden is based on one general, 
coherent and symmetrical scheme, which was further developed individually on the more 
detailed level of the atrium and peristyle (Fig. 8). The general scheme of design encloses the 
total area of 60' x 174' and divides it into four areas along the depth: 
 
   15'  (the back portico of the peristyle-garden)    or: x√2-x 
   72'  (the front portico and depth of the colonnade)  or: 2x 
   72'  (the depth of the atrium and back range)    or: 2x 
   15'  (the depth of the front range of the atrium house) or: x√2-x 
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Measures atrium house Casa dei Capitelli Figurati (VII 4, 57). Foot measure: 27.61 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in 
cm 
Distance in Oscan 
feet 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio) 
           
FAÇADE          
NW corner - NE corner 1966,00 27,61  71,21   71,00 70,00 
NW corner - fauces 844,00 27,61  30,57   30,50 30,50 
width fauces 242,00 27,61  8,76   9,00 9,00 
fauces - NE corner 880,00 27,61  31,87   31,50 30,50 
           
FAUCES          
Depth e/w 427,00 411,00 27,61  15,47 14,89 15,00 15,00 
width n/s 242,00 249,00 27,61  8,76 9,02 9,00 9,00 
           
ATRIUM          
Depth e/w 1410,00 1408,00 27,61  51,07 51,00 51,00 51,00 
width n/s 912,00 909,00 27,61  33,03 32,92 33,00 36,00 
Back wall 1634,00 27,61  59,18   59,50 60,00 
Front (N) wall          
NW corner - opening  122,00 27,61  4,42       
opening 126,00 27,61  4,56       
right (W) post fauces 81,00 27,61  2,93       
NW corner - fauces 329,00 27,61  11,92   12,00 13,50 
width fauces 249,00 27,61  9,02   9,00 9,00 
fauces - NE corner 335,00 27,61  12,13   12,00 13,50 
left (E) post fauces 77,00 27,61  2,79       
opening 132,00 27,61  4,78       
opening - NE corner 126,00 27,61  4,56       
Back (S) wall          
SW corner - opening andron 400,00 27,61  14,49       
opening andron 128,00 27,61  4,64       
right (W) post tablinum 95,00 27,61  3,44       
SW corner - tablinum 623,00 27,61  22,56   22,50 21,50 
width tablinum 462,00 27,61  16,73   17,00 17,00 
tablinum - SE corner 549,00 27,61  19,88   20,00 21,50 
left (E) post tablinum 92,00 27,61  3,33       
opening E oecus 134,00 27,61  4,85       
opening E oecus - SE corner 323,00 27,61  11,70       
Left (E) wall          
left (N) post first cubiculum 160,00 27,61  5,80       
opening first cubiculum 132,00 27,61  4,78       
right (S) post first cubiculum= 177,00 27,61  6,41       
left (N) post second cubiculum          
opening second cubiculum 137,00 27,61  4,96       
right (S) post second cubiculum= 170,00 27,61  6,16       
left (N) post third cubiculum          
opening third cubiculum 144,00 27,61  5,22       
right (S) post third cubiculum 106,00 27,61  3,84       
length wall until opening ala 1026,00 27,61  37,16   37,00 36,00 
opening ala 384,00 27,61  13,91   14,00 15,00 
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Right (W) wall          
right (N) post first cubiculum 158,00 27,61  5,72       
opening first cubiculum 134,00 27,61  4,85       
left (S) post first cubiculum= 176,00 27,61  6,37     
right (N) post second cubiculum        
opening second cubiculum 134,00 27,61  4,85     
left (S) post second cubiculum= 181,00 27,61  6,56     
right (N) post third cubiculum        
opening third cubiculum 133,00 27,61  4,82     
left (S) post third cubiculum 112,00 27,61  4,06     
length wall until opening ala 1028,00 27,61  37,23   37,00 36,00 
opening ala 381,00 27,61  13,80   14,00 15,00 
Cubicula left (E)        
depth n/s 325,00 316,00 27,61  11,77 11,45 12,00 12,00 
Cubicula right (W)        
depth n/s 395,00 406,00 27,61  14,31 14,70 15,00 12,00 
Ala left (E)        
depth n/s 316,00 323,00 27,61  11,45 11,70 12,00 12,00 
width e/w 386,00 384,00 27,61  13,98 13,91 14,00 15,00 
Ala right (W)        
depth n/s 406,00 400,00 27,61  14,70 14,49 15,00 12,00 
width e/w 381,00 379,00 27,61  13,80 13,73 14,00 15,00 
Impluvium        
Depth e/w 440,00 440,00 27,61  15,94 15,94 16,00 17,00 
width n/s 332,00 339,00 27,61  12,02 12,28 12,00 12,00 
front (N) wall - impluvium e/w 491,00 490,00 27,61  17,78 17,75 18,00 17,00 
impluvium - back (S) wall 474,00 27,61  17,17   17,00 17,00 
left (E) wall - impluvium 288,00 27,61  10,43   10,50 12,00 
impluvium - right (W) wall 283,00 27,61  10,25   10,50 12,00 
Tablinum        
Depth e/w 592,00 592,00 27,61  21,44 21,44 21,50 21,00 
width n/s 462,00 395,00 27,61  16,73 14,31 17,00 17,00 
 
 
Measures peristyle-garden Casa dei Capitelli Figurati (VII 4, 57). Foot measure: 27.56 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN Distance in cm Foot 
measure in 
cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures in 
the executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
           
depth e/w 2437,00 2390,00 27,56  88,43 86,72 88,50/86,50 87,00 
width n/s 1651,00 1605,00 27,56  59,91 58,24 60,00/58,00 60,00 
Front (N) wall              
NW corner - opening W oecus 33,00   27,56  1,20       
opening W oecus 291,00   27,56  10,56       
right (W) post andron 107,00   27,56  3,88       
opening andron 123,00   27,56  4,46       
right (W) post tablinum 114,00   27,56  4,14       
opening tablinum 395,00   27,56  14,33       
left (E) post tablinum 119,00   27,56  4,32       
opening E oecus 469,00   27,56  17,02       
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Back (S) wall              
SW corner - SE corner 1605,00   27,56  58,24   58,00 60,00 
Left (E) wall              
NE corner - SE corner 2458,00   27,56  89,19   89,00 87,00 
Right (W) wall              
NW corner - SW corner 2390,00   27,56  86,72   86,00 87,00 
Peristyle              
depth e/w 1564,00 1564,00 27,56  56,75 56,75 57,00 57,00 
width n/s 1222,00 1228,00 27,56  44,34 44,56 44,50 45,00 
Front (N) portico              
depth e/w 443,00 449,00 27,56  16,07 16,29 16,00 15,00 
Back (S) portico              
depth e/w 430,00 377,00 27,56  15,60 13,68 15,50/13,50 15,00 
Left (E) portico              
depth n/s 414,00 377,00 27,56  15,02 13,68 15,00/14,00 15,00 
Intercolumnia front (N)              
engaged column - first column 315,00   27,56  11,43       
first column - second column 223,00   27,56  8,09       
second column - third column 222,00   27,56  8,06       
third column - fourth column 232,00   27,56  8,42       
fourth column - NE column 230,00   27,56  8,35       
Intercolumnia back (S)              
engaged column - first column 250,00   27,56  9,07       
first column - second column 247,00   27,56  8,96       
second column - third column 241,00   27,56  8,74       
third column - fourth column 244,00   27,56  8,85       
fourth column - SE column 246,00   27,56  8,93       
Intercolumnia left (E)              
NE column - first column 298,00   27,56  10,81       
first column - second column 298,00   27,56  10,81       
second column - third column 299,00   27,56  10,85       
third column - fourth column 334,00   27,56  12,12       
fourth column - SE column 335,00   27,56  12,16       
Intercolumnia right (W)              
NW column - first column 298,00   27,56  10,81       
first column - second column 303,00   27,56  10,99       
second column - third column 299,00   27,56  10,85       
third column - fourth column 332,00   27,56  12,05       
fourth column - SW column 332,00   27,56  12,05       
 
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
From the analyses of  the masonry and the design of  the atrium house and the peristyle-
garden of  the Casa dei Capitelli Figurati, the following conclusions could be drawn: 
1. It has become clear that the masonry of  the atrium house and of  the peristyle-garden 
shows a very coherent picture. Most of  the original structures are still present, existing 
of  opus incertum lava walls and of  opus quadratum limestone posts. The first building phase 
of  the atrium house and peristyle-garden can be dated to the second half  of  the second 
century BC, based on several elements: the profile of  the impluvium, the date of  the 
figured capitals above the entrance, the tuff  stylobate and drain, the date of  the Ionic 
capitals of  the peristyle and the First Style wall decoration on the right (W) wall of  the 
peristyle-garden157. Although the First Style decoration that we see now was completely 
or partly made during the Roman period, after the back (S) side of  the peristyle had been 
rebuilt in brick columns, it is likely that this First Style decoration already existed before 
that time, and was simply restored when necessary. Thus, the unity of  the atrium house 
and peristyle-garden of  the Casa dei Capitelli Figurati cannot only be attested by the 
masonry, but also by datable elements within both parts of  the house. This means that 
the total piece of  land was bought as a whole by the first owner of  this house, who then 
had an atrium house with a peristyle-garden behind it designed and constructed in one 
phase on that piece of  land. 
2. To create the atrium house and peristyle-garden, the architect divided the total depth of  
the plot into two equal parts, measuring 60'x87'. The atrium house and peristyle-garden 
were thereby given the same area. 
3. The design of  the atrium house was based partly on the arithmetic approximation of  
geometric figures and partly on single proportions, based on the modules of  12' and 17'. 
The design of  the peristyle-garden was completely arithmetic, based on the module of  
15’. 
4. Even though the individual designs of  the atrium house and peristyle-garden follow 
different principles, the clear coherence in the overall scheme, running from the front of  
the atrium house to the back of  the garden, is another indication of  the simultaneous 
design and construction of  this entire property. On a more detailed level of  design, the 
atrium house and peristyle-garden seem to have been considered as two separate 
elements, each aimed at fulfilling their appropriate functions. In the overall design, 
however, the architect clearly placed an emphasis on the visual perception of  house and 
garden as one integrated space.
                                                 
 
157 Staub Gierow 1994, 73-78. 
 
  
 
 
 
CASA DEL PRINCIPE DI MONTENEGRO 
VII INS. OCC., 12-14 
 
 
 CASA DEL PRINCIPE DI MONTENEGRO 
VII INSULA OCCIDENTALIS, 12-14 
 
DESCRIPTION158 
 
The Casa del Principe di Montenegro is a large atrium house with a transversal peristyle-
garden at the back, situated in the insula called ‘occidentalis’, near the Porta Marina. This 
area, situated on the edge of a prehistoric lava flow, on which Pompeii was built, knows a 
steep fall towards the west and used to be a defensive zone, free of habitation. In the course 
of the first century BC, the western and southern edges of the city offered new opportunities 
for the construction of spacious multi-storied houses159. The Casa del Principe di 
Montenegro was constructed on two levels. The first excavations of this house took place in 
1851, and were resumed in 1871-72. The large atrium with entrance (13) is, in its present 
state, connected to the much smaller atrium house to the south of it (entrance 12), by means 
of a corridor in the SW corner of the atrium. The atrium house to the north with entrance 15 
is also considered as part of the same property in a late phase of the history of the Casa del 
Principe di Montenegro. In its present state, the back of the house, the peristyle-garden, is 
partly missing due to bombing at this spot in 1943. Part of the upper terrace, which used to 
carry the area behind the house, has collapsed due to this event, which makes a full 
reconstruction of the garden area difficult. In 1851, the Principe di Montenegro came to visit 
the scavi and toured the new excavations, which was described by Fiorelli and dated to 
March 4160. The ongoing excavation, of which the house VII Ins. Occ., 12-14 was part, was 
subsequently named after the prince in honour of his visit. 
The last phase of occupation and the identification of the owner of this house are 
discussed in detail by Curtis161. Sometime in the Augustan era or soon after, the original 
Samnite atrium house (12-14) was probably enlarged by the addition of the atrium house to 
the north (15), which cannot be dated earlier than the reign of Augustus by the use of 
latericium and opus reticulatum. Excavations in 1958-59 uncovered a unique, personalised 
mosaic floor in the atrium of entrance 15, which clearly identifies the man who lived here 
from the early to mid-first century AD, probably up to the destruction in AD 79. Each 
corner of the impluvium was adorned with a clear representation of an urceus, a type of an 
amphora that was customarily reserved for containing garum (Roman fish sauce). These 
vessels bear inscriptions (tituli picti), three of which mention the name of the owner of this 
house during its last occupational phase, a certain A. Umbricius Scaurus, a member of a 
family of garum merchants and a wealthy citizen of Pompeii. 
                                                 
 
158 For a detailed description of the structures and the remaining decorations see: PPM VII, 845-881. 
159 For a description of the construction of houses on the southern and western slopes, with a panoramic view 
across the bay, see Zanker 2000, 143-145; also see Tybout 2007, 407-420. 
160 Fiorelli, Pompeianorum Antiquitatum Historia, vol. II, pp. 494-495 
161 Curtis 1984. 
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However, one source also ascribes this house to an earlier owner, a certain Maras 
Spurnius, commander of the city against Sulla162. The identification of this owner to house 
12-14 in the Ins. Occ. Of region VII is based on the following epigraph, which could be read 
on the tuff pilaster in the Vicolo dei Soprastanti on the southeast corner of insula 6 of region 
VII: 
In hoc ambivio \ ituri inter domum \ Maii Castricii et \ Marae Spurni Lucii filii \ Ubi 
effatur \ Vibius Seximbrius Lucii filius 
This surviving inscription, a type known in literature as an “eituns”, directs soldiers, 
coming from the forum, to the command post of Vibius Seximbrius, situated close to the 
city wall in between the houses of Maius Castricius and Maras Spurnius. By excluding other 
possibilities in the area, Sgobbo came to the conclusion that the Casa del Principe di 
Montenegro would have to be the house of Maras Spurnius mentioned in the “eituns”. 
House VII 6, 18, visible along the Vicolo dei Soprastanti by its façade, decorated with half-
columns in tuff, was identified by Sgobbo as that of Maius Castricius. These two houses are 
situated on each of the two sides of the corner formed by the Vicolo dei Soprastanti. In the 
present situation, a wall extends along the street, in one line with the façade of VII Ins. Occ., 
12-14, belonging to atrium house with entrance 15, which can be dated to the Roman (post)-
Augustan period. Sgobbo’s interpretation describes an original situation at this point with a 
small opening between the façade of house 15 and that of the house of Maius Castricius, 
leading to the fortifications that were positioned in the corner of the Vicolo dei Soprastanti. 
Later on, this opening was abolished to the advantage of the new atrium house 15.  Nissen 
interprets the same two houses mentioned in the “eituns” described above at rather different 
positions163. He searches for two peristyle-houses, the first of which he locates at the 
southeast end of the Vicolo dei Soprastanti, where it has a back-entrance, while its front 
entrance lies at the Fontana del Gallo (the double-atrium house now known as the Casa del 
Marinaio). Nissen is secure in appointing this house to Maius Castricius. The second 
peristyle-houses, which would have been that of Maras Spurnius, is situated on the other side 
of the Vico del Gallo. Its back door is opposite the entrance of the supposed house of Maius 
Castricius. To Nissen’s opinion, the praetorium must have been positioned in the Intervallum, 
along the main road, near the tower and near the market. 
 
Decoration164 
Within the atrium house, there are only a few badly preserved remains of First Style 
decorations: the pilasters on the corners of the fauces along the façade and the Corinthian 
capitals on the corner columns of the tablinum, dated to the end of the second century 
(Lauter-Bufe 1970). Other First Style remains were found in the northeast corner and on the 
                                                 
 
162 The identification of Maras Spurnius as an early owner of this property is proposed by Sgobbo 1938, 10-11. 
163 Nissen 1877, 508-509. 
164 PPM VII, 845 ff. 
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south wall of the cubiculum to the left (S) of the vestibulum. In the exedra to the right (N) of 
the tablinum, some First Style relief in stucco still remains at the back of the filled up 
opening to the atrium. Furthermore, the last cubiculum (third doorway) to the right (N) of 
the atrium preserves some traces of First Style wall painting165. Elements of the Second style 
have been better preserved within the house, as well as Second and Third Style decorations 
(and transitional styles between these two) in the rooms of the lower terrace.  
The vestibulum is adorned with a Third Style mosaic dating to the early imperial period. 
The corners of the vestibulum walls were decorated, on atrium side, with stucco pilasters in 
the Second Style. Underneath the right (N) wall of the vestibulum, the edge of a travertine 
threshold can still be seen, possibly an old opening to the space to the right (N) of the 
entrance. 
The atrium mosaic is dated to the Second Style (late Republican), and consists of a 
tapestry of black tesserae, placed in straight lines, except for the outer band of black tesserae, 
decorated with white tesserae and irregular pieces of coloured marble, densely distributed. 
The edge of the mosaic consists of a white band in between two black bands. The floors of 
both alae were also decorated with a Second Style mosaic. 
The corners of the tablinum on atrium side are decorated with three-quarter columns in 
tuff. These columns and their Corinthian capitals are both considered to be the product of 
the same workshop that produced this type of columns and capitals for the last public 
buildings of the Samnite period at the end of the second century BC (Lauter-Bufe 1987).  
The peristyle-garden was adorned with Ionic fluted columns, covered by a layer of white 
stucco, dated to the Republican period. The floor of the garden area, dated to the same time, 
was covered by a mixture of compressed mortar and pieces of travertine, decorated with 
densely distributed pieces of coloured limestone. 
On the lower terrace, the decoration of floors and walls has been rather well preserved, 
due to the fact that these spaces were not excavated until after the Second World War. These 
splendid rooms with a view onto the sea preserve floor and wall decorations dating to the 
Second Style (late second or first half of the first century BC) and Third Style, as well as wall 
paintings that belongs to the transitional phase between these two styles. 
Decorations in the atrium with entrance 15 to the right (N) of the Casa del Principe di 
Montenegro are all in the Third Style166. The personalised mosaic in the atrium has been 
dated to around AD 25-35167. 
 
                                                 
 
165 Laidlaw 1985, p. 261 
166 Schefold, K. 1957, 208. 
167 Curtis 1984, 557. 
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Ground plan 
The layout of the atrium house as we find it today is probably not much different from 
the original situation. The house is entered through an exceptionally wide and short 
vestibulum, divided into an outer and inner part, with the front door placed slightly back 
from the street. The floor of the entrance, decorated with a fine black and white mosaic, has 
an upward slope towards the atrium. The vestibulum is flanked on the right (N) side by a 
space with a separate staircase leading to an upper storey, which could be reached directly 
from the street through entrance 14. On the left (S) side of the vestibulum, a cella ostiaria is 
positioned, with a 
doorway leading to 
the atrium behind 
entrance 12.  
The appearance of the 
atrium is symmetrical, 
with two alae as the 
central space on each 
side and the tablinum 
at the back. These 
wide and open spaces 
form the focal points 
in the design of this 
atrium. The tablinum 
is flanked on the left 
(S) by an oecus and 
on the right (N) by an exedra, both oriented towards the garden in the present situation. The 
impluvium is positioned in the centre of the atrium and is bordered with an elegant 
multicoloured cable pattern. The impluvium’s revetment is no longer present and may have 
been marble168. On the right (N) side of the atrium, the central ala is flanked on either side by 
a cubiculum. On the left (S) side, the central ala is flanked on the left by a space that 
Eschebach interprets as a triclinium and by a cupboard and a corridor leading to the small 
atrium (12) on the right side169. Several changes that can be noticed in the left (S) side of the 
atrium are related to the connection of this atrium house to the smaller atrium (12). The 
doorway in the left (S) wall of the room adjacent to entrance 13 was not part of the original 
                                                 
 
168 Laidlaw 1985, 261. 
169 Eschebach 1993, p. 348 
Casa del Principe di Montenegro: ground plan (Dickmann 1999, 1h)
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design, but was created at a later stage. The original layout of this space and the first 
cubiculum on the left (S) side of the atrium may have been symmetrical to the design on the 
other side of the atrium. The same may be said of the southwest corner of the atrium, which 
now opens into a corridor leading to house 12, to the passageway for the lower terrace and 
to the garden. The use of younger building materials in this corridor indicates that the 
corridor is a late addition to the original design, in which the southwest corner was probably 
closed. The last connection to the smaller atrium was situated in the back wall of the ala, but 
was closed off again before AD 79,  possibly simultaneously with the construction of the 
corridor. The door openings on either side of the tablinum, leading to the oecus and exedra 
on the left and right side, were also closed off at some point, after which these two spaces 
were completely orientated towards the garden.  
Due to damage by bombing at this location in 1943, the peristyle-garden was partly 
destroyed. At the present time, only the shorter side of the peristyle can be reconstructed as 
having consisted of four columns. These have been replaced on the surviving left (S) side of 
the peristyle, and their original position can be identified by the carved crosses in the 
stylobate, which served as an indication of their position when they were first placed. The 
longer sides of the peristyle were almost completely destroyed and are reconstructed in 
different ways. Eschebach (1970) draws the total peristyle as having consisted of a four-sided 
stylobate with four by five columns, with the addition of two extra columns on the longer 
side nearest to the atrium house (in the northeast corner of the peristyle-garden). Mau (1908), 
on the other hand, only draws the stylobate of four by five columns, while leaving out the 
extra two columns. The map of Overbeck & Mau (1884) shows a completely different 
picture still. Here we see four columns on the left (S) side, six at the front and two on the 
right (N) side, a total of ten columns. An aerial photograph dating to 1910, taken from a hot 
air balloon and now present in the archives of the Soprintendenza di Pompei, shows that the 
front row of columns behind the atrium house consisted of at least 5 columns, at which 
point the stylobate ends.  
Apparently, the situation around this area was already unclear before the destruction by 
bombing in the Second World War. The problem we are faced with now is that there is no 
possibility to research the original situation and verify which one of these reconstructions is 
the most likely. I will, therefore, refrain from making an attempt to reconstruct the original 
situation based solely on the evidence available in the filed. The metrological analysis could 
be helpful in the matter. The few measurements that were taken with some security may 
point to a certain pattern or design and give us an idea of the original situation. In my view, 
which will be explained below in the analysis of design, the original ground plan of the 
garden consisted of a four-sided peristyle of four by five columns, as was described by Mau. 
The left side of the garden was built-over by a series of rooms. Only two of these remain 
today, the walls of which are only visible by not much more than their foundations. 
Behind the atrium (12) an underground passageway leads to a lower level of rooms, 
including what seems to have been a private bath. The large reception/dining halls with an 
east-west orientation must have offered a splendid view onto the sea and the harbour, which 
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were originally only a few hundred metres away from this spot. The find of several broken 
amphorae containing lime probably indicates that some kind of repair work was going on in 
AD 79170. 
 
Construction 
The façade of the Casa del Principe di Montenegro, from the risega left (S) of opening 
(12) until opening (14), is built up in an homogenous and regular opus incertum lava. The top 
part of this wall is an antique restoration. The sidewalk in front of this façade is also 
homogenous as far as structure and materials are concerned. The fact that both the sidewalk 
and the façade form one coherent picture indicates that the Casa del Principe di Montenegro 
was originally constructed with a large atrium house in the centre of the property and a 
smaller atrium on the left (S). The posts of opening (13) to the large atrium were constructed 
in tuff orthostates placed on a base of a large vertical blocks of limestone. These tuff 
orthostates can clearly be identified as spolia from a monumental (public) building. Three of 
them still show a build-up in three fasciae (ima, media and summa) which classify them as 
blocks from an Ionic architrave. Also, two of these blocks show clear remains of original 
plaster covering on the rear, one of which can still be recognised as the beginning of a stucco 
pilaster. These large reused blocks of tuff form an integrated part of the construction of the 
façade, making it unlikely that they were part of later repair works. 
Within the atrium house (13), the oldest building materials consist of limestone ashlars 
for the doorposts, with fillings of opus incertum lava and cruma, and walls of mostly opus 
incertum lava. This type of construction and materials is still present in the greater part of the 
left (S) side of the atrium. The right (N) side of the atrium shows a different picture. Here, 
the doorposts of the cubicula and ala were constructed as a column of limestone blocks 
placed against an opus incertum limestone wall. The sidewalls of these spaces were constructed 
in opus incertum of a mixture of materials and are integrated into the sidewall with atrium (15), 
dated to the post-Augustan era. It seems likely, therefore, that part of, or the whole of the 
right (N) side of atrium (13) was reconstructed at the time when atrium 15 was built.  
In the peristyle-garden, the small of amount of wall structures that survives, show the 
use of different materials than those used in the oldest parts of the atrium house. The spaces 
within the garden-area were built-up in opus incertum of a mixture of limestone, cruma and 
lava. The columns that once formed the peristyle of the Casa del Principe di Montenegro 
were constructed in Nocera tuff drums. In total, nine column bases and one lava Ionic 
capital with diagonal corner volutes could be retrieved at the site during a visit to the site in 
June 2000. 
The lower terrace consists of  a series of  seven spaces. The wall structures of  this part of  
the residence make a solid and regular impression. The walls are mostly built-up in opus 
incertum lava with limestone ashlar doorposts. Clearly visible is the back wall of  these spaces, 
                                                 
 
170 Curtis 1984, 558. 
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which is largely intact and reaches to a great height, all the way up until the floor level of  the 
peristyle-garden above. The construction of  this wall also consists of  a regular opus incertum 
lava, very similar to that used in the construction of  the façade of  the atrium house. The wall 
furthest to the north (the north wall of  room 34) of  the terrace has been reconstructed at a 
later time in the history of  this building in opus vittatum simplex of  yellow tuff  with rows of  
latericium. This younger material is obviously connected to the structures of  atrium house 
(15). Similar to the reconstruction of  the right side of  atrium (12), the lower terrace was also 
reconstructed at the time when atrium (15) was built. 
The building materials and techniques used in the construction of  the lower terrace and 
atrium (13) are very similar: walls of  opus incertum lava and limestone ashlar doorposts. This 
indicates that these two areas of  this residential complex were constructed in one building 
phase, meaning that the peristyle-garden was also part of  the original project. The fact that 
the building materials in the peristyle-garden show a different picture does not have to be 
indicative of  a different building date. It could be caused by the fact that the walls of  the 
atrium house and of  the lower terraces were constructed in solid materials that could carry 
the weight of  an upper storey, whereas the spaces overlooking the peristyle could be built in 
a lighter technique and materials. 
Photographic material that is kept in the Soprintendenza of Pompeii shows that 
restorations were carried out in the Casa del Principe di Montenegro in 1950 to repair the 
damage of the bombing. One picture shows the pulling up of the Corinthian capital onto the 
left (S) three-quarter column of the tablinum, as well as the complete rebuilding of the 
tablinum wall on that side, the closing off of the door opening to the left (S) of the tablinum 
and the rebuilding of the right (W) wall of the corridor leading to house 12. These 
reconstructed elements are built up in an opus incertum of large blocks of limestone, lava, 
cruma, tuff and yellow tuff. 
 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE 
 
Regarding the measurements used in the Casa del Principe di Montenegro, some general 
outlines are noteworthy. The east side of this insula VII, 16 seems to have been divided into 
three strips of land, of which the outer two measure 110' each, and the middle one 90'.  This 
middle strip of land was further divided into two parts, one for the large atrium (13) of the 
Casa del Principe di Montenegro, which was intended to measure 60' in width, and one for 
the smaller atrium (12), which was intended to measure 30' in width. However, the total strip 
of land did not measure 90', but only 86', including the right (N) wall of the Casa del Principe 
di Montenegro. This difference of 4' was compensated in the general design, by reducing the 
intended width of the smaller atrium from 30' to only 26' inside the walls, leaving the 
intended width of 60' for the large atrium. 
The total depth of the plot measured 154' and was divided on two levels: a first, main 
division into two equal parts of 77', one for the construction of the atrium house and the 
other for a garden-area and lower terrace at the back; the second level of division divided the 
area into an upper terrace of 120' deep for the construction of the atrium house and 
peristyle-garden, and a lower terrace of 34' to accommodate a series of reception and dining 
spaces with a view towards the sea. These divisions of the available space created a total area 
of 60'x120' for the house and garden, comprising of an area of 60'x77' for the design of the 
atrium house and an area of 60'x43' for the design of the peristyle-garden. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The façade of the house follows a coherent rhythm of proportions, confirming that the 
Casa del Principe di Montenegro was originally constructed as a double-atrium house:  
26' (atrium 12) – 26' (left range atrium 13) – 13' (vestibulum atrium 13) –  
13' (closed wall) – 6½' (opening 14). These measures are proportionally related as  
26' : 13' : 6½' = 4 : 2 : 1.  As the small atrium on the left (S) appears to have been strictly 
functional and shows no interesting architectural features, the following analysis of 
design will focus entirely on the large atrium (13). 
2. Within the 77' depth that was reserved for the large atrium house, 1/7 part (11') was 
allocated to the depth of the front-range (entrance), leaving 6/7  parts (66')for the depth 
of the atrium and tablinum (Fig. 1). 
3. In the next step the architect determined the dimensions of the central element, the 
atrium, and of the side-ranges. The basic module that was used to this purpose was based 
on the width of the atrium, which was set at 32'. From a 32' x 32' square, the depth of the 
atrium was created by enlarging the length of the square by the measure of its diagonal: 
32' x 2 = 46' (approximation 16:23). The depth of the side-ranges to the left and right 
of the atrium was created in the same manner, by widening the 32' central space of the 
atrium to both sides by the measure of the diagonal of the module square. The depth of 
the side-ranges was then set at: 46'-32'=14' (Fig. 2). 
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4. The depth of the back range measured the difference between the total depth of the 
house and the added depths of front range and atrium: 77'–(11'+46')=20' (Fig. 3). 
5. Following the general layout of the house, the architect defined the more detailed 
division of space within the atrium (Fig. 4). The side-ranges were arranged in a rather 
unique manner, with the alae positioned centrally alongside the atrium instead of at the 
back. The division of space along the sidewalls of the atrium is as follows: 16' (closed 
wall) - 14' (opening to the ala) – 16' (closed wall). The relationship between the total 
closed wall parts and the openings to the ala forms part of the same series of geometric 
proportions that lie at he base of the dimensioning of the atrium and side-ranges 32'  
(16'+16') : 14'  = x : x2-x (compare with point 3 above). 
The open space of the atrium was subjected to a tripartite division by the position of an 
impluvium. Along the depth, the following division was created: 17' - 12' - 17' (related 
geometrically as 2 : 1 : 2), and along the width: 13' – 6' - 13'. The width and depth of 
the impluvium are related as 6' : 12' = 1 : 2. 
A feature of this design that is worth mentioning is the central cross shape that exists in 
the position of the vestibulum opposite the tablinum and the two alae opposite each other, 
all placed in the middle of the width and length of the atrium:  
 
 Tablinum (15') 
 
(14') Ala     Ala (14') 
  
Vestibulum (13') 
 
The architect’s intentions with this unusual layout are clear in the dimensions of the 
subsequent widths of these spaces, which become progressively wider towards the back, each 
consecutive opening 1' wider than the previous: 13' : 14' : 15'. These spaces that formed the 
centre of each side of the atrium were even more impressive if we take into account their 
considerable heights, which can be reconstructed as follows171: 
vestibulum: 19', alae: 18' and tablinum: 20½'. 
 
Dispositio 
The total dimensions of the atrium house are 60'x77' in the field, exactly the area that was 
used for the original design. Nevertheless, some changes were made to the original 
dimensions along the width of the house. The position of the atrium within the total width 
of the house was moved to the right (N) by 1½'. In effect, this means that the internal depth 
of the side-range to the left (S) of the atrium was increased from 12½' to 14', while the 
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internal depth of the side-range on the right (N) was decreased from 12½' to 11'. The only 
plausible reason for this change seems to be that he whole design was shifted slightly towards 
the right (N) in order to accommodate the corridor that starts in the left (S) ala and runs 
alongside the oecus to the left (S) of the tablinum, connecting the house to the lower terrace 
at the back. By enlarging the depth of the side-range on this side of the atrium, the impact of 
the space taken up by corridor on the oecus was minimized. If we accept this explanation as 
the reason for the change in design, we must also adopt the conclusion that the lower terrace 
was part of the original plot of land, although maybe not in its present form and layout. The 
change described above is in fact the only alteration that was made to the design of the 
atrium house of the Casa del Principe di Montenegro, which was otherwise executed with 
great accuracy along the lines that had been set out by the architect. 
 
 
ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
 
The fact that a considerable part of the garden-area, including the peristyle, was 
destroyed when it was hit by a bomb in 1943, makes reconstructing its design difficult. The 
total width of the garden-area as it was in AD 79 is wider than the width of the atrium house, 
extending further towards the right (N), into the area behind atrium house (15). However, 
this is probably a late development, which can be dated to the time when this house to the 
right of the Casa del Principe di Montenegro was constructed in its present form, somewhere 
in the post-Augustan period, when the whole all three atria (12, 13 and 15) became part of 
one property. It seems likely that the original width of the peristyle-garden was the same as 
that of the atrium house (13). 
The only elements that remain today and can definitely be ascribed to the original design 
of the garden are the depth of the portico in front and to the left (S) of the peristyle, the 
width of the peristyle and the three intercolumnia on the left (S) side, the first two 
intercolumnia at the front (SE corner) and the depth of the spaces to the left (S) of the 
peristyle-garden. The secure measurements taken on site and the assumed original  width of 
the peristyle-garden, indicate that the original design of the garden-area behind the Casa del 
Principe di Montenegro included a four-sided peristyle (as drawn by Mau) of four by five 
columns. The total depth of the garden, measuring 43', is divided into a 13' deep portico in 
front, a 23' wide peristyle and a 7' portico at the back. The 23' width of the peristyle measures 
half the length of the 46' deep atrium. Along the width of the peristyle, the first two 
intercolumnia both measure 8'. If we extend this width to a total of five columns, meaning 
four intercolumnia, the total length of the peristyle would add up to: 4 x 8' = 32'. This would 
mean that the length of the peristyle had the same measure as the 32' wide atrium, and the 
sides of the peristyle were related as 23' : 32'  (½x2 : x). 
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If we further assume, as explained above, that the total original width of the garden was 
the same as that of the atrium house, we can make the following reconstruction of the 
design: 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. Within the total garden-area of 60'x43', the division of space along the width was an 
exact copy of that within the atrium house, into a 14' portico on either side of a 32' long 
peristyle (Fig. 5). The 32' of the peristyle was further divided into four equal 
intercolumnia, measuring 8' each. 
2. The 23' depth of the peristyle measured half the depth of the atrium (46'). The same 
measure was also used to create a 23' deep series of rooms on the left side of the garden 
(Fig. 5). The position of the front row of columns was marked at 13' from the back of 
the tablinum, thus creating a focal point along the central axis of the house and garden at 
77' (depth of the atrium house) + 13' (portico) = 90' from the entrance to the house. 
This distance covers ¾ of the total depth of the house and garden (120'), while the 
remaining 30' of the garden-area covers ¼ of this total depth. Within this last 30', the 
width of the peristyle took up 23', leaving only 7' for a small portico behind the peristyle. 
 
Dispositio 
The fact that a large part of the analysis of the design is based on a reconstruction of a 
peristyle-garden that has largely been destroyed makes it difficult to retrace the original 
design, but even harder to recognise any possible adjustments that were made to that design. 
1. One clear adaptation to the design is the fact that the portico to the left (S) of the 
peristyle measures 15' instead of the intended 14'. A reason for this change may be the 
fact that the atrium of the Casa del Principe di Montenegro was also positioned slightly 
off-centre towards the right (N) to create space for the corridor leasing to the lower 
terrace. By moving the peristyle in this direction as well, the central axis throughout the 
house and garden remained intact. 
2. Another anomaly to the original design is the peristyle depth, which, when measured 
from hart to hart of the corner columns, adds up to 23½'. However, the column furthest 
to the back has shifted slightly from its original position, which is still marked in the 
stylobate, making it difficult to say whether this extra ½' was part of the dispositio or a 
result of the later disruptions in the garden-area. This last option seems the most likely. 
 The overall design of the Casa del Principe di Montenegro reveals a high level of 
coherence between the different parts (Fig. 6). Firstly, the façade was divided into different 
areas that were proportionally related. Secondly, the depth of the total plot (154') was divided 
into two equal areas, 77' to create an atrium house and 77' for a peristyle-garden and lower 
terrace at the back. On the upper level of construction, the dimensions of the atrium-
peristyle house measures 60'x120' (1:2). The designs of the atrium and peristyle were the 
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result of a single action and based on the same geometric model, expressed in the following 
series of arithmetic approximations: 
14 : 23 : 32 : 46 = x2–x : ½x2 : x : x2 
Within the total depth of 120' of the atrium house and peristyle-garden, the architect 
positioned several elements of the designs at such points to create a rhythm in the visual 
perception of anyone entering the house (Fig. 7): 
From the entrance until the back of the impluvium:    40' 
From the back of the impluvium until the front of the peristyle: 50' 
From the front of the peristyle until the back of the garden:  30' 
These focal points divide the large 120' depth of the plot into easily overseable, bite size 
‘chunks’ of space for the eye. 
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Measures atrium house Casa del Principe di Montenegro (VII Ins. Occ., 12-14). Foot measure: 27.51 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in 
cm 
Distance in Oscan 
feet 
Intended 
measures in 
the executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio) 
            
FAÇADE           
SE corner - NE corner 2318,00   27,51 84,26   85,00 86,00 
SE corner - fauces 1425,00   27,51 51,80   52,00 52,00 
width fauces 358,00   27,51 13,01   13,00 13,00 
fauces - NE corner 535,00   27,51 19,45   19,50 19,50 
opening 12 246,00   27,51 8,94   9,00 9,00 
opening 14 174,00   27,51 6,32   6,50 6,50 
            
FAUCES           
Depth until threshold 87,00   27,51 3,16   3,00 3,00 
Depth 306,00   27,51 11,12   11,00 11,00 
Width e/w 358,00 360,50 27,51 13,01 13,10 13,00 13,00 
            
ATRIUM           
depth n/s 1273,30 1257,00 27,51 46,28 45,69 46,00 46,00 
width e/w 883,60 882,70 27,51 32,12 32,09 32,00 32,00 
total internal width 1565,50   27,51 56,91   57 (+ 2x1,50) 60,00 
Front (E) wall           
NE corner-opening space 
(14) 65,40   27,51 2,38       
opening space (14) 123,10   27,51 4,47       
left (N) post fauces 75,20   27,51 2,73       
NE corner - fauces 263,70   27,51 9,59   9,50 9,50 
width fauces 360,50   27,51 13,10   13,00 13,00 
fauces - SE corner 267,20   27,51 9,71   9,50 9,50 
right (S) post fauces 70,70   27,51 2,57       
opening space (12) 127,90   27,51 4,65       
opening space (12)-SE 
corner 68,60   27,51 2,49       
Back (W) wall           
NW corner - tablinum 236,20   27,51 8,59       
width tablinum 417,00   27,51 15,16       
tablinum - SW corner 229,00   27,51 8,32       
Left (S) wall           
left (E) post first 
cubiculum 146,30   27,51 5,32       
opening first cubiculum 123,40   27,51 4,49       
right (W) post first 
cubiculum = 169,60   27,51 6,17       
left (E) post ala           
SE corner-opening ala 439,30   27,51 15,97   16,00 16,00 
opening ala 390,00   27,51 14,18   14,00 14,00 
opening ala-SW corner 427,70   27,51 15,55   16,00 16,00 
right post (W) ala 110,40   27,51 4,01       
opening cupboard 136,80           
left (N) post corridor 78,20           
opening corridor 102,30           
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Right (N) wall           
right (E) post first 
cubiculum 142,80   27,51 5,19       
opening first cubiculum 132,50   27,51 4,82       
left (W) post first 
cubiculum = 164,70   27,51 5,99       
right (E) post ala           
NE corner-opening ala 440,00   27,51 15,99   16,00 16,00 
opening ala 387,10   27,51 14,07   14,00 14,00 
opening ala-NW corner 436,40   27,51 15,86   16,00 16,00 
left (W) post ala = 159,50   27,51 5,80       
right (E) post second 
cubiculum           
opening second cubiculum 136,10   27,51 4,95       
left (W) post second 
cubiculum 140,80   27,51 5,12       
Cubicula left (S)           
depth 379,00   27,51 13,78   14,00 + 1,50 12,50 + 1,50
Cubicula right (N)         
depth 295,00   27,51 10,72   11,00 + 1,50 12,50 + 1,50
Ala left (S)         
depth  383,40   27,51 13,94   14,00 + 1,50 12,50 + 1,50
width  390,00   27,51 14,18   14,00 14,00 
Ala right (N)         
depth 298,50   27,51 10,85   11,00 + 1,50 12,50 + 1,50
width 387,10   27,51 14,07   14,00 14,00 
Impluvium         
depth n/s 331,90 329,40 27,51 12,06 11,97 10,00 12,00 
width 184,00   27,51 6,69   6,50 6,50 
front (E) wall - impluvium 463,20   27,51 16,84   17,00 17,00 
impluvium - back (W) wall 466,40   27,51 16,95   17,00 17,00 
left (S) wall - impluvium 
e/w 353,00 352,60 27,51 12,83 12,82 13,00 13,00 
impluvium - right (N) wall 
e/w 348,70 342,00 27,51 12,68 12,43 13,00 13,00 
Tablinum         
depth 545,00   27,51 19,81   20,00 20,00 
width 481,00   27,51   17,48   17,50 20,00 
 
 
Measures peristyle-garden Casa del Principe di Montenegro (VII Ins. Occ., 12-14). Foot measure: 27.51 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN Distance in cm Foot measure in 
cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
           
depth 1175,00 27,51  42,71   43,00 43,00 
width 1650,00 27,51  59,98   60,00 60,00 
Front (E) wall            
width corridor 120,00 27,51  4,36       
right (S) post S oecus 156,00 27,51  5,67       
opening S oecus 263,00 27,51  9,56       
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right (S) post tablinum 150,00 27,51  5,45       
opening tablinum 479,00 27,51  17,41       
left (N) post tablinum 177,00 27,51  6,43       
opening N oecus 271,00 27,51  9,85       
left (N) post N oecus 134,00 27,51  4,87       
Left (S) wall            
left (E) post E room 226,00 27,51  8,22       
opening E room 176,00 27,51  6,40       
left (E) post W room 118,00 27,51  4,29       
opening W room 117,00 27,51  4,25       
depth E and W space 630,00 27,51  22,90   23,00 23,00 
right (W) post W room 113,00 27,51  4,11       
Peristyle            
depth s 645,00 27,51  23,45   23,50 23,00 
Front (E) portico            
depth s 353,00 27,51  12,83   13,00 13,00 
Back (W) portico            
depth 177,00 27,51  6,43   6,50 7,00 
Left (S) portico            
depth e/w 403,00 411,00 27,51  14,65 14,94 15,00 14,00 
Intercolumnia front (E)            
SE column - second column 222,00 27,51  8,07   8,00 8,00 
second column - third column 220,00 27,51  8,00   8,00 8,00 
Intercolumnia left (S)            
SW column - second column 217,00 27,51  7,89   8,00 7,66 
second column - third column 212,00 27,51  7,71   7,50 7,66 
third column-SE column 218,00   27,51  7,92   8,00 7,66 
 
 
Measures terrace Casa del Principe di Montenegro (VII Ins. Occ., 12-14). Foot measure: 27.51 cm. 
 
TERRACE Distance in cm Foot measure in 
cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
          
depth 946,00 27,51  34,39  34,00 34,00 
width 1976,00 27,51  71,83      
Front (E) wall           
width corridor 105,00 27,51  3,82      
left (N) post corridor 57,00 27,51  2,07      
opening first space 785,00 27,51  28,54      
left (N) post first space 97,00 27,51  3,53      
opening second space 203,00 27,51  7,38      
left (N) post second space 94,50 27,51  3,44      
opening third space 612,00 27,51  22,25      
left (N) post third space 59,50 27,51  2,16      
 
 
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Casa del Principe di Montenegro was a large house consisting of two atria, a smaller 
one (12) on the left, and another (13) of a grander scale on the right. The fact that this 
property was originally constructed as a double atrium house is apparent from two elements. 
Firstly, the unity in construction of the façade and the sidewalk in front of the house indicate 
a single construction project. Secondly, the analysis of the design shows that the whole of the 
façade of the double-atrium house forms one coherent picture with a clear rhythm in the 
succession of closed wall parts and openings. The total original width of the Casa del 
Principe di Montenegro can therefore be reconstructed from the left (S) wall of atrium 12 to 
the right (N) wall of atrium 13. Next, we need to consider the original depth of this 
residential complex, constructed at the edge of the city on two levels. The damage caused by 
a Second World War bomb hinders the interpretation of the building history based solely on 
a comparison of the building materials and techniques applied in the different areas of the 
house. The reconstruction of the design of the total complex of atrium house, peristyle-
garden and lower terrace offers more insight in the original property boundaries. 
A remarkable coherence exists between the different elements of this residence on 
several levels of design, from the greater outlines to the more detailed division of space. A 
short summary: the total depth from the front of the house until the front of the spaces on 
the lower terrace behind the peristyle-garden was divided into two equal parts of 77' each. 
The front half of the total depth was used for the construction of the atrium house, while the 
back half was divided among the peristyle-garden and the lower terrace. Furthermore, a close 
relationship exists between the designs of the atrium house and peristyle-garden (as depicted 
in figs. 6-8). The architect made a maximum use of the visual axis running through the 
atrium house and peristyle, creating an obvious rhythm in the successive elements along that 
line, to which the eye of anyone entering the house was drawn. 
 The coherence between the designs of the atrium house and peristyle-garden and the 
fact that the total depth including the built-up area of the lower terrace was divided into two 
equal parts, indicates that the entire complex (atrium, peristyle and lower terrace) was 
constructed in one phase. Another indication that the lower terrace was part of the original 
layout is the off-centre position of atrium (13), caused by the presence of the corridor leading 
to the lower terrace. Conclusively, we can state that the analysis of design and of the building 
history has revealed a great level of coherence between the three different zones of this 
complex, indicating that we are dealing with a large scale building project of an impressive 
town villa, constructed on the edge of the city in an area that had previously functioned as a 
defensive zone. 
The reconstruction of the original layout of the peristyle-garden is a matter that has 
caused confusion in the study of the Casa del Principe di Montenegro. The shape and 
dimensions of the peristyle have, along the years from its first discovery until recent times, 
been reconstructed in different ways. The reconstruction preferred by the author, based on 
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grounds of the overall design of the garden-area, is that of a four-sided peristyle consisting of 
four by five columns. However, Eschebach’s reconstruction shows an extension of the front 
row of columns to the right (N) by the addition of two extra columns to the row of five, 
resulting in a total of seven columns. If this reconstruction is a correct image of the situation 
as it was in AD 79, I would propose that the addition of the extra two columns was a later 
adaptation to an original layout with only five columns on the front and back of the peristyle. 
As we know, atrium house (15) to the right (N) of the Casa del Principe di Montenegro, was 
by that time part of the same property. The area of the peristyle could then have been 
extended further towards the right (N) by the addition of two columns to the front of the 
peristyle. The shaded area behind the Casa del Principe di Montenegro could thus be 
enlarged by the creation of a longer portico. 
This residential complex, in its present form, was one of a grand scale, projecting the 
image of a well-do-to owner within Pompeian society. Its location, provided the perfect 
setting for a town villa. The views must have been stunning, from the darkened area of the 
atrium into the light of the peristyle-garden, framed by the impressive three-quarter columns 
of the tablinum, and onto the stunning blue sea behind. Added to that, a lower terrace could 
be reached by an underground passage, leading to a private bath-suite and several richly 
decorated reception and dining spaces with an even more direct view onto the harbour and 
sea. Within the atrium, the imposing character of this house was emphasised by its 
architecture. The four most important spaces alongside the atrium, the vestibulum, tablinum 
and two alae, were placed centrally on each side of the atrium opposite each other to form a 
central cross-shape. The fact that they were all given an exceptional width and height added 
to the imposing effect. 
On an architectural level, this house provides an excellent example of the possibilities of 
private architecture in Pompeii and of the influence of an architect on the image that was 
projected by a house to the outside world. An image that, by its in its entirety of shape, 
dimension, decorations and visual characteristics, was read and understood perfectly within 
the social context of its time, but has also surpassed that time, allowing us to still experience 
part of its past grandeur and meaning. 
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DESCRIPTION172 
 
This impressive atrium house with a longitudinal peristyle-garden at the back is situated 
along the Via dell’Abbondanza. Its position close to the forum and opposite the side (S) wall 
of  the Eumachia sanctuary places it in the hart of  the city centre. This area and this house 
were excavated between 1816-17. The excavators named the house after the magnificent 
mosaic in the fauces, which is still an eye catcher today. 
The figurative scene of  this mosaic depicts a wild boar 
(il cinghiale) being attacked by two dogs.  
 
Decoration173 
The mosaics of  the atrium house can be dated to the 
first half  of  the first century AD, a period in which a 
new type of  black and white mosaic developed. The 
mosaic of  the atrium is a carpet of  meanders, bordered 
by a crenulated city wall and by waves running around 
the marble impluvium. The ala on the left (E) side of  
the atrium is decorated by a carpet of  a network of  
hexagonals, bordered by so-called wolves teeth. The ala 
on the right (W) side of  the atrium is also decorated 
with a hexagonals, some of  which are surrounded by six, 
radially placed rectangles. The mosaic of  the tablinum is 
decorated with some acanthus in the centre with 
flowering tendrils developing from the two sides. The 
pattern of  the mosaic is a wicker work of  rectangles. 
The fourteen Ionic capitals of  the columns in the 
peristyle-garden and the disposition of  the exedra 
with an opening with two columns on a pedestal, are 
indications of  the antiquity of  this house, dating to the second or beginning of  the first 
centuries BC. The room to the right (W) of  this exedra still preserves some remains of  the 
First and Second Style of  wall decoration. 
 
                                                 
 
172 For a detailed description of the structures and the remaining decorations see : PPM VIII, 362-384. 
173 La Rocca, De Vos & De Vos 1994, 145; Pesando & Guidobaldi 2006, 224-225. 
Casa del Cinghiale: ground plan 
(drawing author)
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Ground plan 
The Casa del Cinghiale was built on a rather narrow and deep plot of  land in the NE 
corner of  insula VIII 3. The general layout of  this house can be described as follows: along 
the façade, there are three openings belonging to the house: the fauces in the centre flanked 
on either side by a shop opening. In AD 79, these spaces with openings (7) and (9) were only 
accessible from the Via dell’Abbondanza and not from within the house. The wide fauces are 
adorned with the black and white mosaic of  the wild boar, and lead into the atrium with a 
slight upward slope. The rectangular atrium holds an impluvium with a marble revetment – 
part of  a late redecoration phase of  the house- in its centre.  The atrium and is flanked on 
the right (W) side by two cubicula and an ala. The original opening to the first cubiculum 
from the atrium has been closed off. To the left (E) of  the atrium, we find corresponding 
openings to those on the right, although this side range is so narrow that it could not 
accommodate any living spaces. In contrast, the ala on the left (E) side of  the atrium is 
deeper than that on the right (W) side. At the back (S) of  the atrium, we find a tablinum with 
an andron to the left (E). Both spaces lead into the large longitudinal peristyle-garden behind 
the atrium house. To the right of  the tablinum is a dining room. A four-sided peristyle was 
placed within the garden-area, with four columns on each shorter side and five columns on 
each longer side. At the back of  the peristyle-garden is a large exedra with a wide opening, 
adorned on either side by a column on a pedestal. The left (E) side of  the peristyle-garden 
was built over by a series of  rooms, none of  which are accessible from the street. 
 
Construction 
The façade in its situation of  AD 79 was constructed completely in opus latericium, a late 
repair of  what was originally a façade in opus quadratum tuff. Some parts of  this original tuff  
façade are still in situ today, for example in the door posts of  opening (10). The façade of  the 
Casa del Cinghiale runs from the right (W) post of  opening (7), where a transversally placed 
block of  lava marks the boundary in the pavement, until the left (E) post of  opening (9). At 
this point, a latericium post has been placed against an older post in tuff. From here on, the 
façade of  the property with openings (10) and (11) recedes slightly until the NE corner of  
the insula and the pavement is situated on a lower level. The fauces walls with opus latericium 
posts on the side of  the façade as well as on the side of  the atrium, were constructed in opus 
incertum limestone. Within the atrium the original construction can still be found in the walls 
on the right (W) side. All door posts here are built up of  opus quadratum blocks of  limestone, 
in some cases joined together by the use of  mortar as a binding agent. At the back (S) of  the 
atrium, the posts of  the tablinum, of  the space to the right (W) of  it and of  the andron to 
the left (E) were all constructed in limestone orthostates and may be considered original too. 
The same can be said for the walls on this side of  the atrium, which were constructed in opus 
incertum limestone. 
The left (E) side of  the atrium presents a different case. It was clearly rebuilt at a much 
later stage than the original building phase, as can be concluded from the use of  opus vittatum 
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mixtum in the walls on this side of  the atrium. It is likely that, even though the total left (E) 
side of  the atrium was rebuilt, the original position of  the walls was respected in order not to 
change the decor of  the original design. Within the narrow side range that was created along 
this side of  the atrium, a staircase was fitted, leading to an upper storey. The front (N) wall 
of  the atrium, built in opus incertum limestone, is definitely not in its original position any 
more. The black and white mosaic that was placed within the atrium somewhere during the 
first half  of  the first century AD, was damaged as a result of  the rebuilding and replacement 
of  the front (N) wall of  the atrium. This is clearly visible within the NE corner of  the 
atrium, where the corner tower of  the mosaic is now partly covered by the front (N) wall of  
the atrium. It is highly unlikely that a mosaic of  this expertise was originally placed in such a 
way that one corner tower did not fit. The rough edge of  the mosaic along this side also 
speaks for the fact that it was at some time damaged. By comparing the corner tower in the 
NE corner to the other corner towers of  the mosaic, it can be estimated that the front (N) 
wall of  the atrium was placed forward by about 5 cm. The rebuilding of  this wall may have 
been a result of  damage from the earthquake of  AD 62. It cannot be dated much earlier than 
that, as the mosaic was only placed within the atrium in the first half  of  that century. The 
impluvium revetment in marble opus sectile can also be dated to the first half  of  the first 
century AD, when the house was apparently subjected to large redecorations. The walls of  
the tablinum were constructed in opus incertum mixtum (limestone, lava, cruma), which is 
secondary to the original building phase in limestone. Their position can, however, be 
considered to be original, as they are still placed behind the limestone posts of  the first 
building phase. 
Within the peristyle-garden, most of  the walls were constructed in opus incertum 
limestone, similar to the original construction of  the atrium house. The right (W) wall of  the 
garden was built in one phase with the right (W) wall of  the atrium, using the same building 
technique and materials of  opus incertum limestone and lava. The original posts of  the 
peristyle-garden were constructed in opus quadratum blocks of  limestone, whereas later repairs 
were made in opus vittatum mixtum and opus latericium. Evidence of  an upper storey above the 
peristyle-garden can be found along the left (E) side, where a staircase is situated and holes 
of  the supportive beams can still be seen in some walls. The oldest phase of  the peristyle was 
erected in Ionic columns built in drums of  Nocera tuff, which were later repaired where 
necessary in opus latericium. Some of  these columns were fluted, while others were completely 
smooth. During repair works, the deeper flutes were evened out in order to apply a layer of  
plaster. The end result of  these repairs were 14 rather wide columns with vertical ribs 
suggested in plaster. The two columns in front of  the large exedra at the back (S) of  the 
peristyle-garden were slimmer than the rest of  the columns and placed on a pedestal 
constructed in opus latericium. 
From the analysis of  the masonry of  the atrium house and the peristyle-garden, the 
following phases can be recognised in the building history of  the Casa del Cinghiale: 
1. Considering the unity of  the building materials and techniques that exists between the 
atrium house and the garden-area, specifically within the right (W) wall of  the plot, it is 
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likely that this total piece of  land was originally bought and built over in one phase. In 
that case, one can also imagine that the small left over area in the NE corner of  the 
insula (openings 10, 11 and 12) also belonged to the same property, but was rented out 
by the owner of  the Casa del Cinghiale as shops with living space on the upper floor. 
2. Although a large part (the W and S sides) of  the atrium house can be considered to be in 
its original position, the front (N) wall has been moved forward into the atrium about 5 
cm. At the same time, the front of  the atrium house was rebuilt and may have had some 
changes introduced to its original disposition. As so much rebuilding was going on at the 
front of  the atrium house at this time, one has to wonder whether the left (E) wall of  the 
Casa del Cinghiale, which formed the separation between two staircases in AD 79, was in 
its original position or had also been moved. If  the original design of  the house was 
symmetrical, the left side range of  the atrium would have been identical to the right side 
range, with three cubicula and an ala of  the same depth instead of  a mere corridor. In 
that case, the spaces to the left of  the atrium may have been given up at the time of  
rebuilding, in order to create space for the new staircases. This implies that the rebuilding 
of  the front of  the atrium house took place in one phase with the addition of  an upper 
storey to the NE corner of  insula VIII 3. If  that was so, the rebuilding of  the façade and 
front of  the atrium may have been necessary for the walls to be able to carry the weight 
of  an upper storey. This mayor rebuilding phase can be dated to the first half  of  the first 
century AD. 
3. Several elements indicate that the construction of  the peristyle-garden was contemporary 
with the original construction of  the atrium house, such as the capitals of  the columns 
and the architectural feature of  the oecus at the back, elements which can be dated to the 
second or beginning of  the first century BC. 
 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE 
 
The total plot of  land in the NE corner of  Insula VIII 3, bordered by the Via 
dell’Abbondanza running along the north façade and the Vico dei Dodici Dei along the east, 
measured 75'x180'. In the situation of  AD 79, when the original structures had been altered 
to some extent, we can still recognise the original intent. Almost the entire plot was used for 
the construction of  an atrium house with a longitudinal peristyle-garden at the back. The 
‘busier’ areas, the range of  spaces facing the Via dell’Abbondanza and the NE corner of  the 
plot on the crossroads, were used for commercial purposes of  an independent nature. None 
of  the spaces here were directly connected to the atrium house, and the owner probably 
rented them out, further increasing his own income. 
The following metrological analysis will focus solely on the residential areas of  the large 
atrium-peristyle complex. For the construction of  these two living-areas, the depth of  the 
plot was divided equally into two parts of  90' each. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
For the design of  the atrium house, half  the total plot of  land was used. On the contrary, 
rather than using the entire 75' width of  the land for the construction of  the atrium, a 
section of  it was reserved for the construction of  an independent unit in the NE corner. In 
the situation of  AD 79, the original division of  space along the width of  the plot had been 
changed, and an even larger part of  the atrium house had been sacrificed than was originally 
the case. The insertion of  a staircase (10) to the left of  the fauces, leading to a new and 
independent apartment above the front of  the atrium house, resulted in a considerable 
decrease in the width of  the side range left of  the atrium. The original design and the first 
construction of  the atrium of  the Casa del Cinghiale was most likely symmetrical, whereby 
the left side range was of  an equal depth to the right side range. In that case, the original 
division of  the 75' width of  the plot would have been into a 50' area for the width of  the 
atrium house and a 25' area for the width of  the independent unit. This means 2/3 of  the 
total width was used for the atrium and 1/3 for the independent unit. This general division 
of  the width of  the plot in the conceptual phase of  the design was also carried through into 
the rear part of  the property, where the peristyle-garden was placed in line with the atrium 
and also given a 50' width, and the 25' wide strip of  land on the left was used to construct a 
series of  spaces flanking the garden. 
The total area that was available for the atrium house measured 50'x90', on which the 
architect created a design with ideal total dimensions of  48'x88'. 
1. Within this area, the measurements of  the central atrium were based on a module square 
of  20'x20'. The width of  the atrium was created by extending this module to the side by 
the measure of  its diagonal: 20'x√2=28' (approximation 7 : 5) (Fig. 1). The depth of  the 
atrium was also created from this module figure, by adding the measure of  the diagonal 
to the original square module: 20'+28'=48' (Fig. 1). The proportional relation between 
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the width and depth of  the atrium was then  
28' : 48' = √2 : 1+√2. 
A repetition of  this figure to the side creates a second, derived module square of  48'x48', 
based on the total width of  the design and the depth of  the atrium (Fig. 2). 
2. This 48'x48' square, expressed in the length of  the atrium and the total width of  the 
atrium house, was then used to create the depth of  the front and back ranges. The 
diagonal of  this square - measuring 48'x√2= 68' (approximation 17 : 12) - was used to 
extend the length of  the square to the front and to the back. By doing so, the depth of  
the front and back ranges became: 68' – 48' = 20'. The total division of  space along the 
depth of  the atrium house was now: 20' – 48' – 20' (Fig. 3). 
3. The position of  the atrium within the total width of  the design of  the atrium house was 
central, leaving a total depth for the side ranges of: 48' - 28' = 20'. Consequently, both 
side ranges were given an equal depth of  10', or half  the module measure (Fig. 3a). The 
division of  space along the width of  the house was then: 10' - 28' - 10'. 
4. With the general dimensions of  the central atrium and the ranges of  rooms surrounding 
it specified, the architect focussed on the internal division of  space (Fig. 4). On both 
sides of  the atrium, the total depth of  48' was divided into two areas by the closed atrium 
wall with three cubicula behind it, followed by the wide opening to the ala. This division 
was based on rational proportions, with the closed atrium wall measuring 36' and the ala 
width measuring 12', the two measured related as 3 : 1. 
The front wall of  the atrium was divided into three areas by the fauces opening. In the 
original design, the fauces would have been positioned in the centre of  the front wall, 
creating a division of  10' - 8' - 10'. In the situation of  AD 79, the position of  the fauces 
had been moved, which will be discussed below. 
The back wall of  the atrium was most likely divided into three equal measures of  16' 
each, the middle of  which was the opening to the tablinum. 
The impluvium was placed centrally within the atrium, dividing the space as follows 
along the width: 10' – 8' – 10' (a direct repetition of  the division of  the atrium front wall) 
and along the length: 19' – 10' – 19'. 
5. The design of the atrium house of the Casa del Cinghiale is based on a two geometric 
figures that were expressed as the following series of arithmetic approximations: 
10' : 20' : 28' : 48' : 68' = ½x : x : x√2 : x+x√2 : 2x+x√2. 
 
Dispositio 
The changes that were made to the ordinatio and were part of  the original design process, 
may not all be recognisable in the situation of  AD 79. The extensive rebuilding that took 
place at the front of  the house belongs to a much later phase in the building history of  this 
house, and will not be discussed here. One anomaly between the ideal design and the 
constructed house on the building site that did occur during the first phase of  construction 
was the increased depth of  the house, measuring 89½' in reality instead of  the ideal 88'. The 
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extra 1½' was divided over the atrium, which was increased by ½' to a depth of  48½', and 
the tablinum, which was increased by 1' to a depth of  21'. In the tripartite division of  the 
atrium by the impluvium, the open space behind the impluvium was also increased by ½', 
resulting in a division of  space of  19' - 10' – 19½'. 
The position of  the tablinum, measuring 15' in width, was centrally behind the atrium. In 
the situation of  AD 79, ala on the left side was 5' deeper than that on the right side, creating 
an asymmetrical division of  space along the back wall of  the atrium: 17' - 15' - 21'. 
 
Later changes to the original situation 
With the addition of an independent apartment above the front of the atrium, some time 
just after the middle of the first century AD, much bigger changes were made to the original 
design and construction of the atrium house. The insertion of a stairway (10) leading to the 
apartment, lead to the decrease of the width of the house from 50' to 45'. Not only did this 
have a direct impact on the side range of  rooms on the left of  the atrium, which thereafter 
became no more than a corridor, the whole front area of  the house was affected. The front 
wall of  the atrium was rebuilt and positioned slightly more in southerly direction (only by 5 
cm, which equals 1/5 of  an Oscan foot, not enough to alter the dynamics of  the atrium). 
But the front wall of  the atrium was not the only structural element to be repositioned. 
When looking at the position of  the fauces today, we see that it is not placed centrally within 
the atrium, in one line with the impluvium and tablinum, but slightly off  towards the right. 
This displacement of  the fauces also seems to be caused by the same rebuilding phase, at 
which time the width of  the façade of  the Casa del Cinghiale was reduced to create space for 
the two staircases on the left. Apparently, it was preferred to shift the fauces slightly to the 
right to maintain a more symmetrical picture along the façade, even if  this meant that the 
internal position of  the fauces within the atrium was disturbed. Overall, the fauces was 
moved to the right by 1½', which resulted in its decentralized position in the atrium front 
wall, creating the following tripartite division of  this wall: 11½' – 8' – 8½'. 
 
ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
The construction of  the peristyle-garden at the back of  the atrium house was executed 
upon the remaining part of  the total plot, measuring 75'x90'. Here, the entire area was 
available to the architect, as the width of  the plot was not impaired by the presence of  an 
independent structure along the east side, as was the case at the front of  the property. This 
gave the architect every opportunity to create a spacious four-sided peristyle with a series of  
ample reception/dining spaces along the left side, and a wide and deep exedra at the back of  
the garden. The total ideal depth of  the design was set at 88', copying the depth of  the 
original design of  the atrium house. Within the total width of  75', an area of  25' was 
reserved for a series of  spaces along the left side, while a 50' area was used for the peristyle-
garden. These ideal measures were adjusted slightly to create a fitting design (see point 5 
below). 
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Ordinatio 
1. The first, general division of  space that was made in this area was the division along the 
depth of  the entire area into a garden and an exedra at the back. This basic division of  
space was a mirror image of  the basic division that had been made along the depth of  
the atrium house, into the front range of  rooms (20') and the back of  the house (atrium 
and back range 68'). This division of  space was now reversed to create an area of  68' for 
the depth of  the peristyle-garden and 20' for the depth of  the exedra. The total general 
division of  the plot into several basic zones thus created a straightforward and highly 
symmetrical basic layout (Fig. 5):  
20' (fauces) - 68' (atrium/tablinum) - 68' (peristyle-garden) – 20' (exedra). 
2. Within the total width of  the garden of  75', the architect was forced to place the 
longitudinal four-sided colonnade off-centre. In order to place the colonnade in line with 
the central axis of  the atrium house, creating the desired view from the front of  the 
house all the way to the back, it had to be moved towards the right (W). This shift out of  
the centre of  the total width of  the plot was caused by the presence of  the independent 
unit in the NE corner of  the plot, which had also pushed the atrium house towards the 
right. However, in the design of  the peristyle-garden, this problem was easily overcome, 
as the architect opted for a single range of  reception and dining spaces concentrated on 
the left side of  the garden. 
3. Positioned centrally behind the atrium house, the width of  the colonnade was based on 
the width of  the atrium, which was directly copied, creating a 28' wide colonnade. Again, 
the 28'x28' module square was applied for the further division of  space within the 
peristyle-garden (Fig. 6). Firstly, the 28'x28' module was used to define the depth of  the 
colonnade, as well as the portico at the front. To this end, the width and depth of  the 
square were divided equally into two halves, leaving 14' lengths, which were then 
extended to the back and to the front. This resulted in a total depth for the colonnade 
measuring 28'+14'=42', and a front portico with a 14' depth. These measures form part 
of  the same series of  geometric proportions, expressed in arithmetic approximations, 
that was defined under point 5 of  the ordinatio of  the atrium house, and can thus also be 
expressed as: 14' : 28' : 42' = ½x√2 : x√2 : 1½x√2. 
Furthermore, by choosing these particular dimensions within the depth of  the garden-
area, the back row of  columns was positioned at 14'+42'=56' (2x√2) from the front of  
the garden, at twice the modular distance. 
4. The creation of  the remaining porticoes, on both sides of  the colonnade and at the back, 
was also based on the 28'x28' module (Fig. 7). By extending the sides of the module 
square by the length of its diagonal - measuring 28'x√2=40' (approximation 10/7), the 
depth of  the porticoes was set at 40'-28'=12' each. The total width of  the peristyle-
garden was thereby fixed at: 
12' (left portico) + 28' (width colonnade) + 12' (right portico) = 52'. The remaining space 
within the total width of  the plot of   75' was then used to create the series of  
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reception/dining spaces to the left of  the garden, thus measuring 75' - 52' = 23' in depth. 
This division of  23' - 52' clearly reflects the conceptual division of  25' - 50', only slightly 
adjusted to create a fitting design. 
The division of  space within the total depth of  the garden was fixed at: 
14' (front portico) + 42' (depth colonnade) + 12' (back portico) = 68'. Again, these 
measurements form part of  the series of  geometric proportions, expressed in arithmetic 
approximations: 12' : 28' : 42' : 52' : 68' = 2x-x√2 : x : 1½x : 4x-x√2 : 2x+x√2. 
5. The colonnade consisted of  four columns on the shorter sides and five on the longer 
sides. These were all spaced evenly along the available width and depth of  28' and 42'. 
This resulted in the following interaxial distances (Fig. 8): 
Along the shorter sides: 91/3' – 91/3' – 91/3' 
Along the longer sides: 10½' -  10½' – 10½' – 10½ 
The 20' deep exedra at the back of  the peristyle-garden was placed centrally behind the 
colonnade and given the same width of  28'. Its position in line with the axis of  the 
atrium house and peristyle-garden ensured that the view through house and garden was 
prolonged into the exedra itself. The position of  two columns in the wide entrance to the 
exedra, the distance between them 5' larger than that between the central columns of  the 
back row of  the colonnade, further enhanced this view, guiding and widening it towards 
the back. 
 
Dispositio 
Several small changes were made to the ordinatio of  the peristyle-garden, some of  which 
may have been caused by inaccuracies during construction and some introduced by the 
architect to improve the decor: 
1. After construction, the total width of  the peristyle-garden only measured 51' within the 
walls, instead of  the ideal 52' of  the original design. Within this space of  51', the width 
of  the peristyle was increased from 28' to 28½', meaning that the depth of  the porticoes 
was reduced by 1½' in total. These small changes resulted in the following division of  
space: 11¼' – 28½' – 11¼'. 
2. The total length of  the peristyle-garden was 90' rather than the 88' that had been used by 
the architect to make his basic scheme of  design. This extra space of  2' was added to the 
depth of  the exedra, which then measured 22'. This meant that the total depth of  the 
peristyle-garden remained exactly the same as in the original design. Nevertheless, the 
architect introduced some adjustments to the original scheme, slightly changing the 
dynamics of  that space. The front (N) portico increased by 1' to a total depth of  15'. The 
peristyle itself  was also extended by 1' to a total length of  43'. As a result of  this addition 
of  2' to these elements within the peristyle-garden, the portico behind (S) the peristyle 
was reduced from its original depth of  12' to a depth of  only 10'. By changing the 
dynamics of  space along the depth of  the peristyle-garden in this way, the front portico 
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had become rather deep and gave an extra dimension to the tablinum. The portico at the 
back had been given the function of  a narrow hall in front of  the exedra. 
3. Within the larger space of  the peristyle of  28½'x43', the interaxial distances along the 
shorter sides now measured 9½' each, while three of  the four interaxial distances along 
the longer sides were extended to 11' and one decreased to 10'. 
 
Coherence between the designs of  the atrium house and peristyle-garden 
The analyses of  the layout and design of  the atrium house and peristyle-garden of  the 
Casa del Cinghiale have revealed a high level of  coherence and continuity in the general 
division of  the plot, as well as the detailed dimensions of  the different areas (Fig. 9). In the 
general layout of  the total plot of  land, measuring 75'x180', the architect first created 
symmetry. Both the atrium house and the peristyle-garden were given an equal depth of  88', 
and both living areas were then further divided into two ‘zones’, which were laid out in 
reverse, resulting in the peristyle-garden being a mirror-image of  the atrium house: 20' 
(fauces) - 68' (atrium/tablinum) : 68' (peristyle-garden) - 20' (exedra). This specific method by 
which the architect created symmetry within a deep plot is comparable to that of  the Casa 
dei Capitelli Figurati (VII 4, 57), which also consisted of  an atrium house and longitudinal 
peristyle-garden, set up in a similar way as part of  one concept. 
The fact that we are in fact dealing with one concept in the Casa del Cinghiale too, is 
further clarified by the detailed measures in both atrium house and peristyle-garden. In the 
original design, both house and garden are based on the same geometric, expressed in 
arithmetic approximations. All of  these measurements can in fact be expressed in one series 
of  proportions (Fig. 9): 
12' : 14' : 20' : 28' : 42' : 48' : 68' = 2x-x√2 : ½x√2 : x : x√2 : 1½x√2 : x+x√2 : 2x+x√2. 
Overall, this residence shows great coherence in design between its two living areas, 
reflected in a highly regular and symmetrical layout of  the successive spaces and structural 
features, such as the colonnade. 
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Measures atrium house Casa del Cinghiale (VIII 3, 8). Foot measure: 27.53 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in cm Distance in Oscan feet Intended 
measures in the 
executed design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
            
FAÇADE           
NW corner - NE corner 1242,00 27,53   45,11   altered in late 
rebuilding 
phase 
50,00 
NW corner - fauces 546,00 27,53   19,83   21,00 
width fauces 220,00 27,53   7,99   8,00 
fauces - NE corner 476,00 27,53   17,29     21,00 
opening 7 382,50 27,53   13,89       
opening 9 313,50 27,53   11,39       
            
FAUCES           
depth e/w 540,00 548,00 27,53   19,61 19,91 20,00 20,00 
width n/s 220,00 219,00 27,53   7,99 7,95 8,00 8,00 
            
ATRIUM           
depth e/w 1324,00 1345,00 27,53   48,09 48,86 48,50 48,00 
width n/s 758,00 764,00 27,53   27,53 27,75 28,00 28,00 
Back wall 1460,00 27,53   53,03       
Front (N) wall           
NW corner - fauces 231,00 27,53   8,39   altered in late 
rebuilding 
phase 
10,00 
opening fauces 219,00 27,53   7,95   8,00 
fauces - NE corner 308,00 27,53   11,19   10,00 
Back (S) wall           
SW corner - opening 248,00 27,53   9,01       
width opening 118,00 27,53   4,29       
right (W) post tablinum 91,00 27,53   3,31       
SW corner - tablinum 457,00 27,53   16,60   17,00 16,00 
opening tablinum 427,00 27,53   15,51   15,00 16,00 
tablinum - SE corner 576,00 27,53   20,92   21,00 16,00 
left (E) post tablinum 75,00 27,53   2,72       
opening andron 113,00 27,53   4,10       
opening andron - SE corner 388,00 27,53   14,09       
Left (E) wall           
left (N) post first opening 97,00 27,53   3,52       
first opening 105,00 27,53   3,81       
right (S) post first opening= 208,00 27,53   7,56       
left (N) post second opening           
second opening 112,00 27,53   4,07       
right (S) post second opening= 190,00 27,53   6,90       
left (N) post third opening           
third opening 109,00 27,53   3,96       
right (S) post third opening 178,00 27,53   6,47       
length wall until opening ala 999,00 27,53   36,29   36,50 36,00 
opening ala 325,00 27,53   11,81   12,00 12,00 
Right (W) wall           
NW corner - first cubiculum 369,00 27,53   13,40       
opening first cubiculum 118,00 27,53   4,29       
left (S) post first cubiculum= 208,00 27,53   7,56       
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right (N) post second cubiculum           
opening second cubiculum 111,00 27,53   4,03     
left (S) post second cubiculum 210,00 27,53   7,63     
length wall until opening ala 1016,00 27,53   36,91   36,50 36,00 
opening ala 334,00 27,53   12,13   12,00 12,00 
Corridor left (E)         
depth n/s 129,50 131,50 27,53   4,70 4,78 later alteration 10,00 
Cubicula right (W)         
depth n/s 271,00 277,00 27,53   9,84 10,06 10,00 10,00 
Ala left (E)         
depth n 424,00 27,53   15,40   later alteration 10,00 
width e/w 330,00 325,00 27,53   11,99 11,81 12,00 12,00 
Ala right (W)         
depth n 277,00 27,53   10,06   10,00 10,00 
width e/w 334,00 332,00 27,53   12,13 12,06 12,00 12,00 
Impluvium         
depth e/w 279,00 275,00 27,53   10,13 9,99 10,00 10,00 
width n/s 225,00 224,00 27,53   8,17 8,14 8,00 8,00 
front (N) wall - impluvium e/w 518,00 522,00 27,53   18,82 18,96 19,00 19,00 
impluvium - back (S) wall e/w 533,00 536,00 27,53   19,36 19,47 19,50 19,00 
left (E) wall - impluvium n/s 278,00 277,00 27,53   10,10 10,06 10,00 10,00 
impluvium - right (W) wall n/s 261,00 263,00 27,53   9,48 9,55 10,00 10,00 
Tablinum         
depth e/w 575,00 570,00 27,53   20,89 20,70 21,00 20,00 
width n/s 427,00 392,00 27,53   15,51 14,24 15,00 16,00 
 
 
 
Measures peristyle-garden Casa del Cinghiale (VIII 3, 8). Foot measure: 27.59 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN Distance in cm Foot 
measure in 
cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
           
depth e/w 1876,00 1861,00 27,59  68,00 67,45 68,00 68,00 
width n/s 1412,00 1417,00 27,59  51,18 51,36 51,00 52,00 
Front (N) wall          
NW corner - opening tablinum 468,00 27,59  16,96       
opening tablinum 392,00 27,59  14,21       
left (E) post tablinum 89,00 27,59  3,23       
opening andron 104,00 27,59  3,77       
left (E) post andron 108,00 27,59  3,91       
opening 131,00 27,59  4,75       
opening - NE corner 120,00 27,59  4,35       
Back (S) wall          
SW corner - opening exedra 329,00 27,59  11,92       
opening exedra 755,00 27,59  27,36       
first intercolumnium 180,00 27,59  6,52       
second intercolumnium 395,00 27,59  14,32       
third intercolumnium 180,00 27,59  6,52       
opening exedra - SE corner 333,00 27,59  12,07       
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Left (E) wall          
left (N) post first oecus 171,00 27,59  6,20       
opening first oecus 124,00 27,59  4,49       
right (S) post first oecus= 161,00 27,59  5,84       
left (N) post second oecus          
opening second oecus 280,00 27,59  10,15       
right (S) post second oecus 79,00 27,59  2,86       
opening corridor 88,00 27,59  3,19       
left (N) post third oecus 145,00 27,59  5,26       
opening third oecus 110,00 27,59  3,99       
right (S) post third oecus= 121,00 27,59  4,39       
left (N) post first service room          
opening first service room 97,00 27,59  3,52       
right (S) post first service room= 418,00 27,59  15,15       
left (N) post second service room          
opening second service room 82,00 27,59  2,97       
right (S) post second serv. Room 10,00 27,59  0,36       
Right (W) wall          
NW corner - SW corner 1861,00 27,59  67,45       
Peristyle          
depth e/w 1189,00 1187,00 27,59  43,10 43,02 43,00 42,00 
width n/s 787,00 784,00 27,59  28,52 28,42 28,50 28,00 
Front (N) portico          
depth e/w 408,00 412,00 27,59  14,79 14,93 15,00 14,00 
Back (S) portico          
depth e/w 271,00 259,00 27,59  9,82 9,39 10,00 12,00 
Left (E) portico          
depth n/s 312,00 311,00 27,59  11,31 11,27 11,25 12,00 
Right (W) portico        
depth n/s 309,00 313,00 27,59  11,20 11,34 11,25 12,00 
Intercolumnia front (N)          
NW column - second column 264,00 27,59  9,57       
second column - third column 262,00 27,59  9,50       
third column - NE column 261,00 27,59  9,46       
Intercolumnia back (S)          
SW column - second column 262,00 27,59  9,50       
second column - third column 260,00 27,59  9,42       
third column - SE column 262,00 27,59  9,50       
Intercolumnia left (E)          
NE column - second column 300,00 27,59  10,87       
second column - third column 299,00 27,59  10,84       
third column - fourth column 298,00 27,59  10,80       
fourth column - SE column 292,00 27,59  10,58       
Intercolumnia right (W)          
NW column - second column 301,00 27,59  10,91       
second column - third column 292,00 27,59  10,58       
third column - fourth column 298,00 27,59  10,80       
fourth column - SW column 296,00 27,59  10,73       
Exedra          
depth e/w 600,00 595,00 27,59  21,75 21,57 22,00 20,00 
width n/s 755,00 754,00 27,59  27,36 27,33 27,50 28,00 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
From the reconstruction of the building history and the metrological analysis of the 
atrium house and peristyle-garden of the Casa del Cinghiale, we may now conclude that the 
total plot of land was purchased, designed and constructed in a single action by the first 
owner of this residence in the city centre. The atrium house reveals quite a complex building 
history. At some point during the first half of the first century AD a large part of the front of 
the Casa del Cinghiale was rebuilt. This rebuilding was carried out at the time when an upper 
storey was added to the NE corner of insula VIII 3. In order to create space for two 
staircases, situated to the left (E) of the Casa del Cinghiale, leading to the upper floor, the 
width of the original tuff façade of the Casa del Cinghiale was decreased from 50' to 45'. At 
the same time, the fauces was moved to the right (W)  
by 1½'. 
Apart from these obviously late interventions in the original structures of the house, the 
atrium and peristyle remained largely unaltered from their first construction until AD 79.  
The unity between the two main living areas of this house is apparent both in design and in 
construction, and the atrium house and peristyle-garden show evidence of being part of a 
single concept and action. In this sense, the Casa del Cinghiale belongs to a relatively small 
group of atrium-peristyle houses that did not grow over a period of time, as many of the 
larger properties did, but were constructed as a single complex right from the beginning. 
 
Property boundaries and economic use 
As seems to be the case with many of the atrium-peristyle houses that take up a corner 
position along this side of the Via dell’Abbondanza, not all of the available property was 
used as residential space. In the case of the Casa del Cinghiale, the small area that was left 
over in the NE corner of the insula and was not connected to the house, was also part of the 
same property. This apartment, to which an upper storey was added, may have been rented 
out to a shopkeeper and his family. Other houses along this stretch of the Abbondanza that 
show the same phenomenon are the Casa della Calce (VIII 5, 28), the Casa dei Postumi (VIII 
4, 4) and the Domus Cornelia (VIII 4, 15). It seems that owning the corner position of one 
of these insulae could in fact be a profitable investment, and wealthy home owners were 
quick to seize the opportunities to expand their business right on their doorstep. Obviously, 
some positions were more favourable than others, as the business of the alleys perpendicular 
to the Via dell’Abbondanza was what ultimately determined the profitability of renting out 
shops and other commercial units.  
 
  
 
 
 
DOMUS CORNELIA 
VIII 4, 15 
 
 
 
 DOMUS CORNELIA  
VIII 4, 15 
 
DESCRIPTION174 
 
This atrium house with a longitudinal peristyle-garden is situated in the northeast corner 
of  insula VIII 4, with the main entrance on the Via dell’Abbondanza. It was excavated in 
1861 and first published by Fiorelli in the Relazione ufficiale dei lavori eseguiti (lettered plan,  
plate 5). At the end of  the nineteenth century, this house was one of  the major tourist 
attractions because its atrium contained the most complete array of  decorations, of  which 
only a few remain today175. 
 
Decoration 
The floors of  the fauces and the atrium were decorated by an opus signinum floor, with 
rows of  large white tesserae. In the middle of the atrium, a white marble impluvium was 
situated, framed in a black and white mosaic of a crenulated city wall176. The marble 
impluvium was part of  a late decoration phase of  this house. The opus signinum floor of  the 
atrium also extends into the tablinum and the space to the left (E) of  it. The small space to 
the right (W) of  the tablinum still has two recesses present in its walls for the placing of  a 
bed. The floor of  this cubiculum was decorated in a beautiful coloured opus sectile. A marble 
threshold was placed between the peristyle-garden and the openings of  the tablinum and this 
small cubiculum. Within the longitudinal peristyle-garden, decorative waterworks played an 
important role. Lead pipes were found, through which water spouted from the columns into 
the central garden area within the four-sided peristyle, where a marble basin was placed for 
collecting this water. Laidlaw further mentions a First Style wall decoration situated within 
the small oecus in the SW corner of  the peristyle-garden177. On the S door post, which was 
constructed in opus vittatum mixtum, she has recognised a stucco decoration depicting the 
bottom half  of  a narrow drafted orthostate. On the N wall of  this space, traces of  three 
rectangles of  the upper zone below the wall crown could be recognised. In the SE corner 
were traces of  a yellow socle. These observations by Laidlaw are difficult to interpret, as the 
traditional dating of  the First Style of  wall painting and the construction technique of  opus 
vittatum mixtum are traditionally not compatible. One would have to conclude, if  these 
observations are correct, that the First Style was used here long after the period we consider 
it fashionable. 
 
                                                 
 
174 For a detailed description of the structures and the remaining decorations see: PPM VIII, 518-525. 
175 Pesando & Guidobaldi 2006, 228-229. 
176 Laidlaw, A. 1985, 269. 
177 Ibidem. 
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Ground plan 
Regarding the division of  space within insula VIII 4, it is clear that the ground plan of  
the atrium house of  the Domus Cornelia has an irregular shape. This irregularity was caused 
by the fact that the right (W) boundary of  this property was aligned with the right (W) side 
of  the insula, whereas the left (E) 
boundary of  the property was aligned with 
the left (E) side of  the insula. This 
prevented the first owner of  this piece of  
land from buying a completely rectangular 
plot. Another peculiarity of  this insula is 
the fact that the south and east sides are 
situated on a much lower level than the 
north side. As a result, the spaces to the 
south and east of  the Domus Cornelia are 
on a much lower level than the house and 
garden itself. 
The general layout of  the atrium house 
and the peristyle-garden as they were in the 
situation of  AD 79 can be described as 
follows: along the façade, the Domus 
Cornelia has three openings (14, 15 and 
16). In each corner of  the front of  the 
house, a taberna is situated, accessible from 
the street as well as from within the atrium. 
The fauces were placed in between the two 
tabernae and lead the visitor straight into 
the atrium. The atrium was flanked on both sides by two cubicula and an ala. As a result of  
the irregularity of  this plot, the spaces to the right (W) of  the atrium became deeper towards 
the back (S) of  the atrium. The left (E) side of  the atrium, on the other hand, was completely 
regular. At the back of  the atrium we find the tablinum, flanked by a rather narrow 
cubiculum on the right (W) and an oecus on the left (E). Both these rooms were orientated 
primarily towards the peristyle-garden. Placed behind the atrium house is a spacious 
longitudinal peristyle-garden, within which a four-sided colonnade was placed with 4x7 
columns. At the back of  the peristyle-garden, two oeci were situated opposite each other, one 
to the right (W) and one to the left (E) of  the peristyle. Along the back (S) boundary of  the 
garden, four more columns were placed behind those of  the peristyle, with the same 
orientation. By leaving the back of  the peristyle-garden open instead of  placing a high wall, a 
view was created through the garden onto the Temple of  Isis behind. 
 
Domus Cornelia: ground plan (drawing author)
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Construction 
Along the façade, the door posts of  the fauces (15) and the taberna (16) on the left (E) 
were constructed in opus latericium, a late repair to the original façade. The original 
construction of  this façade is still visible in the right (W) post of  the taberna (14) on the 
right (W), which was built up in opus quadratum blocks of  limestone. Within the atrium, much 
of  the construction methods and building materials can also be dated to the original building 
phase of  this house. The converging monumental door posts were constructed in opus 
quadratum blocks of  limestone stacked without mortar. The walls of  the fauces and atrium 
were constructed in opus incertum of  mostly cruma. The construction of  the two cubicula to 
the left (E) of  the atrium shows a regular picture, with walls also built up in opus incertum 
cruma. The same technique and material is present in the left (E) wall of  the house, the 
boundary of  this property. The two cubicula to the right (W) of  the atrium were of  an 
irregular shape, caused by the fact that the right (W) wall of  the house runs at a different 
angle than the inner orientation of  the house, which was lined up with the left (E) wall. The 
fact that this right (W) boundary wall can in fact also be dated to the original building phase 
of  the Domus Cornelia can be concluded from the use of  the same, oldest building 
technique and material that were used within the rest of  the atrium house, opus incertum 
cruma. The first cubiculum on the right (W) was at some point converted to a staircase, 
leading to an upper storey above the atrium. The walls in the northeast corner of  this 
cubiculum were repaired and rebuilt in opus incertum limestone, lave, tuff  and other materials, 
but remained in their original position. Within the ala to the left (E) of  the atrium, great 
parts of  the original walls are still visible in opus incertum cruma. The walls of  the right (W) 
ala, on the other hand, show many later repairs, but are still in their original position. Within 
the tablinum, the left (E) wall holds much of  the first building phase, although the post on 
the side of  the peristyle-garden was repaired completely. The right (W) wall of  the tablinum 
is constructed in opus incertum cruma with a lava socle. The posts on either side of  it, built up 
in opus quadratum blocks of  limestone, can be dated to the first phase of  the atrium house.  
From the point where the ala on the right (W) side of  the atrium ends and the cubiculum 
to the right (W) of  the tablinum starts, the right (W) boundary wall of  the plot continues in a 
different position, resulting in a more narrow plot than before. From this point until the back 
(S) of  the peristyle-garden, a great part of  this wall is still covered in stucco, making it 
impossible to draw any conclusions on the originality of  this wall. The left (E) wall of  the 
peristyle-garden consists of  the original opus incertum cruma in the NE corner and follows the 
line of  the left (E) wall of  the atrium house. The door openings to the first and second space 
left (E) of  the peristyle are constructed in opus quadratum limestone. This stretch of  wall 
seems to date to the original building phase of  the house and ends in the third opening to 
the left (E) of  the peristyle-garden, which belongs to a corridor coming from the Via 
Stabiana (opening 23), providing the garden area behind the atrium house with its own 
entrance (posticum). This side-entrance can be dated to the second century BC by the fact that 
it already existed when the tuff  façade was placed along this side of  the insula, which 
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presumably took place somewhere in that period. Right behind (S) this posticum, a staircase 
was built leading to an upper storey above the left (E) side of  the peristyle-garden. From this 
point onwards, the left wall of  the peristyle-garden is positioned slightly further back (to the 
east), resulting in a wider portico at this end of  the garden. The central area of  the peristyle-
garden is dominated by the four-sided peristyle, consisting of  a total of  18 columns with 
Ionic capitals. The fluted columns and the stylobate were constructed in Nocera tuff. The 
columns were decorated with stucco, following the cannelures of  the columns’ shafts. 
The back part of  the peristyle-garden, including the two large oeci on the left (E) and 
right (W), was constructed using different building techniques and materials than were 
applied within the atrium house and the front of  the peristyle-garden. In fact, the entire back 
area of  the peristyle-garden portrays a different picture to the rest of  the property. The two 
methods and materials that were mostly used here were opus vittatum mixtum limestone in the 
door posts and opus incertum lava for the walls. Although the doorposts to the large hall on the 
left (E) are constructed in blocks of  limestone, they are of  a much smaller size and lighter 
quality than the ones used in the construction of  the atrium house.  
Which parts of  the Domus Cornelia of  the situation of  AD 79 belonged to the original 
building phase of  this house? An important indication in the question of  how insula VIII 4 
was originally divided into different plots, is the atrium house in the southeast corner of  the 
insula, VIII 4, 27, dated to the second century BC In the final phase, this old atrium house 
had been converted into a bakery with several storage rooms to the side and back. Within 
this bakery, the old walls of  the fauces and atrium, constructed in opus africanum and opus 
incertum lava, are still visible. Along the façade, the block capitals in tuff  are still present on 
either side of  the original fauces entrance. Once the function of  the house was changed into 
that of  a bakery, the cubicula and ala to the right (N) of  the atrium were given up, as well as 
the tablinum behind (W) the atrium. In the situation of  AD 79, these older rooms were built 
over by the peristyle-garden of  the Domus Cornelia, which was situated on a higher level. 
Behind the original position of  the tablinum of  VIII 4, 27 a well was situated in the central 
axis of  the house. When the terrace wall of  the peristyle-garden of  the Domus Cornelia was 
constructed, this well was pulled up to the same level, so that it could be used from within 
the higher level of  the peristyle-garden. The original position of  the right (N) boundary of  
VIII 4, 27, which was also the right (N) wall of  the cubicula and ala that were later given up, 
can be recognised in the lower parts of  what is now the N wall of  the oecus to the left (E) 
of  the peristyle-garden of  the Domus Cornelia. These old parts consist of  the opus incertum 
lava and opus quadratum blocks of  limestone that are characteristic for the rest of  the old 
house VIII 4, 27. 
From the analysis of  the masonry of  the atrium house and peristyle-garden of  the 
Domus Cornelia, the following building phases can be reconstructed: 
1. The atrium house, situated in the northeast corner of  the insula, was presumably 
constructed somewhere in the second century BC At that time, the southeast corner of  
the insula was built over by another large atrium house, with its façade on the east side of  
the insula, running from the southeast corner until the right (N) post of  opening (25). 
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This means that the garden area behind the atrium house of  the Domus Cornelia was 
originally not as deep as it was in the situation of  AD 79. The boundary wall between the 
garden of  Domus Cornelia the house VIII 4, 27 was situated along the line of  what is 
now the north wall of  the large oecus to the left (E) of  the peristyle-garden of  Domus 
Cornelia. This boundary can be extended in a straight line to the N wall of  what is now 
the oecus to the right (W) of  the peristyle-garden of  Domus Cornelia. In other words, 
the original property of  the owner of  the Domus Cornelia ran only until the point where 
the two large oeci start in the situation of  AD 79. The area behind that point was 
originally part of  the atrium house VIII 4, 27 in the southeast corner of  this insula. 
2. At some point in time, the function of  the atrium house VIII 4, 27 changed into that of  
a bakery, and large parts of  it could be acquired by the owner of  Domus Cornelia, 
extending his property further to the back (S), to the left (E) and to the right (W). This 
newly acquired piece of  land was raised to the higher level of  Domus Cornelia, added to 
the already existing garden area, and used to construct a large peristyle-garden with two 
oeci along its sides. The fact that this piece of  land at the back of  the peristyle-garden 
was added at a later date is supported by the evidence of  the construction techniques and 
materials, which must be dated to the Roman period. Therefore, the atrium house and 
peristyle-garden were not constructed in one phase as part of  one concept. 
 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE  
 
The plot of land facing the Via dell’Abbondanza that was purchased for the construction 
of this property now known as the Domus Cornelia, was irregular in shape. This situation is 
still visible in the final building phase of this structure, in the built-up situation of insula VIII 
4 in AD 79. The greatest anomaly in the regularity of this plot is caused by the deviant 
orientation of the right (W) wall of the plot, which runs parallel to the orientation of the 
neighbouring plots VIII 4, 12 and VIII 4, 9. As a result, the width of the atrium house of the 
Domus Cornelia increases from a total of 51½' along the façade to a total of 60' at the back 
of the atrium. The architect who was commissioned to design an atrium house on this rather 
awkward plot did everything needed to ensure that this flaw was hidden to the unsuspecting 
visitor to the house. The orientation of the internal walls was lined up with the left (E) wall 
of the plot, and the deviant right wall was hidden from sight by allowing the side range on 
the right side of the atrium to vary considerably in depth. 
For the purpose of his overall design, the architect had no choice but to work with an 
average width, which was set at 56' (the real average width being 55¾'). The ideal design was 
then adjusted to the actual situation by constructing the atrium and the left side range true to 
the original proportions, while the spaces in the right side range were adapted to the available 
space. The total depth of the original design of the atrium house, measuring 74',  was a direct 
result of the overall design as described below. 
 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The general division of space within the house into the central atrium and the ranges of 
rooms surrounding it was based on the definition of the width of the atrium, the central 
feature. The module that was used by the architect measured half the total width of the 
design: ½x56'=28'. This measure was used to create a module square of 28'x28', which 
was the basis for the creation of the atrium depth, as well as for the depth of the side 
ranges and the front and back ranges. 
2. The depth of the atrium was created by extending the sides of the module square by the 
length of its diagonal, which measures 28'x√2=40' (approximation 7 : 10). The 
dimensions of the atrium were thus fixed at 28'x40', with the two sides related as  
1 : √2 (Fig. 1). 
3. The same square module of 28'x28' was used to define the depth of the side ranges left 
and right of the atrium, as well as the range of rooms at the front. To this end, the width 
and depth of the square were divided equally into two halves, leaving 14' lengths, which 
were then extended to both sides and to the front (Fig. 2). This resulted in equal depths 
for the side and front ranges, all measuring 14'. Within the total width of the design of 
56', this created a rational division of space, with the side ranges and atrium related as 14' 
: 28' : 14' = 1 : 2 : 1 (Fig. 3). 
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4. The back range of the atrium house was created by extending the depth of the atrium 
with the measure of half the diagonal of the 28'x28' module square:  
½x40'=20' (½x√2 ) (Fig. 2). The total depth of the atrium house then measured:  
14' (front range) + 40' (atrium) + 20' (back range) = 74' (Fig. 3).  
All general measures of the different elements of the house are derived from the modular 
28'x28' geometric figure, and fit into one series of arithmetic approximations of the 
geometric proportions: 14' : 20' : 28' : 40' : 56' = ½x : ½x√2 : x : x√2 : 2x. 
5. With the general division of the atrium house into the main areas complete, the architect 
focussed his attention to the detailed internal division of the atrium (Fig. 4). Again, the 
basic module of 28' was used to divide the atrium side walls into a closed part (in front of 
the two cubicula) and an open part (the opening to the ala). The closed part of the atrium 
wall reflects the side of the module square: 28', and the opening to the ala reflects the 
extension of the module square towards the back by the length of its diagonal: 40'-
28'=12'. The division of the atrium side walls was then: 28' : 12' = x : x√2-x. 
 The front wall of the atrium was divided into three sections by the position of the 
fauces. The internal dimensions of the fauces were related as 1 : 2, with a 7' width and 14' 
depth. The opening to the fauces was placed exactly in the middle of the front wall of the 
atrium, creating a division of 10½' - 7' – 10½'. The back wall of the atrium was also 
divided into three areas, the outer two separated by the central position of the opening to 
the tablinum. The division into three sections was as follows: 19½' - 17' - 19½', whereby 
17' reflects the width of the tablinum. 
Besides the division of the atrium walls into different sections, the open space of the 
atrium itself was also divided into three areas by the position of the impluvium basin. 
The dimensions of the basin itself were set at 12' x 14', which made it rather bulky and 
nearly square in shape. Its position within the atrium was completely central, both 
widthwise and lengthwise, creating the following tripartite divisions:  
width: 8' - 12' - 8' 
length: 13' - 14' - 13' 
6. Within the depth of the atrium house, from the point of entry through the fauces door, 
the consecutive elements that frame and divide the visitor’s line of sight together create a 
specific ‘focal area’ which serves to draw the visitor into the house. The steady increase 
in the dimensions of the features that define this ‘focal area’ ensures the impression of a 
perfectly symmetrical layout of the house, culminating in the opening to the tablinum, 
where the visitor might see the master of the house seated at the hart of his property. 
The consecutive measures that together create this visual effect are: the width of the 
fauces, the width of the impluvium basin in the centre of the atrium and the width of the 
tablinum. These are the three elements that form the main restrictions and focal points 
of the axial view upon entering the house. The dimensions of these elements that were 
chosen by the architect were such that each consecutive element was larger by the same 
amount than the last: 
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Width of the fauces: 7' 
Width of the impluvium: 12' (7'+5') 
Width of the tablinum: 17' (12'+5') 
These measures are geometrically related as 7 : 12 : 17 = √2 : 1+√2 : 2+√2. 
The focal area was thus steadily increased towards the back of the house by adding an 
extra 5' to each following element in the focal line (Fig. 5). This play with dimensions by 
the architect was a way to create the illusion of a perfectly symmetrical house, whereas 
the reality was much less perfect. 
 
Dispositio 
 Only some small deviations from the original design are present in the built-up 
situation of the Domus Cornelia. For the most part, these deviations, however, do not 
appear to be part of a planned adjustment by the architect in order to achieve a better result 
in the visual dynamics of the property. Rather, we may just have to appoint them to a slight 
degree of inaccuracy on the part of the builders when putting up the walls of this house. 
1. Within the width of the house, the intended measure of the atrium of 28' was increased 
by 1' to a total width of 29'. Also, the depth of the side range on the left of the atrium 
was decreased by ½' to a total of 13½', while the right side range was used to 
compensate for the irregular shape of the plot, and was therefore of a varying depth. 
Within the atrium, the increased width also had in impact on the detailed division of 
space. Within the front wall of the atrium, the fauces opening retained its intended 7' 
width and was still placed in the centre of the wall, resulting in a division of space of: 11' 
- 7' - 11'. Similarly, the intended width of the impluvium basin remained unaltered and 
was also still positioned exactly in the centre of the atrium width, resulting in the 
following tripartite division: 8½' - 12' – 8½'. 
2. Within the depth of the built-up house, the one deviation to the original design is in the 
fauces depth, which was increased by 1' to a total of 15'. 
Another change in the dynamics along the depth of the house is in the division of the 
sides of the atrium into a closed wall with small openings to the cubicula and an open 
section, the ala width. In the original design, this division was based on the module of 
28', resulting in dynamics of 28' - 12'. In the built-up house, these dynamics were altered 
to 27' - 13'. The visual impact of this change was based on the fact that by decreasing the 
length of the closed side walls of the atrium, the back of the impluvium was placed 
exactly in one line with the entrance to the ala, creating a visual barrier between the 
closed front part of the atrium and the open space at the back of the impluvium basin, 
extending along the entire width of the plot. 
  
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
 
As was described above, the space that was used to build the peristyle-garden was 
acquired in two phases, which explains its slightly irregular shape. The width of  the peristyle-
garden is wider at the back than it is at the front. In other words, the additional piece of  land 
at the back of  the original garden of  the Domus Cornelia that was acquired when the old 
atrium house VIII 4, 27 was converted into a bakery, was wider than the original garden area 
of  Domus Cornelia. Within the space available, the architect planned a longitudinal peristyle-
garden with a four-sided peristyle with four columns on each shorter side and seven columns 
on each longer side. There was also enough room to create two large oeci. The total width of  
the rectangular space of  the peristyle-garden was 46½' at the front (N) and 56½' at the back, 
whereas the total depth was 90'. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The ideal total measurements of  the design were set by the architect at 56'x88'. Although 
the width of  the garden was only 46½' at the front, 56' was used as the ideal width for 
the design of  the peristyle-garden, the same width as was used in the design of  the 
atrium. 
2. The measurements of  the four-sided peristyle were copied directly from the design of  
the atrium house: the width of  the peristyle was given the same measurement as the 
width of  the atrium, 28'. The length of  the peristyle was created from the 28'x28' square 
that was also used in the design of the atrium house. The depth of  this square was 
extended to the front by the measure of  its diagonal (40') and to the back by half the 
diagonal (20'), resulting in a total depth of 20'+40'=60'. Thus, the total measurements of  
the peristyle were 28'x60' = x : 1½(x√2) , a direct repetition of  the dynamics of  space 
found in the atrium house (Fig. 6). 
3. The depths of  the porticoes surrounding the peristyle on all four sides were created by 
extending half  the width of  the peristyle to the front, back and sides, resulting in equal 
porticoes with a 14' depth (Fig. 7). Within the total space of  the peristyle-garden (Fig. 8), 
the division within the width was now exactly the same as that within the width of  the 
atrium house: 14' – 28' – 14' = ½x : x : ½x. The division of  space along the length of  the 
peristyle-garden was: 14' – 60' – 14' = ½x : 1½(x√2) : ½x, of  which the first two 
elements were also present in the dynamics of  the original design of  the atrium house 
(depth of  the fauces and added depths of  the atrium and tablinum). 
4. The ideal placements of  the columns along the shorter sides of  the peristyle would be 
with three interaxial measures of  9 1/3' each. The four columns at the back (S) of  the 
peristyle-garden were placed directly behind those of  the peristyle and would therefore 
also ideally have three intercolumnia of  9 1/3' each. The ideal regular placement of the 
columns along the longer sides of the peristyle would be with six identical interaxial 
measures of 10' each (Fig. 9).  
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5. The two large oeci were placed opposite each other, one on each side of  the peristyle-
garden. The oecus to the left (E) of  the peristyle was given an opening of  13', the same 
value as the intercolumnium in front of  it, and a depth of  32'. The oecus to the right (W) 
of  the peristyle was given an opening of  23½' and a depth of  25'. The dimensions of  
these two spaces appear to have been dictated by the available space rather than by 
coherence with the rest of  the design. 
 
Dispositio 
The small changes that were made were mostly due to the fact that there were some 
inconsistencies between the basic scheme of  design and the available space on the building 
site. 
1. The total depth of  the garden area behind the atrium house of  Domus Cornelia was 90' 
instead of  the ideal 88' of  the design. The extra 2' were added to the depth of  the 
portico behind (S) the peristyle, while no alterations were made to the depth of  the front 
(N) portico or the length of  the peristyle itself. The total division of  space was now:  
14' – 60' – 16'. 
2. The width of  the peristyle was increased slightly from 28' to 28½', to accommodate the 
width at the back of  the peristyle-garden, which was 56½' instead of  the ideal 56' of  the 
original design. By adding ½' to the width of  the peristyle, the depth of  the porticoes to 
the left (E) and right (W) could remain 14' as was intended. A larger adaptation had to be 
made at the front (N) of  the peristyle-garden, where the real width was only 46½'. The 
peristyle could still be placed in the centre of  this space by decreasing the depth of  the 
porticoes on both sides of  the peristyle from 14' to 9'. The total division of  space within 
the width of  the garden was now: 9' – 28½' – 9' along the front (N) and 14' – 28½' – 14' 
at the back (S). 
3. The columns were divided along the sides of  the peristyle (28½'x60') as follows: along 
the front (N): 9' – 9' – 10½'; along the back (S): 10' – 9' – 9½'; along the left (E) and right 
(W): 10' – 9' – 9' – 10' – 13' (in front of  the oeci) – 9'. The total space taken up by the 
four columns at the back remained 28', divided into three intercolumnia of  8½' – 10' – 
9½'. The increased measure of some of the interaxial distances between the columns and 
the consequent deviation from the original regular scheme only makes sense if we regard 
the peristyle in relation to the total layout of the garden-area of the Domus Cornelia. To 
start with the front row of columns, the expanded distance of 10½' between the NE 
corner column and the second column is related to the view from the triclinium left of 
the tablinum into the peristyle-garden, which was enhanced and framed by the increased 
distance between these columns (view 2 in Fig. 10). Similarly, in the left and right sides of 
the peristyle, the slightly increased intercolumnia in the NE and SE corners to a distance 
of 10', were created to enhance the view from the first cubiculum (F) on the left side of 
the peristyle, into the garden-area (view 3 in Fig. 10). Finally, the biggest increase in 
interaxial distance took place between the fifth and sixth columns on the left and right 
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sides of the peristyle. This was done with the purpose of ensuring a good view into the 
garden from the two largest and most important spaces flanking the peristyle, even 
making it possible to look from one space into the other across the entire width of the 
garden (views 4 and 5 in Fig. 10).
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Measures atrium house Domus Cornelia (VIII 4, 15). Foot measure: 27.62 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in cm Distance in Oscan feet Intended 
measures in 
the executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
            
FAÇADE           
NW corner - NE corner 1423,99 27,62   51,56   51,50 51,50 
NW corner - fauces 501,00 27,62   18,14   18,00 22,25 
width fauces 189,00 27,62   6,84   7,00 7,00 
fauces - NE corner 734,00 27,62   26,57   26,50 22,25 
opening 14 411,00 27,62   14,88       
opening 16 385,00 27,62   13,94       
            
FAUCES           
depth e/w 414,00 420,00 27,62   14,99 15,21 15,00 14,00 
width n/s 189,00 195,00 27,62   6,84 7,06 7,00 7,00 
            
ATRIUM           
depth e/w 1102,00 1104,00 27,62   39,90 39,97 40,00 40,00 
width n/s 802,00 798,00 27,62   29,04 28,89 29,00 28,00 
Back wall 1659,00 27,62   60,07   60,00 56,00 
Front (N) wall           
NW corner - opening W taberna 105,00 27,62   3,80       
opening W taberna 130,00 27,62   4,71       
right (W) post fauces 70,00 27,62   2,53       
NW corner - fauces 305,00 27,62   11,04   11,00 10,50 
width fauces 195,00 27,62   7,06   7,00 7,00 
fauces - NE corner 302,00 27,62   10,93   11,00 10,50 
left (E) post fauces 69,00 27,62   2,50       
opening E taberna 125,00 27,62   4,53       
opening E taberna - NE corner 108,00 27,62   3,91       
Back (S) wall           
SW corner - opening W oecus 461,00 27,62   16,69       
opening W oecus 125,00 27,62   4,53       
right (W) post tablinum 69,00 27,62   2,50       
SW corner - tablinum 655,00 27,62   23,71   23,50 19,50 
opening tablinum 467,00 27,62   16,91   17,00 17,00 
tablinum - SE corner 537,00 27,62   19,44   19,50 19,50 
left (E) post tablinum 71,00 27,62   2,57       
opening E oecus 126,00 27,62   4,56       
opening E oecus - SE corner 340,00 27,62   12,31       
Left (E) wall           
left (N) post first cubiculum 138,00 27,62   5,00       
opening first cubiculum 126,00 27,62   4,56       
right (S) post first cubiculum= 209,00 27,62   7,57       
left (N) post second cubiculum           
opening second cubiculum 126,00 27,62   4,56       
right (S) post second cubiculum 148,00 27,62   5,36       
length wall until opening ala 747,00 27,62   27,05   27,00 28,00 
opening ala 355,00 27,62   12,85   13,00 12,00 
Right (W) wall           
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right (N) post first cubiculum 136,00 27,62   4,92       
opening first cubiculum 124,00 27,62   4,49       
left (S) post first cubiculum= 209,00 27,62   7,57       
right (N) post second cubiculum         
opening second cubiculum 127,00 27,62   4,60     
left (S) post second cubiculum 152,00 27,62   5,50     
length wall until opening ala 748,00 27,62   27,08   27,00 28,00 
opening ala 356,00 27,62   12,89   13,00 12,00 
Cubicula left (E)         
depth n/s 375,00 375,00 27,62   13,58 13,58 13,50 14,00 
Cubicula right (W)         
depth n/s 280,00 425,00 27,62   10,14 15,39 10,00/15,00 14,00 
Ala left (E)         
depth n 375,00 27,62   13,58   13,50 14,00 
width e/w 356,00 355,00 27,62   12,89 12,85 13,00 12,00 
Ala right (W)         
depth n 425,00 27,62   15,39   15,00 14,00 
width e/w 356,00 365,00 27,62   12,89 13,22 13,00 12,00 
Impluvium         
depth e/w 393,00 393,00 27,62   14,23 14,23 14,00 14,00 
width n/s 320,00 314,00 27,62   11,59 11,37 12,00 12,00 
front (N) wall - impluvium e/w 344,00 348,00 27,62   12,45 12,60 13,00 13,00 
impluvium - back (S) wall e/w 363,00 360,00 27,62   13,14 13,03 13,00 13,00 
left (E) wall - impluvium n/s 243,00 242,00 27,62   8,80 8,76 8,50 8,00 
impluvium - right (W) wall n/s 237,00 242,00 27,62   8,58 8,76 8,50 8,00 
Tablinum         
depth (middle) 558,00 27,62   20,20   20,00 20,00 
width n/s 467,00 397,00 27,62   16,91 14,37 17,00 17,00 
 
 
Measures peristyle-garden Domus Cornelia (VIII 4, 15). Foot measure: 27.57 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN Distance in cm Foot 
measure in 
cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures in 
the executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
           
depth e/w 2491,00 2479,00 27,57  90,35 89,92 90,00 88,00 
width n/s 1290,00 1571,00 27,57  46,79 56,98 46,50/56,50 56,00 
Front (N) wall          
NW corner - opening W oecus 100,00 27,57  3,63       
opening W oecus 126,00 27,57  4,57       
right (W) post tablinum 84,00 27,57  3,05       
opening tablinum 397,00 27,57  14,40       
left (E) post tablinum 160,00 27,57  5,80       
opening E oecus 340,00 27,57  12,33       
opening E oecus - NE corner 83,00 27,57  3,01       
Back (S) wall          
opening SW corner 124,00 27,57  4,50       
wall with engaged column 281,00 27,57  10,19       
first intercolumnium 236,00 27,57  8,56       
second intercolumnium 267,00 27,57  9,68       
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third intercolumnium 265,00 27,57  9,61       
engaged column - SE corner 398,00 27,57  14,44       
Left (E) wall          
NE corner - SE corner 2491,00 27,57  90,35   90,00 88,00 
opening E oecus 352,00 27,57  12,77   13,00 13,00 
Right (W) wall          
NW corner - SW corner 2479,00 27,57  89,92   90,00 88,00 
opening W oecus 647,00 27,57  23,47   23,50 23,50 
Peristyle          
depth e/w 1659,00 1660,00 27,57  60,17 60,21 60,00 60,00 
width n/s 779,00 790,00 27,57  28,26 28,65 28,50 28,00 
Front (N) portico          
depth e/w 391,00 382,00 27,57  14,18 13,86 14,00 14,00 
Back (S) portico          
depth e/w 441,00 437,00 27,57  16,00 15,85 16,00 14,00 
Left (E) portico          
depth n/s 248,00 391,00 27,57  9,00 14,18 9,00/14,00 14,00 
Right (W) portico          
depth n/s 256,00 371,00 27,57  9,29 13,46 9,00/14,00 14,00 
Intercolumnia front (N)          
NW column - second column 243,00 27,57  8,81       
second column - third column 247,00 27,57  8,96       
third column - NE column 289,00 27,57  10,48       
Intercolumnia back (S)          
SW column - second column 271,00 27,57  9,83       
second column - third column 258,00 27,57  9,36       
third column - SE column 261,00 27,57  9,47       
Intercolumnia left (E)          
NE column - second column 270,00 27,57  9,79       
second column - third column 241,00 27,57  8,74       
third column - fourth column 248,00 27,57  9,00       
fourth column - fifth column 285,00 27,57  10,34       
fifth column - sixth column 363,00 27,57  13,17       
sixth column - SE column 252,00 27,57  9,14       
Intercolumnia right (W)          
NW column - second column 270,00 27,57  9,79       
second column - third column 257,00 27,57  9,32       
third column - fourth column 250,00 27,57  9,07       
fourth column - fifth column 274,00 27,57  9,94       
fifth column - sixth column 358,00 27,57  12,99       
sixth column - SW column 251,00   27,57  9,10       
 
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
The atrium-peristyle complex known as the Domus Cornelia, at the corner of the Via 
dell’Abbondanza and the Via Stabiana, was the result of a history of construction of at least 
two different phases. The analysis of the wall structures indicates that the peristyle-garden 
was a late addition to the already existing stately atrium house. Despite the fact that this 
residential complex was not constructed in one building action, or as part of one 
architectural plan, its design reveals a high level of unity between the two living areas  
(Fig. 11). This overall unity in design created an image of symmetry and coherence in the 
plan and layout of house and garden, concealing the actual irregularities of the building plot. 
 
Architectural coherence 
The fact that there was a high level of unity between the atrium house and peristyle-
garden is clear, but how did the architect, who had the task of adding the peristyle to the 
existing house, go about creating this architectural coherence? One way was by concentrating 
on the axial view that was present in the house, running through the centre of the fauces-
atrium-tablinum complex, and making sure that it could continue unhindered into the 
peristyle-garden, drawing the visitor’s view into the back of the property. In reality, the ideal 
situation, where the peristyle would be placed centrally behind the atrium, could not be 
accomplished, as the irregular shape of the plot meant that the peristyle was positioned 
further to the left (E) than the atrium. This problem was overcome by guiding the line of 
sight from the atrium house through the columns on the right side of the colonnade (view 1 
in Fig. 10). In the designs of house and garden, this resulted in the following dynamics, 
guiding the visitor’s sight and emphasising the image of overall symmetry and coherence: 
Back portico   14' 
Colonnade    60' 
Front portico   14' 
Atrium/tablinum  60' 
Fauces     14' 
 
 However, the extended view from the threshold to the old atrium house into the 
peristyle-garden did not end at the back of the property. Unlikely as it may seem for a house 
constructed right at the heart of the city centre, the Domus Cornelia offered its visitors a 
view beyond the boundaries of its walls. By creating an extra single colonnade in the back 
wall of the garden, mimicking the back row of columns of the peristyle, the architect left part 
of the back wall of the garden open. This then allowed for a view out of the house, and quite 
a spectacular view too, onto the Isis temple in the foreground and the large theatre at the 
back. The fact that the Domus Cornelia was constructed on a much higher level than the 
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properties bordering it at the back, which were built on the level of the street running along 
the south side of the insula, the Via del Tempio d’Iside, ensured a clear view onto the high 
rising temple and theatre. We may imagine that by putting someone who was within the 
privacy of the house in such direct contact with the sacred and public world outside, that this 
sacred and public sphere actually transcended onto the house, giving it and its owner an 
exceptional air of importance and power. The fact that upon exiting the house through the 
fauces and into the Via dell’Abbondanza, the visitor was again confronted with one of the 
city’s large public buildings, the Stabian Baths, must have formed a further addition to the 
‘semi-public’ nature of the house.  
 
Property boundaries 
The property of the owner of the atrium-peristyle house was not, in the situation of AD 
79, confined to the boundaries of the walls of the residence proper. Along the east side of 
the insula, entrance (22) and shop (23) are connected to the garden, as is the small structure 
on the south side of the insula with entrance (30). These elements clearly form part of a 
single property, as they are directly connected to the Domus Cornelia by means of doorways. 
But, does the entire ‘city-estate’ of the Domus Cornelia end there? We already concluded that 
the old atrium house in the southeast corner of the insula, VIII 4, 27, was sacrificed at some 
point for the construction of the large peristyle. What was left of the old house was then 
converted to commercial purposes, functioning as a bakery in AD 79. The fact that the large 
property of the Domus Cornelia could invade so much space of the smaller structures on the 
east and south sides of the insula leads me to suppose that the entire east section of insula 
VIII 4, from entrance (14) on the north façade, all the way along the east façade, until 
entrance (30) at the south façade belonged to one owner, the proprietor of Domus Cornelia. 
A further clue to this reconstruction of ownership is the fact that the owner of the atrium-
peristyle complex could afford to create a view out the back, which had to pass over the 
courtyard at the back of the bakery. 
If we accept the idea that the properties along the east and south sides of the Domus 
Cornelia all belonged to the same owner, it seems likely that the small, individual structures 
were rented out as business units and apartments. 
 
  
 
 
 
CASA DEL GALLO 
VIII 5, 2-5 
 
 
 CASA DEL GALLO 
VIII 5, 2-5 
 
DESCRIPTION178 
 
The Casa del Gallo, a large double-atrium house with a longitudinal peristyle at the back, 
is situated on the major artery of Pompeii’s road network, the Via dell’Abbondanza. Its 
position in the most western part of the insula places it close to the Forum. The economic 
importance of this presence near the forum and of the via dell’Abbondanza as a whole can 
clearly be recognised in the series of shops along the façade of the Casa del Gallo and the 
other houses on this side of the insula. The right side and back of the house, also the western 
and southern sides of the insula with narrow alleys running alongside, form a sharp contrast 
to this picture, reflected in the tall closed walls of the built structures, restricting any 
interaction between the houses and the street. 
The first clearings of this area down to the level of AD 79 took place between  
1840-1841 and again in 1881 to 1883. Further, intensive research, took place in the Casa del 
Gallo when Maiuri was Soprintendente of Pompeii. As a result of his rather extensive 
excavations between 1943 and 1945 in the double-atrium house and the peristyle-garden, the 
Casa del Gallo is one of the few houses in Pompeii, of which we can more or less 
reconstruct the history of the periods previous to the situation of AD 79. His excavations, 
down to the virgin soil, have revealed the existence of several phases of pre-existing 
habitation in this area. Starting with the larger atrium 2179, Maiuri found evidence here of no 
less than three different phases, which he dates to, successively, the archaic period (sixth to 
fifth centuries BC) and two Samnite periods, the fourth to third centuries BC and, finally, the 
second century. The excavations alongside the atrium walls further turned out that for the 
construction of the foundations, blocks of an earlier structure from the Samnite period were 
re-used. One of these blocks, which was positioned upside down in the foundation wall, still 
showed a graffito in the Oscan alphabet. On the contrary, one of the slabs of the tuff 
impluvium in the centre of the atrium is marked with letters of the Latin alphabet. These 
findings, combined with the date of the signinum floor belonging to the habitation 
immediately prior to the double-atrium house, have led Maiuri to a date for the construction 
of the Casa del Gallo in the first period of the Sullan colony, the early first century BC. 
The fact that the structures of the smaller atrium (5)180 show the same picture as and are 
connected to those of the larger atrium (2) suggests that the two were part of one 
construction phase. Here too, excavations in the atrium area have revealed remains of earlier 
habitations, dated by Maiuri on stylistic aspects of an excavated signinum floor, to the second 
                                                 
 
178 For a detailed description of the structures and the remaining decorations see: PPM VIII, 547-566. 
179 Maiuri 1973, 178-179 
180 Ibidem, 176 
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century BC, the Samnite period. Maiuri stresses that in both atria, the earlier habitations can 
in no way be connected to the structures of the final building, the Casa del Gallo. 
The excavations in the area of the peristyle-garden181 also revealed earlier structures that 
could be dated to the Samnite and pre-Samnite periods. The peristyle itself was dated by 
Maiuri to the post-Sullan period. 
In conclusion, we can say that  Maiuri’s excavations have provided us with a rather 
secure date for the structure named the Casa del Gallo, which was still in use in AD 79. This 
double-atrium house fronting the Via dell’Abbondanza probably dates to the early 1st century 
BC, constructed on a site were many phases of earlier habitation had existed, although none 
of them related to the atrium house. The peristyle-garden was added to the double-atrium 
house at later date, possibly in the early 1st century AD. The following analyses of the 
building techniques and materials of the standing structures of the Casa del Gallo by the 
author, reveals the same picture described in a relative chronology, with the double-atrium 
house built in one phase and the peristyle-garden added at a later date. 
Maiuri was also responsible for naming the house, in his usual manner, after one of its 
frescoes. In this case he named it after a wall painting in the oecus (q) at the back of the 
peristyle-garden, now barely visible, which depicts, amongst other things, a rooster and a 
hen. 
 
Decoration182 
Both Mau and Pernice state that there are no extant remains of First Style in this house. 
Mau, however, implies that the two walled-up slit windows in the back (W) walls of the 
second and third cubiculum on the right (W) of the first atrium (VIII 5, 2) belong to the 
period of the First Style. Pernice also characterizes the pavement of the third cubiculum 
(signinum decorated with irregular white stones) as apparently old. Based on these 
descriptions, Laidlaw concludes by stating that :”it is virtually certain that this house was 
originally decorated in the First Style.” 
 
Ground plan 
In its present form, the Casa del Gallo consists of a double-atrium house with a 
longitudinal peristyle-garden behind the larger of the two atria. The width of the plot of land, 
on which this house was constructed, was fully exploited by the creation of a large atrium on 
the right and a somewhat more modest atrium on the left, separated by a shared range of 
spaces and both flanked on the outside by another series of rooms. The façade on the Via 
dell’Abbondanza has openings to a row of four shops flanking the fauces with entrance 
numbers (2) and (5) to the two atria. The presence of a staircase in opening (1) means that 
the front part of the house was covered by an upper storey. 
                                                 
 
181 Ibidem, 175 
182 Laidlaw 1985, 269-270 
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The fact that careful planning went into the layout of this monumental double-atrium 
house is attested by the positioning of series of spaces on the outside of each atrium in 
relation to the shared range of spaces in the centre. This middle range consists of a total of 
three rooms, the first two of which can be described as cubicula and correspond to the first 
two cubicula to the left of the larger atrium and to the right of the smaller atrium. The third 
space of the middle range, which is also 
shared by the two atria even though it was 
later closed off on the side of atrium (2), 
actually fulfilled two functions in the original 
layout: it not only corresponds with the third 
cubiculum on the left side of the larger 
atrium, but also with the ala on the right side 
of the smaller atrium. This third space 
thereby fulfils the role of a mirror image on 
each side, even though it reflects completely 
different spaces, and, in doing so, the 
architect ensured the perfectly symmetrical 
layout of each individual atrium. 
Furthermore, this particular positioning of 
spaces also created extremely wide views, 
running all the way from a space on one side 
of the plot through the atrium, then through 
the middle range of spaces, yet through 
another atrium and ending in a space on the 
other side of the plot. This effect of views 
was further enhanced by the convergence of 
the massive limestone doorposts of the 
individual spaces in both the side ranges and 
the middle range. 
The left (E) side range of the smaller 
atrium (5) consists of two cubicula and an ala. The back range is divided into three rooms 
and a corridor in the right corner, leading to a service area behind, which includes a kitchen 
and a latrine. The two largest of the three rooms, positioned to the left of the centre of the 
atrium, as well as the smaller room to the right (E), were richly decorated with wall paintings 
and probably had a representative function. In the following analysis of design, it will be 
referred to as the tablinum of atrium (5). The left side of the service area behind the smaller 
atrium was in AD 79 part of the property of house VIII.5.9, leaving only a relatively small 
area for the service quarters. 
The right (W) side of the larger atrium (2) consists of three cubicula and an ala. The back 
range holds a wide tablinum centrally behind the atrium, flanked on the right by a large 
triclinium and on the left by an andron and a space that had by AD 79 been converted into a 
Casa del Gallo: ground plan  
(Dickmann 1999, 5f) 
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kitchen. Behind the kitchen, a staircase led to an upper storey. The tablinum and the andron 
connect the larger atrium to the spacious longitudinal peristyle-garden. A four-sided 
colonnade of four by six columns was constructed on the axis of the fauces, atrium and 
tablinum of atrium house (2). The left side and the back of the garden were built-over by 
several rooms overlooking the garden. The right side of the garden consisted only of the side 
wall of the insula. 
 
Construction 
The Casa del Gallo, situated along the Via dell’Abbondanza, close to the Forum, is a 
clear example of an original double atrium house. The construction of the larger atrium on 
the right (W) and the smaller atrium on the left (E) can be dated to one construction phase. 
The façade is constructed in opus quadratum tuff, as is the total façade along the N side of the 
insula, facing the Via dell’Abbondanza. The property boundaries are also reflected in the 
pavement, where the NE corner of the house is marked by a transversally placed lava block. 
From here, a cocciopesto pavement inserted with decorative stones runs along the entire 
width of the façade. 
A careful analysis of the wall structure of the west wall of insula VIII 5, which still 
contains elements belonging to older structures in the area that is now taken-up by the 
peristyle-garden of the Casa del Gallo, provides us with information on the original division 
of space at the back of atrium house (2). A limestone post in the right (W) wall of the 
peristyle-garden, marking a change in the wall structure at a distance of 3314 cm (120.3') 
from the NW corner of the insula, could very well mark the original boundary of the 
property of the Casa del Gallo. The original depth of the Casa del Gallo would then have 
been of the same measure as its total width along the N façade: 120'. 
In the larger atrium (2), a considerable part of the original wall structures is still present. 
The door posts are built up in opus quadratum limestone, stacked without any bonding agent, 
while the larger posts between the openings to the cubicula were constructed in opus africanum 
limestone with an opus incertum lava filling. The other, original walls of the atrium are built up 
in opus incertum lava. This oldest construction phase still forms the greatest part of the 
structures of the large atrium, all the way until the back of the tablinum, where the original 
posts were replaced by opus latericium. The left (E) wall of the andron was completely 
reconstructed in younger material (opus vittatum mixtum/opus incertum limestone/opus latericium). 
The walls of the tablinum, however, still consist solely of the original opus incertum lava. The 
impluvium of the large atrium was constructed in large slabs of Nocera tuff. 
The perpendicular walls of the cubicula in between the two atria were placed against the 
heavy opus africanum elements of the large atrium, and were constructed in opus incertum 
limestone. The right (W) wall of atrium (5) was built in one phase with these walls, as they 
form part of the same structure. This means that the large atrium was built first, after which 
the small atrium and the range of rooms in the centre were added on the left (E). As was 
described above, the three series of rooms on either side and in the middle of the two atria 
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were positioned in such a way that a view extending through the entire width of the plot was 
created. The only openings that do not allow a straight view through, are those in the row of 
the first cubicula at the front. This is, however, easy to explain by the fact that the front (N) 
wall of the small atrium (5) is placed further back from the street than that of the larger  
atrium (2). As a direct consequence, the opening to the first cubiculum from the smaller 
atrium also needed to be placed slightly further to the back. 
Contrary to what we saw in the large atrium, the walls of the smaller atrium do show 
quite a few later repairs and additions to the original structures, which consisted of opus 
quadratum limestone posts (still visible in the right (W) post of the first cubiculum in the 
central range of rooms) and opus africanum with an opus incertum limestone filling (still visible in 
the wall between the first and second cubiculum left (E) of the atrium). Most of these later 
elements were constructed in opus incertum of a mixture of materials (limestone/lava/cruma). 
The opening of the ala to the right (W) of the atrium was at some time decreased in width by 
the addition of two small walls to the original posts. Before this alteration, the ala was 
symmetrical to that on the left (E). When the opening to this ala was reduced, the opening to 
the large atrium in the back (W) wall of this ala was filled in. So, from having a wide opening 
and an entrance to the other atrium, it changed into a space with a much less open character. 
The fact that this smaller atrium also had some kind of representative function can be 
deduced from the carefully executed wall paintings in the central room of the back range of 
the atrium, in the SW corner. To the right of this space, a corridor leads to the service area 
behind atrium (5). 
The peristyle-garden of the Casa del Gallo, placed behind the large atrium (2), has to be 
considered a later addition to the already existing double-atrium house. It can be dated to the 
Roman period, by the use of Roman building materials and construction methods. The entire 
front (N) wall of the garden-area was constructed in opus latericium . The left (E) wall was built 
up in opus vittatum mixtum.  
The peristyle itself is longitudinal and measures 4x6 columns. The stylobate as well as the 
columns are built up in Nocera tuff. The columns were fluted, decorated with a layer of 
plaster and finished with Ionic capitals with diagonally placed volutes. The wall painting that 
gave the house its name is now only vaguely visible on the back (S) wall of the peristyle-
garden. The fact that the peristyle is not placed centrally within the total width of the garden, 
but closer to the left (E) side, can be explained by the fact that the peristyle was placed in the 
centre of the line of vision running from the fauces, through the atrium and tablinum. 
However, the left (E) wall of the peristyle-garden is placed in one line with the ideal division 
between the atria (2) and (5), slightly more to the right (W) than the actual left (E) wall of 
atrium (2). As a result of these factors, the peristyle could not be placed in the direct line of 
sight from the atrium, as well as in the centre of the peristyle-garden. 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE DOUBLE-ATRIUM HOUSE 
 
 
The total (ideal) measures of the plot, situated in the northwest corner of the insula, that 
was used for the construction of a double-atrium house, are 120'x120'. A first general 
division of space divided this area into two plots of an equal width of 60'. At the front of the 
property, the façade facing the Via dell’Abbondanza, a perfectly symmetrical picture was 
created by the division of the frontage into two equally sized house fronts. The build-up of 
the left and right sides of the façade was equal, each with the fauces flanked on either side by 
a shop. The metrological layout of the façade is as follows: 
 
Shop Fauces (5) Shop Shop Fauces (2) Shop 
34' 5' 21' 21' 10' 29' 
60' 60' 
 
The construction of the façade as presented here ensured that people passing by this 
property would instantly get the feeling of a carefully constructed double-atrium house 
behind. The monumental construction in opus quadratum tuff presented a picture of unity, 
together with the symmetrical layout. Furthermore, the positions of the larger and smaller 
atrium at the back of the façade was revealed by the size of the two fauces, the larger being 
twice as wide as the smaller. It may be interesting to note here that the build-up of this 
façade shows a striking level of similarity to that of the largest double-atrium house in the 
city, the Casa del Fauno (VI 12, 2-5). Here, too, the insula width of 120' was divided into two 
equal parts of 60' on the façade, with the same articulation of shops and fauces, whereby the 
two shops in the middle were also 21' wide, and the corner shops measured 30' each183. 
Behind the façade, the double-atrium of the Casa del Gallo does not follow the lines that 
were set out at the front. Rather than constructing two atria of an equal width, the architect 
constructed a larger atrium and a smaller one, with a shared range of rooms in the centre. 
The sizeable plot that was available for the construction of this house was unfortunately 
rather irregular in shape and size, with none of the property boundaries at right angles. This 
is clearly the result of the fact that prior to the building of the Casa del Gallo, this part of 
insula VIII 5 was built-over by a succession of other, smaller properties. For the construction 
of the double-atrium house, the architect chose to orientate the design to the longest straight 
stretch of wall, in this case the west façade of the house and the insula. 
The design of the Casa del Gallo can be described as existing on two levels. Firstly, the 
total ideal plot of 120'x120' was divided into several general areas, based on one geometric 
                                                 
 
183 For a detailed description of the metrological build-up of the facade of the Faun, see Van Krimpen-Winckel 
2006, 163-164. 
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figure. Secondly, the design of the internal space into two atria, both with a side range on the 
outside and with a shared range in the middle, was realised based on a different geometric 
figure. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The general division of the total plot saw an equal division of the width into two sub-
plots of 60' wide (as visible on the façade). This measurement was then used as the basis 
for two 60'x60' module squares that were extended to the back by the measure of the 
diagonal: 60'x√2=84'. The remaining area at the back of the plot then measured  
120'-84'=36'. This resulted in a general division of the plot into two 84' deep areas at the 
front and two 36' areas at the back (Fig. 1). 
2. The larger atrium was planned within the right side of the plot. The total depth of its 
front range and atrium was designed to fit the front area of 84', while the 36' area at the 
back was later used to accommodate a tablinum and a hortus. On the left side of the 
plot, a smaller atrium was planned. Here, the total depth of the atrium house - including 
front range, atrium and back range – was designed to fit the front area of 84', with the 
remaining 36' at the back used for service rooms. 
3. The ‘second level’ of design is focussed on the internal division of space for the 
construction of a coherent double-atrium house. Here, the architect is no longer 
concerned with the ideal width of the plot of 120', or its division into two equal halves of 
60'. The reality of the irregularly shaped plot meant that the ideal 120' width was only 
present at the façade, whereas the internal width became ever smaller towards the back. 
Creating a design based on 120' was therefore simply not feasible and instead, the 
architect worked with a total width of 111', which was the average width of the true 
space on the building site. 
4. Within that area, the architect based his design on a module square of 36'x36', which was 
first used to create the dimensions of the different elements of the larger atrium (Fig. 2). 
The 36' width of the module was also the width of the atrium. From this figure, the 
depth of the side ranges left and right was created by extending the diagonals, measuring 
36'x√2=51' (approximation 12 : 17), to each side. The depth of the side ranges was then 
51'-36'=15'. The total width of the design of the larger atrium house was then 
15'+36'+15'=66'. 
The module square was used again to create the atrium depth by extending the module 
square forward by half the measure of the diagonal: ½x51'=25½'. This resulted in an 
atrium depth of 36'+25½'=61½'. 
The same action was repeated towards the back to create the tablinum depth, which then 
measured 25½'. The remaining area at the back (10½') was most likely used for a modest 
hortus. 
The measurement of these elements that together form the design of the larger atrium 
house are all derived from one geometric figure and can be expressed in one series of 
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geometric proportions (36' = x): 
   15' : 25½' : 36' : 61½' : 66' = x√2-x : ½x√2 : x : x + ½x√2 :  2x√2 – x. 
5. The depth of the front range of the house was not part of this geometric construction, 
but was simply formed by the remaining space within the plot, measuring 22½' (Fig. 2). 
The architect was clearly aware of the situation at the building site, and knew that the 
orientation of the Via dell’Abbondanza would result in an irregular depth of the front 
range. 
6. The 36'x36' module did form the basis also for the more detailed division of space within 
the larger atrium depth (Fig. 3), into a closed part (with cubicula behind) and an open 
part (consisting of an ala on either side, completely open to the atrium). Half the modular 
depth was reserved for the openings to the alae: 18' (½x).  Within the 61½' atrium depth, 
this left an area of 43½ (½x+½x√2) for the closed atrium walls. 
7. With this division within the larger atrium, an important line was drawn that forms the 
connection between the larger and the smaller atrium (Figs. 3 and 4). This line, that 
marks the position of the front of the alae in the larger atrium, was extended into the left 
area of the plot, and used there to mark the position of the back wall of the smaller 
atrium. The position of this line within the plot is by no means random, as is it is 
positioned at 66' from the front façade, the same measurement as the total width of the 
design of the larger atrium house. The division of this area of 66' into two parts of 22½' 
and 43½' respectively was duplicated too in the smaller atrium, where the front range 
also measured 22½' and the 43½' was used for the atrium depth. 
8. Within the width of the design, the smaller atrium shared the central range of spaces with 
the larger one. The remaining space of 45' in the total 111' width of the plot was divided 
in such a way as to create a totally symmetrical layout. The depth of the left side range of 
the smaller atrium was equal to that of the middle range: 15'. The width of the smaller 
atrium then measured 30' (Fig. 5). 
The division of space along the entire width of the property was as follows: 
15' (left range) - 30' (atrium 5) - 15' (shared range) - 36' (atrium 2) - 15' (right range). 
9. It seems likely to assume that, at least ‘on paper’ – or maybe, in this case, in the 
architect’s head – the total depth of the smaller atrium house was kept in line with the 
general division within the plot of a front area of 84' and a back area of 36'. In that case, 
the depth of the back range of the smaller atrium would be identical to the width of the 
alae of the larger atrium, being 18' (Fig. 5). In actual fact, the division of space within the 
depth of the smaller atrium was made on site, where the architect could ensure that he 
would fit the necessary elements in the available space, which was quite seriously 
compromised by the irregular plot. Especially on this side of the building plot, the total 
depth had decreased considerably. The division of space within the smaller atrium will 
therefore be discussed below in the dispositio phase of the design. 
As fig. 5 clearly shows, the design of the double-atrium house forms a coherent picture. 
By highlighting the ground-plan of the smaller atrium house, we can clearly see the intent of 
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this design, whereby the two atrium houses interlock through the middle range of rooms and 
the larger atrium house puts a proverbial arm (in this case an ala) around his ‘little brother’s 
shoulder’. 
 
Dispositio 
As a result of the irregular shape of the building plot, some of the ideal measurements of 
the original design had to be altered to fit the actual situation. 
1. Regarding the total depth of the plot, the ideal measure of 120' is only present in the west 
façade184. Due to the receding orientation of the Via dell’Abbondanza, the actual depth 
of the larger atrium house measures, on average, a total of 117½'. Within the layout of 
spaces along the depth of the house, the 2½' difference between ideal design and actual 
situation was resolved by decreasing the fauces depth from 22½' to 22' and the tablinum 
from 25½' to 23½'. 
The position and size of the impluvium basin within the open space of the atrium was 
decided with these altered measurements already in mind. In the built situation, the 
sequence of dimensions along the visual axis of the atrium is highly symmetrical, with a 
succession of spaces with (nearly) identical measurements, interrupted in the centre by 
the physical presence of the impluvium basin: 
 
 23½'  tablinum 
 
 22'   open space behind impluvium 
 
 17½'  impluvium basin 
 
 22'   open space in front of impluvium 
 
 22'   fauces 
 
2. As was proposed above, the internal layout of the smaller atrium most likely took place 
based on the actual measurements one the building site, which deviated considerably 
from the ideal measurements of the general division of space in the ordinatio. At this end 
of the plot, the dividing line at 66' from the front that played an important role in the 
overall division of space (fig. 4) was decreased to 61½'. Remarkably, the entire difference 
of 4½' was taken off the depth of the atrium, which now measures 39'. Leaving the front 
range of the house intentionally deep, when space was lacking, must indicate that a 
conscious choice was made here, probably as instructed by the commissioner, to rate the 
                                                 
 
184 At a distance of 3314 cm. (120') from the NW corner of the insula, the remains are visible in the façade of an 
old limestone quadratum post, that is considered to be the original SW corner of the Casa del Gallo. 
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space allocated to commercial purposes above that allocated to the smaller, secondary 
atrium. The new measure of 39' for the atrium depth was divided into 1/3 (13') for the 
open space of the alae and 2/3 (26') for the closed atrium walls at the front. 
Furthermore, the open space was divided into three equal parts by the position of the 
impluvium in the following way: 
 13' (open area front)    13' (impluvium) 13' (open area back) 
The back of the impluvium basin is thus placed at exactly 26' from the front wall of the 
atrium, in one line with the opening to the right and left ala. 
The position of the impluvium basin within the atrium width was as follows: 
 9' (open space left)    12' (impluvium) 9' (open space right) 
3. The situation at the back of atrium (5) in the situation of AD 79 was the result of 
extensive alterations, caused by the neighbouring house (VIII 5, 9), which purchased part 
of the plot of Gallo to create a reception space for its own peristyle. It is therefore 
impossible to reconstruct the original layout of space in this part of the plot. 
 
 
ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
 
Within the total area of the garden, which was added to the already existing atrium house 
2 at some point in time and has an irregular ground-plan caused by the shape of the insula, a 
regular rectangle was laid out and constructed, measuring 55'x77'. This rectangle, with its 
sides related as 1 : 2 (approximation 5 : 7) was then used to create a four-sided longitudinal 
peristyle. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The four-sided colonnade of 4x6 columns was proportioned with its two sides related as 
3 : 5, with a 27' width and a 45' length (Fig. 6). The three intercolumnia of the shorter 
sides and the five intercolumnia of the longer sides were each given an equal measure of 
9', adding up to 3x9' (27') and 5x9' (45'). 
2. Within the constructed depth of the garden of 77', the peristyle was placed exactly in the 
centre, leaving a portico in front and behind the peristyle of 16' each, resulting in the 
following division of space along the depth: 16' - 45' - 16' (Fig. 6).  
This central positioning of the peristyle within the garden-area was not so practical along 
the width, as such a position would have resulted in the peristyle being placed to the right 
(W) of the existing central axis of the atrium house. It was with this argument in mind 
that the architect preferred to place the peristyle off-centre, in order to ensure a perfectly 
symmetrical line of sight from the entrance to the house all the way to the back of the 
garden. This resulted in the peristyle being positioned within the 55' wide garden with a 
rather narrow portico of 10' to the left and a wide 18' portico to the right (Fig. 6). The 
division of space along the width was then: 10' - 27' - 18'. By choosing these particular 
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measures, the total width of the peristyle and the portico to the right adds up to 45', the 
same measure as the length of the peristyle. The 18' portico can thus also be seen as an 
extension of the colonnade by two times the measure of an intercolumnium (2x9'). 
3. To the left of the peristyle-garden, looking out onto the garden through the second and 
third columns from the front, an oecus was constructed, which is also part of the total 
scheme of design and was given a depth of 22' (Fig. 6). If we add this measure to the 
width of the garden, we get the following picture: 22'+55'=77'. The total width of the 
oecus and garden is then equal to the depth of the garden, whereby the space taken up by 
the oecus can be expressed as 2/7 part and that of the garden as 5/7 part of the total 
measure. 
4. The leftover area at the back of the created rectangle of the peristyle-garden is of an 
irregular depth, caused by the course of the back wall of the insula. However, the total 
depth from the back of the tablinum until the back wall along the line of sight measures 
88'. The ideal measure of the oecus at the back of the peristyle would then be  
88'-77'=11', or 1/8 of the total depth (Fig. 6). The total space behind the peristyle, 
consisting of the portico and oecus adds up to 16'+11'=27', the same measure as the 
width of the peristyle. 
 Conclusively, we can say about the method of design of the peristyle-garden that, besides 
the width (55') and depth (77') of the peristyle, which are related in a geometric proportion of 
1 : 2, all other elements are related in rational proportions: 
Width of peristyle : length of peristyle = 27' : 45' = 3 : 5 
Width of peristyle : right colonnade =  27' : 18' = 3 : 2 
Depth oecus : width garden =    22' : 55' = 2 : 5 
 
Dispositio 
The general design of the peristyle-garden of the Casa del Gallo was respected in every 
aspect and constructed rather accurately in line with the original design. The only anomaly to 
this design was caused by the orientation of the back wall of the insula and garden, which 
runs away from the west side of the insula at an angle considerably wider than 90. As a 
result, the range of spaces that was constructed against the back wall of the garden, 
overlooking the peristyle towards the atrium house, was of an uneven depth, become more 
and more narrow towards the southwest corner.
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Measures atrium house (2) Casa del Gallo (VIII 5, 2-5). Foot measure: 27.61 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE (2) Distance in cm Foot measure in cm Distance in Oscan feet Intended 
measures in the 
executed design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
            
FAÇADE           
NW corner - NE corner 3292,00 27,61   119,23   119,00 120,00 
NW corner - fauces (2) 789,50 27,61   28,59   28,50 29,00 
width fauces (2) 261,00 27,61   9,45   9,50 10,00 
fauces (2)-fauces (5) 1153,50 27,61   41,78   42,00 42,00 
width fauces (5) 148,00 27,61   5,36   5,00 5,00 
fauces 5 - NE corner 939,40 27,61   34,02   34,00 34,00 
opening 1 489,50 27,61   17,73       
opening 3 347,00 27,61   12,57       
opening 4 388,50 27,61   14,07       
opening 6 242,70 27,61   8,79       
opening 7 360,50 27,61   13,06       
            
FAUCES           
depth 606,00 27,61   21,95   22,00 22,50 
width n/s 261,00 273,50 27,61   9,45 9,91 10,00 10,00 
            
ATRIUM           
depth e/w 1700,00 1716,00 27,61   61,57 62,15 61,50 61,50 
width n/s 995,00 989,00 27,61   36,04 35,82 36,00 36,00 
Back wall 1747,00 27,61   63,27   63,00+(2x1,50) 66,00 
Front (N) wall           
NW corner - fauces 360,00 27,61   13,04   13,00 13,00 
width fauces 273,50 27,61   9,91   10,00 10,00 
fauces - NE corner 361,50 27,61   13,09   13,00 13,00 
Back (S) wall           
opening W oecus 161,50 27,61   5,85       
right (W) post tablinum 76,50 27,61   2,77       
opening tablinum 565,50 27,61   20,48   21,00 21,00 
left (E) post tablinum 82,00 27,61   2,97       
opening andron 140,00 27,61   5,07       
Left (E) wall           
left (N) post first cubiculum 117,50 27,61   4,26       
opening first cubiculum 154,00 27,61   5,58       
right (S) post first cubiculum= 255,50 27,61   9,25       
left (N) post second cubiculum           
opening second cubiculum 156,50 27,61   5,67       
right (S) post second cubiculum 253,00 27,61   9,16       
closed opening third cubiculum 157,50 27,61   5,70       
left (N) post ala 140,00 27,61   5,07       
length wall until opening ala 1234,00 27,61   44,69   44,50 43,50 
opening ala 466,50 27,61   16,90   17,00 18,00 
Right (W) wall           
right (N) post first cubiculum 121,00 27,61   4,38       
opening first cubiculum 156,50 27,61   5,67       
left (S) post first cubiculum= 247,00 27,61   8,95       
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right (N) post second cubiculum         
opening second cubiculum 154,50 27,61   5,60     
left (S) post second cubiculum= 261,50 27,61   9,47     
right (N) post third cubiculum         
opening third cubiculum 155,50         
left (S) post third cubiculum 142,00         
length wall until opening ala 1238,00 27,61   44,84   44,50 43,50 
opening ala 473,00 27,61   17,13   17,00 18,00 
Cubicula left (E)         
depth  372,00 27,61   13,47   13,50+1,50 15,00 
Cubicula right (W)         
depth 375,00 27,61   13,58   13,50+1,50 15,00 
Ala left (E)         
depth n 379,50 27,61   13,75   13,50+1,50 15,00 
width 466,50 27,61   16,90   17,00 18,00 
Ala right (W)         
depth n 378,00 27,61   13,69   13,50+1,50 15,00 
width 473,00 27,61   17,13   17,00 18,00 
Impluvium         
depth 488,00 27,61   17,67   17,50 17,50 
width 390,50 27,61   14,14   14,00 14,00 
front (N) wall - impluvium 611,00 27,61   22,13   22,00 22,00 
impluvium - back (S) wall 601,00 27,61   21,77   22,00 22,00 
left (E) wall - impluvium 302,00 27,61   10,94   11,00 11,00 
impluvium - right (W) wall 297,50 27,61   10,78   11,00 11,00 
Tablinum         
depth 649,00 27,61   23,51   23,50 25,50 
width n/s 565,50 581,50 27,61   20,48 21,06 21,00 21,00 
 
 
Measures atrium house (5) Casa del Gallo VIII 5, 2-5. Foot measure: 27.61 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE (5) Distance in cm Foot measure in cm Distance in Oscan feet Intended 
measures in 
the executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
            
FAÇADE           
NW corner - NE corner 3292,00 27,61   119,23   119,00 120,00 
NW corner - fauces (2) 789,50 27,61   28,59   28,50 29,00 
width fauces (2) 261,00 27,61   9,45   9,50 10,00 
fauces (2)-fauces (5) 1153,50 27,61   41,78   42,00 42,00 
width fauces (5) 148,00 27,61   5,36   5,00 5,00 
fauces 5 - NE corner 939,40 27,61   34,02   34,00 34,00 
opening 1 489,50 27,61   17,73       
opening 3 347,00 27,61   12,57       
opening 4 388,50 27,61   14,07       
opening 6 242,70 27,61   8,79       
opening 7 360,50 27,61   13,06       
            
FAUCES           
depth 627,25 27,61   22,72   22,50 22,50 
width n/s 148,00 153,50 27,61   5,36 5,56 5,00/5,50 5,00 
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ATRIUM           
depth 1075,00 27,61   38,94   39,00 43,50 
width 834,50 27,61   30,22   30,00 30,00 
total internal width 1665,00 27,61   60,30   60,00 60,00 
Front (N) wall           
NW corner - fauces 325,50 27,61   11,79   12,00 12,50 
width fauces 153,50 27,61   5,56   5,50 5,00 
fauces - NE corner 328,50 27,61   11,90   12,00 12,50 
Back (S) wall           
left (E) post E oecus 205,00 27,61   7,42       
opening E oecus 90,00 27,61   3,26       
left (E) post tablinum 32,00 27,61   1,16       
opening tablinum 444,00 27,61   16,08   16,00 16,00 
right (W) post tablinum 138,50 27,61   5,02       
opening W oecus 101,00 27,61   3,66       
right (W) post W oecus 68,50 27,61   2,48       
opening corridor 122,00 27,61   4,42       
Left (E) wall           
left (N) post first cubiculum 118,00 27,61   4,27       
opening first cubiculum 130,50 27,61   4,73       
right (S) post first cubiculum= 179,50 27,61   6,50       
left (N) post second cubiculum           
opening second cubiculum 112,50 27,61   4,07       
right (S) post second cubiculum 166,00 27,61   6,01       
length wall until opening ala 716,50 27,61   25,95   26,00 26,00 
opening ala 361,00 27,61   13,07   13,00 13,00 
Right (W) wall           
right (N) post first cubiculum 128,00 27,61   4,64       
opening first cubiculum 121,50 27,61   4,40       
left (S) post first cubiculum= 169,50 27,61   6,14       
right (N) post second cubiculum         
opening second cubiculum 128,50 27,61   4,65     
left (S) post second cubiculum 168,00 27,61   6,08     
length wall until opening ala 715,50 27,61   25,91   26,00 26,00 
opening ala 356,50 27,61   12,91   13,00 13,00 
Cubicula left (E)         
depth n/s 491,50 369,50 27,61   17,80 13,38 15,00 average 15,00 
Cubicula right (W)         
depth 375,00 27,61   13,58   13,50+1,50 15,00 
Ala left (E)         
depth n 369,50 27,61   13,38   13,50+1,50 15,00 
width 361,00 27,61   13,07   13,00 13,00 
Ala right (W)         
depth n 379,00 27,61   13,73   13,50+1,50 15,00 
width 356,50 27,61   12,91   13,00 13,00 
Impluvium         
depth 369,50 27,61   13,38   13,00 13,00 
width 324,50 27,61   11,75   12,00 12,00 
front (N) wall - impluvium 349,50 27,61   12,66   13,00 13,00 
impluvium - back (S) wall 350,50 27,61   12,69   13,00 13,00 
left (E) wall - impluvium 249,00 27,61   9,02   9,00 9,00 
impluvium - right (W) wall 257,00 27,61   9,31   9,00 9,00 
Tablinum         
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depth 399,50 27,61   14,47   14,50+1,50 16,00 
width 444,00   27,61   16,08   16,00 16,00 
 
 
Measures peristyle-garden Casa del Gallo (VIII 5, 2-5). Foot measure: 27.66 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN Distance in cm Foot measure 
in cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
           
depth constructed garden-area 2128,00 27,66  76,93   77,00 77,00 
total depth 2430,00 27,66  87,85   88,00 88,00 
width n/s 1526,00 1560,00 27,66  55,17 56,40 55,00 55,00 
Front (N) wall          
NW corner - opening W oecus 191,00 27,66  6,91       
opening W oecus 240,50 27,66  8,69       
left (W) post tablinum 248,00 27,66  8,97       
opening tablinum 396,50 27,66  14,33       
right (E) post tablinum 172,00 27,66  6,22       
opening andron 143,00 27,66  5,17       
Peristyle          
depth 1248,00 27,66  45,12   45,00 45,00 
width 749,50 27,66  27,10   27,00 27,00 
Front (N) portico          
depth 449,00 27,66  16,23   16,00 16,00 
Back (S) portico          
depth e/w 431,00 27,66  15,58   16,00 16,00 
Left (E) portico          
depth n/s 287,00 27,66  10,38   10,00 10,00 
Right (W) portico          
depth n/s 487,50 27,66  17,62   18,00 18,00 
Intercolumnia front (N)          
NW column - second column 251,50 27,66  9,09   9,00 9,00 
second column - third column 248,00 27,66  8,97   9,00 9,00 
third column - NE column 250,00 27,66  9,04   9,00 9,00 
Intercolumnia left (E)          
NE column - second column 248,00 27,66  8,97   9,00 9,00 
second column - third column 248,00 27,66  8,97   9,00 9,00 
third column - fourth column 251,00 27,66  9,07   9,00 9,00 
fourth column - fifth column 247,00 27,66  8,93   9,00 9,00 
fifth column - sixth column 254,00   27,66  9,18   9,00 9,00 
 
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
Building history 
The combined analysis of the construction and design of the Casa del Gallo has made it 
clear without doubt that this residence was constructed as a double-atrium house, in 
generally the same form as it was in AD 79. Nothing points to a situation where two 
previously independent houses were merged into one property, a phenomenon that is well 
known in Pompeii. Based on a number of excavations, Maiuri185 dates the construction of 
this double-atrium house in the first period of the Sullan colony, or the early first century 
BC. This date is somewhat later than the traditional third or second century date for atrium 
houses constructed in this manner, with a heavy limestone framework and opus incertum lava 
and limestone walls. The monumental tuff ashlar façade that fronts the Casa del Gallo and 
the other houses on this side of the road forms one coherent picture with the internal 
construction and must therefore be considered as part of the original construction. We could 
well imagine that the main artery in the network of Pompeian roads, the Via 
dell’Abbondanza, was given a new look with the construction of these regular tuff façades, 
befitting the status of a Roman colony, in the period immediately after Sulla’s conquests. 
 
Design of  the complex 
When the Casa del Gallo was first designed and constructed, it only had a relatively short 
garden or hortus at the back, following on the tablinum. The area behind the Casa del Gallo, 
the entire south-west corner of the insula, was at that time built-over by other structures, 
presumably one or two more houses. At some time after the construction of the double-
atrium house, the owner of the Casa del Gallo seized the opportunity to acquire the piece of 
land behind his own property, which he then used for the design and construction of a large 
longitudinal peristyle-garden, according to the latest fashion amongst Pompeii’s elite. 
Another series of excavations within the garden-area led Maiuri186 to date this event to the 
early first century AD. 
The architect’s design for the construction of this double-atrium house was based on 
several geometric proportions, expressed in arithmetic approximations, as was described 
above in the analysis of design. First, a general division was made within the 120'x120' plot, 
the ideal measurements of the available piece of land. Next, the internal divisions of space 
were lined out along the width and depth of the larger atrium on the right, these measures 
based on a single geometric figure.  For the design of the smaller atrium on the left, the 
architect partly applied the same proportions as were present in the design of the larger 
atrium and partly introduced new measures that were designed to fit the irregular shape of 
                                                 
 
185 Maiuri 1973, 191-197. 
186 Ibidem. 
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the building plot, while still creating a symmetrical plan. The end result was the layout of two 
units that could be used independently but were, at the same time, clearly connected to each 
other, forming one coherent picture. 
The design of the peristyle-garden, added to the house at a later date, was totally based 
on rational proportions and is not connected to the design of the double-atrium. The only 
measures that were based on a geometric proportion were the width and depth of the entire 
peristyle-garden, related as 1 : 2. 
Despite the fact that there is no clear relation between the designs of the double-atrium 
house and the peristyle-garden, the architect responsible for the construction of the latter did 
make sure that the position of the front colonnade ensured that it formed a coherent picture 
within the visual axis running through the larger atrium and formed a continuation of the 
existing rhythm of dimensions 
 
 Front colonnade 16' 
 Tablinum   23½' 
 Open space  22' 
 Impluvium   17½' 
 Open space  22' 
 Fauces    22' 
 
When the doors separating the tablinum from the peristyle-garden were left open, a 
visitor to the house would perceive a first succession of three spaces until the back of the 
impluvium, followed by a second succession of three spaces until the first row of columns, 
both measuring exactly the same distance of 61½'. This same measurement was also present 
within the built structure, in the total depth of the atrium. 
 
The Casa del Gallo in urban context 
The double-atrium complex was located on what was probably the busiest street of the 
city, the Via dell’Abbondanza as well as close to the forum. This was definitely one of the 
prime spots in the crowded city centre for a private home owner to build his house. In the 
case of the Casa del Gallo, we are dealing with a man who, shortly after Pompeii had 
officially become a Roman town, saw the opportunity to purchase a significant plot of land 
in the northwest corner of insula VIII 5. The older properties that were there were 
demolished, and an architect was commissioned to design a double-atrium house. 
 It seems appropriate to address once more here the issue of the ‘two levels’ of design, 
one level creating an image to the outside world of perfect symmetry, with the façade divided 
into two equal parts of 60', both offering space to fauces with a shop on each side, and the 
other level structuring the internal space into a larger and smaller atrium, interconnecting 
through a shared central range of rooms. The reason why the façade pretends to hold two 
61½' 
61½' 
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symmetrical structures behind it must lie in the impression that the owner of the house tried 
to make to those passing by on the street. The unity of its structure along the entire 120' 
width made clear that what lay behind was part of one single property. For those who paid 
attention, the two fauces, one twice as wide as the other, revealed the presence of the 
double-atrium structure with a larger and smaller atrium. 
 The resemblance of the build-up of the façade of the Casa del Gallo to that of the 
Casa del Fauno was already mentioned. Maybe, aspiring the same kind of grandeur as that 
overwhelming property, the man who had the Casa del Gallo built instructed his architect to 
take the Faun as an example. There, too, the façade portays perfect symmetry, whereas the 
internal structure is not connected to the façade and also offers space to a larger and smaller 
atrium with a shared range in the middle. It is a purely hypothetical but perhaps charming 
thought to consider that the Casa del Fauno served as a role model for the construction of 
this house. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
CASA DELLA CALCE 
VIII 5, 28 
 
 
 
 CASA DELLA CALCE 
VIII 5, 28 
 
DESCRIPTION187 
 
The Casa della Calce is situated in the northeast corner of  insula VIII 5, with the  
entrance on the Via dell’Abbondanza. Excavations took place in several phases in 1819, 
1838, 1882/83 and in finally in 1943188. The name ‘Casa della Calce’ was given to this atrium 
house with a transversal peristyle-garden behind it, after a large pile of  chalk, which was 
found within the large oecus to the right (W) of  the peristyle-garden. Apparently, the owner 
of  this house was having the plaster on the walls of  this oecus redecorated at the time of  the 
eruption in AD 79. 
 
Decoration 
In the entrance from the Via dell’Abbondanza to the fauces lies a marble threshold, a late 
addition to the atrium house. In the atrium itself, we find travertine thresholds in the 
openings of  the cubicula and the ala onto the atrium, as well as on the border between the 
atrium and peristyle-garden. Remains of  a First Style wall decoration were found only in the 
second cubiculum to the left (E) of  the atrium. On the upper part of  the N wall, remains of  
a wall crown consisting of  purple fascia below a white cyma reversa can be seen189. 
 
Ground plan 
Several aspects of the general layout of this atrium house and peristyle-garden are 
noteworthy. One of those aspects is the fact that the house and garden are both situated on a 
higher level than the spaces that surround them on the east and south sides. The peristyle-
garden needed to be raised to meet with the ground level of the atrium house, as a result of 
which several cisterns could be created underneath the peristyle-garden, to catch and 
preserve rainwater. The tabernae to the left (E) of the Casa della Calce are on a much lower 
level (ca. 1.5 m.), but were reachable from within the peristyle-garden by wooden steps. 
Another interesting aspect of this house is the fact that it does not posses the typical range of 
rooms behind the atrium. Instead, the peristyle-garden is situated directly behind the atrium, 
taking over the traditional position of a tablinum. Several options can be raised for the 
original layout of this atrium house and garden190:  
1. When the atrium house was originally built around the second century B.C, it was 
designed and constructed with a tablinum behind the atrium house and a garden area 
                                                 
 
187 For a detailed description of the structures and the remaining decorations see: PPM VIII, 611-618. 
188 Laidlaw 1985, 270. 
189 Ibidem, 271. 
190 See also Evans, E.M. 1980, 111-112. 
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without a peristyle behind it. At a later date, when the peristyle-garden was added, the 
tablinum was removed from behind the atrium to create extra space. The function of  the 
tablinum may have been taken over by one of  the other rooms surrounding the atrium, 
in this case the third room to the left (E) of  the atrium, which is much wider than the 
other rooms. This option will be explored further below. 
2. The atrium house and peristyle-garden were built as one concept at the same time on a 
piece of  land that was not deep enough to allow the architect to design a tablinum and an 
impressive peristyle-garden. In this second option, the larger room to the left (E) of  the 
atrium may also have fulfilled the function of  tablinum. 
The general layout of  the Casa della Calce can be described as follows: along the façade, 
the property of  this atrium house extends from the right (W) post of  opening (27), where a 
transversally placed lava block marks the boundary in the pavement, until the northeast 
corner of  the insula. Within this space, three tabernae (openings 27, 29 and 30) and the 
fauces (opening 28) 
were placed. Only 
the taberna to the 
left (E) of  the fauces 
could be reached 
from within the 
atrium. The width 
of  the property 
along the façade is 
wider than the actual 
width of  the atrium 
house, which did not 
reach until the 
northeast corner of  
the insula. Rather, 
the owner of  the 
Casa della Calce 
decided to create a 
row of  shops along 
the east side of  the insula, the Via dei Teatri. Through the fauces we enter the atrium with its 
impluvium placed in the centre191. On the right (W) side of  the atrium, three cubicula and an 
ala were built. On the left (E) side of  the atrium, the first two rooms can also be identified as 
cubicula due to their size and position within the house. However, the third rooms is of  a 
larger size and resembles the shape of  a tablinum. As mentioned, it is probable that this was 
                                                 
 
191 Stratigraphic excavations have shown that the impluvium was not present in an earlier phase of the atrium 
(Maiuri 1973, 161-182). 
Casa della Calce: ground plan (drawing author)
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the room that took over the function of  the traditional tablinum that was not present in this 
house in the situation of  AD 79. The last space to the left (E) of  the atrium was a corridor 
that may have had wooden stairs fitted in it, leading to an upper storey above the atrium 
house. 
The peristyle-garden was placed transversally behind the atrium house. The left (E) wall 
of  the garden followed in the same line as the left (E) wall of  the atrium house, whereas the 
right (W) side of  the peristyle-garden was wider than the atrium house. A three-sided 
peristyle was placed against the back (S) wall of  the peristyle-garden with four columns on 
each shorter side and six columns on the longer side. A large oecus was built onto the right 
(W) side of  the peristyle. A secondary and much smaller oecus can be found in the SW 
corner of  the peristyle-garden, built over a large part of  the right (W) side of  the peristyle. 
The tabernae to the left (E) of  the atrium house also extend along the depth of  the peristyle-
garden and were part of  the same property. They will, however, not be regarded in the 
analysis of  the design, as they did were not part of  the main design of  the atrium house and 
peristyle-garden. 
 
Construction 
The façade of  the Casa della Calce along the Via dell’Abbondanza was constructed in 
opus quadratum of  Nocera tuff. The entrance to the fauces was adorned with two block 
capitals in the same material. The walls within the fauces and the atrium were all built up in 
opus incertum lava and limestone, while the door posts were constructed in opus vittatum mixtum 
limestone and tuff. Some of  the wider posts were partly built up in opus reticulatum tuff  and 
cruma of  a high quality. The impluvium in the centre of  the atrium consists of  a wide basin 
of  Nocera tuff. The two pilasters that were placed on the border between the atrium house 
and peristyle-garden were constructed in opus latericium. These are the only two elements that 
were built completely using only brick. This does not necessarily imply that they date to a 
different building phase than the opus vittatum mixtum posts. The difference in building 
material may have a structural reason. These pilasters were placed in the position where one 
would normally expect the posts of  the tablinum. Within the relatively young construction 
of  the atrium house, many elements of  which can be dated to the Roman period, several 
elements belonging to an older building period are still visible: underneath the posts of  the 
fauces in the front (N) wall of  the atrium, a large horizontal block of  limestone of  opus 
quadratum size is still present on both sides. A similar block of  limestone is present 
underneath the north post of  the first cubiculum to the right (W) of  the atrium. Part of  the 
construction of  the back (S) wall of  the atrium house, to the left (E) of  the brick pilasters 
(the southeast corner of  the atrium), consists of  large limestone blocks placed a framework, 
with the gaps in between filled up with opus incertum limestone and lava. These could be 
remains of  opus africanum belonging to the first building phase of  the atrium house. Within 
the back (S) wall of  the atrium house to the right (W) of  the brick pilasters, a horizontal opus 
quadratum sized block of  limestone is visible at the bottom of  the wall structure. The side 
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walls of  the atrium house form a structural unity with the internal walls. They are 
constructed in opus incertum of  mostly lava and some limestone. 
Regarding the building techniques and materials of  the peristyle-garden, most of  the 
walls here were also constructed in opus incertum lava and limestone, with cruma added in 
some of  those walls. Unlike the atrium house, the peristyle-garden does not show any older 
elements within its construction, such as remains of  opus quadratum limestone door posts. 
The stylobate and columns were constructed in Nocera tuff. The three-sided peristyle 
originally counted twelve columns, of  which only nine remained in the situation of  AD 79, 
after part of  the stylobate and three of  the columns were replaced by the east wall of  the 
small oecus that was added to the peristyle-garden in the southwest corner. Of  the nine 
fluted columns, two have an Ionic capital, while the other seven had Doric capitals. The fact 
that the carving of  the Ionic capitals had not been finished yet in AD 79 could mean that a 
replacement of  the Doric capitals by Ionic ones was being carried out at the time of  the 
eruption. The original peristyle-garden was constructed with one large oecus to the right (W) 
of  the peristyle. At a later date, a second and smaller oecus was added within the SW corner, 
whereby part of  the right (W) side of  the peristyle was destroyed. The stylobate was chopped 
off  roughly at the point where the new wall of  the oecus was built. Also, parts of  one of  the 
columns that had to be removed are still present within the peristyle now, lying against the 
new oecus wall. The walls of  this small oecus can also be dated to a later building period 
than the rest of  the peristyle-garden by the materials that were used in its construction. Many 
reused floor parts were incorporated in these walls, as well as small blocks of  tuff, materials 
that were not used in any of  the other walls of  the peristyle-garden. The addition of  this 
space may have taken place not long before the eruption, in one phase with the other 
ongoing redecorations of  the peristyle-garden. 
 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE 
 
The plot of  land that was originally purchased for the construction of  the Casa della 
Calce measured 75' along the façade. Part of  this total width of  75' was used to create a row 
of  shops of  14' along the east side of  the insula, the Via dei Teatri, leaving 61'  
(or 58' within the walls) for the design and construction of  the atrium house. The total depth 
of  the atrium house in the situation of  AD 79, without a back range behind the atrium, was 
60'. The possibility that the original atrium house did originally have a back range will be 
explored below. In its design, the Casa della Calce reveals a striking likeness to that of  the 
Domus Cornelia (VIII 4, 15).  
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. Assuming firstly that the original design of  the atrium house was created without a 
tablinum behind the atrium, the total ideal measurements of  the original design were 56' 
x 60'. The general division of space within the house into the central atrium and the side 
ranges on the left and right was based on the definition of the width of the atrium, the 
central feature. The module that was used by the architect measured half the total width 
of the design: ½x56'=28'. This module measure was used to create a module square 
figure of 28'x28', which was the basis for the creation of the atrium depth and the depth 
of the side ranges. 
2. The depth of the atrium was created by extending the sides of the module square by the 
length of its diagonal, which measures 28'x√2=40' (approximation 7 : 10). The 
dimensions of the atrium were thus fixed at 28'x40', with the two sides related as  
1 : √2 (Fig. 1). 
3. The same square module of 28'x28' was used to define the depth of the side ranges left 
and right of the atrium. To this end, the width and depth of the square were divided 
equally into two halves, leaving 14' lengths, which were then extended to both sides (Fig. 
2), resulting in the following division of space:  14' : 28' : 14'.  
4. The front range of the atrium house was created by extending the depth of the atrium 
forward by half the measure of the diagonal of the 28'x28' module square (Fig. 3): 
½x40'=20' (½x√2 ). The division of space into a central area with a front range and two 
side ranges is based on one geometric figure. The measures in the basic scheme are the 
arithmetic approximations of the geometric proportions: 
   14' : 20' : 28' : 40' : 56' = ½x : ½x√2 : x : x√2 : 2x. 
If the atrium house was originally constructed in the traditional manner, with a back 
range of rooms behind the atrium, the system of design leads to a reconstruction of that 
back range that was identical to the front range, also measuring 20' in depth. The total 
design of the atrium house would then have been completely symmetrical, with a division 
of space along the depth of 20' - 40' - 20' (1 : 2 : 1) and along the width of 14' - 28' - 14' 
(1 : 2 : 1). The reconstructed measure of 20' is a common depth for the back range of 
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rooms behind Pompeian atria. However, this reconstruction remains hypothetical until 
excavations of this part of the house are carried out. 
5. In the dynamics of  the detailed division of  space within the atrium (Fig. 4), we are again 
confronted with strong similarities to the Domus Cornelia. The impluvium basin was  of  
exactly the same measurements and also placed in a central position within the open 
space of  the atrium, resulting in an identical tripartite division of  space within the depth 
and width of  the atrium: 
Width:  8' - 12' - 8' 
Length: 13' - 14' - 13' 
The width of the fauces and its central position in the front wall of the atrium were also 
identical to the Domus Cornelia, resulting in division of the front wall of 
10½' - 7' – 10½'. 
The division of the atrium back wall was defined by the position of two brick pillars at 
the back of the atrium, marking the boundary between the atrium house and the 
peristyle-garden. The distance of 13' between these two pillars was slightly more than the 
width of the impluvium basin, thereby guiding and framing a visitor’s view to the back of 
the house. The opening between the two pillars formed the main entrance to the garden-
area behind, and was positioned in the centre of the atrium back wall, creating the 
following division of space: 21½' - 13' – 21½'. 
 
Dispositio 
Some small adjustments were made to the ordinatio when the house was constructed. 
Most of  these changes were caused by irregularities in the building site, preventing the 
execution of  the ideal measurements of  the basic scheme of  design: 
1. The total width of  the atrium house within the walls measured 58' instead of  the 56' of  
the original design. To overcome this 2' difference, the width of  the atrium was increased 
from 28' to 28½', while the depths of  both side ranges were increased from 14' to 14¾'. 
2. Although the total depth of  the house was exactly that of  the original design, 60'  
(a possible original depth of  80' cannot be reconstructed in the dispositio), some small 
adjustments were made by the architect to the rigid dynamics of  the basic scheme of  
design. The depth of  the fauces was reduced from 20' to 18½', while the depth of  the 
atrium was increased by the same 1½' from 40' to 41½'. Nothing can be said about the 
dispositio of  a possible tablinum behind the atrium, as it is no longer present or was 
never even there. 
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3. Within the atrium, the fauces were widened by ½' to 7½'. It was now wider on atrium 
side than it was on street side, creating a diverging effect towards the atrium, widening 
the visitor’s view when entering the house. Within the altered width and depth of  the 
atrium of  28½' and 41½', the impluvium basin was positioned in the following way: 
Width:  8' - 12' – 8½' 
Depth:  14' - 14' – 13½'  
 
 
ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
 
The construction of  a three-sided transversal peristyle at the back of  the atrium house 
was realised on a relatively short and wide plot. On the right (W) side, the garden plot 
extends much further than the right property boundary of  the atrium house, and this feature 
is only increased by the addition of  a spacious reception/dining room to this side of  the 
garden. The actual measurements of  the plot that was used for the construction of  the 
peristyle-garden are 53'x81'. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The overall design of  the garden was based on ideal measurements of  54' x 84', which 
could accommodate a design that was largely based on the same figures that were used 
for the construction of  the atrium house. 
2. For the dimensions of  the three-sided colonnade, which was positioned against the back 
wall of  the garden (Fig. 5), the same 28'x28' module square that was the basis of  the 
design of  the atrium was used. The width of  the colonnade was created by placing two 
of  these modules next to each other, resulting in a 28'x2=56' width, the same measure as 
the width of  the atrium house in the original design. The depth of  the colonnade was 
created in the same manner as the depth of  the atrium, by extending the sides of the 
module square by the length of its diagonal, which measures 28'x√2=40'. The total 
measures of  the colonnade were then 40'x56', the two sides related as 1:√2 
(approximation 5 : 7). These measures are in fact a direct repetition of  two of  the main 
measures of  the design of  the atrium house: 40' (depth of  the atrium) and 56' (total 
width of  the atrium house). 
3. For the creation of  porticoes to the front and sides of  the colonnade, the same square 
module of 28'x28' was used again in an action identical to the creation of the depth of the 
side ranges left and right of the atrium. The width and depth of the square were divided 
equally into two halves, leaving 14' lengths, which were then extended to both sides and 
to the front (Fig. 6). The general division of  space within the garden then measured 14' - 
40' along the depth and 14' - 56' - 14' along the width. These measures are directly related 
to those used in the design of  the atrium house, and also form part of  the same series of  
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geometric proportions: 
14' : 40' : 56' = ½x : x√2 : 2x. 
4. In the original design of  this peristyle-garden, there was one spacious reception/dining 
hall constructed on the right side of  the garden. Its measurements were also related to 
the general design. With a 20' width and a 40' depth, its sides were related in rational 
proportions of  1 : 2 (Fig. 7). However, these measures also form part of  the series of  
geometric proportions that prevails throughout the entire house and garden: 14' : 20' : 40' 
: 56' = ½x : ½x√2 : x√2 : 2x. 
 
Dispositio 
Several adjustments had to be made to the original design, caused by the fact that the 
building ground was somewhat smaller than the measurements of  the ideal design: 53'x81'  
instead of  54'x84': 
1. Despite the differences between the total measurements of  the original design and the 
measurements of  the building plot, the architect held onto the planned dimensions of  
the three-sided peristyle. However, rather than using the interaxial distances between the 
corner columns as the line upon which the construction was based, which seems to have 
been the more common way, in this case the measures of  the original design (40'x56') 
were used for the construction of  the stylobate. 
2. Within the actual depth of  the garden-area of  53', the front portico was reduced by 1' 
from the originally planned 14' to 13', resulting in a division of  space of  13' – 40'. To 
maintain the symmetry of  the porticoes that was part of  the original design, both 
porticoes to the sides of  the stylobate were also reduced by the same measure to 13'. In 
order to fit the whole scheme into the 81' width of  the garden-area, which measured 3' 
less than the ideal width, the stylobate was also reduced by 1' to a width of  55'. The 
actual division of  space along the width was then 13' - 55' - 13'. 
3. The interaxial distance between the two corner columns along the front (N) of  the 
peristyle measured 53', along which the six columns were placed in the following way 
(from E to W): 10' – 10' – 11' – 11' – 11'. The distance between the northeast column 
and the back (S) wall along the left (E) side of  the peristyle measured 38', along which 
the four columns were placed as follows (from N to S): 10' – 10' – 9' – 9'. In the situation 
of  AD 79, the right (W) side of  the colonnade was partly built-over by the small oecus, 
making a reconstruction of  the positions of  the columns on this side impossible. We 
may imagine that the distance between the front corner column and the second columns, 
which were positioned in front of  the opening to the large reception/dining hall, was 
somewhat increased in order to ensure a good view into the garden. 
4. The dimensions of  the oecus were also adjusted to the building ground, resulting in an 
increase of  the total width from 20' to 20½', and a decrease of  the total depth from 40' 
to 38½'. 
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Coherence of  the total design 
Regarding the total residential area of  the Casa della Calce, a high level of  coherence 
exists between the design of  the atrium house and that of  the peristyle-garden. Both were 
principally based on a single module square of  28'x28'. From this module, not only the 
dimensions of  the atrium and the ranges of  rooms beside it were derived, but also the 
dimensions of  the three-sided colonnade and the porticoes of  the peristyle-garden. Identical 
measurements appear frequently in both the atrium house and the peristyle-garden: 
 
Measurement 
 
Presence in atrium house Presence in peristyle-garden 
14' 
 
side ranges of  the atrium Depth of  the porticoes 
20' 
 
depth of  the fauces width of  the reception/dining hall 
28' 
 
width of  the atrium  
40' 
 
depth of  the atrium depth of  the stylobate 
56' width of  the atrium house width of  the stylobate 
 
These measurements are related to each other in the following series of  geometric 
proportions: 
  14' : 20' : 28' : 40' : 56' = ½x : ½x√2 : x : x√2 : 2x  
However, the coherence in the layout of the house and garden of the Casa della Calce is 
not restricted to the level of design alone, but can also be found in the actual built-up 
situation of this property along the Via dell’Abbondanza. In the phase following that of the 
conceptual design, several changes were made to the exact dimensions of both the atrium 
house and the peristyle-garden. These changes were not random or dictated by the 
particulars of the building plot, as they actually had a purpose in creating a new set of 
dynamics along the line of sight running through the centre of the entire property. From the 
threshold to the atrium, the view into the back was guided and defined by the position of 
two elements that break up the open space: the impluvium basin in the foreground and the 
stylobate at the back. By slightly adjusting the measurements of these elements and their 
position within the available space, a highly regular and symmetrical view was created, 
reflecting the principal dynamics of the original designs: 
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Depth stylobate     40' 
 
 
 
Front portico      13' 
Brick pillar       1½'  
Space behind impluvium   13½'  
Impluvium basin     14' 
Space in front of  impluvium  14' 
 
 
 
28' (x)
 28'  (x) 
 40'  (x√2) 
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Measures atrium house Casa della Calce (VIII 5, 28). Foot measure: 27.58 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in 
cm 
Distance in Oscan 
feet 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio) 
           
FAÇADE          
NW corner - NE corner 2074,00 27,58  75,20   75,00 75,00 
NW corner - fauces 699,00 27,58  25,34   25,00 25,00 
width fauces 192,00 27,58  6,96   7,00 7,00 
fauces - NE corner 1183,00 27,58  42,89   43,00 43,00 
opening 27 396,00 27,58  14,36       
opening 29 363,00 27,58  13,16       
opening 30 365,00 27,58  13,23       
           
FAUCES          
depth e/w 500,00 503,00 27,58  18,13 18,24 18,50 20,00 
width n/s 192,00 211,00 27,58  6,96 7,65 7,00/7,50 7,00 
           
ATRIUM          
depth e/w 1140,00 1143,00 27,58  41,33 41,44 41,50 40,00 
width n/s 786,00 786,50 27,58  28,50 28,52 28,50 28,00 
Back wall 1600,50 27,58  58,03   58,00 56,00 
Front (N) wall          
NW corner - fauces 288,00 27,58  10,44   10,50 10,50 
width fauces 211,00 27,58  7,65   7,50 7,00 
fauces - NE corner 287,00 27,58  10,41   10,50 10,50 
left (E) post fauces 131,00 27,58  4,75       
opening E taberna 115,00 27,58  4,17       
opening E taberna - NE corner 41,00 27,58  1,49       
Back (S) wall          
opening SW corner 118,00 27,58  4,28       
wall 329,00 27,58  11,93       
opening 124,00 27,58  4,50       
right (W) pillar 60,00 27,58  2,18       
SW corner - central opening 631,00 27,58  22,88   22,50 21,50 
central opening 353,00 27,58  12,80   13,00 13,00 
central opening - SE corner 615,00 27,58  22,30   22,50 21,50 
left (E) pillar 60,00 27,58  2,18       
opening  120,00 27,58  4,35       
wall SE corner 435,00 27,58  15,77       
Left (E) wall          
left (N) post first cubiculum 106,00 27,58  3,84       
opening first cubiculum 118,00 27,58  4,28       
right (S) post first cubiculum= 161,00 27,58  5,84       
left (N) post second cubiculum          
opening second cubiculum 118,00 27,58  4,28       
right (S) post second 
cubiculum= 186,00 27,58  6,74       
left (N) post tablinum (?)          
opening tablinum (?) 202,00 27,58  7,32       
right (S) post tablinum 149,00 27,58  5,40       
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opening corridor 100,00 27,58  3,63       
Right (W) wall          
right (N) post first cubiculum 103,00 27,58  3,73     
opening first cubiculum 112,00 27,58  4,06     
left (S) post first cubiculum= 149,00 27,58  5,40     
right (N) post second cubiculum        
opening second cubiculum 116,00 27,58  4,21     
left (S) post second cubiculum= 223,00 27,58  8,09     
right (N) post third cubiculum        
opening third cubiculum 111,00 27,58  4,02     
left (S) post third cubiculum 89,00 27,58  3,23     
length wall until opening ala 903,00 27,58  32,74   32,50 30,00 
opening ala 247,00 27,58  8,96   9,00 10,00 
Cubicula left (E)        
depth n/s 404,00 405,50 27,58  14,65 14,70 14,75 14,00 
Cubicula right (W)        
depth n/s 362,00 409,00 27,58  13,13 14,83 14,75 14,00 
Ala right (W)        
depth n 411,00 27,58  14,90   14,75 14,00 
width e/w 247,00 264,00 27,58  8,96 9,57 9,00 10,00 
Impluvium        
depth e/w 374,00 379,00 27,58  13,56 13,74 14,00 14,00 
width n/s 330,00 326,00 27,58  11,97 11,82 12,00 12,00 
front (N) wall - impluvium e/w 392,00 390,00 27,58  14,21 14,14 14,00 13,00 
impluvium - back (S) wall e/w 373,00 375,00 27,58  13,52 13,60 13,50 13,00 
left (E) wall - impluvium n 227,00 27,58  8,23   8,00 8,00 
impluvium - right (W) wall n 231,00   27,58  8,38   8,50 8,00 
 
 
Measures peristyle-garden Casa della Calce (VIII 5, 28). Foot measure: 27.58 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN Distance in cm Foot measure 
in cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
           
depth e/w 1466,00 1453,00 27,58  53,15 52,68 53,00 54,00 
width n 2230,00 27,58  80,86   81,00 84,00 
Front (N) wall        
NW corner - opening W ala 642,00 27,58  23,28       
opening W ala 118,00 27,58  4,28       
wall W ala 329,00 27,58  11,93       
right (W) opening atrium 124,00 27,58  4,50       
right (W) pillar 59,00 27,58  2,14       
middle opening atrium 352,00 27,58  12,76       
left (E) pillar 60,00 27,58  2,18       
left (E) opening atrium 121,00 27,58  4,39       
wall NE corner 398,00 27,58  14,43       
Back (S) wall        
SW corner - SE corner 2272,00 27,58  82,38       
Left (E) wall        
NE corner - SE corner 1466,00 27,58  53,15       
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Right (W) wall        
NW corner - opening W oecus 365,00 27,58  13,23       
opening W oecus 284,00 27,58  10,30       
opening W oecus - SW corner 794,00 27,58  28,79       
Stylobate        
depth e 1110,00 27,58  40,25   40,00 40,00 
width n 1519,00 27,58  55,08   55,00 56,00 
Front (N) portico        
depth e/w 356,00 368,00 27,58  12,91 13,34 13,00 14,00 
Left (E) portico        
depth n/s 356,00 362,00 27,58  12,91 13,13 13,00 14,00 
Right (W) portico        
depth n 355,00 27,58  12,87   13,00 14,00 
Intercolumnia front (N)        
NW column - second column 254,00 27,58  9,21       
second column - third column 261,00 27,58  9,46       
third column - fourth column 244,00 27,58  8,85       
fourth column - fifth column 216,00 27,58  7,83       
fifth column - NE column 216,00 27,58  7,83       
Intercolumnia left (E)        
NE column - second column 220,00 27,58  7,98       
second column - third column 220,00 27,58  7,98       
third column - fourth column 216,00 27,58  7,83       
fourth column - back (S) wall 224,00 27,58  8,12       
W oecus        
depth n/s 1047,00 1064,00 27,58  37,96 38,58 38,50 40,00 
width e/w 570,00 564,00 27,58  20,67 20,45 20,50 20,00 
 
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
Was the total plot of  land that is taken up by the Casa della Calce in the situation of  AD 
79 originally purchased as one plot and was the peristyle-garden constructed simultaneously 
with the atrium house or was it added at a later date? To answer these question, we need to 
consider not only the masonry of  the atrium house and peristyle-garden, but also the general 
layout of  insula VIII 5. Within the atrium house, several elements of  the construction can be 
dated to the earliest building phase of  the house, although large parts of  the house were 
rebuilt in the Roman period. The building techniques and materials that were used within the 
peristyle-garden can be dated to the same period as the re-building of  the atrium house in 
the Roman period. Unlike the atrium house however, the peristyle-garden holds no older 
elements in its construction. Regarding the general layout of  insula VIII 5, the atrium house 
and peristyle-garden of  the Casa della Calce do not form a regular plot. Rather, the peristyle-
garden is much wider than the atrium house and extends further to the west into the insula. 
On the basis of  the general layout of  insula VIII 5 and the more detailed analysis of  the 
masonry of  the atrium house and peristyle-garden, it is most probable that the atrium house 
was built first on a regular piece of  land, with a garden area behind it and shops along the E 
side of  the insula and that the peristyle-garden was later added to the atrium house, while 
parts of  the atrium house were also rebuilt. In that case, it is likely that the original atrium 
house had a tablinum behind it, which was removed when the peristyle-garden was 
constructed. From that point onwards, the function of  the tablinum was taken over by the 
third room on the left (E) side of  the atrium. This space was widened to a total width of  
16½', thereby reducing the original ala on that side of  the atrium to a mere corridor. The 
original layout of  the atrium house would have been symmetrical, with three cubicula and an 
ala on both sides of  the atrium. 
Despite the late construction date of  the peristyle-garden relative to the atrium house, 
the designs of  the house and garden are closely related. The architect responsible for the 
design of  the peristyle-garden recognised and reused the basic design scheme of  the atrium 
house. In the overall layout, the central axis in particular created a picture of  coherence and 
symmetry, creating a close spatial integration between atrium and peristyle. 
As mentioned, part the plot of  land used for the construction of  the Casa della Calce 
was allocated to commercial activity.  A separate series of  spaces with a commercial character 
was created along the east side, facing the Via dei Teatri, a busy side street of  the Via 
dell’Abbondanza, leading to the Foro Triangolare and the theatres. Two of  the four spaces, 
with entrances (31) and (34)  were directly connected to the atrium house and peristyle-
garden of  the Casa della Calce. The other two (32) and (33) were probably rented out by the 
owner of  the house as independent units. 
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DESCRIPTION192 
 
Positioned in Insula IX 1 at the crossroads of the two main arteries of Pompeii, the Via 
di Stabia and the Via dell’Abbondanza, the Casa di M. Epidius Rufus with its monumental 
Corinthian atrium is one of the most representative houses opening onto the Via 
dell’Abbondanza. In the history of Pompeian private architecture, this house forms a unique 
case with some particular characteristics. Noteworthy is the 1.20 m high podium that 
stretches in front of the house along the entire width of the façade, which can be reached on 
either side by a flight of six steps.  
When the first excavations of the house started in 
1866, the presence of this large podium originally led the 
excavators to interpret this structure as a public building. 
Apart from the podium and the receding façade, the 
property boundaries of this house were also expressed in 
the pavement by the position of two perpendicular 
boundary blocks in one line with the left and right walls 
of the house. Another remarkable characteristic of the 
architecture of this house is the Corinthian atrium, 
adorned with an exceptionally large central impluvium, 
surrounded by a total of sixteen columns with Doric 
capitals. This type of atrium with Doric columns placed 
along all four sides of the impluvium was developed after 
the introduction of the Hellenistic peristyle-garden in 
private architecture in Pompeii and only exists in three 
cases: the Casa di M. Epidius Rufus, the Casa del 
Centauro and the Casa dei Dioscuri193. The symmetrical 
layout of rooms around the central atrium of the Casa di 
M. Epidius Rufus has only undergone some minor 
changes during its life course. As a result, its original plan 
has been left largely intact for present-day visitors to 
observe. 
The attribution of this house to a certain Epidius 
Rufus was made by Fiorelli based on a seal found within the house with the following text: 
ITALICI, EP(idi) RUFI (liberti). However, a second person, M. Epidius Sabinus, a political 
                                                 
 
192 For a detailed description of the structures and the remaining decorations see : PPM VIII, 916-955. 
193 La Rocca, De Vos & De Vos 1994, 46. 
Casa di M. Epidius Rufus: ground 
plan (Overbeck, J. &A. Mau 1884 , 
fig. 163) 
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candidate whose name occurs in several graffiti on the façade to the left of the house, could 
also have been a resident of this same house. Della Corte therefore names the house the 
Domus MM. Epidiorum, Rufi e Sabini. In the years just before AD 79, Sabinus, whose name 
occurs in numerous and enthusiastic epigraphic testimonies, was the more powerful of the 
two, while Rufus was only mentioned in the seal of the procurator Italicus194. 
 The façade of the house and part of the atrium were badly damaged by a bomb in 1943, 
but have been reconstructed again afterwards. 
 
Decoration195 
Remains of the oldest decoration of the house in the First Style are still present in the 
atrium, both alae, the space directly to the right (E) of the fauces and cubicula 6 and 8 on the 
right (E) side of the atrium. Furthermore, Mau mentions traces of First Style painting in the 
vestibule and the space in the SW corner of the house, of which nothing has been preserved 
after the bomb in 1943. In the Augustan period, the Casa di M. Epidius Rufus was 
redecorated in the Third Style, remains of which are also still visible. In its last period of 
existence, most of the rooms of the house were decorated once more, in the latest fashion of 
the Fourth Style196. 
 
Ground plan 
Before entering the impressive atrium house of M. Epidius Rufus from the Via 
dell’Abbondanza any visitor to this residence had to climb to the higher level of the house by 
means of the six steps on either side of the wide podium in front of the façade. The 
Corinthian atrium was entered through a rather wide vestibulum and fauces, either through 
the central doorway leading directly into the atrium, or through a secondary door on the 
right, which was probably used for everyday non-official purposes. 
The original plan of the house, which has remained almost completely unaltered 
throughout its existence, was totally symmetrical. The most obvious anomaly to the original 
layout is the presence of a staircase leading to an upper storey at the back of the atrium on 
the left side (the NW corner). The construction of the staircase left a small area behind it, 
which was henceforth employed as a storeroom. Some other, smaller adjustments were made 
to the original situation, such as the closing of some doorways leading from the alae to the 
adjacent cubicula, but these did not affect the overall ground plan. Assuming that the original 
disposition of spaces on the left side of the atrium was symmetrical to that on the right side, 
the plan would have consisted of the central atrium, flanked on either side by a cubiculum 
followed by an ala and two more cubicula at the back. To the right and left of the entrance to 
                                                 
 
194 Della Corte 1954, 203-204, nrs. 490-491. 
195 Laidlaw 1985, 272-274. 
196 Overbeck & Mau 1884, 297. 
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the house are two spaces on either side197. On the right, the first room has been identified as 
a cubiculum and the second room, in the corner of the house, as a storeroom. Left of the 
entrance, the first space has been interpreted as the cella of the atriensis. The room in the left 
corner was used as a dining space with benches along the walls, the remains of which are still 
visible. At the back of the atrium, the tablinum is positioned in the centre, offering a view 
into the garden at the back through a low and wide window (tablinum fenestratum). The 
opening on atrium side was narrowed slightly at some point in time by the construction of a 
new opus vittatum mixtum tuff post on either side, placed on the inside of the old posts and on 
top of the already existing mosaic floor. To the right of the tablinum is a triclinium with well-
preserved remains of Fourth Style wall paintings depicting Apollo, Marsyas and the muses. 
This room also had a window looking onto the garden. The andron, leading from the atrium 
into the garden, is situated left of the tablinum. 
The atrium of the Casa di M. Epidius Rufus was of a rather unique type known as a 
Corinthian atrium. Its large tuff impluvium basin was surrounded on all four sides by a total 
of sixteen columns (four on the shorter sides and six on the longer sides). These fluted 
columns with a Doric capital were also constructed in Nocera tuff and decorated with a layer 
of white plaster. They are preserved today to their full original height of 4.35 m (16'). The 
well underneath the impluvium basin was connected to a system of lead water pipes, the 
remainders of which can clearly be seen within the impluvium basin and around its edges. 
Another rather unusual feature in the layout of this atrium house is the central position of 
the alae in the side ranges of the atrium. Both alae had an opening that was exceptionally 
wide and that was subdivided into three parts by two columns with Ionic capitals198. 
Furthermore, the corners of the ala openings were adorned with pilasters with block capitals 
decorated in relief with figurative elements. The capitals of the left (W) ala show the 
depiction of a pair of Menades, whereas those of the right (E) ala show depictions of Mars 
and Venus199. By AD 79, the ala on the right (E) side of the atrium had acquired a new 
function of house shrine with an altar dedicated to the lares and (probably) to the family of 
the house owner. It was closed off from the space of the atrium by means of a fence200. The 
dedication was made by freedmen and can still be read today201. 
GENIO  M  N  ET 
LARIBUS 
DUO  DUADUMINI 
LIBERTI 
                                                 
 
197 The following interpretation of the functions of these spaces is derived from Overbeck & Mau 1884, 298-
299. 
198 Dickmann (1999: 132-133) interprets the four-sided colonnade in the house as a peristyle within the centre 
of the house, and identifies the two central spaces on the left and right sides as exedrae. 
199 For the description of these capitals see La Rocca, De Vos & De Vos, 100. 
200 Mau 1908, 328. 
201 CIL X 861. 
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The layout of the atrium house is such that the vestibulum, tablinum and alae – all with 
wide openings to the atrium - form a central cross in the plan of the house, again a rather 
unique element in Pompeian private architecture. One other examples of this type of layout 
is present in the current sample of houses, in the Casa del Principe di Montenegro.  
The area behind the atrium house of the Casa di M. Epidius Rufus was used to lay out a 
deep terraced garden, framed at the front by a portico with three brick columns. The space 
to the left of this portico was used as a kitchen, while the small room in the right corner of 
the portico has been interpreted as the cella of the gardener202. The largest area of the garden, 
the first terrace behind the portico, was used as a vegetable garden. On the surface, no traces 
of any original architectural structures within the garden-area can be found. At the back of 
the property is a second terrace, much smaller than the first and higher still, which can be 
reached from the first terrace by taking five steps up. This second terrace may have been 
used as a more decorative garden for the growth of shrubs and flowers. In the right corner of 
the back wall of the garden, a back entrance (posticum) leads to the Vico dei Serpenti.  
 
Construction 
The façade was constructed in opus incertum lava walls with high limestone ashlar pillars in 
the SW and SE corners. A large part of the façade was reconstructed in modern times, clearly 
indiacted by the lines of tiles. Both in the SW and SE corners of the façade, a former 
doorway, still visible by the limestone posts, was blocked off. The oldest building phase of 
the atrium house of M. Epidius Rufus was constructed in opus incertum limestone with an opus 
incertum lava base at some points, and heavy opus quadratum limestone doorposts. Almost the 
entire atrium house as we see it today, with the exception of some elements, shows a 
coherent and homogenous picture of these oldest building materials and techniques. It is 
only at the back of the house that we can discern some antique alterations to the original 
structures. Firstly, the already mentioned staircase in the NE corner of the atrium was 
inserted into the original structure at a relatively late date. The doorposts of the newly 
created opening to the stairs were constructed in opus latericium. Secondly, the door posts and 
the walls of the tablinum were largely reconstructed in opus latericium, opus vittatum mixtum and 
opus incertum mixtum, all building materials and techniques that clearly date to a younger period 
than the original construction of the house. The opening to the tablinum was narrowed while 
at the same time, its height was diminished to 3.75 m (13½')203. The following analysis of 
design will clarify if the position of the reconstructed tablinum still respects its original 
position in the design. 
The decorative architectural elements within the atrium, namely the sixteen Doric 
columns surrounding the impluvium and the two Ionic columns in the openings to the alae 
on either side, were all constructed in Nocera tuff, as well as the impluvium basin itself. 
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Having recognized the original building phase of the Casa di M. Epidius Rufus, 
constructed in opus incertum limestone and opus quadratum limestone door posts, we turn our 
attention to the second area within the property of AD 79, the garden at the back, including 
the kitchen. This last mentioned space, situated at the back of the house in the NW corner, 
was constructed at a later date than the original building project of the house. This can be 
concluded not only by the analysis of the masonry used in its construction (opus incertum 
mixtum), but also by its anomalous shape within the total plot, protruding further to the left 
(W) than the rest of the house. 
The left and right walls of the actual garden-area show a rather untidy picture, 
constructed largely in the same relatively young techniques and materials as were used in the 
construction of the kitchen and the reconstruction of the tablinum, but also preserving some 
older elements in the original opus incertum limestone. From the analysis of the wall structures 
of the garden-area and a study of the map of the insula, it seems likely that some structures 
were already present and could not be removed at the time when the garden was laid out. 
One such a structure is house IX 1,7 to the left (W) of the garden of M. Epidius Rufus. The 
back wall of this house, constructed in opus incertum limestone, was used to form part of the 
left garden wall and was further extended towards the back (N) by the addition of a new wall 
in opus incertum mixtum including parts of opus signinum. Another older wall in opus incertum 
limestone that limited the width of the space for the garden is the left (W) wall of the second 
terrace at the back. In contrast to the irregular line of the garden boundary on the left (W) 
side, the right wall of the garden forms a completely straight line, continuing from the right 
wall of the atrium all the way to the back. Even though the largest part of the present right 
garden wall in opus incertum mixtum also dates to a younger period, its position is very likely to 
respect an older boundary within the insula. 
In conclusion, we can argue that the garden-area of AD 79 was a late addition to the 
already existing atrium house of M. Epidius Rufus. At the same time, the kitchen-area in the 
NW corner of the house was constructed in its present shape, the tablinum was 
reconstructed and a staircase was built in the atrium, leading to a new upper storey, above the 
area to the left (W) of the andron, including the kitchen and the spaces adjacent to it.  The 
addition of this upper storey to the house is dated by Mau to the Republican period204. The 
back wall of the tablinum was fitted with a wide window, offering a view onto the portico 
behind. It seems that the owner of the Casa di M. Epidius Rufus at that time managed to 
acquire a deep plot of land behind his own property. However, on the left (W) side, several 
existing structures could not be removed, resulting in a rather irregular shape of the new 
garden. 
 
 
                                                 
 
204 Mau 1908, 327. 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE ATRIUM HOUSE 
 
To establish the total dimensions of the design of the atrium, the architect of the Casa di 
M. Epidius Rufus used the width of the available plot as a module. This 70' width formed the 
base for a 70'x70' module square, the length of which was extended by the measure of its 
diagonal: 70'x2=98' (approximation 5 : 7). This 70' x 98' rectangle, with its two sides related 
as 1:2, was then applied by the architect for the outlines of his design (Figs. 1 and 1a). 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The total depth of the design was divided into an area for the atrium and an area for the 
front and back ranges. The measures of these elements were also derived from the 
module as drawn in fig. 1. The 70'x70' square was divided in half, both along the width 
and depth, creating four new module squares, each measuring 35 x 35'. Within the total 
depth of the house, one module of 35' was reserved for the added depths of the front 
and back ranges together, while the remaining area of 35' + 28' = 63' was reserved for 
the depth of the atrium itself (Fig. 2). If we express these figures in relation to the 
original geometric figure of 70' : 98' =x : x2, we get the following series of proportions 
(Fig. 2a): 28' : 35' : 63' = x2-x : ½x :  x2-½x.  
2. From fig. 2, the positions of the atrium front and back wall were fixed by extending the 
diagonal of the central 35'x35' square to the front and back. This resulted in the 
following division of space within the depth of the house (Fig. 3): 
14' (front range) - 63' (atrium) - 21' (back range). 
Related to the original design module (70'), these measures can be expressed in the same 
series of geometric proportions:14' : 21' : 63' = ½(x2-x) : x-½x2 : x2-½x (Fig. 4). It is 
noted here that these figures, when considered out of the context of the whole design 
and the underlying geometric figures, can also be expressed in terms of rational 
proportions: 14' : 21' : 63' = 2 : 3 : 9 (Fig. 4a). This matter will be further discussed 
below. 
3. The division of space within the total width of 70' had to provide an area for the width 
of the atrium and for the side-ranges left and right. To this purpose, the architect made a 
rather straightforward rational division of the available space, reserving 2/5 (28') of the 
total width for the side-ranges and the remaining 3/5 (42') for the width of the atrium. 
The 28' width reserved for the side-ranges was divided into two equal measures of 14', 
which were used to create a side-range to the left and right of the atrium. The division of 
space along the width of the atrium was then (Fig. 5): 14' : 42' : 14'. Although their 
mutual relation is based on rational proportions (1 : 3 : 1), these measures also form part 
of the series of geometric proportions that connect all different elements of the total 
design: 14' : 42' = ½(x2-x) : 2x-x2. 
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4. Regarding the total design, we need to pay some attention to the two ways in which the 
different elements of the design can be related to each other. If we take the different 
measures of these elements at ‘face value’, their relationship can be expressed in terms of 
a series of rational proportions (Fig. 5a): 
                      14' : 21' : 42' : 63' : 70' : 98' = 2 : 3 : 6 : 9 : 10 : 14.  
However, if we were to stop here and describe the design in terms of these rational 
proportions, the analysis would end here and would only uncover the end result of the 
process of design. The underlying system that connects and explains all different 
elements of the design (including those on a more detailed level following below) is, 
however, based on geometric figures expressed in arithmetic approximations of a series 
of geometric proportions (Fig. 5b): 
    14' : 21' : 42' : 63' : 70' : 98' = ½(x2-x) : x-½x2 : 2x- x2 : x2-½x : x : x2 
5. Moving onto a more detailed level in the design, the architect had apparently been 
ordered to design not just any impluvium basin to adorn the centre of the atrium. 
Instead, a monumental Corinthian atrium was planned with a large rectangular 
impluvium surrounded by four columns on the shorter sides and six on the longer sides. 
The dimensions of the outer edges of the column rows, placed upon the outer edge of 
tuff slabs of the impluvium basin, were based on completely regular 6' intercolumnia. 
Measured upon the centres of the columns, the dimensions of the impluvium area are: 3 
x 6' = 18' on the shorter side and 5 x 6' = 30' on the longer side (Fig. 6), the two sides of 
this rectangle related as 18' : 30' = 3 : 5. The position of the impluvium within the atrium 
was centralized, resulting in the following tripartite divisions of space within the atrium: 
Within the 42' width:   12'  : 18' :   12' 
Within the 63' depth: 16½' : 30' : 16½' 
6. In keeping with this unusual Corinthian atrium, the spaces around it along the sides were 
positioned and dimensioned in such a way that the alae, normally positioned behind the 
cubicula, at the back of the atrium, were now in the centre of the side-ranges. This 
position, together with the fact that they were given an extra wide opening, ensured that 
these spaces offered an optimal view onto the colonnaded impluvium. The layout of the 
atrium side walls was symmetrical: 
23' (closed wall; cubicula)   17' (opening ala) 23 (closed wall; cubicula) 
The opening to the ala on either side was further subdivided by the placing of two 
columns, dividing the opening space in three areas of: 5'  7' 5'. When we place these 
measures in connection with the other elements along the side walls of the atrium, we 
can clearly recognise the architect’s meaning and  the impact of the positioning of these 
columns on the visual effect of the space. The following dynamics were present in the 
side walls of the atrium: 
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Viewed from the front and the back these measures of 28' (until the heart of the first 
column) and 35' (until the heart of the second column) are a reflexion of the basic design 
scheme. The placement of these columns is part of the original design and inextricably 
linked to the underlying system of proportional relations, creating a symmetrical and 
coherent experience for the users of this house. 
 
Dispositio 
In general, the execution of this design in the actual building was remarkably accurate. 
Apart from a few minor changes, the measures as they were originally planned were still 
present in the built structure. Small changes were made in the depths of the fauces and 
tablinum; the first was extended by ½' to a total of 14½', while the second was shortened by 
the same measure of ½' to a total of 20½'. The reason for these minor alterations is not 
apparent and may be the result of inaccurate construction at the site. The depth of the atrium 
measures exactly 63' and the total depth of the atrium house measures 98', the exact measure 
of the design. The width of the house is slightly irregular and measures, across the centre of 
the atrium within the walls, a total of 68', whereas the original design was based on an 
internal width of 67'. The extra 1' in the width of this plot on the building site was added to 
the depth of the side-range on the left side of the atrium. This resulted in the following 
division of space: 15' - 42' - 14'. This change in the original planning seems to be solely an 
adjustment to the existing situation in the field, rather than a deliberate choice concerning 
the dynamics of design. 
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 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE GARDEN-AREA 
 
The plot behind the Casa di M. Epidius Rufus, which was added to the existing house at 
some point in time, was not designed to be a peristyle-garden, but was constructed with two 
terraces at a higher level than the atrium house and a single colonnade at the front. It seems 
likely that the presence of the grand Corinthian atrium with its own colonnade around the 
impluvium rendered the construction of a peristyle-garden with a second colonnade 
unnecessary. Instead, the first terrace of the garden was used as a vegetable garden, at least in 
its last phase. At the back of this terrace, a few steps lead to a higher second terrace, smaller 
in size and with a rear exit to the Vico di Balbo behind. Overall, the garden-area is not as 
wide as the plot of the atrium house, and its shape appears to have been dictated by existing 
properties around it, such as the small atrium house IX 1,7 and other properties to the left 
(W) of the garden. Contrary to the left (W) side, the right (E) wall of the garden-area 
continues in a straight line from the right (E) wall of the atrium house. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum (Fig. 7) 
The width of the portico and the first terrace measures a total of 47½' , while the small 
terrace at the back is only 30' wide. The total depth of the garden-area, from the back of the 
tablinum to the back of the plot (including the back wall) measures 120'. This was divided 
into three areas: the portico at the front and two terraces behind. The portico was meant to 
give anyone entering the house and catching a glimpse of the garden through the low and 
wide tablinum window, the idea of a carefully planned and laid-out decorative garden behind 
the house, and was given a 12½' depth (measured to the heart of the colonnade). Along the 
visual axis of the house, this space formed an extension of the tablinum, together measuring 
20½' + 12½' = 33'. The same measure was already present in the atrium house, in the depth 
of the outside border of the tuff impluvium, positioned along the same axis. 
Behind the portico followed the first terrace, which was raised by about 0.50 m (ca. 2'). 
The depth of the first terrace seems to have been derived directly from the shape of the 
available plot. At 72' from the front of this terrace and 33' from the back of the garden, the 
width of the plot narrows to 30'. This exact point was used for the transition from the first 
terrace to a second terrace, raised by another 0.50 m. 
The measures of the different areas that were created in this garden, except for the depth 
of the colonnade at the front, appear to be simply a practical division of the available space, 
shaped by the existing built-up situation in this part of the insula. The character of his garden 
was not that of a ‘show-garden’, used for the reception and entertainment of guest. There are 
no representative spaces around the garden, nor is there any possibility of strolling around in 
the way that we know from the ambulatories of peristyle-gardens. The whole layout of the 
garden of the Casa di M. Epidius Rufus points to a more practical use. The archaeological 
evidence from AD 79, when the first terrace was used as a vegetable garden, confirms this 
idea.
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Measures atrium house Casa di M. Epidius Rufus (IX 1, 20). Foot measure: 27.53 cm. 
 
ATRIUM HOUSE Distance in cm Foot measure in 
cm 
Distance in Oscan 
feet 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio) 
            
FAÇADE           
SE corner - SW corner 1851,00   27,53 67,24   67,00 70,00 
SE corner - fauces 851,00   27,53 30,91   31,00 30,00 
width fauces 208,00   27,53 7,56   7,50 10,00 
fauces - NE corner 782,00   27,53 28,41   28,50 30,00 
            
FAUCES           
Depth until threshold 148,50   27,53 5,39   5,50 5,00 
Depth 392,00   27,53 14,24   14,50 14,00 
Width n/s 269,00 208,00 27,53 9,77 7,56 10,00 10,00 
internal width 346,00   27,53 12,57   12,50 12,50 
            
ATRIUM           
depth e/w 1735,00 1734,00 27,53 63,02 62,99 63,00 63,00 
width n/s 1150,00 1162,00 27,53 41,77 42,21 42,00 42,00 
total internal width 1873,00   27,53 68,03   68,00 67,00 
total depth atrium house 2685,00   27,53 97,53   98,00 98,00 
Front (S) wall           
SE corner-opening E room 241,00   27,53 8,75       
opening E room 137,00   27,53 4,98       
left (E) post fauces 75,00   27,53 2,72       
SE corner - fauces 453,00   27,53 16,45   16,00 16,00 
width fauces 269,00   27,53 9,77   10,00 10,00 
fauces - SW corner 440,00   27,53 15,98   16,00 16,00 
right (W) post fauces 90,00   27,53 3,27       
opening W room 135,00   27,53 4,90       
opening W room-SW corner 215,00   27,53 7,81       
Back (N) wall           
NE corner-opening E oecus 65,00   27,53 2,36       
opening E oecus 132,00   27,53 4,79       
right (E) post tablinum 154,00   27,53 5,59       
NE corner - tablinum 351,00   27,53 12,75   12,50 12,50 
width tablinum 456,00   27,53 16,56   17,00 17,00 
tablinum - NW corner 344,00   27,53 12,50   12,50 12,50 
left (W) post tablinum 154,00   27,53 5,59       
opening andron 120,00   27,53 4,36       
opening andron-NW corner 70,00   27,53 2,54       
Left (W) wall           
left (S) post first room 67,00   27,53 2,43       
opening first room 124,00   27,53 4,50       
right (N) post first room= 157,00   27,53 5,70       
left (S) post first cubiculum           
opening first cubiculum 122,00   27,53 4,43       
right (N) post first cubiculum = 153,00   27,53 5,56       
left (S) post ala           
SW corner-opening ala 623,00   27,53 22,63   23,00 23,00 
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opening ala 473,00   27,53 17,18   17,00 17,00 
opening ala-NW corner 642,00   27,53 23,32   23,00 23,00 
right (N) post ala 160,00   27,53 5,81       
opening second cubiculum 116,00   27,53 4,21       
left (S) post staircase 44,00   27,53 1,60       
opening staircase 93,00   27,53 3,38       
right (N) post staircase 36,00   27,53 1,31       
opening cupboard 118,00   27,53 4,29       
opening cupboard-NW corner 75,00   27,53 2,72       
Intercolumnia left (W) ala           
SE corner-first column 148,50   27,53 5,39   5,00 5,00 
first column-second column 184,50   27,53 6,70   7,00 7,00 
second column-NE corner 146,00   27,53 5,30   5,00 5,00 
Right (E) wall           
right (S) post first room 60,00   27,53 2,18       
opening first room 125,00   27,53 4,54       
left (N) post first room = 159,00   27,53 5,78       
right (S) post first cubiculum           
opening first cubiculum 123,00   27,53 4,47       
left (N) post first cubiculum = 159,00   27,53 5,78       
right (S) post ala           
SE corner-opening ala 626,00   27,53 22,74   23,00 23,00 
opening ala 478,00   27,53 17,36   17,00 17,00 
opening ala-NE corner 631,00   27,53 22,92   23,00 23,00 
left (S) post ala = 157,00   27,53 5,70       
right (N) post second cubiculum           
opening second cubiculum 124,00   27,53 4,50       
left (S) post second cubiculum= 164,00   27,53 5,96       
right (N) post third cubiculum           
opening third cubiculum 118,00   27,53 4,29       
opening third cubiculum-NE 
corner 68,00   27,53 2,47       
Intercolumnia right (E) ala           
SW corner-first column 149,00   27,53 5,41   5,00 5,00 
first column-second column 185,00   27,53 6,72   7,00 7,00 
second column-NW corner 146,00   27,53 5,30   5,00 5,00 
Side range left (W)         
depth n/s 381,00 362,00 27,53 13,84 13,15 13,50+1,50 14,00 
Side range right (E)         
depth n/s 319,00 354,00 27,53 11,59 12,86 12,50+1,50 14,00 
Impluvium         
depth e/w 833,00 835,50 27,53 30,26 30,35 30,00 30,00 
width n/s 486,50 493,50 27,53 17,67 17,93 18,00 18,00 
front (S) wall - impluvium e/w 456,50 450,25 27,53 16,58 16,35 16,50 16,50 
impluvium - back (N) wall e/w 446,50 448,25 27,53 16,22 16,28 16,50 16,50 
left (w) wall - impluvium n/s 331,25 333,25 27,53 12,03 12,10 12,00 12,00 
impluvium - right (E) wall n/s 337,25 335,25 27,53 12,25 12,18 12,00 12,00 
Intercolumnia impluvium           
Front (S)           
SW corner-second column 166,50   27,53 6,05 6,00 6,00 
second column-third column 164,50   27,53 5,98 6,00 6,00 
third column-SE corner 162,50   27,53 5,90 6,00 6,00 
Back (N)           
NW corner-second column 166,00   27,53 6,03 6,00 6,00 
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second column-third column 155,50   27,53 5,65 6,00 6,00 
third column-NE corner 165,00   27,53 5,99 6,00 6,00 
Right (E)           
SE corner-second column 159,00   27,53 5,78 6,00 6,00 
second column-third column 173,00   27,53 6,28 6,00 6,00 
third column-fourth column 168,00   27,53 6,10 6,00 6,00 
fourth column-fifth column 166,00   27,53 6,03 6,00 6,00 
fifth column-NE corner 167,00   27,53 6,07 6,00 6,00 
Left (W)           
SW corner-second column 168,00   27,53 6,10 6,00 6,00 
second column-third column 171,00   27,53 6,21 6,00 6,00 
third column-fourth column 157,00   27,53 5,70 6,00 6,00 
fourth column-fifth column 170,50   27,53 6,19 6,00 6,00 
fifth column-NW corner 169,00   27,53 6,14 6,00 6,00 
Tablinum           
Width n/s 589,00 456,00 27,53 21,39 16,56 17,00 17,00 
Depth 559,00   27,53   20,31   20,50 21,00 
 
 
Measures garden-area Casa di M. Epidius Rufus (IX 1, 20). Foot measure: 27.53 cm. 
 
GARDEN-AREA Distance in cm Foot 
measure in 
cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures in 
the executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio)
           
total depth garden 3274,00 27,53  118,92   119,00 120,00 
width colonnade & first terrace 1305,00 27,53  47,40   47,50 47,50 
depth colonnade 351,50 27,53  12,77   12,50 12,50 
depth first terrace e/w 2007,00 1986,00 27,53  72,90 72,13 72,50 72,50 
width second terrace n/s 800,00 850,00 27,53  29,06 30,88 30,00 30,00 
depth second terrace e/w 898,00 903,00 27,53  32,62 32,80 32,50+1,50 35,00 
 
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Casa di M. Epidius Rufus, when compared to other grand atrium houses in the city, 
has some specific architectural traits that make it a unique case in the private architecture of 
Samnite Pompeii. In front of the façade, which recedes somewhat from the line of the south 
façade of the insula, a high and wide podium must be climbed to enter the house. Apart 
from the fact that the presence of a podium in front of private property is remarkable in 
itself, its position also gives the façade of the house a completely closed character. This is 
very much in contrast with the kind of façade one would expect for such a grand house at 
one of the busiest crossroads in town. One would expect to find some commercial activity, 
either in the form of shops or workshops.  
Upon entering the house, we are immediately confronted with another aspect of its 
architecture that adds to its uniqueness. The central space of the house, the atrium, is 
dominated by a large impluvium in the centre, surrounded by a total of sixteen Doric 
columns, a type of atrium known as the Corinthian atrium, only three examples of which are 
known in Pompeii. The disposition of the usual spaces around the atrium was planned in 
such a way that the fauces - tablinum and ala – ala were positioned opposite each other in the 
centre of the front and back walls and the two side walls. By giving all of these spaces an 
extended width, the layout of the open spaces around the atrium formed a central cross. 
In its first phase of existence, the Casa di M. Epidius Rufus did not yet possess the deep 
garden-area of AD 79. Instead, the total original plot probably offered space for a short 
hortus behind the back range of the house. The extensive rebuilding activities that took place 
with the construction of the garden-area in its present form make a reliable reconstruction of 
the original depth of such a hortus impossible. 
The design of the atrium house, based on the arithmetic approximations of geometric 
figures, was carefully planned and carried out in at the building site with great accuracy. In 
contrast, the garden-area reveals no real design. Rather, the available space seems to have 
been divided into two terraces on practical grounds. The colonnade at the front forms an 
exception, as its depth was planned and fitted into the scheme of proportions along the 
visual axis of the house. 
The garden itself added no great decorative value to the already magnificent and 
impressive Corinthian atrium. The largest part of it was used as a vegetable garden, whereas 
the second terrace at the back may have been employed for the growth of flowers. By 
creating a portico at the front of the garden, the architect did ensure that a visitor, upon 
entering the atrium, still got the impression of a colonnaded and decorative garden at the 
back. The fact that this house in itself already combined the functions of an atrium and those 
of a colonnaded courtyard, with large central exedrae at its sides and its character of an 
ambulatory205, probably made the owner and architect decide that the addition of a peristyle-
                                                 
 
205 Nissen 1877, 660; Dickmann 1997, 123. 
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garden at the back was unnecessary. A good alternative was to trick the visitor into assuming 
the presence of such a garden at the back by only allowing a limited view through the 
window into the front portico, but in affect using the spacious area behind for economic 
purposes. 
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 CASA DI M. OBELLIUS FIRMUS 
IX 14, 2-4 
 
DESCRIPTION206 
 
This double-atrium house, situated in insula IX 14 along the Via di Nola in the north-
eastern part of the city, was excavated from 1910 onwards by the director of the 
Soprintendenza at that time, Vittorio Spinazzola. The excavation of this area of the city had 
by then already been going on for ten years, but only part of the atrium and garden of the 
Casa di M. Obellius Firmus had been uncovered by the time Spinazzola started his campaign. 
With its two atria at the front and a garden-area at the back, this house takes up the larger 
part of the insula IX 14. The atrium on the left (E) is the largest example of a tetrastyle 
atrium, together with the Casa delle Nozze d’Argento, in Pompeii. The second and smaller 
atrium on the right (W) is a Tuscan atrium207. 
 
 
 
 Casa di M. Obellius Firmus: ground plan (La Rocca, E., M. de Vos & A. de Vos 1994, 332) 
 
After its excavation, the grand house was attributed by Della Corte to the Pompeian 
Marcus Obellius Firmus and to his father, who went by the same name208. This identification 
was based primarily on three graffiti that were found within the house: in the northwest 
corner of the peristyle “M. OBELIUM”, and in a cubiculum on the west side of the peristyle 
“M. OBELLIUS” and “FIRMUS”. At the same time, the names of Obellius and his father 
were mentioned in two acts of the Pompeian banker L. Caecilius Iucundus (see also the 
description of the Casa di L. Caecilius Iucundus). Jongman describes a tomb that was found 
                                                 
 
206 For a detailed description of the structures and the remaining decorations see: PPM IX, 361-500. 
207 Spinazzola 1953, 337. 
208 Della Corte 1954, 9-10. 
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and excavated, with a funerary inscription describing M. Obellius Firmus as aedilis and 
duovir209. It also informs us that he had already died by AD 79. Jongman proposes that this 
tomb belonged to the son, and that is was he who reached this high social status210. 
 
Decoration 
In the years prior to the eruption of Vesuvius, earthquakes caused damage to the wall 
decoration211. In AD 79 the residence of M. Obellius Firmus was in the middle of a 
preparation process for a complete restoration of its wall paintings. At the time of the 
eruption, most walls of the tetrastyle and the Tuscan atrium were not yet covered with a new 
layer of decoration, or only with a first draft of the paintings in the Fourth Style. In fact, the 
only element that had been completely redecorated was the lararium in the northwest corner 
of the tetrastyle atrium. Apparently, the owner of the house had ordered the restoration 
works to start with the re-consecration of the house altar212. Many of the walls do still carry 
the traces of their earlier decorations. These remains include the original decoration in the 
First Style as well as the next phase of decoration of the house in the Second Style. The 
position of First Style paintings has been catalogued by Laidlaw and some remains are still 
present in several spaces of this property213. The first room to the right of the tetrastyle 
atrium (reception room 31) was decorated in the First Style. In the tuscan atrium, the ala (20) 
on the right side and the cubiculum (21) next to it also show remains of the original 
decoration, as well as the stairwell to the left of the tablinum (with the stair partly covering 
the First Style painting). Finally, Laidlaw mentions the cubiculum (9) at the back of the range 
of spaces on the right (W) side of the peristyle, in the southwest corner of the house. 
 
Ground plan 
The façade of the Casa di M. Obellius Firmus portrays two different pictures. On the 
right (W) side, in front of the Tuscan atrium, the façade has an open character with a shop 
on either side of the fauces. In contrast to this image, the closed façade of the tetrastyle 
atrium with its high windows has a somewhat proud character214. Of the two entrances in 
this façade, the one on the left (E) is the largest, leading into a vestibule that offers a view 
into the tetrastyle atrium, through the atrium, tablinum and the peristyle until the exedra at 
the back of the garden. This visual axis of the house was accomplished by the perfect 
alignment of spaces in the centre of the design. Adding to the grand scale of the tetrastyle 
atrium are its impressive dimensions and height.  
                                                 
 
209 Jongman 1988, 362. 
210 See also Pesando & Guidobaldi 2006, 232-233. 
211 Maiuri 1942, 131-132. 
212 Maiuri 1942, 132; Spinazzola 1953, 337-338. 
213 Laidlaw 1985, 302-303. 
214 La Rocca, De Vos & De Vos 1994, 331. 
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The plan of the tetrastyle atrium preserves its canonical character with a symmetrical 
layout of rooms around the central space of the atrium. The floor is decorated with lava 
cement with irregular pieces of white stone, without the insertion of a mosaic. A spacious 
impluvium in Nocera tuff is positioned in the middle of the atrium, its four corners adorned 
with tall columns with a Corinthian capital. In the right (NW) corner of the atrium, 
immediately upon entering, we still find the lararium, a small temple on a podium. The 
cassaforte, a heavy bronze chest for the safekeeping of valuables within the house, is also still 
present in its original position against the right (W) wall of the atrium215. 
On the left (E) side of the tetrastyle atrium, the three cubicula and the ala are still 
complete and in the original layout. The first cubiculum leads to a large room in the 
northeast corner of the house next to the entrance, which served as a triclinium. The room 
to the right (W) of the entrance was also originally one large space, but was later subdivided 
into two communicating rooms, possibly the living quarters of the atriensis. On the right (W) 
side of the tetrastyle atrium, the first room is much larger and deeper than the following 
cubicula and ala. It may have served as a reception room, but also functioned as a 
passageway to the Tuscan atrium. Furthermore, it gave immediate access to the staircase 
leading to the upper storey. The second room on the right side also offered a passage to the 
smaller atrium, whereas the third space was partly closed off and transformed into a 
storeroom for the Tuscan atrium. 
The spaces on either side of the Tetrastyle atrium served a range of different purposes 
and were by no means identical in size or function. This was, however, in no way apparent to 
anyone who officially visited and entered the atrium directly from the street. By positioning 
the doorways to the spaces alongside the atrium exactly opposite each other and by creating 
alae with identical dimensions at the back of the atrium, the architect ensured a completely 
symmetrical picture. This picture of perfect symmetry was further enhanced by the central 
position of the impluvium and the line of sight leading to the back of the garden along the 
axis of the design. What went on behind the atrium walls remained invisible to the eye of the 
visitor. 
At the back of the tetrastyle atrium, a wide tablinum opens up, perfectly aligned with the 
entrance and the impluvium and closed off from the peristyle by a door. To the left of the 
tablinum, an andron leads into the peristyle-garden and also gives access to two small spaces 
on the left. A large dining hall is situated to the right (W) of the tablinum, connected to it but 
also reachable directly from the atrium. Orientated towards the garden, the dining hall opens 
up at the back along its entire width by means of a row of six windows. In turn, these 
windows could be opened or closed by a system of twelve wooden shutters (two for each 
window), which allowed total control over the amount and direction of light that entered the 
room through these windows. This ingenious system of light control is still visible for us 
                                                 
 
215 Ibidem, 332. 
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today in its original position by the plaster cast that was made of it at the time of the 
excavation. 
The second and smaller doorway in the façade, the fauces leading to the Tuscan atrium, 
was used as a last resort of refuge by the whole or part of the family that resided in this 
house in AD 79, during the last hours of Pompeii’s existence. All to no avail, as they, closed 
in on every side, were buried on the spot. These deep fauces were probably the everyday 
entrance used by those who were part of the household of the Casa di M. Obellius Firmus. 
Its large depth permitted the development towards the back of, on the left (E) side, a shop 
and the reception room that connected the two atria behind, and, to the right (W), a large 
shop with annexes on the outside along the right (W) façade of the insula. From here a 
staircase led to the upper storey above the western side of the property. 
The Tuscan atrium is of much smaller proportions than the tetrastyle atrium, but is also 
adorned with a central impluvium. Three spaces open up onto the atrium on the right (W) 
side, followed by an ala at the back. Of those three spaces, the first and third were closed 
cubicula, whereas the one in the middle is an open exedra. On the left (E) side, the Tuscan 
atrium lacks a range of corresponding rooms, and only has two doorways, the first of which 
gives access to the tetrastyle atrium and the second to a store cupboard. At the back of the 
Tuscan atrium, a tablinum overlooks the garden by means of a large window. The andron to 
the right leads directly into the garden and also gives access to the kitchen and two private 
bath suites of surprisingly small dimensions for a house of this stature.  To the left of the 
tablinum, yet another staircase leads to the upper storey. In fact, a whole system of stairs was 
found in the house reaching all the way to the top of the outside walls to an upper storey 
above the cubicula at the front of the entire property. 
The spacious area behind the two atria was used for the layout of an open garden with a 
fountain in the middle, surrounded on three sides by a colonnade and a series of rooms on 
the right (W) constructed against the outside wall of the garden. The peristyle is rather 
irregular with fourteen Doric columns in total, eight at the front (N) and three on the left (E) 
and right (W) sides, not spaced out evenly. The colonnade created two wide ambulatories at 
the front and on the left, and a narrower passageway on the right, on which four rooms with 
low and narrow doors opened. At the back of this passageway, one could enter the garden’s 
oecus, which was directed towards the double-atrium house. In the far right corner of the 
garden-area, reached by a narrow passage, a small courtyard was surrounded by seven more 
spaces, which are most likely to have formed the service-area of the house, tucked well away 
from the visitor’s eye. 
 
Construction 
This large double-atrium house takes up the entire width of insula IX 14 in the situation 
of AD 79. The façade on the Via di Nola does, however, portray the internal division of 
space into two atria, the impressive tetrastyle atrium on the left and the Tuscan atrium on the 
right. On this side of the property, the wall structure of the façade is interrupted by three 
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openings (1,2 and 3) of the fauces and a shop on either side. The right (NW) corner of the 
façade is constructed in opus vittatum mixtum of limestone and tuff. We are dealing here with a 
relatively young repair to the oldest façade. All that remains of the original structure is one 
piece of limestone ashlar at ground level. The same can be said for the following wall and the 
right post of opening (1), which both still contain only a remainder on ground level of the 
original construction in limestone ashlar. The wall is now built up in opus incertum lava, 
whereas the right post of opening (1) has been repaired in opus vittatum simplex of tuff and 
limestone. The left post of opening (1), also the right post of fauces (2), leading to the 
Tuscan atrium, has also been repaired, in this case in opus latericium. The left post of fauces 
(2), also the right post of opening (3), however, defied the elements of time and still consists 
of the original building structure in heavy limestone ashlar. The entire right part of the façade 
that was just described can be reconstructed in the same limestone ashlar, but apparently 
needed extensive repair works during its history of use. 
The entire left side of the façade, running from the left post of opening 3 until the left 
(NE) corner of the insula, shows a completely different picture to what has just been 
described. It is completely closed except for the fauces (4) leading to the tetrastyle atrium. 
The posts of these fauces are constructed in heavy limestone ashlar; the same construction 
has also been used in the left post of opening 3 and in the right corner of the insula, the two 
perimeters of the façade in front of the tetrastyle atrium. The use of limestone posts as 
elements to create extra strength was continued in the opus incertum lava walls to the left as 
well as to the right of the fauces (4). The posts of fauces (4) and the left post of opening 3 
are not structurally connected to the façade, but only to the walls perpendicular to it, leading 
into the house. The façade of the tetrastyle atrium thus shows a picture of solid construction 
of closed walls, interrupted by a series of tall limestone ashlar posts. In contrast, the façade, 
of the small Tuscan atrium was originally constructed in opus quadratum limestone, which was 
largely repaired and replaced by younger building techniques and materials. 
Regarding the internal structures, we note that the entrance to the Tuscan atrium was set 
back from the street, within  the long and narrow fauces (2). This point is now still visible by 
the presence of two pillars, one placed against each fauces wall, signalling the original entry 
point. In front of the door that lead into the fauces, benches were constructed on the right 
and left sides, which are still present today. The fauces walls are constructed in opus incertum 
limestone and lava and were repaired to a considerable extent. The fauces posts within the 
Tuscan atrium were also reconstructed in antiquity in opus latericium. The remainder of the 
wall structures within the Tuscan atrium is very homogenous and for the most part still 
original. The construction techniques and materials that were used here are limestone opus 
africanum filled in with opus incertum lava. All walls within the Tuscan atrium as well as the 
perimeter wall were originally constructed in this manner. At the back of the atrium, the right 
and left posts of the andron, leading into the garden-area behind, are also original, built-up in 
limestone ashlar and connected to the wall structure of the back wall of the atrium as well as 
to the walls of the andron itself. Immediately to the right in the andron is the opening leading 
to the spacious kitchen, also original and built-up in the same limestone ashlar. This kitchen 
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space was originally also accessible directly from within the atrium through an opening in the 
back wall, which was later closed-up. The tablinum posts were subject to antique alterations, 
with the right (W) post built-up in opus vittatum simplex limestone and tegulae and the left (E) 
post heavily restored on the left side, where the opening to the staircase leading to the upper 
storey begins, in opus latericium. 
Overall, this small Tuscan atrium with one side range on the right side of its atrium and 
an impluvium basin in Nocera tuff in its centre, portays a homogenous picture in the 
structures of its walls, from the entrance from the street until the back of the tablinum. 
Moving to the left within the property, we enter the much larger tetrastyle atrium. Here 
too, most of the walls have survived, revealing much of the original techniques and materials. 
The fauces walls are constructed in opus incertum limestone. The atrium walls were 
constructed in heavy limestone ashlar posts filled in with opus incertum of rather large and 
regular blocks of limestone. The foundation, however, was often constructed in opus incertum 
lava. The left (E) perimeter wall of the tetrastyle atrium reveals some remains of limestone 
opus africanum filled with opus incertum limestone and lava. The most prominent feature of this 
atrium house is the large tuff impluvium basin with the four tall Corinthian columns 
adorning its corners. 
Regarding the building techniques within this tetrastyle atrium, some observations were 
made regarding the relation between the walls of the right side range and the perimeter wall 
that separates the tetrastyle from the Tuscan atrium. All four walls dividing the side range 
have, in the present state of his building, been constructed at a later date than the 
construction and decoration of the perimeter wall. A layer of plaster decoration is clearly 
visible in each case in between the connection of the walls of the right side range with the 
perimeter wall. This can only lead to the conclusion that the right side range of the tetrastyle 
atrium, as we see it now, was constructed against the left wall of the Tuscan atrium when that 
was already in use. The fact that the right side range of the tetrastyle atrium fits well into the 
homogenous picture of all wall structures of the atrium house leads to the assumption that 
the entire tetrastyle atrium was constructed at a later date than the Tuscan atrium, which 
would then be a relic of an earlier situation within insula IX 14. This small and old Tuscan 
atrium, with a side range only on the right side, would then have been incorporated in the 
construction of this large property than we now know as the Casa di M. Obellius Firmus216. 
The building techniques and materials that were used do not contradict this idea. The 
Tuscan atrium house was entirely built-up in opus africanum and opus incertum lava, including its 
left and right perimeter walls, which are structurally connected with the Tuscan atrium. The 
walls of the tetrastyle atrium show a different picture in their building materials and 
techniques and furthermore, they are in no way connected to the perimeter wall separating it 
from the Tuscan atrium house. The most likely scenario is then as follows: in an earlier phase 
                                                 
 
216 Cfr. Dickmann (1999: 78-79) who dates the joining of these two properties to the late second or early first 
century BC. 
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of insula IX 14, the north side of the insula was probably built-over by several smaller 
properties, of which the Tuscan atrium IX 14, 2 is the only relic. This atrium house was 
constructed in its present form with only one side range on its right, which is clearly visible 
by the off-centre position of the fauces within the atrium. At a later point in history, a 
member of Pompeii’s elite purchased the entire northern side of the insula and used it to 
construct an impressive double-atrium house. Instead of starting from scratch, the small 
Tuscan atrium in the right corner of the insula, which may have already been in the 
possession of this owner, was used as the secondary atrium of the new complex. 
The back range of the double-atrium house was completely focussed towards the 
peristyle-garden. The tablinum of the Tuscan atrium as well as the large triclinium and 
tablinum of the tetrastyle atrium were all constructed with long and wide windows at the 
back, creating views from all different angles into the garden-area. The range of three suites 
at the back of the tetrastyle atrium in particular was given a very open character, each space 
connected to the next by more wide windows. The fact that these spaces could be closed off 
if en when required is still visible in the plaster cast of the ingenious system of shutters in the 
back window of the large triclinium. 
The exceptionally large garden-area was not constructed in the typical peristyle-garden 
form that we are familiar with from the other houses in the sample studied in this research. 
One portico of the colonnade stretches across the entire width along the back of the double-
atrium house and consists of a total of eight Doric columns in tuff. The colonnade continues 
along the right side to create a shorter portico of, in total, four Doric columns in tuff. The 
same columns were also used to create a portico on the left side of the garden, also 
consisting of a total of four columns, although spaced out more widely than those on the 
right side of the colonnade. The stylobate here ends with a wall perpendicular to the left 
perimeter wall. The three-sided colonnade of a total of fourteen Doric tuff columns was 
extended at the back by the addition of one extra column in opus latericium and a half-column 
in opus vittatum mixtum, attached to a wall running to the oecus behind. This extension of the 
tuff colonnade created a fourth portico of very small proportions, positioned in front of the 
oecus within the garden, which was turned towards the double-atrium house. 
The representative area within this garden was positioned at the back of the Tuscan 
atrium, on the right side of the garden. It consists of a row of four small spaces along the 
right perimeter wall of the property and the oecus with an antechamber at the back of this 
representative zone. The spaces on this side of the garden-area were all constructed in walls 
of opus incertum lava and doorposts of limestone ashlar of a rather light quality. Some later 
repairs to the front wall of the four spaces on the right were carried out in opus latericium and 
opus vittatum mixtum. The service area around a little courtyard in the far right corner of the 
garden-area, reached through a corridor leading off the SW corner of the garden, was also 
constructed in the same opus incertum lava and limestone ashlar doorposts. The back wall of 
this service area is the perimeter wall of the small atrium house IX 14, c and is constructed in 
opus africanum and opus incertum limestone. This house behind the property of the Casa di M. 
Obellius Firmus was part of the older layout of the insula as the garden of Obellius Firmus 
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was constructed around it. The garden perimeter walls on the left and at the back were 
constructed in opus incertum of predominantly limestone with lava and some cruma. 
A significant feature in the layout of this garden is the fountain, placed in the open area 
between the left oecus wall and the left colonnade, in the line of sight running from the 
entrance to the tetrastyle atrium until the exedra in the back of the garden-area. Placed in one 
line with the wall running from the back of the left portico to the left perimeter wall of the 
garden, this fountain seems to mark the border between the two areas of this extremely deep 
garden. In front of this fountain was the part of the garden that was connected to the 
double-atrium house and served a clear representative function, adorned with a reception 
area and a three-sided colonnade creating pleasant shady spots from which to overlook the 
peristyle. In the space behind the fountain, we see a completely different picture. The walls 
here were constructed in an opus incertum of predominantly limestone and lava. The total lack 
of any representative features leads to the assumption that this irregularly shaped, wide and 
deep plot of land was put to some other use, probably functional. Unfortunately, no clues 
remain in the built-up situation to give any idea on the activities that took place here. It is 
clear that this part of the garden could at one point be reached independently through a wide 
opening in the left perimeter wall, which had by AD 79 been closed up. The irregular shape 
of the garden at the back must have been caused by already existing features in the build-up 
of the insula. At present, this area behind the garden has not yet been excavated, preventing 
us from drawing any conclusions on the building history and development at this point of 
the property. 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN 
 
The analysis of the wall structures and the building history of the Casa di M. Obellius 
Firmus and its two atria, one tetrastyle and the other Tuscan, has led to the proposition that 
we are dealing with a building history in several phases rather than one building project in 
which a double atrium house was designed and constructed. It appears that the small Tuscan 
atrium in the right corner of the property as is was in AD 79 is part of an earlier phase of 
construction in the insula, and was later used to form the secondary atrium in a large double 
atrium complex, the Casa di M. Obellius Firmus. The following analysis of design will 
provide further information in this matter and will make clear that these two atria were 
indeed constructed in two different design systems that do not point in any way to a single 
building project, thus supporting the conclusions drawn from the analysis of the 
construction materials and techniques. The reconstructions of the different designs of the 
two atria and the garden-area will be presented separately below in their respective 
chronological order: Tuscan atrium, tetrastyle atrium and garden-area. 
 
THE TUSCAN ATRIUM 
 
In the northwest corner of insula IX 14, a deep and rather narrow plot was used for the 
construction of an atrium house with one side range, with its entrance on the busy Via di 
Nola. The design of this Tuscan atrium house was based on a well-known geometric figure 
that was also used in the construction of several other, slightly larger houses (i.e. the Casa di 
Philippus and the Casa di M. Terentius Eudoxus, as well as the Casa del Principe di 
Montenegro). The total dimensions of the constructed area measure 60'x105'. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The basic module that was used for the design of the atrium and its side range is based 
on the width of the atrium, a measure of 32'. The length of the atrium was created by 
using a 32'x32' square and extending its sides by the measure of its diagonal: 32'x2=46' 
(approximation 16 : 23). The sides of the atrium thus measured 32'x46', related as x : x2 
(Fig. 1). 
2. The same figure was used to create the depth of the side range, by extending the 32' 
width of the atrium to the side by the measure of the 46' diagonal. The depth of the side 
range then measured 46' - 32' = 14', which can also be expressed as x2-x. In the case of 
the small Tuscan atrium that we are dealing with here, there was only space for a single 
side range, placed on the right side of the atrium. The standard figure that was used in 
this design is, however, based on an atrium with two side ranges and on an ideal plot 
width of 14' + 32' + 14' = 60' (Fig. 1a). Even though this width was not present in the 
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current situation, the ideal design figure was used, in order to create the depth of the 
atrium house, measured from the front until the back wall of the atrium. 
3. This depth was created by using the ideal width of this design of 60' in a 60' x 60' square, 
which was then extended towards the back by its diagonal: 60'x2=84' (approximation  
5 : 7) (Fig. 2). This measure of 84' comprised the added depth of the front range and the 
atrium of the house (the same figure was used in the Casa di Philippus and the  
Casa di M. Terentius Eudoxus to create the total depth of the atrium houses). The 
rectangle that had now been created for the Tuscan atrium measured 46'x84'. 
4. Within that rectangle, the width of the atrium and its side range, as well as the depth of 
the atrium were already fixed. The front range, which was set at the measure that is the 
difference between the total depth and the depth of the atrium was:  
84'-46'=38' (Fig. 3). This is an exceptionally great depth for the fauces and the spaces 
surrounding it. In this case, the reason for the large depth was probably dictated by the 
owner’s wish to create deep commercial spaces at the front of his house, which was 
situated in a very profitable spot along the busy Via di Nola. 
5. Within the total 105' depth of the house, the back range was set at 21', related to the 
front part of the house (front range plus atrium) as 21' : 84' = 1 : 4 (Fig. 4). 
6. The internal division of space along the depth of the house was based on creating a 
visual axis running through the fauces and the atrium. A recurrent feature in this internal 
division along the axis of view is the 32' module that also lies at the base of the atrium 
design. Within the 38' front range of the house, the actual entrance is not positioned at 
the façade, but is set back from the street by 6'. This point was the position of the actual 
front door to the house, placed in between two pillars against the fauces walls. This 
means that this must also be the point from which the actual visual axis commenced, 
upon entering the physical space of the house. The distance from the front door until the 
front wall of the atrium then measured: 38' - 6' = 32' (Fig. 5). 
7. The position of the impluvium caused a tripartite division in the open atrium space. 
Within the width, the division was: 10' - 12' - 10' and within the depth: 16' - 14'  - 16' 
(Fig. 5).  
8. The front wall of the atrium was divided into two equal halves of 16' each. The right half 
was then further divided into an 8' opening for the fauces and 8' for the atrium wall to 
the right (Fig. 5). The division of space was then: 16' -  8' - 8'. The fauces were clearly not 
positioned in the centre of the atrium. This was caused by the fact that the right side of 
the atrium was built-over by a side range, whereas the left side was left open. 
9. The right side wall of the atrium was divided into an ala at the back and the three spaces 
in front, respectively measuring 12' (ala) and 34' (two cubicula and a central exedra)  
(Fig. 5). 
10. Along the back wall of the atrium, the tablinum was not positioned in the centre of the 
back range, but in the left corner behind the open space of the atrium without a side 
range. The right wall of the tablinum, also the left wall of the andron leading to the back, 
was positioned in one line with the centre of the fauces, at a distance of 20' from the left 
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atrium wall. The width of the andron measures 5' and is followed on the right by the 
remaining part of the back wall of the atrium, which measures 21' (Fig. 5). 
The design of the Tuscan atrium of the Casa di M. Obellius Firmus was based, in the 
first place, on the arithmetic approximations of a geometric figure, that was based on the 
width of the atrium (Fig. 5a). The measures related to this figure are: 14' : 32' : 46', which can 
also be expressed as a series of geometric proportions: x2-x : x : x2. In the internal 
division of space within the atrium, the 32' module was repeated again, and also used as the 
base of a series of rational proportions. The measures derived from 32' are 8' and 16', which 
can also be expressed as 8' : 16' : 32' = ¼x : ½x : x. 
 
Dispositio 
The design as it was described above was executed almost completely without alterations 
at the building site. The only change to the original schedule that draws attention is the fact 
that the depth of the atrium was shortened by 1' from the intended 46' to 45'. As a direct 
consequence of this change, the width of the ala on the right side of the atrium was 
decreased from 12' to 11', while the depth of the side wall of the atrium remained 34'. The 
reason for this minor change to the original plan is not apparent.  
 
 
 THE TETRASTYLE ATRIUM217 
 
The width of the plot that was available for the construction of this tetrastyle atrium was 
dictated by the total insula width minus the area taken up by the Tuscan atrium, which was 
already present within the insula. The total ideal insula width measures 120', of which 46' was 
already built-over by the Tuscan atrium. The remaining ideal width of the plot for the 
tetrastyle atrium then measured: 120'-46'=74'. The depth of the plot was placed in one line 
with the depth of the Tuscan atrium. Due to a slight difference in orientation between the 
façade and the back line of these atrium houses, the total depth of the tetrastyle atrium was a 
few feet shorter than that of the Tuscan atrium. The ideal depth that was used in the design 
measures 102', creating a total area for the tetrastyle atrium of 74'x102'. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. For the design of the tetrastyle atrium, the architect worked with a modular square 
measuring 50'x50', here to be expressed as 2x : 2x, which offered the width of the heart 
of the house, the atrium (Fig. 6). 
2. From this square, the architect constructed a rectangle to define the length of the atrium, 
based on a proportional relation between width and length of: 2x : (x+x√2). This resulted 
in the following measures for the atrium: 50' : (25+25√2)' = 50' : (25+37)' = 50' : 62' 
(Fig. 7). In order to create this rather wide and short rectangle (as opposed to a more 
narrow and long one, a shape that was more commonly used for atria), the architect 
worked with a remarkably high approximation of 10: 14 4/5, resulting in the following 
sequence: x : x√2 : 2x = 25' : 37' : 50'. 
3. Within the total width of the plot, measuring 2x√2 = 2x37' = 74', the same figure that 
was used to create the length of the atrium was used to create the side ranges, whereby 
the 50'x50' square was divided into four 25'x25' quadrants. Rotation of the diagonal of 
the 25'x25' squares to the sides results in side ranges measuring  
x√2–x = 37'-25' = 12', on each side of the atrium (Fig. 8). The division of space within 
the width of the plot was then: 12' - 50' - 12' = x√2–x : 2x : x√2–x. 
4. The position of the atrium within the depth of the house was based on the principle of 
centrality. The total space that was available for the creation of a front range and a back 
range measures the difference between the total depth of the design and the depth of the 
atrium: 102' - 62' = 40'. This depth was then divided equally among the front and back 
                                                 
 
217 The analysis of design of the tetrastyle atrium of the Casa di M. Obellius Firmus was also part of research by 
Peterse and Geertman, who both published their findings in Babesch 1984. I will first present my own analysis, 
which offers new views due to the fact that the tetrstayle atrium is now viewed in regard to the total house 
complex of the Casa di M. Obellius Firmus, in relation to the smaller Tuscan atrium as well as the peristyle-
garden. I will then discuss my findings in relation to those of Peterse and Geertman. The converted measures 
of the tetrastyle atrium used are those published by Peterse. 
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range, resulting in the following division of space along the depth of the house: 20' (front 
range) - 62' (atrium) - 20' (back range). (Fig. 9). 
5. An important and integral part of this design are the dimensions and the position of the 
large impluvium basin and the four sizeable Corinthian columns, one on each of the 
basin corners. The position of each of these columns is of great significance in the 
cohesion of the total design, and specifically the position of the columns within the 
depth of the atrium, forming an important focal point along the line of sight that runs 
through the house and creating a tripartite division within the spacious atrium. 
Concerning this visual aspect of the line of sight, the following dynamics were created by 
the architect along the depth of the house: 
20' (depth fauces) + 17' (open space until the front row of columns) 
28' (distance from the front columns until and including the back columns) 
17' (open space until the back wall of the atrium) + 20' (depth tablinum) 
These dynamics create the following focal points along the line of sight: 
 
  37' (open space behind back row of columns + depth tablinum) 
 
  28' (space between the columns, including the front and back columns) 
 
  37' (depth fauces + open space in front of front row of columns) 
 
It is clear that the exact position of  the columns within the tetrastyle atrium was 
deliberately chosen by the architect to create a rhythm along the visual axis of  the house, 
from the point of  entry until the back of  the tablinum. The large open spaces at the 
front and back of  the columns, measuring  37' (x√2 ), are a direct reflection of  the 
geometric figure that underlies the design of  the house. The centre of  the impluvium 
was positioned exactly in the centre of  the total depth of  the house, thus creating the 
visual aspect of  perfect symmetry. 
6. We must, however, also consider the impact of  the position of  the columns within the 
confined space of  the atrium itself  (Fig. 10). In this case, the crucial points are formed 
not by the front and back of  the rows of  columns, such as was the case in the dynamics 
along the line of  sight, but by the measures taken from the heart of  the columns. The 
axial tripartite division of  space along the depth of  the atrium then measures:  
18½' - 25' - 18½'. Again, the interaxial measure between the front and back columns and 
the total space to the front and back, are a direct reflection of  the geometric design 
system of  the house: 25'=x and 18½'+18½'=37'=x√2. The original build-up of  the 
atrium length in the design system, by creating a rectangle with a length x + x√2, was 
thus recreated by the architect in the actual building by the position of  the columns 
within the atrium. The tripartite division of  space along the width of  the atrium was also 
based on the design module (25'=x): 12½' - 25' – 12½' = ½x : x : ½x. 
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7. The impluvium basin was positioned in between the columns and measures 17' x 20'  
(Fig. 10), a repetition of  measures already present in the atrium house (17' in front of  
and at the back of  the columns; 20' in the depth of  the fauces and tablinum). 
8. In the left and right sides of  the atrium, the alae openings were positioned in one line 
with the back of  the columns to the rear of  the impluvium basin, resulting in an ala 
width of  17' on either side (Fig. 10). The division of  space along the sides of  the atrium 
was then set at 45' for the closed atrium wall, followed by a 17' opening of  the ala. 
Within the atrium front wall, the opening  to the fauces measures 10', 1/5 of  the total 
atrium width. In the back wall, the opening to the tablinum measures half  the atrium 
width: 25', and was placed in the centre of  the back wall, creating a division into three 
(almost) equal parts: 24½' - 25' – 24½', reflecting an ideal division in the schematic 
design of: x : x : x. 
The analysis of the tetrastyle atrium revealed a geometric design system, expressed in the 
arithmetic approximations of the geometric sequence x : x√2 : 2x, approximated by  
25' : 37' : 50'. This design system, which defined and connected most elements of the house, 
including the position of the four columns in the atrium, was aimed at achieving perfect 
symmetry, in which the visual aspect of the house along the line of sight played a crucial role. 
 
Dispositio 
The design of the tetrastyle atrium was accurately and skilfully carried out on the building 
site, where it was constructed against the left wall of the existing Tuscan atrium. The only 
anomaly to the original scheme is the depth of the atrium, which has been increased by ½' 
from 62' to 62½'. The fact that this change is so small and seems not to be based on any 
underlying principle that augments the original plan, leads me to conclude that we are dealing 
here with an inaccuracy at the building site rather than a planned alteration. 
 
 
 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN OF THE PERISTYLE-GARDEN 
 
In the situation of  AD 79, the garden at the back of  the tuscan and tetrastyle atria took 
up the largest part of  the entire property of  Obellius Firmus. Highly irregular in shape, it 
stretches across the entire width of  the insula, except at the back of  the property, where the 
plot was more narrow due to the presence of  an  older atrium house (IX 14, b) to the 
southwest of  the Obellius Firmus property. 
The total area taken up by the garden can be divided into three different zones, each 
apparently with a different function (Fig. 11). 
- The part of  the garden situated directly behind the Tuscan and tetrastyle atrium 
functioned as a representative area. It was constructed under design and is 
characterised by an irregularly shaped, four-sided colonnade, a series of  small rooms 
on the right (W) side, and an oecus with antechamber opposite the tablinum of  the 
Tuscan atrium. The boundary of  this designed area of  the garden is formed by the 
fountain basin. The back edge of  the raised basin was positioned in one line with the 
wall that forms the end of  the left (E) colonnade and abuts on the east façade of  the 
property and insula. 
- The area of  the garden that lies behind this wall and the fountain basin, and takes up 
the SE part of  the property, shows no visible remains of  architecture. Combined 
with its highly irregular shape and the considerable distance to the double-atrium 
house, this points to a utilitarian purpose to this part of  the garden. 
- The third area of  the garden is situated in the SW corner of  the property, and 
consists of  a total of  seven spaces around a small courtyard. The position of  the 
spaces with the entire layout of  the complex, and the presence of  small, independent 
courtyard, providing light and water, strongly suggests that this was the service-
quarter of  the house of  Obellius Firmus. 
The following analysis of  design only concerns with the designed area of  the garden, and 
its connection to the double-atrium house. 
 
Ratio symmetriarum 
1. The general measurements of  the designed garden with the four-sided colonnade 
positioned in it, are a direct copy of  two of  the general measurements used in the 
tetrastyle atrium house (Fig. 11). The depth of  the designed garden, from the back of  the 
double-atrium house until the back of  the fountain basin and the end-wall of  the east 
portico, measures 62'. Not only is this measure a direct copy of  the depth of  the 
tetrastyle atrium, it also divides the total depth of  the garden-area along the east façade 
into two equal parts: the total depth measures 124', divided into 62' for the designed 
garden and 62' for the utilitarian area. 
The width of  the peristyle-garden, consisting of  the colonnade and a left and right 
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portico, measures 102', a direct copy of  the total depth of  the tetrastyle atrium house. 
The range of  rooms on the right (W) side of  the peristyle-garden measure 18' in depth, 
bringing the total width of  the plot at the back of  the double-atrium house to 
102'+18'=120'. This measure also equals the entire width of  the insula. 
2. The measures of  the irregular, four-sided peristyle are also copies of  elements of  both 
the tetrastyle and the Tuscan atrium combined (Fig. 12). 
The total width of  the peristyle measures 74', a copy of  the total width of  the tetrastyle 
atrium house. 
The depth of  the left (E) side of  the peristyle measures 46', a copy of  the depth of  the 
Tuscan atrium. 
The depth of  the right (W) side of  the peristyle measures 32', a copy of  the width of  the 
Tuscan atrium. 
The total width of  the portico in front of  the oecus and antechamber also measures 32', 
again a copy of  the width of  the Tuscan atrium. 
3. The peristyle was positioned within the width of  the designed garden in such a way that a 
rather wide portico was created along the left (E) side, while the portico on the right (W) 
was much more narrow, giving it more the character of  a passageway. The division of  
space was as follows (Fig. 12): 
18' (left portico) – 74' (width peristyle) - 10' (right portico) 
Within the depth of  the designed garden, the front (N) portico, running all the way along 
the back of  the Tuscan and tetrastyle atrium, was also kept rather spacious with a 15' 
depth; the short portico in front of  the oecus and antechamber was a continuation of  
the ‘passageway’ along the right side, leading to the rooms that were all situated on this 
side of  the garden, and measured 10' in depth (Fig. 12). 
4. The position of  the fountain basin, which marks the boundary of  the designed garden, 
was also an integral part of  that design (Fig. 12). The front of  the basin was placed at a 
distance of  37' from the N stylobate, while the right (W) side of  the basin was positioned 
exactly in the centre of  the free space between the left (E) side of  the peristyle and the 
left (E) wall of  the oecus. This open space measured 50', and the right (W) side of  the 
basin divided it into two equal parts of  25'. Again, the measurements positioning the 
basin within the depth and width of  the open space, are direct copies of  measurements 
of  the tetrastyle atrium: 25' = x and 37' = x√2. 
5. The positions of  the columns along the left (E), front (N) and right (W) sides of  the 
peristyle were based on a regular division of  the respective stylobate lengths. The 
following distances between the columns were all measured interaxially. 
On the left (E) side of  the peristyle, the four columns were spaced out as follows (from 
N to S): 12' - 12' - 12' - 10' (distance from the fourth column until the end wall). 
On the right (W) side of  the peristyle, the four columns were spaced out as follows (from 
N to S): 102/3' - 102/3' - 102/3' 
On the front (N) side of  the peristyle, the eight columns were spaced out as follows 
(from E to W): 10½' - 10½' - 10½' – 11' - 10½' - 10½' - 10½'. The slightly increased 
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distance in the centre is situated exactly opposite the large window of  the dining hall in 
the SW corner of  the tetrastyle atrium house, offering a clear view into the peristyle-
garden and onto the fountain. 
The most obvious conclusion that can be drawn from the metrological analysis of  the 
designed area of  this large garden, is that it is mostly an eclectic mix of  measurements, taken 
from both the Tuscan and the tetrastyle atrium. In that respect, it appears to be unique, in 
that it portrays no uniform system of  design, and lacks any real coherence between its 
different elements. The fact that its measurements are copies from the double atrium house 
forms a connection between the peristyle-garden and the house. Apart from this non-visible 
connection, the architect of  the garden also ensured a visible connection between the largest 
of  the two atria, the tetrastyle atrium, and the peristyle-garden. The carefully chosen position 
of  the fountain basin, in one line with the visual axis running through the tetrastyle atrium 
into the garden-area, ensured that the viewer, upon entering the fauces, was left with an 
impression of  perfect symmetry, creating the illusion of  a unity between the designs of  the 
atrium and garden that in reality did not exist: 
 
 62' (depth designed garden until back of  raised fountain basin) 
 
  20' (depth tablinum) 
 
  62' (depth tetrastyle atrium) 
 
 20' (depth fauces) 
 
 
Previous research of  the Casa di M. Obellius Firmus 
A first analysis of  the Casa di M. Obellius Firmus was executed by Peterse, which was 
primarily concerned with finding a method to calculate the foot measure used in the 
construction of  five Pompeian atrium houses218. Simultaneously, the same journal published 
a study by Geertman219, who made use of  the measures taken and converted by Peterse to 
analyse the methods of  design, based on which these five houses were conceived and 
constructed. Both studies were only concerned with the measures and design of  the 
tetrastyle atrium of  the Casa di M. Obellius Firmus. 
The conversion of  measures by Peterse was based on a foot measure of  27.68 cm220. His 
remarks on the design of  the tetrastyle atrium are limited to a comment on the fact that the 
                                                 
 
218 Peterse 1984. 
219 Geertman 1984a. 
220 The calculation of the used foot measure by Peterse is based on his assumption that the sides of the atrium 
are related as 4 : 5. Although the author disagrees with that assumption, the calculated foot measure of 27.68 
proved to be accurate for the remaining measures of the tetrastyle atrium too. Therefore, the author also used 
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measures of  the atrium are closely related221. He further states that the measures of  the 
atrium (1384 cm x 1730 cm or 50'x62½') are related as 4 : 5 (4x12½' : 5x12½'). 
In his analysis of the tetrastyle atrium, Geertman assumes that the intended measures of 
the atrium represent an arithmetic approximation of a geometric design, whereby the 
measures of the atrium are based on a square with sides 2M x 2M (50'x50'), which is then 
elongated into a rectangle based on the principle 2M x (M+M√2). In order to create this 
rather wide and short rectangle, the architect made use of an unusually high approximation 
of 10 : 15, which resulted in the following measures for the atrium: 
2M x (M+M√2) = 50 x (25+25√2) = 50 x (25+37½) = 50' x 62½'. According to 
Geertman, the proportional sequence M : M√2 : 2M was thus approximated by  
25' : 37½' : 50'. 
In principle, I concur with Geertman’s interpretation of the design as being geometric, 
which was then expressed in arithmetic approximations. Although Peterse is correct in 
stating that the two measures 50 and 62½ are related to each other as 4 : 5, this interpretation 
has no meaning in the context of the total design of the tetrastyle atrium. In the build-up of 
the different elements of the atrium house, rational proportions do not play any particular 
role, nor is there any coherence between the atrium and the other parts of the house, if the 
measures of the atrium were based on a 4 : 5 relationship. As said, I agree with the 
interpretation by Geertman, and also regard the measures of the atrium as the result of a 
rectangle with the two sides related as 2x : (x + x√2). 
However, the main difference between my interpretation and that of both Peterse and 
Geertman, is the reconstruction of the intended measures of the atrium as 50'x62' instead of 
50'x62½'. This reconstruction implies a different approximation  
(10 : 14 4/5 instead of Geertman’s 10 : 15), which results in a different proportional sequence, 
with x : x√2 : 2x approximated by 25' : 37' : 50'. The reason for my choice for a slightly 
different approximation, resulting in the length 25√2 measuring 37' instead of  37½', is the 
fact that the 37' measure is actually frequently present in the design and the built structure of 
the tetrastyle atrium, thus forming an integral part of the house: 
In the total width of  the plot: 74' (2x37') 
In the line of  sight:   37' (depth fauces + open space until front columns) 
        37' (open space behind back columns + depth tablinum) 
In the atrium division:   37' (18½' (space front) + 18½' (space back)) 
                                                                                                                                                  
 
this foot measure and with that all of the converted measures published by Peterse, for the analysis of design as 
described above. 
221 Peterse 1984, 15. 
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Measures tetrastyle atrium Casa di M. Obellius Firmus (after Peterse 1984, table 4) 
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Measures Tuscan atrium Casa di M. Obellius Firmus (IX 14, 2-4). Foot measure: 27.43 cm. 
 
TUSCAN ATRIUM 
HOUSE 
Distance in cm Foot measure in 
cm 
Distance in Oscan 
feet 
Intended 
measures in 
the executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures 
in the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio) 
            
FAUCES           
depth until threshold e/w 181,00 174,00 27,43   6,59 6,34 6,50 6,00 
depth fauces e/w 843,00 850,00 27,43   30,73 30,99 31,00 32,00 
width 235,50 27,43   8,59   8,50 8,00 
            
ATRIUM           
depth e/w 1230,00 1234,00 27,43   44,84 44,99 45,00 46,00 
width n 878,00 27,43   32,01   32,00 32,00 
Front (N) wall           
NW corner - fauces 220,00 27,43   8,02   8,00 8,00 
width fauces 235,50 27,43   8,59   8,50 8,00 
fauces - NE corner 422,50 27,43   15,40   15,50 16,00 
right (E) post fauces 53,00 27,43   1,93       
opening room 31 125,50 27,43   4,58       
opening room 31 - NE 
corner 244,00 27,43   8,90       
Back (S) wall           
SW corner-opening andron 565,00 27,43   20,60   20,00 20,00 
opening andron 133,00 27,43   4,85   5,00 5,00 
right (W) post tablinum 109,00 27,43   3,97       
opening tablinum 243,00 27,43   8,86   
21,00 
(added) 
21,00 
(added) 
left (E) post tablinum 80,00 27,43   2,92       
opening staircase 90,00 27,43   3,28       
Left (E) wall           
NE corner-opening 30 151,00 27,43   5,50       
opening room 30 121,00 27,43   4,41       
right (S) post room 30 320,00 27,43   11,67       
left (N) post cupboard 23           
opening cupboard 23 121,00 27,43   4,41       
opening cupboard 23-SE 
corner 517,00 27,43   18,85       
Right (W) wall           
right (N) post room 29 147,00 27,43   5,36     
opening room 29 124,00 27,43   4,52     
left (S) post room 29= 41,00 27,43   1,49     
right (N) post room 22         
opening room 22 240,00 27,43   8,75     
left (S) post room 22= 42,00 27,43   1,53     
right (N) post room 21         
opening room 21 121,50 27,43   4,43     
left (S) post room 21 211,50 27,43   7,71     
length wall until opening 
ala 927,00 27,43   33,80   34,00 34,00 
opening ala 307,00 27,43   11,19   11,00 12,00 
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Cubicula right (W)         
depth 344,00 27,43   12,54   12,50+1,50 14,00 
Ala right (W)         
depth n 340,50 27,43   12,41   12,50+1,50 14,00 
width e/w 307,00 27,43   11,19   11,00 12,00 
Impluvium         
depth 348,00 27,43   12,69   13,00 14,00 
width 310,00 27,43   11,30   11,00 12,00 
front (N) wall - impluvium 438,00 27,43   15,97   16,00 16,00 
impluvium - back (S) wall 441,50 27,43   16,10   16,00 16,00 
left (E) wall - impluvium 288,00 27,43   10,50   10,50 10,00 
impluvium - right (W) wall 285,00 27,43   10,39   10,50 10,00 
Tablinum         
depth 568,00 27,43   20,71   21,00 21,00 
width n/s 243,00 359,00 27,43   8,86 13,08     
 
Measures peristyle-garden Casa di M. Obellius Firmus (IX 14, 2-4). Foot measure: 27.55 cm. 
 
PERISTYLE-GARDEN Distance in cm Foot 
measure 
in cm 
Distance in 
Oscan feet 
Intended 
measures in 
the executed 
design 
(dispositio) 
Intended 
measures in 
the 
conceptual 
design 
(ordinatio) 
           
depth e/w 1712,00 1542,00 27,55  62,14 55,97 62,00/56,00 62,00/57,00
width n 2853,00 27,55  103,56   103,50 102,00 
depth right (W) side range 460,50 27,55  16,72   16,50+1,50 18,00 
Front (N) wall          
NW corner - opening andron 98,00 27,55  3,56       
opening andron 137,50 27,55  4,99       
back wall Tuscan tablinum 436,50 27,55  15,84       
opening cupboard 89,00 27,55  3,23       
back wall room 24 980,00 27,55  35,57       
opening tetrastyle tablinum 170,00 27,55  6,17       
right (W) post tetrastyle tablinum 436,00 27,55  15,83       
opening andron 143,00 27,55  5,19       
opening andron-NE corner 363,00 27,55  13,18       
Right (W) wall          
NW corner - opening room 15 333,00 27,55  12,09       
opening room 15 77,00 27,55  2,79       
left (S) post 15/right (N) post 14 241,00 27,55  8,75       
opening room 14 122,00 27,55  4,43       
left (S) post 14/right (N) post 13 208,00 27,55  7,55       
opening room 13 79,00 27,55  2,87       
left (S) post 13/right (N) post 12 180,00 27,55  6,53       
opening room 12 81,00 27,55  2,94       
opening room 12-SW corner 213,00 27,55  7,73       
Stylobate (interaxial)          
depth e/w 1268,00 858,00 27,55  46,03 31,14 46,00/31,00 46,00/32,00
width n/s 2038,00 530,00 27,55  73,97 19,24 74,00/20,00 74,00/20,00
Front (N) portico          
depth e/w 404,00 415,00 27,55  14,66 15,06 15,00 15,00 
Back (S) portico          
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depth 269,00 27,55  9,76   10,00 10,00 
Left (E) portico          
depth  537,00 27,55  19,49   19,50 18,00 
Right (W) portico          
depth  278,00 27,55  10,09   10,00 10,00 
Intercolumnia front (N)          
NW column - second column 288,00 27,55  10,45   10,50 10,50 
second column - third column 294,00 27,55  10,67   10,50 10,50 
third column - fourth column 285,00 27,55  10,34   10,50 10,50 
fourth column - fifth column 299,00 27,55  10,85   11,00 11,00 
fifth column - sixth column 292,00 27,55  10,60   10,50 10,50 
sixth column - seventh column 289,00 27,55  10,49   10,50 10,50 
seventh column-NE column 291,00 27,55  10,56   10,50 10,50 
Intercolumnia back (S)          
SW column-second column 300,00 27,55  10,89   11,00 10,00 
second column - SE column 230,00 27,55  8,35   8,50 10,00 
Intercolumnia left (E)          
NE column - second column 324,00 27,55  11,76   12,00 12,00 
second column - third column 329,00 27,55  11,94   12,00 12,00 
third column - fourth column 329,00 27,55  11,94   12,00 12,00 
fourth column - back (S) wall 286,00 27,55  10,38   10,00 10,00 
Intercolumnia right (W)          
NW column - second column 284,00 27,55  10,31   10,33 10,66 
second column - third column 288,00 27,55  10,45   10,33 10,66 
third column - SW column 286,00 27,55  10,38   10,33 10,66 
                 
 
 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
In general, we can conclude that the analysis of  the design of  the Tuscan and tetrastyle 
atrium confirms what we already knew from the reconstruction of  the building history of  
the two houses. These were originally two separate, independent properties, which were at 
some point in history joined together into one, great living complex, that was to take up the 
largest part of  insula IX 14. Although both the Tuscan and the tetrastyle atrium were 
constructed based on a geometric design, expressed in arithmetic approximations, the 
systems of  design and the proportions used portray no similarities. 
Of  the large garden-area, only the zone directly behind the double-atrium house was 
constructed under design, while the other two zones at the back were probably a utilitarian 
area and a service-area. The metrological analysis of  the designed part of  the garden reveals 
something quite extraordinary: a lack of  any coherence between the measurements used. 
Much more, the measurements appear to have been taken from different parts of  the Tuscan 
and tetrastyle atrium and then copied to form new structural elements. Clearly, the Tuscan 
and tetrastyle atrium were already part of  one ownership when the garden was designed. 
 
 
 
 
